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Abstract

'kTEe oviiTall objective of our polarimetric research is to conduct a unified and cohesive
investigation to answer the question: How can polarization properties of targets
/background speckle be utilized either by themselves or in concert with other
electromagnetic probing methods such as doppler, multispectral, pulse compression, etc.,
to best provide a basis for radar target classification, i~aaging, and identification?
Scattering objects of interest include airborne/ ground/marine targets of a large variety
of sizes, shapes, and material decomposition and embedded in varied stationary
/moving./fluctuating background scatter, whicn, we are confident, can most effectively be
characterized via polarimetric radar'/scatterometer methods including both coherent -Ind
partially coherent wave treatments.

it is the specific objective of this task to approach and to investigate the polarimetric
radar clutter problem using a unique approach at a strongly interdigitizing analytical,
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modeling, computer-numerical/graphical, and measurement interpretive nature. A basic

theory for a model-independent clutter description which can be applied to any specific
type of clutter without a priori knowledge of the clutter model, i.e., a model-independrlnt
clutter description, in theory, is introduced.

1. 0 PULVO
From the outset of initiation (1985 March 01) of this research, we have concentrated on a
strictly mathematico-physical revisitation of the basic polarimetric radar theory, dealing
first with the purely coherent case and then with the more complicated partially polarized
case. Thus, before developing a "basic theory and a modeling approach to polarimetric
clutter phenomenology," we first analyzed the single stationary target case for both
monostatic and bistatic measurement arrangements, which resulted in the correction of (i)
basic standards on the definition of polarimetric scattering matrix measurements, and (ii)
misconceptions in Kennaugh's, Graves', and Huynen's reports and expositions regarding the
optimal (maximum and null) polarization state or (Kennaugh/Graves) polarization fork
(Huynen) concepts. we were also able to introduce therewith the correct formulation of the
polarimetric contrast optimization procedure and the polarimetric matched signal/image
filter concept for the coherent case. After completing this task on setting matters
straight for the coherent theory of radar polarimetry during the first and second fiscal
periods (1985 March to 1987 Feb.), during the second and third fiscal periods (1986 March
to 1988 Feb.), we reinvestigated the basic theory of radar polarimetry for the partially
coherent ca se, resulting in our very important contribution on the optimal reception of
partially pxilarized waves. On the basis of this basic contribution to radar polarimetry,
we are now able to reinvestigate various polarimetric clutter modeling approaches, which
we have accomplished for the cases of polarimetric rain backscatter and rough sea surface
scatter, imple.menting dual polarization doppler radar measurements.

During the tenure of this contract, we were also fortunate to obtain polarimetric
synthetic aperture radar (POL-SAR) measurement data obtained during the siumr of 1985 by
the CAL-TEC/JPL SAR imaging team with the NASA/JPL CV-990 L-band POL-SAR system, being the
first POL-SAR system operational. With the utilization of this historical C-band POL-SAR
imaging (scattering matrix on a pixel-by-pixel availability) data set of the San Francisco
Bay area, we were then able to demonstrate the superb target enhancement versus background
suppression capabilities of our polarimetric matched image filter approach.

In order to accomplish these set goals, at times we had to reprioritize and reorient our
pre-set goals as described in the original and amended work statements of our proposal and
contract. Therefore, in the following, we are presenting in Section I.1, the original and
amended work statements; in Section 1.2, the re-orientation and re-prioritization of the
work statements; and in Sections 1.3 and 1.4 the overall and detailed important results
are summarized. Sections 1.5 and 1.6 contain lists of technical reports and research
interactions, and Section 1.7 contains a list of publications. Section 1.8 lists honors
and awards of W-M. Boerner, Section 1.9 summarizes thesis research in the UIC-EECS/CL,
Section 1.10 lists scientific personnel, and in Section I.11 the list of distribution is
presented. In Section II important attachments are collected.
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PART I: TECHNI CAL REPORT

I 0 FOREHM

From the outset ot initiation (1985 March 01) of this research, we have
concentrated on a strictly mathematico-physical revisitation of the basic
polarimetric radar theory, dealing first with the purely coherent case and then
with the more complicated partially polarized case. Thus, before developing a
"basic theory and a modeling approach to polarimetric clutter phenomenology," we
first analyzed the single stationary target case for both mornostatic and
bistatic measurement arrangements, which resulted in the correction of (i) basic
standards on the definition of polarimetric scattering matrix measurements, and
(ii) misconceptions in Kennaugh's, Graves', and Huynen's reports and expositions
regarding the optimal (maximum and null) polarization state or (Kennaugh/Graves)
polarization fork (Huynen) concepts. We were also able to introduce therewith
the correct formulation of the polarimetric contrast optimization procedure and
the polarimetric matched signal/image filter concept for the coherent case.
After completing this task on setting matters straight for the coherent theory
of radar polarimetry during the first and second fiscal periods (1985 March to
1987 Feb.), during the second and third fiscal periods (1986 March to 1988
Feb.), we reinvestigated the basic theory of radar polarimetry for the partially
coherent case, resulting in our very important contribution on the optimal
reception of partially polarized waves. On the basis of this basic contribution
to radar polarimetry, we are now able to reinvestigate various polarimetric
clutter modeling approaches, which we have accomplished for the cases of
polarimetric rain backscatter and rough sea surface scatter, implementing dual
polarization doppler radar measurements.

During the tenure of this contract, we were also fortunate to obtain
polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (POL-SAR) measurement data obtained during
the summer of 1985 by the CAL-TEC/JPL SAR imaging team with the NASA/JPL CV-990
L-band POL-SAR system, being the first POL-SAR system operational. With the
utilization of this historical C-band POL-SAR imaging (scattering matrix on a
pixel-by-pixel availability) data set of the San Francisco Bay area, we were
then able to demonstrate the superb target enhancement versus background
suppression capabilities of our polarimetric matched image filter approach.
In order to accomplish these set goals, at times we had to reprioritize and
reorient our pre-set goals as described in the original and amended work
statements of our proposal and contract. Therefore, in the following, we are
presenting in Section I.1, the original and amended work statements; in Section
1.2, the re-orientation and re-prioritization of the work statements; and in
Sections 1.3 and 1.4 the overall and detailed important results are summarized.
Sections 1.5 and I16 contain lists of technical reports and research
interactions, and Section 1.7 contains a list of publications. Section 1.8 lists
honors and awards of W-M. Boerner, Section 1.9 summarizes thesis research in the
UIC-EECS/CL, Section 1.10 lists scientific personnel, and in Section I.11 the
list of distribution is presented. In Section II important attachments are
collected.

I.1 ORIGINAL STNTEMERr OF THE PROBLEM (Proposal No. P-22207-EL, 1985 Feb. 15,
a~m ied)

1.1.1 Title
M, a-nnett of High Resolution Radar Polarimetry in Target Vs. Clutter
Detection, Discrimination, Classification, Imaging & Identification: Basic Radar
Clutter Description, Modeling, Simulation, Metrology: Target in Clutter
Discrimination
1.1.1.2 Suimmna r_
In the developtirent of special purpose tactical radars employing advanced high
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resolution polarimetric target detecticn modes, the problem of accurately
determining the properties of "clutter" is still not adequately resolved. In
this research project an interdigitizing theoretical, analytical, modeling,
metrological, computer-numerical, and model verification approach is used to
analyze indepth polarimetric broadband clutter description as it pertains to
target detection in clutter at meter to sub-millimeter wavelengths.
Specifically, theoretical clutter models based on the optimal polarization
clutter null theory (mean null coordinates and spread of cluster) and the
multiple vector scattering center clutter descriptive approaches are analyzed
and the even (manmade metallic target) versus odd (natural scatter ensembles)
multiple bounce scatter interpretation, Huynen's N-target deccraposition theory
and the polarization matched clutter suppression filter technique are being
scrutinized. The main objective is to determine the optimum polarimetric
transceiver design for discriminating targets in clutter.
1.1.1.3 Objective
The objective of this research is to approach and investigate the polarimetric
radar clutter problem using a unique approach of a strongly interdigitizing
analytical, modeling, computer numerical/graphical and measurement interpretive
nature. The analytical, modeling, and computer verificational research tasks
will be carried out within the facilities of the Communications Laboratory (CL),
Electrical Engineering & Computer Science Department (EECS), University of
Illinois at Chicago (UIC), utilizing the DEC-VAX 11/750 plus 785 Research
Computer Processing facilities in SEL-4210/F and 4211/G&M with peripheral
vector/color graphics and image processing/printing facilities.

We will require extensive polarimetric radar measurement data on various
specific kinds of natural and/or manmade clutter which includes terrain/tree/
vegetation/forest/crop/agricultural scattering sites with or without snow cover,
meteorological cloud/fog/rain/hail/electric storm scatterer ensembles, and sea
scatter within the marine ocean boundary layer. Because, at the present time, we
do not have our own Advanced High Resolution Polarimetric Radar System
available, in the interim period, polarimetLic measurement data collected at
other DOD/NATO/Industrial R/D/M facilities will be used.

These basic studies will be of paramount importance to the development of
advanced polarimetric seeker radar systems. Consequently, we are going to work
closely with the US Army Research & Development Centers & Commands and the
national radar industry who are involved in the development of polarimetric
radar seeker systems, and the R&D centers of the US Navy and Air Force.

1.1.1.4 Research Problem Identification
TTh specific research problems to be iivestigated represent an integral part of
the overall research activities carried out within the Communications
Laboratory, UIC-EECS, on polarization utilization in target/clutter handling and
may be described as

"Basic Radar Clutter Description, Modeling, and Simulation for Non-Cooperative
Radar Target Detection/Discrimination in Clutter."

Based on the literature review of Section I, and the background theory presented
in Chapter II, (ARO Proposal #22207-EL) the following specific research problems
have been identified.

Basic Theory and Modelingjof Polarimetric Clutter Phenomenology
(A mo ePf'ree, self'consistent approachf-or- poaI tric clutter description on
the polarization sphere applicable to various types of clutter).

It is the objective to introduce a basic theory for clutter description whi zh
can be applied to any specific type of clutter without a priori knowledge of the
clutter model, i.e., a model-free clutter descriptive theory.

ARO FINAL REPORT 1988 July 15
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As a first step, the model-free clutter theory will be derived using a coherency
matrix [J], or equivalently, a Stokes vector [g] measurement approach. Using the
concept of ensemble (phase) averaging over repeated sets of measurements within
time frames below the scattering center reshuffling time, it will be shown how
the 4 x 4 ensemble averaged Mueller matrix [MI can be related to the mean
Sinclair matrix [S], and the locations of the mean polarizations and its
spherical spread about the means on the polarization sphere to be derived. The
relationship between the coherency matrix in our "model--free" clutter
descriptive theory and the "model-free" N-target decomposition theory of Huynen
will be established showing its congruence. For the verification of the two
congruent model-free clutter descriptive theories, basic clutter decriptive
statistical models have to be generated for various kinds of clutters including
terrain/sea/meteorological/vegetation, such that the mean clutter null
polarization and their spherical variance about the mean can be extracted and
related to specific clutter descriptive parameters. For this purpose, two
principally suitable approaches exist: (i) that of extending the vector
scattering center dumbbell model developed in

H. Mieras, R.M. Barnes, G.M. Vachula, J.N. Buckham, C.L. Bennett and W-M.
Boerner, "Polarization Null Characteristics of Simple Targets," Sperry
Research Center, SRC-CR-82-83, Contract NO. F-30602-82-C-0254, 1983,

to that of compactly packed scattering centers (i.e., scattering center
ensembles representing a specific type of clutter); and (ii) employing the
multiple reflection bounce principle introduced in Part I, Section 3 (See ARO
Proposal #22207-EL), These two methods will be combined to generate specific
clutter models using c;iDinations of spheres, di/trihedral reflections, contips,
linear dipoles, left/right sensed helices, etc., as individual scattering center
models with deterministic as well as statistical distribution models. The major
objective is to prove and verify the clustering properties of the clutter null
polarizations on the polarization sphere, and to show how the location of the
mean clutter nulls and its spherical spread about the mean can be utilized to
straight-forwardly extract basic clutter descriptive parameters.

1.1.2 Work Statement of Spcific Tasks
In the following, detailedwork statements for each of the three rather closely
related research tasks are presented, with identification of research
supervisory staff, graduate research assistant (Ph.D./M.Sc. candidates) staff,
source of measurement data, and computer-numerical/graphical facility
requirements.

Note, that the research staff involved in this set of research tasks belongs to
the Remote Sensing and M-to-Sub-M Wave Propagation Group of the Electromagnetic
Imaging Division within the Communications Laboratory/UIC.

Basic Theory and Modelin of Polarimetric Clutter Phenomenology
(A "mr>del-free" self-consistent approach for polarimetric clutter description on
the polarization sphere applicable to various types of terrain, meteorological
and sea clutter).

Principal Investigator: Prof. Wolfgang-M. Boerner

Senior Research Professor: Asst. Prof. Hyo J. Eom

Research Scientist: Dr. Alexander B. Kostinski

Grad. Res. Assistants: Mr. Amit P. Agrawal (Ph.D.)
Mr. Jonas Okeke, M.Sc.

Visiting Research Consultants: Dr. J. Richard Huynen (FYI)

Dr. Shane R. Cloude (FYII)
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1.1.2.1 specific rask Oescripti~tn

a) Extraction of Mean Clutter Null Polarization and Their Spherical Spread from
Coherenc Matri-x Measurements (Agrawa1/Nespor/Oke-e)

Tn the M.Sc. -s -J.D. Nespor it was shown how the Stokes vector of the
Leceiver antenna can be related to that of the transmit antenna not only via the
Mueller matrix, but with the use of the coherency matrix and adopting the
concept of the "pulse and phase ensemble averaging" of the elements of the
Sinclair radar scattering matrix [S]. It, was then shown how the mean clutter
polarization nulls and their spherical spread (variance) about the mean can be
obtained from a coherency matrix measurement approach and that the mean clutter
null cooLdinates on the polarization sphere and its spread can he related either
to the coherency factor or the depolarization factor plus descriptive parameters
of the specific clutter under investigation. We have proven that the spherical
spread about the two cross-pol. and the two co-pol. nulls are the same for the
clutter.

In a next step, we have shown (Nespor, Agrawal, Boerner, 1984) that the
spherical spread about the two mean co-pol. null and the two mean cross-pol.
null locations on the polarization sphere is the same for all which provides the
link to Huynen's N-target decomposition theory (Huynen, 1981, 1982 a,b, 1983,
1984).

b) Relation between Huynen's N-Taraet Decomposition Theory and the Mean Clutter
Null Description for the MonostatE c Reciprocal Scatterng Case

In Part II, Section 4 (ARO Proposal #22207-EL), it was shown that for the
monostatic reciprocal coherent scattering case, the relative scattering matrix
[S] contains five independent real qi•antities whereas for the quasi-coherent
case, [S] cannot be used formally, but [M] which possesses nine independent rez.
quantities can be used. For the coherent case, it can be shown that the five
independent parameters of [S] represent the radius of the associated
polarization sphere being equal to span [S], and the spherical coordinate pairs
(9 1 2 , 01,2) of either both co-pol null or one co-pol and one cross-pol null

locations on the unit polarization sphere (Kennaugh, 1952; Huynen, 1970). For
the incoherent case, the mean co-pol. null and cross-pol. nulls can then be
expressed simiJ:irly in terms of five independent quantities, leaving four
undetermined quantities which can be identified to be the four isotropic clutter
spread spheres each centered in the mean coordinates of the four optimal

polarization nulls. Thus, all the nine independent quantities of [M] for the
monostatic, reciprocal scattering case are uniquely determined in terms of
"model-free" mean clutter polarization null descriptions as was first derived

using a coherency matrix approach (Nespor, 1983) and further extended (Nespor,
Agrawdl, and Boerner, 1984).

Huynen (1970), on the other hand, attempted a logical approach of decomposing

the incoherent matrix [M] into "the mean target matrix [Mm] and the target

residue" as is shown in Part II, Section 1 (ARO Proposal #22207-EL), for some

specific clutter cases repres',nted chaff (loannides and Hazrners). However, a

deep physical insight to the t& get residue or noise has not been given anywhere

to date.

We note here, however, that the mean target matrix [Mm I corrn nds to a

coherent-like matrix [Sm] which is defined by five independent quantities,

whereas target residue contains four independent quantities. We now need to show

the congruence of our mean clutter polarization null description with their

spherical spread and Huynen's N-targe' decomposition theory.

c) Application of the Mean Clutter Polarization Null Description to Specific

Clutter Cases
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In a first successful attempt, Nespor (1.983) applied the "model-free clutter
description" to the interpretation of hydrometeoric scatter showing how the mean
cross-pol. null location can be directly related to the canting angle of
raindrops and how the mean co-pol. null locations relate to the drop shape which
will be analyzed in great detail (Agrawal, Nespor, Boerner, 1984). We note here
that our preliminary results have also been independently obtained by McCormick
et al. (1984 a/b). Currently, our analytical results are being tested using
relative phase scattering matrix results provided by Mr. A. Hendry/Dr.
McCormick, NRC-Ottawa.

Similarly, we are now extending a similiar analysis to the interpretation of
complete relative scattering matrix measurement data of various sea clutter
cases provided by both NADC-Warminster, PA and BAC-KCS-Kent, WA (Nespor,
Agrawal). Our preliminary results show again that our "model-free" approach
provided a useful tool for extracting useful parameters.

It is the prime objective to apply our model- =e polarimetric clutter
descriptive approach to the anlysis of clutter generated by rough terrain with
and without vegetation, forestrial, hydrometeorological, dust, fog, etc., cover
in which cases it is useful to separate surface from volumetric distributed
scattering center, where surface scatter usually is less dependent on
polarization than distributed volumetric scatter (Fung and Eom, 1981-1984).

1.1.2.2 Measurement Data Acquisition
During the past years, we have established close contacts with various R&D
Centers involved in the generation of polarimetric clutter measurements in the
various frequency bands of the n-to-sub-mm wavelength region. This interaction
is currently strengthening, and in the following the major suppliers of clutter
measurement data are listed.

Note, due to the proprietary nature of measurement data exchange agreements only
limited information is being provided here, and any other detailed information
will be provided only to the ARO-Eleftronics Division upon specific request.

Hydrometeoric Clutter (S,L,C,X-bands)
NATO/SHAPE-TC C,X-band Dr. Andre J. Poelman
Scheveningen (SMR(H,V)] (already available)
The Hague, NC rain/cloud/electric storm scatter

NRC-EMD-RS L,S,C-band Mr. Archibald Hendry
Montreal RD Labs [LMR(H,V)] (already available)
Ottawa, Ont. rain/cloud/electric storm scatter

DFVLR-OPH L-band Dr. Arno Schroth
Oberpfaffenhofen, [S(A,B)] (available as soon as
FRG general meteorological clutter DFVLR-MET-Radar is in

operation'1986/87)

ISWS-MRD X,S-band Dr. Euoene A. Mueller
Champaign, IL polarimetric radar (already availableý

(incomplete polarimetric)

Sea Surface/Hydrometeoric Clutter (S,L,C,X,K-bands)
F TP - CC-M i-a L,S,C,K-band Dr. Otto Kessler
Warminster, PA (S(H,V)]

Boeing Aerospace 17,36,94 GHz Mr. Kenneth Williams
Corporation [S(H,V)] Mr. George Swetnam
Kent Space Center, WA

Rou•h Surface!`Terrain Scatter
MICOM-DRSME-REG X,K-bands Mr. Lloyd W. Root
Redstone Arsenal, AL [LMR(H,V)]
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DARPA/ERIM 17,36,94 GHz Col. Juergen Gobien
JAWS I/II [S(H,V)] DARPA

1.2 RE-DEFINITION, RE-ORIENTATION, AND RE-PRIORITIZATION OF THE STATE2N OF
WOKK

The Research Task A. "Basic Theory and Modeling of Polarimetric Clutter
Phenomenology," must be considered a subtask of an initiation project which was
carried out under ERADCOM/DELCS/HDL/DELNV No. DAAK 21-84-C-0101 (Solicitation
No. DAAK 84-R-9150) (1983 July to 1985 Oct.) on:

"Stationary Target Detection and Classification Algorithm Development
Applied to Armored Vehicle Detection in Ground & Tropospheric Clutter,"

with the objective:

"to develop and evaluate high range resolution, polarization diverse
algorithms, and to detect and classify stationary and moving targets in
clutter."

Although our final proposal of July 1984, contained very specific and detailed
workstatements, the Statement of work for Contract No. DAAK21-84-C-0191 was
brief and succinct, and in one paragraph, described in what ought to be the ob-
jective of the entire U.S. Army/DARPA/Air-Force MMW air-to-ground seeker radar
effort, quote:

"The contractor shall develop the strategy by which a hioh range
resolution, polarization diverse meter-to-millimeter wave radar
will be used to reliably detect and classify stationary vehicular
targets in clutter. The contractor shall develop methematical
descriptors based on polarization returns of multiple reflection
bounce objects in isolation and in clutter. The Contractor shall
develop mathematical models of unarmored and armored vehicles
based on the combination of simple geometrical shapes and mole
complex individual scatterers for each vehicle. Theoretical
clutter models and target models shall be analyzed for predicting
the distribution of polarization returns so as to generate target
detection and classification algorithms. The Contractor shall
identify the procedure by which more varied military tactical
targets will be modeled and provide predictions of significant
individual scatterers that might be used in classification
algorithms. The Contractor shall develop first level algorithms
for aiscrimination of targets from clutter (i.e., detection of
targets in clutter) and deliver these models and algorithms to the
government for test against real data."

Anyone familiar with this complex subject matter will comprehend that the work-
statement presented to us will require the combined R&D efforts not only of the
radar research laboratories of the US Army, but the dedicated collaborative
efforts of all interdisciplinary/interinstitutional R&D centers of the National
Radar Industry, Academic Basic Research Institutes and Governmental Research
Laboratories.

Therefore, to be productive, the workstatement given to us had to be
comprehended in its entirety, identifying the many related but distinct research
problems, setting priorities and suggesting a viable path of approach which will
provide useful partial results. For the purpose of illustrating these
complexities, the Initiation Report, "Development of Polarimetric Target
Characteristic Classification Algorithms Applied to Armored Vehicles," for
ERADCOM-DELCS/Ft. Monmouth was put together rather hurriedly. In spite of the
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severe criticism we received, which is constructive and must be accepted, we
suggest a careful study of the concluding sections outlining the overall
scenario of solved and unsolved problems. Here, we also refer to the recent
report (Dec. 1983)

W-M. Boerner, "Advancement of High Resolution Radar Polarimetry
in Target vs. Clutter Detection, Discrimination, Classification,

Imaging, and Identification - Part C: Recommendations
for New Research Efforts in Radar Polarimetry - Benefits

for National Research Effort,"
(updated version contained in Part II)

which certainly had considerable influence in shaping the DARPA-TITO JAWS (Joint
All Weather Seeker) and ADTS (Advanced Detection Technology Seeker) programs and
also was used by us to readdress the polarimetric radar research problem. Here,
we are reproducing the diagramatic chart identifying the specific disciplines
which still require in depth strong attention on the 6.1/6.2 level funding
before 6.3 level development projects can evolve with reliable results.

Here, we refer to the final report pr-duced under the ERADCOM/HDL Contract No.
DAAK 21-84-C-0101

W-M. Boerner, A.B. Kostinski et al., Stationary Target Detection/
Classification Algorithm Development Applied to Armored Vehicle Detection in
Ground/Tropospheric Clutter, Fianl Report, Contract No. DAAX 21-84-C-0101,
1985 Oct. 14, Rept. No.: UIC-EECS/CL: ARO/HDL 85-10-14,

in which details on our assessment of the shortcomings of the Huynen N-target
decomposition theory are provided. For a more detailed analysis, we refer to the
Final Report prepared uider a NADC Contract, entitled

W-M. Boerner et al., Graphical Depiction of Targets Using Polarized Radar
Data, Final Report, NADC Contract No. N--62269-85-C-0383 (Soc. No.:
N-62269-35), 1987 June 15, UIC-EECS/CL/NADC 87.06.15, NADC 87163-50,

where in Chapter III, a critical review of Iuynen's parameters is given.

National Forma of Expq'rts

Appointed National Coerdinator: Government: Workshops
Induscryi Panel Discussions

PASIC TECHNOLOGY METROLOGN VECTOR SIGNAL/IMAGE KARDWARE COMPONENT.,
PROCESSING DEVELOPMENT & SYSTEMS

DESIGN
Basic Polarimetry Basic Experlawr, tamtion Pulse Comression in Electronic Hardware

Radar Polarzm~tryI
Target Phenomenology Polarimetric Data Polarization Antennas

Colloction Polorlmetric Doppler
Clutter Analysis Polarization Transceiver

Radar Metrology Vector Signal Processina
Vector Inverse Pulie Doppler/F4-CL
Scattering Ground Truth Metrology Vector Image Processing Chirp

Target-Clutter easur,'em nt Data Basic Aloorithm Developnent: Algorithm Robotics
Interactlon Processing Classificationi

Adentification Polarl, itioon S!inait~rv•

Vector Im4g9n9 Imaolno Systems Dlspldý
(SARt/RAR/ISAR)

DEVELOPMENT OF H4OO"LAR TEST-BED DESIG1 OF WROADAAND HIGbH RESOLUTION P6LARIMETRIC COMPRESSIOM PULSE DOPPLER

PAW SYSTE4: TESTING, COST-TVAOE-OFF/TECMtOLOGY ANALYST20

TECHNOLOGy TRANSFER TO INDUSTRY

Firgre 1: Advancement of Poiarimetric Radar Techaoloqy (Prepared December 1903.1
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1.2.1 Re-Definition and Re-Derivation
we require another completely new- do~k and deeper analysis of the entire polari-
metric radar research problem, because the existing theories of Kennaugh and
Huynen are incomplete and/or incorrect and require re-assessment and extension.
Certainly, there now exists ample evidence that "polarization utilization plays
an important role in M-to-MMW radar target detection/classification/imaging/
identification"; the question, however, is how to fully use such extra
information.

Not discouraged by the "immense globality" of this complicated problem, we set
to work with enthusiasm, and made good use of our extensive background knowledge
of the field which, more or less, includes comprehension of the entire
literature (open as well as classified) on "radar polarimetry," separating this
complex problem according to the diagramatic chart of Fig. 1, and pursued in
order of priority: theory, metrology, and signail processing aspects of the
UIC-EECS/CL and the polarimetric hardware and polarimetric transceiver systems
design within Polarimetrics, Inc.

Therefore, during FYI/FYII, we concentrated on the fundamentals of radar polari-
metry, first treating the coherent case and slowly attacking the partially
coherent case as reported in summarizing detail in the semi-annual reports, with
back-up sub-task reports. Only after the basic theory has been set straight,
can we move ahead and address the more complicated target in clutter detection
and target classification algcrithm developmvent problems.

Consequently, during FYI to FYII, we abandoned all attempts of developing any
target detecting/classification algorithms, per say, but rather concentrated on
reassessing, correcting and updating the underlying polarimetric theory using
all available research resources for this most essential and important first
step. We are confident in considering ourselves to be one of the top research
teams in the field of advancing high resolution radar polarimetry and we are
sincerely convinced that with the available research staff we have served the
interests of the U.S. Army best.

1.2.2 Re-Prioritizatiorn/Timing of Specific Work Statement Tasks
We are aware that there already exist some rather powerful target detection and
classification algorithms using high range resolution combined with polarization
diverse MMW radar measurement data. Furthermore, we are also aware that these
more recently derived target detection/classification algorithms by no means can
be considered ultimate and in fact are still not sufficient to be applied in
real-time battlefield applications (see Section 1.4). In order to find and
establish the most superior detection/classification algorithms which we are
very confident are being providad by NATURE, we have initiated a "major offense"
on the foundations of radar polarimetry and assessed its application to the
problem under consideration with laborious and painstaking efforts. Therefore,
we are convinced that our step-by-step approach adopted during the initiation of
this contract task is the only possible proper path to obtain superior radar
target detection/classification algorithms using complete high resolution
range/cross-range/polarimetric broadband and doppler information.

A. Basic Technology

The following prioritizationitiming of the overall approach to overall problem
of algorithm developnent for stationary target detection & classification in
clutter within the m-to-sub-mm-wavelengt.n region: During MYI major and all
emphasis need to be placed on reassessing the basic polarimetric radar theory,
from an electromagnitic diffraction/scattering point of approach. Here, we must
stress that no useful algorilhms can be developed without first having
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established the correct theory based on solutions of the following problems:

Polarimetric Radar Theory (FYI)
Reassessment of definitions of polarization state (vector versus spinor
interpretation); scattering natrix decomposition (target characteristic
operator: optimal polarization states); uniqueness proof for use of
"p-formulated unitary transformation matrix" in radar polarimetry; coherency
matrix/Mueller matrix formulations in radar polarimetry.

Radar Target Phenomenolog (F--I+II)
Reassessment of radar target phenomenology introduced by Kennaugh, Huynen,
Poelman et.al.; redefinition of target characteristic operator (the polarization
fork); introduction of the "Three-Stage Scattering Matrix Optimization Proce-
dure"; critical assessment of Huynen's Mueller matrix decomposition theory.

Clutter Analysis (FYII÷III)
Development ofimodel-free clutter descriptive theory based on the polarization
fork approach; verification and interpretation of the clutter polarization null
clustering phenomenon on the polarization sphere; rain/sea scatter and vegeta-
tive/terrain scatter modeling.

Vector Inverse Scattering (FYI to III)
Es3tablishment of relationship between target geometry/material properties and
the scattering matrix elements: Polarimetric vector extension of Kennaugh's
target characteristic operator theory.

Target-Clutter Interaction (FYIII beyond)
Use of the "Three-Stage Scattering Matrix Optimization Procedure" for target
versus clutter discrimination; development of simplified target/clutter
classification principles.

Vector Imaging (FYI to III, beyond)
Combination of high range/cross-range information with complete range-bin/pixel
scattering matrix data for the development of "polarimetric matched filter
techniques" for target versus clutter separation in high resolution polarimetric
SAR/RAR/ISAR.

B. Metrology (FYI: Intitation; FYII and beyond)

Hand-in-hand with developing the underlying polarimetric radar target/clutter
theory, we need to take a fresh, unbiased look at polarimetric metrology for the
purpose of obtaining the proper imeasurement inputs for target
detection/classification algorithm development. During the past six years and
particularly during FYI, consideralbe efforts were also expanded in this area.

Basic Polarimetric Experimentation (FYI; continued)
(Due to the highly proprietary/classified nature of these research aspects the
main efforts were carried out through Polarimetrics, Inc. rather than UIC
Project activities.) Reassessment of existing polarization radar design
approaches and development of new polarimetric measurement principles.

Polarimetric Data Collection (in progress)
Establishment of our own UIC-EECS/CL library on complete polarimetric scattering
matrix measurement data for targets which include missile-type military ground
based, naval, air targets; and for various kinds of clutter includina
meteorological (rain/fog/storm), sea and coastal, vegetative terrain and
battlefield types.
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Radar Metrolo (in progress)
Provide advise in conducting better, more reliable and reproducable polarimetric
radar target/clutter measurements for monostatic, forward and bistatic plus
multistatic scattering.

Ground Truth Metrology (FYII and beyond)
it is impossible to develop reliable and reproducable results in the real-time
application of target classification/identification algorithms without also pay-
inq the rather exorbitant price of establishing a solid ground truth metrology.
The entire M-to-MW Seeker radar effort is suffering the most detrimental lag in
this important department. Therefore, in simultaneity with the ongoing inhouse
UIC-EECS/CL research, great efforts need be expended to assist industry -nd
governmental laboratories to improve most rapidly their methods, techniques .,nd
resources in a more accurate and =ompleted ground truth assessment and
metrology.

Polarimetric SAR/RAR/ISAR Imaging Sysem (FYII and beyond)
Development of pixel-by-pixel,- range-bin-by-range-bin polarimetric scattering
matrix measurement and recording techniques of polarimetric matched filter-post-
processing.

Polarimetric Calibration Target Selection (FYI, continued)
Currently, as in the past, in radar polarimetry we are still at a loss in defin-
ing the most suitable set of calibration targets in isolation and distributed
settings. It is thus one of the foremost objectives to advance polarimetric
calibration target metrology.

Polarimetric Measurement Data Pre-Processing (FYII, beyond)
In conjunction with the above sub-tasks, the measurement data pre-processing
must be developed from an entirely new point of view incorporating polarimetric
calibration standards with exact amplitude and phase reference standards;
extraction of unwanted range/azimuth dependence, and with sensitive ground truth
correlation.

C. Vector Signal/Image Processing: Algorithm Development for Target Detection/-
Classification and Identif ication (FYII and beyond)

Polarimetric radar algorithm development for stationary and/or moving targets
requires first the solution for sub-tasks of Problem Areas A and B as well as
specific sub-tasks of vector signal/vector image processing which include the
following:

Assessment of Stationary Target Detection Radar Modes of Operation
Development of multi-sensor, multi-function polarimetric radar/scatterometer
techniques using both monostatic, forward and general bistatic and combined
multistatic operations.

Pulse Compression for High Range/Crossrange Resolution in Polarimetric Target
"Signature Mapping of Stationary and/or Moving Targets
Various existing and recently proposed methods of polarimetric pulse compression
radar techniques including IPPAR need to be compared, assessed, simulated, and
experimentally verified.

Polarimetric Doppler Development for the Early Detection of Hydrometeoric Mass
Vortex Motion
•ie recent incidence of aircraft crashes due to hydrometeoric mass downbursts,
cyclonic motions and shear-stress turbulence have given new impetus to the rapid
advancement of polarimetric doppler techniques which should be especially perti-
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nent to the detection of stationary targets embedded in ground/background clut-
ter in a hostile stormy battlefield environment.

Polarimetric Vector Si al Processing
Based on the researc and signal processing development of Vannicola et.al. and
Poelman et.al., adaptive five (nine) channel vector signal processing techniques
need to be developed hand-in-hand and properly understood for optimum algorithm
development.

Polarimetric Vector Image (Signal) Processina
In the entirely new and highly promising field of polarimetric scattering matrix
SAR imagery as introduced in

NASA/JPL Aircraft SAR Workshop Proceedings
February 4-5, 1985, at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, California
Edited by N. Donovan, D. Evans and D. Held

Report No.: JPL Publication 85-39 (June 15, 1985)

we now require the immediate development and advancement of polarimetric matched
filtering techniques which may assist us, most likely with the highest
superiority above any other available technique, when applied to the
cm-to-sub-cm-wavelength region in the detection, classification, and imaging of
stationary natural and/or man-made targets in similar natural and/or man-made
background clutter.

Algorithm Development Using High Resolution Polarimetric Radar Technology
C-assical methods of image and picture processing hav been advanced very
strongly during the past two decades; however, very little was done to apply
these methods systematically to algorithm development for pattern recognition in
polarimetric vector signal and vector/tensor image processing. We are now
proceeding with the imaging/identification development of:

(i) polarimetric matched filter techniques for double cross-range (SAR)
ima'ge processing,
(ii) the Three-Stage-Polarimetric Target Signature Optimization procedure,
and
(iii) the polarivetric multi-function/multi-spectral/multi-static target
detection/classification algorithms.

1i.3 P10USMS IN OEM PAST/tcum- POrARI'C RAZAB/AR RESEARCH AT UIC-EECS/CL

1.3.1 Overall Progress
During the past ten (10) years, basic research on the fundamentals of coherent
and partially coherent radar polarimetry were carried out within the UIC-EECS/CL
with applications to target detection in clutter, target and background clutter
classification, target imaging, and identification. As a result of these
investigations the underlying fundamental theory of polarization radar
technology was revised and corrected and generalized, and the related
polarimetric radar target phenomenology, originally introduced by Dr. Edward M.
Kennaugh was reformulated in a physically more transparent three-stage target
versus clutter optimization procedure. Also, we have clarified existing
misconceptions about the valid use of the restricted p-formulated unitary
transformation matrix presentation of the optimal polarization Null/Max theory
of Kennaugh and Huynen in the monostatic cases. Simultaneously, electromagnetic
vector inverse scattering theories which utilize complete relative phase
scattering matrix radar data were developed which allow straightforward
interpretation of polarimetric radar measurement data in terms of the
characteristic geometrical and material features of isolated and distributed
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targets. A new approach for dealing with partially coherent radar scatter was
introduced by establishing a firm and transparent foundation for the
Mueller-Stokes operator approach based on the coherency (density) matrix
formulation of Emil Wolf for describing time-dependent canonical targets such as
fluctuating dipoles, oscillating raindrops, ocean wave scatterers, etc., for
purposes of target signal enhancement and clutter rejection under partially
coherent conditions.
Using matrix optimization and group-theoretic approaches the properties of
co- and cross-polarization nulls and maxinma on the Poincar6 sphere are
established for the general multistatic cases. Based on the bistatic scattering
matrix phenomenology, the objective of this research is to develop multistatic
narrow-to-broad-band air-target/air-multipath (background reflection) target
discrimination algorithms using complete polarimetric scattering matrix data.
At high frequencies the electromagnetic scattering from a complex object is
modeled by certain interactive scattering centers located on one and the same
target and/or including one or more target-exterior multipath generated target
image scattering centers. For this investigation, we are developing high
frequency (physical optics) monostatic and bistatic scattering matrix plate
models of such a scattering center. For these simple and other more complex
scattering matrix model representations the single scattering center formulation
is derived and then extended to two and three scattering center models. The
bistatic scattering matrix for a multipath scattering problem, involving an
isolated scattering center over an infinite plane reflecting surface has been
derived. The difference between this case and the two scattering center model
has been clearly demonstrated.

By analyzing these model scattering matrices, the electromagnetic inverse
problem of recovering the high frequency scattering centers from multistatic
polarimetric data is being investigated. Specifically, based on a knowledge of
the location and the local geometries of these scattering centers, which can be
recovered from multistatic scattering matrix data, the development of target
classification, imaging, and identification algorithms have been advanced using
novel polarimetric pattern recognition methods derived from the polarization
null theory for the bistatic case.

The various developed target detection, classification, imaging, and
identification algorithms are verified using polarimetric instrumentation radar
data provided by various DOD/NASA (JPL) research radar instrumentation
facilities. The obtained results are very promising and our research has now
reached a more mature phase so that the established fundamental theories can be
further advanced on a mission-oriented basic and exploratory developmental
level.

1.3.2 Relevant Scientific Monoraps/Special Issues/Workshop ProceedingsGenerated
The problem of radar target detection classification, imaging, and
identification is closely related to electromagnetic vector inverse
scattering/diffraction as described in

W-M. Boerner, "Polarization Utilization in Electromagnetic Inverse
Scattering," Chap. 7 in Inverse Scattering Problems in optics,
H.P. Baltes, ed., Topics-in Current Physics, Vol. 20, Springer 1980,
Nex York, pp. 237-290 (also see: W-M. Boerner, ibid, UIC-EECS/CL Report,
Oct. 1978)

W-M. Boerner, A.K. Jordan, and I.W. Kay (eds), IEEE Trans. A&P Special Issue
on Inverse Methods in Electromagnetics, IEEE Trans. Ant. & Prop.,
Vol. AP-29, March 9817 (see introduction)
W-M. Boerner, et al. (eds), Inverse Methods in Electromagnetic Imaging
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(Parts 1 & 2: 1347 pp), Proc. NAT0-ARW-IMEI-1983, Sept. 18-24,
Bad Windsheiin FRG, NAXIO-ASI Series C, Math & Phys. Sci. Vol. 143,
D. Reidel Publ. Co., Dordrecht/Boston, 1985

where the appropriate mathematical tools are identified and the physical inter-
pretations are given, placing major emphasis on the polarimetric theory and the
theory of partial coherence.
In order to solve the existing polarimetric radar target probing problems

- categorized in increasing order of complexity as:
perfectly conducting dielectric lossless/lossy/layered composite
dielectric/:onducting isotropic/anisotropic target structure of
single to increasingly more complex shapes in isolation and or
distribution,

we must extend the known and well established optical inversion techniques, for
example, such as ellipsometry, to the m-to-sub-mm wavelength region. For more
rapidly (on a time scale of data acquisition) fluctuating targets, various back-
ground embediments such as meteorological, rough sea, and marine coastal scatter
become important and dictate the use of coherent versus partially coherent
approaches which differ from one spectral region to another.
Specific monostatic and bistatic radar modes of operation will dictate which
particular metrological approach is required depending on the target/backgrotmd
spatial and motional properties including polarimetric pulsed versus FM-CW to
polarimetric SAR imaging techniques. The resulting high resolution polarimetric
downrange/crossrange and distributed scene measurement data formats then will
dictate the development of novel multidimensional/nhultispectral polarimetric
signal processing and polarimetric pattern recognition techniques .- tpplied to
target identification in severe and hostile clutter.
Although breathtaking advances have been accomplished in IR/optical ,,', -s and
sensors, the multifunction multistatic/multispectral radar still pLo\,:r5s and
will for a long time to come, the most essential and important tool, in
naval/ground/air and spaceborne military and civil operations which may be
summarized by the following important features to which radar polarimetry will
provide essential improvements:

- average (beyond the horizon) performance

-- penetration of weather (fog, clouds, rain, severe storms, cyclones)

- range and doppler estimation

- flexibility due to electronic dual polaLization beam steering

- various polarimetric and other vector signal processing routines

- high resolution polarimetric SAR imaging.

Different radar forms of operations such as target search, trackinc, surveil-
lance, fire control, and missile guidance can be strongly enhanced when combined
with other multifunctional aspects such as multispectral, doppler, etc., which
was well received in a recent NATO-AGARD Symposium to which our research team
has provided strong input by invited papers as panel discussion contributions as
identified in NATO-ACGRD-CAP-381, Multifunction Radar and Airborne Applications,
Avionics Panel Symposium, Toulouse France, 1985 Oct 14-18 (Proceedings
uncl./class., published 1986). With increasing radar operating frequency,
depolarization and diffraction effects become increasingly more important which
requires a more advanced treatment including vector diffraction tomographic
approaches and multispectral/multidimensional high-speed parallel processing
computer implementations as was reviewed most recently in

W-M. Boerner, F.A. Molinet, and H. Uiberall, (eds), "Vector inverse methods
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in radar target imaging," Proceedin s of "Seminaire sur les methodesinverses vectorielles dansT[m e -dei~es ra r foull--So-iete
Mothesim, SUPELEC, Gif-sur-Yvette, 1T986Sept 1-5, Sp-rFing• erlag, Topics in
Current Physics, New York/Heidelberg, 1988, in preparation.

In this series of state of the art monographs the most effective scientific
tools developed in a host of interdisciplinary physical fields ,_f
electromagnetic imaging are compiled, whereas a near-future NATO-ARW will be
dealing exclusively with advancing the high resolution polarimetric radar
target/imaging problem to be published in

W-M. Boerner et al. (eds), Direct and Inverse Methods in Radar Polarimetry,
Proc. NATO-ARW-DIMRP (W-M. Boerner, Diricto-r), 1988 Sept. 8-24- Bad
Windsheim FRG, NATO-ASI-Series C, (Math/Phys Sci), D. Reidel Publ. Co.,
Dordrecht/Borton, 1989.

1.3.3 Recent Results of Basic Radar Research
ls a result of our computer-nimerical investigations of the Huynen parameters
and the questions raised about their validity, we have revisited the basic
polarimetric radar theory dealing separately with the coherent and partially
coherent cases as well as addressing the related vector (polarization) inverse
scattering theories as was elaborated in all detail in

W-M. Boerner, A.B. Kostinski, B.D. James, M. Walther, D.W. Carnegie, A.P.
Agrawal, B-Y. Foo, S.K. Chaudhuri, X-Q. Huang and N. Soliman, "Graphical
Depiction of Targets Using Polarized Radar Data: Analysis of High Resolution
Polarimetric Radar Downrange Signatures Using RCS Matrix Measurement Data
Based on Kennaugh's Target Characteristic Operator and Huynen's Mueller
Decomposition Theories," Final Report UIC-EECS/CL 1987-06-15, NaDC, Contract
No. N62269-85-C-0383, 1987 Sept. 11 (508 pages).

I.3.3.A Coherent Case
we Tave completed 0ur analyses, assessing the fundamentals of radar polarimetry
for the coherent case, as suumarized in

A.B. Kostinski and W-M. Boerner, "On Foundations of Radar Polarimetry," IEEE
Trans. A&P, Vol. AP-34, No. 12, Dec. 1986, pp. 1395-1404
H. Mieras, Comnents "On Foundations of Radar Polarimetry," ibid, pp.
1470-1471
A.B. Kostinski and W-M. Boerner, Reply to Comments by H. Mieras, "On
Foundations of Radar Polarimetry," ibid, pp. 1471-1473

in which we clearly identified crucial errors in the originating work of
Kennaugh and Huynen; and in particular, to the incorrect definition of
"polarization state" in

The IEEE Standard Test Procedure for Aa-tennas, ANSI/IEEE Std. 149-1979
(Revision of IEEE Std. 149-1965),

which is being addressed in greater detail in
A.B. Kostinski and W-M. Boerner, "Formulation of Proper Standards in Radar
Polarimetry," AMTA, Ninth Annual Meeting, Seminar 11, Seattle, WA, 1987,
Sept. 28 - Oct. 2. (to be submitted to IEEE Proceedings, Feb. 1988).

In the latter paper we identified several crucial inconsistencies in the basic
equations of radar polarimetry, which we found to be rather common in the past,
recent, and current literature on the subject. In particular, we found the
pertinent formulation of polarization state and the definition of the adopted
for;mlation of receiver and transmitter antenna coordinate systems of the
IEEE/ANSI-Std 149-1979 to be in error. A page-by--page analysis is provided in
this reference with proposed revisions. Also pointed out are errors in the
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respective formulations of Kennaugh and Huynen.

Employing the correct formulation of cadar polarimetry, we have considered the
problem of optimizing the "signal versus clutter-like" polarization ratio for
the case in which scattering matrix element mcasurements can be obtained well
below the "clutter decorrelation time" in terms of a purely coherent scattering
matrix approach in

A.B. Kostinski and W-M. Boerner, "On the Polarimetric Contrast
Optimization," IEEE Trans. A&P, Vol. 35, No. 8, pp. 988-991, August 1987.

Our approach complements and provides corrections to several previous
optimization approaches, mainly given in the Russian literature.

Using the results of above papers, the target characteristic polarization null
theory was reconsidered for the monostatic case in

A.P. Agrawal and W-M. Boerner, "Redevelopment of Kennaugh's Target Charac-
teristic Polarization State Theory Using the Polarization Transformation
Ratio Formalism for the Coherent Case," IEEE Trans. Geosci. (subm. Oct.
1986, resub. May 1987, acc. Feb. 1988).

Various null polarization plotting procedures are introduced and the limitations
of the polarization ratio (p) formalism are being assessed against the more
general three-stage procedure offered for the direct polarimetric optimization
procedure in

A.B. Kostinski and W-M. Boerner, "01 Foundations of Radar Polarimetry,"
IEEE Trans. A&P, Vol. AP-34, No. 12, Dec. 1986, pp. 1395-1404.

As relates to the Kennaugh coherent scattering matrix operator representation
introduced by Huynen in terms of his five target characteristic parameters
(target magnitude, m; target characteristic angle, y; Eulerian target angles P,
t, v), a more physically meaningful derivation is derived in the doctoral thesis

A. P. Agrawal, "A Polarimetric Rain Backscatter Radar Model for Coherent
Polarization Diversity Radar Applications," Ph.D. Thesis, UIC-EECS/CL,
University of Illinois, 1986 Dec. 15

and suxmarized in a recent publication

A. P. Agrawal and W-M. Boerner, "Description of Polarimetric Backscatter
Model for Distributed Scatters for the Partially Polarized Case," Radio
Science (subm. Oct. 1986, acc. May 1987)

utilizing high resolution polarimetric doppler X/K a/Q/W-band measurement data
provided by MI-COM as reported in

W-M. Boerner, D.W. Carnegie, and A.P. Agrawal, "Monostatic Polarimetric
(Scattering Matrix) Doppler Radar Backscatter Model for Rain," Final Report
(428 pages), Battelle STAS-1597, (May 30, 1985 - June 15, 1986), Contract No
DAAG29-81-D-0100, US Army MI-LAB, Redstone Arsenal, AL, 1986 June 15.

The important original studies of Kennaugh are contained in

D.L. Moffatt and R.J. Garbacz, "Research Studies on the Polarization
Properties of Radar Targets," by Prof. Edward M. Kennaugh, The Ohio State
University, Electro Science Laboratory, 1420 Kinnaer Rd., Columbus, OH
43212, July 1984, Vols. 1 & 2 (to be re-edited in Spring 1988).

Here we refer the reader to four of Huynen's major available publications:

J. R. Huynen, "Phenomenological Theory of Radar Targets," Doctoral Thesis,
Technical University Delft, Delft, The Netherlands, 1970, Drukkerij Bronder-
Offset N.Y., Rotterdam, NL

J. R. Huynen, "Phenomenological Theory of Radar Targets," Ch. 11 in
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Electromagnetic Scattering, Academic Press, N. 7. 1978 (ed. by PL.E.
Uslenghi: ISBN 0-12-7096, 50-7), pp. 653-712

J. R. Huynen, "A Revisitation of the Phenomenological' Approach with
Applications to Radar Target Decomposition," UIC-EECS/CL, Res. Rept. No.:
EMID-CC-32-05-18-01, NAV-AIR-N00019-80-C-0620, May 18 1982
J. R. Huynen, "Towards a Theory of Perception for Radar: Targets," (Sect.
IV-2/RP 4, Part 2, pp. 797-822), in W-M. Boerner et al. (eds,) Proc. of the
NATO Advanced Research Workshop on Inverse Methods in Electromagnetic
Imaginy, Bad Winds7helm, FRG, 1983, Sept. 18-24, NATO-ASI, Series C,Math &

PHys.Sci., Vol. 143, D. Reidel Publ. Co., Dordrecht, NL, Jan. 1985(2 parts).

However, there still exist very many open questions on the validity and utility
of Huynen's five target characteristic parameters which can only be resolved
after more insight into the partially coherent polarimetric radar problem is
obtained. In our treatment of the coherent polarization radar case, we have also
approached the extension to the nonreciprocal or bistatic transmitter-receiver
configuration and particularly in

M. Davidovitz and W-M. Boerner, "Extension of Kennaugh's Optimal
Polarization Radar Target Concept to the Asymnetric Scattering Matrix Data,"
IEEE Trans. on Antennas & Propagation, Vol. AP-34, No. 4, pp. 569-574, April

in which it is shown that another two characteristic parameters, in addition to
the five introduced by Huynen, are required to fully exploit the polarjmetric
properties of Kennaugh's target characteristic operator. Furthermore, in
[Agrawal and Boerner, 19861 we have clearly shown that there exist, in general
six optimal polarization states: a pair of co-pol. maxima being identical to a
pair of cross-pol. minima, plus, a pair of co-pol. nulls. The cross-pol. maxima
are not fully accounted for in Huynen's scattering matrix phenomenology. Major
research investigations may still be required to resolve these fundamental
issues.

I.3.3.B Partially Coherent Polarization Radar Theory
1L-though the downrange polaitric target •----at---ures to be investigated in this

study were obtained with a coherent pulse compression radar system, the theory
of partial polarization is relevant because we wished to investigate Huynen's
Mueller matrix decomposition theory, which is supposedly based on the concept of
partial coherence. We confidently say that Huynen's Mueller matrix decomposi-
tion theory was developed when the theories of partial coherence and partial
polarization were still in a developmental phase. Therefore, Huynen's Mueller
matrix phenomenology may require major revisions. In analyzing this problem of
optimizing the contrast of partially polarized waves, we have come to the
conclusion that hitherto no correct approach exists. We refer here to a very
recent paper by the main contributor(s) to the theory of partial coherence.

K. Kim, L. Mandel and E. Wolf, "Relationship Between Jones and Muelier
Matrices for Random Media," Journal Opt. Soc. Am. A, Vol. 4, No. 3, pp. 433-
437, July 1987.

Here many existing misconceptions, including some of Huynen's are spelled out.
Therefore, we embarked on an entirely new approach to the optimization of the
Mueller matrix, i.e., the determination of the optimal Stokes vectors associated
with a specific Mueller matrix for which there exist six vectors, in

A.B. Kostinski, B.D. James, and W-N. Boerner, "On the Optimal Reception of
Partially Polarized Waves," J. optical Society of America, Part A, Optics &
Image Sciences, Series 2, Vol7. 5, No. T, pp. 58-647 Jan. 1988.

This does not agree with the optimal polarization states introduced by Huynen.
In that paper the focus is on optimal intensity reception of partially polarized
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waves scattered off a fluctuating object (ensemble of scatterers) of known
polarization properties, the waves being expressed in terms of the measured
Mueller matrix elements. ExpLessions for total available intensity as well as
adjustable polarization-dependent intensity are derived in a clear and novel
manner via the coherency matrix approach. We note that our results satisfy-•ot-
the Barakat realizability condition and the Kattawar-Fry Mueller matrix
inequalities, which are not identical with Huymen's inequalities as discussed in
greater detail in our recent NADC Report. In a companion paper (in
preparation), we treat the correct formalism of the Mueller Matrix Contrast
Optimization based on a very fundamental revisitation of the Mueller versus
Jones matrix concepts, and on a set of studies dealing with the physical
realizabilities of the Mueller matrices in terms of [S] or Jones (bistatic)
matrix time series. Finally, we are currently solving the polarimetric matched
signal filter problem in light of a communication/information theory point of
view, as well as the novel concept of the polarimetric matched (pixel) image
filter concept.

Orly after having resolved this set of basic problems, will we be able to
properly address a methodological assessment of Huynen's phenomenologies as
regards both the coherent and partially coherent cases.

1.3.4 Vector (Polarization) Inverse Scattering[A roaches
In order to relate the polarimetric -aartarget--i7gna-ture with the geometric
and material properties of the radar target, we have extended another important
contribution of the late Professor Edward Morton Kennaugh, namely, his transient
target ramp response analysis:

E. M. Kennaugh and D. L. Moffatt, "Transient Current Density Waveforms on a
Perfectly Conducting Sphere (including complete list of related and other
unclassified reports of late Prof. E. M. Kennaugh), pp. 1--31 (Part 1), W-M.
Boerner et al. (eds.), Inverse Methods in Electromagnetic I___in , Proc.
NATO-ARW-IMEI, 1983 Sept. IT-24 (NATO ASI, Series C, Math & Phys. Sci., Vol.
143, Parts 1 & 2), D. R. Reidel Publ. Co., Dordrecht, NL, Jan. 1985.

This was done by applying his analysis to the bistatic polarization-dependent
formulation presented in

B-Y. Foo, S.K. Chaudhuri, and W-M. Boerner, "A High Frequency Inverse
Scattering Model to Recover the Specular Point Curvature from Polarimetric
Scattering Matrix Data," IEEE Trans. A&P, Vol. AP-32 (11), pp. 1174-1178,
November 1984

B-Y. Foo, S.K. Chaudhuri, and W-M. Boerner, "Extension of
Kennaugh-Cosgriff's Formula to the Bistatic Case and Applications to
Electromagnetic Direct and Inverse Scattering," IEEE Trans. A&P (subm.
October 1986, acc. April 1987).

This vector inverse scattering theoretic approach was treated in the doctoral
thesis

B-Y. Foo, "Application of Kennaugh's Ramp Response to Electromagnetic Vector
Inverse Scattering in Monostatic and Bistatic Cases," UIC-EECS/CL,University
of Illinois at Chicago, 1986 Dec. 15

and resulted in several relevant publications dealing with the inverse scat-
tering model theory of recovering target specular point geometric and material
parameters from scattering matrix measurement data. Especially, our high
frequency electrical curvature model shows that the relative co-polarization
phase ½(ýH-4,vv) is directly related to the difference in electric curvature

[(Ku - Kv )/k] at the specular point of a perfectly conducting smooth convex
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scatterer given by
K - K

1 +- arctan (
2 k

We tound this thesis to be of considerable use in interpreting Huynen's phenome-
noioqy, as described in

3.K. Chaudhuri, B-Y, Foo, and W-M. Boerner, "A Validation Analysis of
Huynen's Target Descriptor Interpretations of the Mueller Matrix Elements in
Polarimetric Radar Returns Using Kennaugh's Physical Optics Impulse Response
Formulation," IEEE Ttrans. A&P, Vol. AP-34, No. 1, pp. 11-20, Jan. 1986.

This work is also of considerable importance to polarimetric SAR data interpre-
tation as presented in

W-M. Boerner, B-Y. Foo, and H. J. Eom, "Interpretation of the Polarimetric
Co-Polarization Phase Term in High Resolution SAR Imaging Using the JPL/
CV--990 Polarimetric L-Band SAR Data," IEEE Trans. on Geoscience & Remote
Lensinq, Vol. GE-25, No. 1, pp., 77-82, Jan 7I --

where the utilization of both the polarimetric amplitude and relative polarime-
tric co-polarization phase term (¢HH-¢VV) of the scattering matrix [S], given
pixel--by-pixel, was pursued for the first time for polarimetric SAR image
interpretation.
The existing amplitude-only backscattering approaches hitherto used are extended
and modified to accomodate the interpretation of information contained in the
amplitude and/or phase terms of the returned signals. Both, a vector radiative
transfer model for surface volume scattering from rough terrain with and without
vegetation canopy, are examined in

H.J. Eom and W-M. Boerner, "A Re-Examination of Rddar Terrain Backscattering
at Nadir," IEEE Trans. Geosci. & Remote Sensiny, Vol. GE-24, No. 2, pp.
232-234, March196
H.J. Eom and W-M. Boerner, "Scattering from a Layered Medium Connected with
Rough Interfaces: Matrix Doubling Method," IEEE Trans. Geosci. & Remote
Sensin , Vol. GE-24, No. 6, pp. 937-939, Nov. 1986.

The phase-difference identity derived from Kennaugh's basic PO ramp responte
identity represents a very important remote sensing identity in that it provides
a first-order approximation on rough surface backscatter; i.e., whenever a
(perfectly conducting) surface is flat, the relative co-polarizaton phase
approaches zero, whereas for a "highly electrically curved surface (such as a
corner reflector)" it approaches 1800, Provided look angles are increasingly off
nadir and forward grazing angle, the above phase-difference approach cannot be
applied, and another interpretation of the relative co-polarization phase term
is required that can accomodate multipath phase difference contributions
resulting from multipath effects along (semi) transparent layered media such as
vegetated rough surfaces, sedimentary gravel/sand and/or hydrometeoric
stratifications. This latter problem is addressed in

S.K. Chaudhuri and W-M. Boerner, "A Polarimetric Model for the Recovery of
the High-Frequency Scattering Centers from Bistatic-Monostatic Scattering
Matrix Data," IEEE Trans. A&P, Vol. AP-35, No. 1, pp. 87-93, Jan. 1987

and

S.K. Chaudhuri and W-M. Boerner, "A Polarimetric Model for the Suppression
of Multipath Ghost Images in Dual Polarization Real and Synthetic Aperture
Radar Target Mapping Using Monostatic and Bistatic Scattering Matrix Data,"
IEEE Trans. A&P (subm. June 1987)
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where great emphasis is placed on resolving multipath ambiguity problems in
polarimetric RAR/SAR vertical stand-off remote sensing being directly relevant
to this study.

1.3.5 Analytical & Probabilistic Radar Polarimetry Relevant to Polarimetric
Radar (RAD/SCAT/RAIVSAR/ISAR) Development

In spite of a large amount of investigations and a recent tremendous upsurge of
interest in polarimetric radar imaging, quite a few misconceptions still persist
and several approaches lack in motivation in both basic and applied
probabilistic radar polarimetry.
In basic polarimetry a critical distinction in thF physical domains of validity
of the coherent Jones scattering matrix [S] and the incoherent Mueller matrix
[M) formalism has been severely undervalued. In fact, the NASA-JPL Pl. 86-29:
Shuttle Imaging Radar-C Science Plan does not stress the very essential
specification of the relevant time scale of the polarimetric measurements which
are so crucial to the choice of the proper polarimetric formalism, ac -as
discussed in detail in

A.B. Kostinski, B.D. James and W-M. Boerner, "Optimal Reception of Partially
Polarized Waves," JOSA, A(Series 2), Vol. 5, No. 1, pp. 58-64, Jan. 1988.

regarding the applicability of either the Jones [S] or the Mueller [M] matrix
formalism.

Even in the fast measurement regime, when the [S] formalism applies, the correct
transformation rules yersus receiver/transmitter decoupling and the determi-
nation of the [G]n[S] [S) eigenvectors, identifiable as optimal polarimetric
energy densities, must be introduced correctly. This was accomplished with the
introduction of our three-stage procedure (Kostinski and Boerner, 1986] which
also avoids critical errors in establishing the proper null mismatch polari-
zation. In the slow measurement regime, on the other hand, one must ensure that
the quantities optimized have a clear physical interpretation and significance.
Simple formal and purely algebraic manipulations between [S] and tM] data will
certainly not lead to new insights for geoscientific imaging, and the various
recent studies we have seen lack physical understanding and intuition.

There has been less progress made in the statistical analysis of the polarime-
tric imaging data mostly because the statistical tools used are rather standard
and do not take full advantage of the polarimetric character of the data as for
example in [Ulaby et al., Jan 1987], or vice versa, when the polarimetric
reasoning is not put into the relevant probabilistic setting of polarimetric
imaging, a criticism that also applies to one of our own recent expositions on
the meaning of the relative co-polarization difference term [Boerner, Eom, Foo,
1987].

Furthermore, there is a terrible lack in physical motivation displayed on the
efficient and proper use of probability density functions for analyzing
polarimetric radar/SAR imaging data, and, if used at all, they are typically
introduced in a "rabbit out of the hat" fashion, e.g., Rayleigh, Gamma, Rice,
Weibull functions, etc. Finally, it must be clearly pointed out that the
statistical methods used on the "raw" polarimetric data observed recently in the
literature and in NASA/JPL/DFVLR reports are not well suited for polarimetric
signal/image and the vital problem of polarimetric speckle reduction can so not
be addressed.

To overcome the above cited and other deficiencies of proper probabilistic
handling of polarimetric image data, we have developed novel approaches to the
problems along the following guidelines which are further backed up in

A.B. Kostinski, B.D. James, and W-M. Boerner, "The Polarimetric Matched
Image Filter Concept in Radar Imaqing," Canadian Journal of Physics LpeciaI
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Issue on Optical Physics, INVITED, ýsub. Jan. 1988, acc. May 1988, In
print), Oct. 1988, Vo7. 66, No. 10, pp. xx-yy),

using our novol and unique probabilistic optimal polarization interpretation
methods applieu to the polarimetric JPL/CV-990 C-band SAR data.

Based on our extensive analyses of various kinds of downrange/crossrange,
holographi:, and RAý/Sl1P/ISP.R poiari.metric (scattering matrix) imaging data, we
are confident to state that our novel polarimetric matched signal/image filter
approaches will rapidly advance the entire field of polarimetric SAR image
analysis by considering:
(1) Statistical analysis of physically significant polarimetric invariants,

e.g.. the span-invariant based on the raw scattering matrix elements and the
importance of the span invariance, are discissed in the open literature for
the first time in

W-M. Boerner, "Polarization Microwave Holography: An Extension of
Scalat to Vector HologLaphy," 1980 IOCC/,SPIE Conference, 1980 April 9,
E'roc. No. 231-23, pp. 188-198.

and in

W-M. Boerner, "Imaging Radar Polarnmetry" (invited base-lecture), JPL
Workshop on Fundamental Research in Active Microwave Remote Sensing,
JPL, Pasadena, 1982, Feb. 1-2.

The emphasis we are now basing on this identity, is on patch-by-patch
terrain type analyses; implementing the use of the joint bivariatei
multivariate probabilistic: density function of [S] elements must be
stressed.

(2) Re-examination of the existing literature on polarimetric radar/SAR
treatments combined witl our novel analytical studies with the goal of
determining probability density functions most relevant for polarimetric
geoscientific imaging are in urgent need. Clear physical interpretation of
the dependence of physical parameters on the image structure and, in
particular, deviation from Rayleigh-pdf behavior (the pure speckle image)
must be stressed. Indeed, speckle contribution to the image statistics is
often dominant and one must be "on guard" to distinguish between the "null
polarimetric" dependence versus "cosmetic" changes due to, e.g., gray scale
quantization, pixel discretization, etc. This approach has proven to become
particularly promisirg for the construction of new algorithms in
polarimetric speckle reduction.

(3) The introduction of the Polarimetric Matched Image Filter is based on Ft
combination of novel polarimetric approaches developed in our laboratory.
First, we perform the polarimetric processing based on our three-stage
procedure on a pixel-by-pixel basis, then investigate the joint density
functions of the resulting [SI [S1 eigenvectors, and finally we determine
maximal and minimal average polarization, basLd on the multivariate pdf
approach. In our current computer analysis of the NASA JPL C-Band POL-SAR
image data, it is demonstrated that this novel approach provides maximal
insight into the determination and interpretation of polarimetric responses
of various image section categories, etc., and it clearly outperforms any
other hitherto developed polarimetric feature enhancement methods.

Most important, subsequent simulation based on pdf peaks with the
introduction of polarimetric matched image filter masks give a powerful new
tool for sought image feature enhancement while, at the saae time, enabling
the suppression of undesirable speckle/clutter and natural/manmade
obstructions (cloud cover, chaff, etc.).
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(4) Based on the above methods, we have also gained many deep insights into
advancing various preflight/postflight electronic systems/recording/data
processing calibration algorithms. The systematic investigation and
development of these novel combined polarimetric SAP electronics/recording/
processing system calibration procedures will become one of the main
research tasks.

1.3.6 The Polarimetric Matched Image Filter Concept in High Resolution Radar
Iaging

Speckle reduction has long been recognized as the main problem of coherent
imaging and many processing techniques have been advanced to overcome it. The
vast majority of these techniques, however, are of scalar nature simply because
vector/matrix imaging data are so sparse and have become available only very
recently. We do have such data, which was taken with the NASA JPL/CV-990
dual-polarization L-band (1.225 GHZ) SAR system. Therefore, our goal is to
investigate the potential of an exclusively polarimetric image filtering
approach, i.e., filtering which takes full advantage of the matrix data provided
on a pixel-by-pixel basis and which complements the existing scalar speckle
reduction techniques.

In a most recent submission

B.D. James, A.B. Kostinski, and W-M. Boerner, "Estimation and Enhancement of
Polarimetric Features in POL-SAR Imaging with the Aid of the Polarimetric
Matched Image Filter Concept," IEEE J. AES, (subm. Jan. 1988),

we have performed a statistical analysis of complete polarimetric SAR image data
taken with the NASA JPL/CV-990 radar system. Eight real numbers (complex
elements of the 2 x 2 polarization scattering matrix) are associated with each
image pixel. This paper focuses on an ocean clutter removal based only on a
polarimetric filtering approach, i.e., without the use of other image processing
techniques. First, the optimal (maxima or minima of the digital or standard
scattered power) transmitted and received polarizations are found for each image
pixel according to our Three-Stage Optimization Procedure [Kostinski and
Boerner, Dec. 19861 and then the results are analyzed statistically via a set of
joint bivariate histograms of the eigenvectors implementing the six steps of the
polarimetric matched filter procedure. Finally, the image response to the
"optimal" antenna polarization is simulated digitally via the receiver
polarization adjustment in accordance with relevant histogram peaks.

The great potential of complete polarimetric methods (i.e., scattering matrix
utilization) for radar imaging has already been demonstrated by the JPL group
using rudimentary outlines of introducing the polarimetric matched image filter
concepts provided in

W-M. Boerner (INVITED), "Optimal Polarization Concept in Radar (RAD/SAR/RAR)
Imaging," Proc. ESA-EAR Sd Workshop held in Alpbach, Austria, 16-20 March
1981 (ESA SP-166, May 1981, pp. 129-142).

Here, in our current studies, we have attempted to quantify and organize a
search for optimal image contrast into a systenatic polarimetric filtering
method. This has been accomplished by combining our three-stage-procedure search
for optimal polarizations on a pixel-by-pixel basis with a careful statistir:al
analysis of polarization eigenvectors versus the terrain category and subsequent
digital adjustment of the polarimetric variables E and h. We find the
preliminary results very encouraging. We wish to emphaiize here that the broad
objective of the research is to establish a "tool-kit" of matrix image
processing techniques, designed specifically for the polarimetric scattering
matrix data handling on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Consequently, no effort is made
to either model or interpret the polarimetric scattering patterns. This will be
done in other forthcoming publications.
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In order to improve the efficiency of the polarimetric filtering method, one
must combine it with other image processing and statistical cormmunication theory
techniques. In particular, the filter efficiency depends sensitively on the
histogrammic peak sharpness and one may employ block discretization, non-uniform
quantization to improve the "peakedness" as discussed in

M. Walther, A.B. Kostinski, and W-Mo Boerner, "Probabilistic Analysis and
Some Polarimetric Signatures of POL-SAR Images," J. Geophys. Res., (subm.
Aug. 1988).

Also, a continuous mapping in 3-color space of the three independent
polarizations (say, HH, W, VH) can be used in combination with the polarimetric
matched filter to enhance visual detectability of the polarimetric terrain-type
scattering dependence without destroying the geometric integrity of the image.
Finally, an incoherent polarimetric imaging via the 4 x 4 real Mueller matrix
may lead to an even more efficient speckle reduction procedure, in particular,
for multilook images. All of these approaches are currently under irnvestigation
at the UIC-EECS/CL.

1.3.7 Polarimetric Doppler Radar Applications in Meteoroloqy and Oceanorapby
Most recently, we were participating (Invited Panel Member) actively in a series
of panel discussions on the technology of polarization diversity radars for
meteorology, conducted by the American Meteorological Society at NCAR, Boulder,
culminating in the Panel Reports of the

Battan Memorial and 40th Anniversary Conference on Radar Meteorology of AMS,
1987, Nov. 9-13, Boston, MA

of which Sessions 3.1 (Radar Meteorological Polarimetry), 3.2 (Mobile & Space
Platforms), 3.3 (Polarimetric Signal Processing) are essential to this research
and the resulting reports should be of eminent importance to the entire
geoscientific research community utilizing polarimetric radar principles (ARO -
Geosciences Division).

Coherent dual polarization doppler radars (CDPDR) have proven to be of paramount
importance for the rapid advancement of theory and technique of remote sensing
those environments in which the index of refraction is changing rapidly
(E-VC/E = X/L) and/or individual ensemble scatterer surface curvatures are very
small compared to the radar operating wavelength (E'Va/a = VL), leading to
pronounced polarization state transformations of the propagating and scattering
waves such as encountered, for example, in radar meteorology and oceanography.

In each of the relevant radar bands L-to-W, different characteristic features of
dynamically moving, turbulently mixing, and rapidly rotating hydrometeoric
ensembles can be studied with the use of such advanced CDPDRs and we need to
acquire one for each band irmediately, including both ground-based and
spaceborne polarimetric radar and polarimetric SAR systems, respectively.

These aspects are reviewed in the Panel Report

V.N. Bringi and A. Hendry, "Technology of Polarization Diversity Radars for
Meteorology," Session Report 3.1, Battan Memorial Conference, 1987, Nov.
9-13, Boston, MA (forthcoming in a Special Issue of the AMS Journal)

in our recent extensive study on Polarimetric Doppler Radar Meteorology

W-M. Boerner, D.W. Carnegie, and A.P. Agrawal, "Monostatic Polarimetric
(scattering matrix) Doppler Radar Backscatter Model for Rain," Final Report,
Contract No. DAAG29-81-D-0100 (Battelle STAS-1597), US Army MI-LAB, Redstone
Arsenal, AL, 1986 June 15 (428 pages)

and the Ph.D. thesis of A.P. Agrawal (1987).
More recently, utilizing polarimetric doppler C-band measurement results
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collected with the currently most advanced Coherent Dual Polarization
(scattering matrix) Doppler Radar System operated by DFVLR Oberpfaffenhofen
(Institutes of Atmospheric Physics and Radar Remote Sensing), it has been
observed that the off-axis scattering matrix elements are not identical for
those reqions in electric storm formation in which very strong electrification
prevails. This effect, combined with our finding from the evaluation of
polarimetric doppler X/Ka/Q/V/W-band radar rain-backscatter data
(MI-LAB/Boeing), in that the polarimetric doppler (quad) velocities can differ
strongly for dynamically moving inhomogeneous severe storm formations,
including, cyclones and ocean surface waves during high sea states, provide an
entirely new motivation for utilizing POL-SAI data for specific spaceborne
meteorolooical observations in addition to resolving the problem of range
ambiguity (cloud top scatter versus ground surface scatter) using polarimetric
radar methods.

In conclusion, it is safe to state that polarimetric doppler radar/RAR./SAR
imagery from ground-based, airborne, and space platforms will become of
paramount importance to radar meteorology and oceanography for the following
reasons:

1. Using polarimetric doppler (scattering matrix) radar measurements one may
be able to improve on or completely obtain:

(i) the local instantaneous/averaged vector of motion of turbulent
dynamic hydrometeoric masses

(ii) more precise information on shape, velocity, and dynamic phase
changes of hydrometeors within localized cloud regions

(iii) provide early detection of icicle/hailstones/etc., formation during
initial hydrometeoric phase state changes

(iv) obtain more accurate estimates on cloud-water content, hail,
precipitation, etc., which far outperform the currently adopted
NEX-RAD system.

2. Using various different coherent polarimetric doppler radar systems such as
DFVLR, SHAPE, DOUT, etc., it is found that the scattering matrix in the
polarization basis (H,V) is not symmetrical, i.e., SHV * SVH (which seems

to be a propagation rather than backscattering phenomenon). This effect
will allow us to determine the anisotropic lattice structure created within
electric storm clouds/precipitation regions and thus may provide a method
for:

(i) predicting whether a cloud is electrically charged and possibly to
which level,

(ii) predicting anomalous propagation effects within electric storm
regions

(iii) predict severe hail and flash flood parameters.

3. Polarimetric Doppler Radar will enable:

(i) discrimination between fixed rigid targets versus strong turbulent
(electric) storm clutter

(ii) distinction between various types of scattering centers including
local vector of motion of non-uniformly moving and distributed
dynamic scatterer ensembles such as rain, storm clouds, sea waves,
vegetation canopies, etc.

(iii) will permit the identification of the local vector of motion
(direction and amplitude) of wind shear.
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4. Polarimetric (doppler) scattering matrix SAR imaging of distributed surface
clutter (cloud tops of electric storm/tornado/hurricane systems, ocean
surface, coastal surfzone, rocky terrain with and without vegetative
canopy, vegetated areas, etc.) will greatly enhance target discrimination
including detection of buried,'sunken mines/submarines, etc.

In order to substantiate and further advance these important disciplines of
Atmospheric Electricity, Electric Storm Systems Analysis, Tornado and Hurricane
Research, wind Shear Assessment, etc., it will be one of our main goals to
utilize the SIR-C/X-SAR and other POL-SAR missions and request to receive those
data sets which were collected over regions suffering from strong meteorologic
and oceanographic storm conditions. Therefore, in collaboration with
NCAl/Boulder, CO; NOAA-ERL-WPL/Boulder, CO; NQAA-ERL-NSSL/Norman, OK;
NOAA-ERL-NHRL/?4iami, FL; we are strongly engaged in pursuing the

Acquisition of Portable Coherent Dual Polarization (scattering matrix)
Doppler Instrumentation Radar (CDPDR) Facilities in the L(1-2 GCz), S(2-4),C(4-8), X(8-'2), Ku(12-18), K(18-27), X a(27-40), Q(40-50), V(50-75),

W(75-110 (GIz) Bands for the Advancement of Radar Meteorology, Oceanography
and Target in Clutter Handling for Ground-Based POL-RAD/SCAT, Airborne
IPL-RAR/S&AR/SAR and Spaceborne POL-SAR/SCAT Observations.

1.3.8 Terrain-Radar Backscattering Model for Spherical Waves
In the study of radar backscattering from naturally-cccuring rough terrain, it
is important to understand how the radio wave interacts with rough terrain. The
scattered power, in general, consists of coherent and incoherent components, as
discussed in

H.J. Eom and W-M. Boerner, "A Re-Examination of Radar Terrain Backscattering
at Nadir," IEEE Trans. on Geoscience and Remote Sensiny, Vol. TE-24, No. 2,
March 1986, pp. 232-234.

The off-nadir backscattered power from rough terrain is mostly incoherent in
nature due to the random structure of the terrain profile. The incoherent
backscattered power strength is known to depend mostly upon rough terrain
structures in terms of surface height, slope, and radar system parameters,
including antenna beam width, operating frequency, and radar altitude. In the
theoretical calculation of the incoherent backscattering coefficient, one often
introduces the uniform-plane wave assumption for incident and scattered waves
due mainly to its simplicity. The uniform-plane wave assumption allows one to
approximate the actual spherical wave phase front as a planar one over the area
illuminated by radar, thus, facilitating the scattering coefficient computation.
One might suspect that the validity for the plane wave assumption seems to
depend on the size of the illumination area relative to the surface height
correlation length. The exact range of applicability for the plane wave
assumption, however, remains quite ambiguous since many other factors, such as,
antenna beamwidth, radar-altitude, frequency, and surface roughness may also be
important in the radar backscattering process. This study is, particularly, of
great importance in SAR imaging data calibration where the swath width across
the track associated with azimuth Doppler processing is often large enough for
the wave sphericity effects to be significant.
In order to model terrain structure, and its interaction with electromagnetic
waves, one often adopts random rough scattering theories. Amongst many existing
theories, we will use the Kirchhoff approximation and furthermore, for
simplicity, assume that the rough terrain may be represented with a
one-dimensional random rough Kirchhoff surface. In the next section, a theory
regarding radar backscatter from a one-dimensional Kirchhoff surface is
summarized and its theoretical angular behavior with a different choice of
surface roughness is shown.
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1.3.8.1 Incoherent Backscattered Power
In the Kirchhof- approximation, the incoherent backscattered power from a
stationary Gaussian distributed random surface is given by

H.J. Eom and W-M. Boerner, "Incoherent Radar Backscattering for a Spherical
Wave," in preparation.

Note that the effects of antenna beamwidth and sphericity are reflected in the
backscattering coefficient.

The rough estimates for the relative importance of antenna beanwidth and
sphericity can be obtained as follows:

i) In case of a high altitude (airborne or spaceborne) radar, the condition
R0 50 >> 1 may be easily met, where R0 : range, %0: beamwidth, and X: radar

wavelength.

Hence, from the previous special case consideration, if the radar operates
at a high altitude and the surface height correlation is small enough to satisfy
the condition 1 << V0, then the assumption of uniform plane waves for incident

and scattered waves should be valid. In the comparison of incoherent -radar
backscattered power versus incidence angles between plane wave and spherical
wave incidences, it is seen that due to the large beamwidth associated with the
antenna, the actual radar backscattered power of a spherical wave exhibits much
broader angular backscattering patterns as compared to the plane wave
assumption.

The effects of antenna beamwidth and wave sphericity associated with the
spherical wave are investigated using the one-dimensional Kirchhoff surface. It
is found that the backscattering coefficients depends strongly on the beamwidth
due to the effects of wave sphericity, in particular, in SAR imaging problems.
It has also been shown that unless the surface correlation length 1 is much
smaller than /100' the plane wave assumption is invalid for scattering

computations of randomly rough surfaces. The theoretical study indicates that
the effects of antenna beamwidth must be accounted for in radar scattering
computations of the L-band airborne/spaceborne SAR imaging radar and for systems
operating at larger wavelengths.

1.3.9 71moretical and Ccgitational Advancements Toward Increased Image Fidelity
in Microwave Vector Diffractio Týah magng

In this specific sufiask w•, are addressingC the nverse electromagnetic
scattering and diffraction problem of refractive profile and conductivity
reconstruction by EM wave probing and propagation through inhomogeneous media,
as was recently sumnmarized in

B.D. James and W-M. Boerner, "Toward Increased Image Fidelity in Microwave
Diffraction Tomography," 1988 International Symposium on Radio Wave
Propagation, Beijing, China, April 18 - 21, 1988.

We are especially paying major attention to the depolarizing terms in the wave

equation which may be identified with the (E.Vc)/c and the (E.a)/! terms. These
terms, commonly neglected, do produce appreciable effects if those become of the
order of "VL in magnitude, where X is the probing wavelength in the media, L is
the characteristic length of discontinuities, and c and a are the permittivity
and conductivity, respectively.

Some of the theoretical and computational aspects of vector diffraction
tomography in continuation of this research are presented in

"B.D. James, "Vector Diffraction Tomography Using Radon Transform Techniques
in Comauter-Assisted Electromagnetic Imaging," M.Sc. Thesis, Jan. 1987,
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and considered in
B.D. James and W-M. Boerner, "An Examinatioi of Some Theoretical ond
Computational Aspects of Vector Diffraction Tomography," Inverse Problems,
Int. Institute of Physics, Bristol, UK, (sutm. Dec. 1987, &We.s-Fa.-Fi=9i

and

B.D. Ja.nes, N. Soliman and W-M. Boerner, "The Effects of Data and
Computational Errors in Vector Diffraction Tomography," JOSA, A(Series 2),
(subm. Dec. 1987, resub. Fall 1988).

1.3.10 Application of Both the Polarimetric Radar/Lidar matched Filter aNd
Vector Diffrat to Vertical Standoff Surfac-i-fne -tectio

During the past two years, we have steadily refocused our research on
multisensor polarimetric RAD/SAR/1%R/ISAR imaging to one of the still most
complex unresolved military detection, surveillance, reconnaissance probl.ems,
namely that of detection of desirable targets such as mines in severe background
clutter such as terrain, vegetation, coastal surface, and ocean marine
environments. Inversely, we have also been very concerned with the problem of
signature suppression at the radar, infrared, and visual wavelengths of the
electromagnetic spectrum. For this purpose we have recently prepared two
separate sets of solicited contract replies for the ARO/BRDEC and DARPA/BRDEC
Broad Agency Announcements of Oct. 1986 and June 1987, respectively, entitled:

Lateral Standoff Imaging of [ine Perturbed Soils Using Vector (Polarization)
Diffraction Ttqraphy
Vertical Standoff Imaging of Mine Perturbed Soils Using Polarimetric
PAD/SAR/RAR/ISAR Imaging methods

Although we have not been granted a major contract award, we have been given a
small research initiation project award under Contract Purchase Order BRDEC DAAK
70-87-P-2565, entitled:

Development of Vector Diffraction Tomqraphic Algorithms for Improved Image
Fidelity in Electromagnetic Subsurface Object Imaging

which was based on the Lateral Standoff Imaging proposal outlines. During the
recent five months, we have made very considerable progress on both approaches
resulting in the analytical development and computer-numerical verification of
the novel concept of the polarimetric matched siclnal/image filter technique foL
the strong enhancement of desirable target features and the effective reduction
of surrounding clutter (also overburden) for which we require complete
polarimetric (scattering matrix) measurement data. Currently, such coherent (2
x 2 scattering matrix (S]) and/or partially coherent (4 x 4 Mueller matrix)
measurement data for coherent dual polarization illumination are not easily
available. But, we have been fortunate to obtain various kinds of comple-e
polarimetric radar data (NADC: target downrange/crossrange; NADC: ocean sea
surface/coastal surf zone with and without targets; MI-COM: rain/vegetation
scatter) as well as polarimetric SAR data (NASA/CAL-TEC JPL/CV-990 L-band
POL-SAR). Using these valuable data sets, we were able to initiate our
verification studies and to prepare a very detailed Solicited Contract Proposal
Reply on behalf of UIC-EECS/CL to

NRSA/NRA 87-OSSAr-5, Polarimetric Analytical & Statistical Analysis of
SIR-C/X-FSAR Data Toward Determination of Optimal Polarization in
Geoscientific Imaging, 1987 Nov. 30,
US Army BRDO AK 70-88-Q-BHAI, August 1987, Application of Polarimetric

. Radar/Lidar Matched Filter Techniques to Vertical Standoff Surface Mine
Detection, 1988 January 8,
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LIS ALwy, KICI•I-DAAH01--87-BAA, March 1987, Application of the PMSr/PM.F to
Target Detection in Severe Dynamic Background Clutter, 1988 February

.W), Basic Electromagnetic/Signal Processing Studies with Electronics/
Ceosciencvi/Signal Proceasing Applications to Geoscientific Problems in the
1Ghz to .300 Ghz Bands: Further Advancemwnt of the PmrSF/mLIF Concept, 1988
,January 31

providing a very clear picture of what we are intending to achieve in the
reorient'ation of our previous research based upon the integration of the
"Polarinetric Matched Filter Technique with Diffraction Tomographic Approaches
to POL-RAD/SCAT.' SAR/RAR/ISAR" in various military and geoscientific
app L cations.

1.4 ANTICIPATED RESULTS IMPALTS, AND BIENEFITS
1.4.1 nnticipated Results
T-h-e usWe o-iEr- ne-;re/spa--eborne ground-based imaging has become in, essential tool
of military surveillance and geoscientific remote sensing. In order to fully
exploit the capabilities of electromagnetic vector (polarization) wave
interrcqation with the terrestrial boundary layer (coast, terrain/ocean surface,
atmosphere, and troposphere), multi-frequency complete polarimetric scattering
matrix radars in the L-to-W bands are in urgent need. Our past and current
research has addressed this problem. We have been interacting very closely with
DOD/NASA/NATO Research Centers involved in the planning and design of
polarimetric radar sensors; discussing in great detail the urgent need for
complete polarimetric (scattering matrix) radar development in order to Lecover
maximum possible information on geoscientific remote sensing which is not
possible by using only any one common/orthogonal transmit/receive polarization
state such as, e.g., VV, HH, LL, LR, etc. Our research team at UIC-EECS/CT has
been continuously involved in the struggle for the advancement of high
resolution polarimetric (scattering matrix) radar imaging for geoscientific
applications and in the detection,/discrimination/classification/identification
of hostile objects in natural and manmade speckle/clutter. Concurrent with this
steep up-hill struggle, we have been able to strongly advance the fundamentals
of radar polarimetry for the coherent and partially coherent cases. Most
recently, with the use of complete (scattering matrix) polarimetric (doppler)
downrange (single/double) to crossrange data of isolated targets, or targets
embedded in various geophysical environments including bare and vegetated
terrain with and without volumetric over/under-burden, ocean surface wave, and
meteorological scatter from DoD (MI-LAB, NADC, NOSC/NWC), NA1TO-SHAPE/`TC, DFVLR,
NT'NF, RSRE, etc. with polarimetric SAR data from the late JPL/CV-990 (L-band)
mission of the San Franscisco Bay area, we have been able to develop novel and
unique polarimetric matched image filter feature enhancement algurithms which at
the same time, al]ow for the suppression of undesirable background speckle/
clutter in airborne/spaceborne SAR.

It is our goal to build on the gained momentum and to further advance and
sharpen the analytical, probabilistic, and computer-numerical/gLaphical tools of
radar polarimetry, absolutely essential for developing optimal polarimetric SAR
image interpretation for any and all applications. At the samte time, it is also
our goal to advance in our UIC-EECS/CL facilities specific interdisciplinary
geoscientific image investigations dealing with significant feature enhancement
and undesirable background speckle suppression essential to all military
surveillance and geoscientific remote sensing applications

Our research will benefit the enitire military radar coImmun.ty by exhausting the
polarimetric information content of the POL-PAD/SCAT/TAR/SAR/ISAR imagery using
novel polArimetric matched image filte algorithms and polarimetric detection
systems and post-processing data calibration. Specifically, we will be able to
extract and compare probabilistic densities of optimal polarizations characte-
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Eistic of specif ic terrain. ocearlc~qL-aphlc sutface and..o meteorologicoal .o1-
surface scatter with applications to the determination of (i) rock surface
features and texture decomposition of various areal sizes; (ii) of volumetric
tuider.,over-burden versus surface backscatter; (iii) localized oceanwave wind
vector (,mpl & direction); (iv) spaceborne detectioin.tracking,,'classificatii:n of
hostile objects (military targets) in a sensitive geophysical envirormient
(polar. subpolar reqions & packice, vegetated coastal surf zones, tropical
forests, etc); arnd (v) water content and electrification of severe storm cloud
formations and cyclones.
1.4.2 Merits
H-t•'Ferto-- •uf f icient emphasis was not placed in utilizing the complete
polarimetric (scattering matrix) RADiSAR/!%AR/ISAR signatures in extracting
optimal information alout target versus clutter. In fact, only partial
polarimetric information was utilized, thus leading to gross misconceptions
about the real benefits of polarization utilization in target detection and
camouflage problems. In our novel pol~rimetcic matched image filter technique,
combined with tomographic image enhancement, the most complete electromagnetic
tarqet versus clutter discrimination can be achieved to yield improved high
resolution electromagnetic imaging applicable to target and mine detection,

1.4.3 Benefits
In summary, the full understanding of the electromagnetic wave/target
interrogation capability, as the polarimetric doppler radar/SAR (subject to
SIV-Svi{ not being a design requirement) will provide, is of paramount importance

to the analysis of the complete radar wave interaction with the ground terrain,
the ocean surface, and/or the meteorological surface cover in that it will
provide us with the essential key as to how we may maximally extract
hard-to-delineate scatterer features of isolated and/or combined objects, etc.
The types of analytical rough surface and 'ector inverse scattering studies in
conjunction with the polarimetric radar/SAR data analysis currently conducted
with already available data sets and proposed for various POL-RAD/SCAT/SAR/RAR/
ISAR analyses will be extremely helpful to all other geoscientific disciplines
and, in particular, for the earth sciences including geology, hydrology,
glaciology, and oceanography; and in biospheric, cr-yospheric, and atmospheric
remote sensing. Indeed, this highly improved understanding of microwave (L-W
band) polarimetric (scattering imatrix) interaction with targets and clutter will
allow us to process the polarimetric radar data in a more meaningful,
straight-forward manner for maximal target enhancement and optimum speckle
suppression without taking recourse to electromagnetically unjustified
statistical (arbitrary:geo-electromagnetically) multiple parameter data
adjustment games.

1.4.4 Socio-Econamic Imact
In co•i•-ii-R• cE--p-l-ementation with other participating team efforts our
novel and unique polarimetric matched image filter approach will lead to:

(i) more efficient surveillance, control, arnd tracking of geophysical
resources within the very fragile terrestrial environment such as the
polar/subpolar, vegetated coastal surf zones, and tropical fo-estral
regions

(ii) improved short term (immediate) and long term weather forecasting
integrating spaceborne high resolution polarimetric doppler SA-R
imagery of localized severe electic storm/tornado and/or global
dynamic cyclonic motions, respectively; also, improving on
tornado/cyclonic tracking and damage impact predictions

(iii) advancement of electro-optical polarimetric radar device technology
with wide applications in military and space radar development for
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planetary exploration Or, closer to earth, for on-board aircraft
collision ivoidance and more precise instantaneous electric
storm/'downburst (lower frequencies) prediction and tracking.

1.5 LIST OF TECIQICAL REPORTS AND 1%VERAL",C'I0N NOTES

1.5.1 Semi-Annual Progress Reports for ARO Proposal No. 22207-EL/Contract No.
_2-K-'K-• ~(noft attachW

1.5.1.1 Contract Initiation Date: 1985 February 28; Proposal Submission Cate:
1.984 May 01; Proposal Acceptance Date: 1985 Jan. 04

1.5.1.2 Semi-Annual Progress Report: 1985 July 15; Period: 1985 Jan. 01 to 1985
June 30

1.5.1.3 Semi-Annual Progress Report: 1986 January 31; Period: 1.985 July 01 to
1985 Dec. 31

1.5.1.4 Semi-Annual Progress Report: 1986 Sept. 30; Period: 1986 Jan. 01 to June
30

1.5.1.5 Semi-Annual Progress Report: 1987 Jan. 31; Period: 1986 July 01 to 1986
Dec. 31

1.5.1.6 Semi-Annual Progress Report: 1987 July 25; Period: 1.987 Jan. 01 to 1987
June 30

1.5.1.7 Semi-Annual Progress Report: 1988 Jan. 15; Period: 1987 July 01 to 1987
Dec. 31

1.5.1.8 Semi-Annual Progress Report: Final Report; Period: 1988 Jan. 01 to 1988
Aug. 2

1.5.2 Foreign Travel Reports (Available 2L= Request)

1.5.2.1 W-M. Boerner, 1985 August 12 to September 7, Pacific NW
Research/Symposium Interaction Travel (1985 Oct. 14): ISAP `85, Kyoto;
ISAE '85, Beijing, and NPU-XIAN Workshop

1.5.2.2 W-M. Boerner, JSPS CAST US Senior Scientist Fellowship Japan/China
Research Travel Report (1986 August 15): Advancement of Science &
Technology in High Resolution Radar Polarimetry Using Electromagnetic
Inverse Methods, Phase I: 1986, March 23 to 1986 July 23

1.5.2.3 W-M. Boerner, Report on Sabbatical Research Leave as Alexander von
Humboldt US Senior Scientist Fellow Award (1988 May 31): The Advancement
of Inverse Methods in High Resolution Polarimetric Target Imaging in an
Air/Land/Sea Clutter Environment, wQ/SQ-87: 1987 Jan. 01 to 1987 July 31

1.5.2.4 W-M. Boerner, JSPS/CAST US Senior Scientist Fellow Award (1988 May 31):
Advancement of Science & Technology in High Resolution Radar Polarimetry
Using Electromagnetic Inverse Methods, Phase II: 1988 March 14 to 1988
April 30.

1.5.2.5 W--M. Boerner, Special Confidential 1heport: Thought Provoking
Observations Made During Recent Research Visits to Japan and PRC (Not
for distribution outside DOD), 1988 May 31, prepared for ONR/ONT,
Arlington, VA, Codes 111, 113 and Task Force 168.

1.5.3 Major (Final) Technical Research Reports (Not attached)

1.5.3.1 W-M. Boerner, A.B Kostinski, et al., Stationary Target Detection/
Classification Algorithm Development Applied to Armored Vehicle
Detection in Ground/Tropospheric Clutter, Final Report, 1985 Oct. 14, US
Army Res. Office/ US Army Lab Command, Harry Diamond Labs, Radar Physics
Sect., Contract No. DAAK 21-84-CO101 (Solicitation DAAK 84-R-9150),
Dept. No. UIC-EECS/CL: ARO/HDL 85-10-1.4
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I.5.3.2 W-M. Boerner, D.W. Carnegie, and A.P. Agrawal, "Monostatic Polarimetric
(scattering matrix) Doppler Radar Backscatter Model for Rain," Final
Report, Contract NO. DAAG29-81-D-0100 (Battelle STAS-1597), US Army
MI-LAB, Redstone Arsenal, AL, 1986 June 15 (428 pages)

1.5.3.3 W-M. Boerner, A.B. Kostinski, B.D. James, M. Walther, D.W. Carnegie,
A.P. Agrawal, B-Y. Foo, S.K. Chaudhuri, X--Q. Huang and N. Soliman,
"Graphical Depiction of Targets Using Polarized Radar Data: Analysis of
High Resolution Polarimetric Radar Downrange Signatures Using RCS Matrix
Measurement Data Based on Kennaugh's Target Characteristic Operator and
Huynen's Mueller Decomposition Theories," Final Report UIC-EECS/CL
1987-06-15, NADC, Contract No. N62269-85-C-0383, 1987 Sept. 11 (508
pages).

1.5.3.4 Internal Technical Interaction Notes
- #AB-I, •Unitary Matrix Formalism and the Optimal

March 14, 1985 Polarization Concept in Radar Scattering
Theory"

Alexander B. Kostinski, #ABK-2, "Optimization of the Bilinear Voltage
March 14, 1.985 Form in the Monostatic and Bistatic Radar

Image Arrangements - Including Explicit
Construction of the Diagonalizing Unitary
Matrices"

Alexander B, Kostinski, #ABK-3, "Possible Real Time Applications of the
March 13, 1985 Voltage Optimization: Real Time

Feasibility Analysis"

Alexander B. Kostinski, #ABK-4, "Careful Derivation of the Received
April 14, 1935 Voltage Equation and the Scattering

Matrix Change-of-Basis Transformation
Formulation"

Alexander B. Kostinski, #ABK-5, "On Various Polarization Mappings Used in
April 14, 1985 Radar Polarimetry"

Alexander B. Kostinski, #ABK-6, "Informal Tutorial Notes on the
May 14, 1985 Mathematics Fundamentals to Radar

Polarimetry: Linear Algebra and
Canonical Targets in a Linear and
Circular Polarization Basis"

Alexander B. Kostinski, #ABK(%MB)-7, "On Foundations of Radar Polarimetry:
June 15, 1985 Part I - Coherent Case"

Alexander B. Kostinski, #ABK(WMB)-8, "A Critical Review of the Target
Auqust 14, 1985 Characteristic Operator (Polarization

Fork Concept)"

Alexander B. Kostinski, #ABK(WMB)-9 "Corrections to the IEEE Standards: TestSeptember 14, 1985 Procedures for Antennas" ANSI/IEEE Std.

149-1979, pp. 76-88

Alexander B. Kostinski, #ABK(WMB)-l0 "Assessment of Huynen's Approach to Radar
October 14, 1985 Target Phenomenology in Relation to

Recent Advances in Fundamentals of Radarb 1Polar 
imet ry"
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Alexa.-der B. Kostinski, #ABK(WMB)-iI "Rebuttal to #ABK-7: Overall Response to
November 14, 1985 the Comments of the Reviews and the

Editor"

Alexander B. Kostinski, #ABK(WMB)-12 Re-Edited, Reduced Version of #ABK-7, "On
December 14, 1985 the Foundations of Radar Polarimetry"

Amit P. Agrawal, #APA(WB)-1 "Derivation of Null Polarizations Using
April 14, 1985 the Unitary Transformation Matrix in

Terms of the Polarization Ratio P and
Their Interpretation on the Poincar6
Sphere"

Amit P. Agrawal, #APA(WMB)-2 "Analysis of Characteristic Properties cf
May 14, 1985 the Null-Polarization States Derived from

the Power (Graves) Scattering Matrix and
the Graphical Mapping on the PoincarQi
Sphere"

Amit P. Agrawal, #APA(WMB)-3 "Monostatic Polarimetric Radar
July 14, 1985 Backscatter Model for Rain: Critical

Literature Review for Monostatic
Polarimetric Precipitation Clutter
Models"

Amit P. Agrawal, #APA(WMB)-4 "Development of a Model-Free Clutter
July 14, 1985 Backscattering Theory Based on the

Coherency/Mueller Matrix Approach"

Bill Xiao-Qing Huang, #MW(DqB)-1 "Mercator Conformal and Lambert,
May 15, 1985 Mollweide, Aitoff-Hammer Equal Area

Projections of the Polarization Sphere
and Their Applications to Radar
Polarimetry"

Bing-Yuen Foo, #BYF(%M)-l "Basic Monostatic Polarimetric Broadband
July 15, 1985 Target Scattering Analysis Required for

High Resolution Polarimetric Radar Target
Downrange/Ccossrange Imaging of Airborne
Scatterers"

Bing-Yuen Foo, #BYF(W8)-2 "Interpretation of Kennaugh's Physical
October 1.4, 1985 Impulse Response Approach for the

Slightly Bistatic Case"

Bing-Yuen Foo, #BYF(WMB)-3 "Extension of Kennaugh's Transient Target
January 6, 1986 Ramp Response Concept of Lossless

Homogeneous Dielectric Scatterers"

Brian D. James, #BDJ-1 "Development of Tensorial Diffraction
Tomography for Electromagnetic Imaging
Through Inhomogeneous Media at Meter-to-
Millimeter Wavelengths"

Ali M. Khounsary, #AMK(HJE)-I- "A Discrete Vector Radiative Transfer
August 14, 1985 Formulation of Multiple Scattering

Problems in Multi-Dimensional
(Plane-Parallel) Media Using a Method of
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Adding/Doubling of Discrete Cubes
(Layers)"

Vithal K-S. Mirmira, #VKSM(WMB/KU)-l "A Critical Assessment of the Target
December [4, 1985 Complex Natural Resonance Descriptors"

Sheng-Mina Huang, #SMI1(WMB)-l "Application of Kennaugh's Polarization
Decemker 14, 1985 Corrected Inverse Scattering Identity

to Radar Target Shape Reconstruction"

David W. Carnegie, #DWC(•m)-1 "Spectral Analysis of Radar Scattering
November 14, 1985 Matrix Time Series for MI-COM Rain

Scatter Data"

David W. Carnegie, #DWC(WIB)-2 "Correlation Functions for Target
November 31, 1985 Recognition Applied to NADC/Teledyne

High Resolution Downrange Scattering
Matrix Data"

David W. Carnegie, #DW(WMB)-3 "Rayleigh/Mie Scattering and the
December 14, 1985 Polarizability of Raindrops in the

Monostatic/Backscatter Case"

Jonas 0. Okeke, #JOO(HJE)-I "A Simple Empirical Model for
December 14, 1985 Near-Grazing Sea Radar Backscattering"

Alexander B. Kostinski,#ABK(RACWM)13 "Investigation of Radar Target Detection
December 31, 1985 Techniques in Turbulence for the Sub-

Millimeter wavelength Region"

Robert M. Lempkowksi, #RBL(WMB)-l "A Modular Testbed Design of a High
October 31, 1985 Resolution Polarization Radar for Target

in Clutter Detection and Description"

Matthias Walther, #Mw(MiB)-I "Assessment of Polarimetric Millimetec
November 14, 1985 Wave Sensors in the Design of Airborne/

Marine Ground Vehicle Collision Avoidance
and Traffic Flow Control Radars"

1.6 SLMARY OF RESEARCH INTERACTIO]NS

(No detailed day-to-day records are presented here because they are contained n
the Semi-Annual Reports)

1.6.1 Visits to DOD-Facilities
Continuous interaction took place with research contract officers, research
scientists, and engineering personnel of the DOD (ARMY, NAVY, AIR FORCE AND
MARINES) Facilities listed in the Distribution List of Section I.11. (No further
details are provided here, but are recorded in the Semi-Annual Reports).

1.6.2 National Radar Consulting Services
90- :IDRSMI-REG, Milimeter GJulance Technology, Advanced Sensors

Directorate, US Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL
(m-to--mm-wave near-to-ground, polarimetric clutter analysis).

1982-1985: Schlumberger-Doll Research, Electrical Engineering Department,
Ridgefield, CT. (geophysical inverse methods VSP).

198,2-1986: Raytheon Company, Missile Systems Division, Bedfo~i, MA. (radar
polarimetry).
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1982-1986: Boeing Aerospace Co., RF Sensors Lab, Engineering Technology
Division, Seattle, WA (radar polarimetry).

1982-1984: Scientific Atlanta, Radar Cross Section Measurement Division,
Atlanta, GA. (development of bistatic radar cross section matrix
measurement ranges).

1982-1984: Bendix Corporation, Guidance Systems Division, Teterboro, NJ
(radar polarimetry).

1982-1985: Enterprise Electronic Corporation, Radar Meteorology Division,
Arlington, VA (radar polarimetry).

1983- : General Dynamics, Convair Division, Sain Diego, CA (radar

polarimetry).

1983-1985: Martin Marietta, Orlando, FL (radar polarimetry).

1983- General Dynamics, Pomona Division, Pomona, CA (radar
polarimetry).

1983- : TRW, Inc., Defense & Space Division, Manhattan Beach, CA (radar
polarimetry).

1983-1985: Battelle Columbus, Research Triangle Park, NC (radar meteorology)

1983- : Westinghouse, Friendship International Airport, Baltimore, MD
(radar polarimetry).

1983- : Scientific Atlanta, Instrumentation Division, Atlanta, GA (radar
polarimetry).

1983- : Eglin Air Force/AFATL-DLMT, Eglin AFB, FL (radar polarimetry).

1983-1985: Boeing Military Airplane Co., Wichita, KS (radar polarimetry).

1984-1986: Honeywell, Aerospace & Defense Group, Systems Research Center,
Minneapolis, MN (radar polarimetry).

1984-1986: Hughes Aircraft Company, Space & Communications Group, Space
Sensors Laborator-y, El Segundo, CA (radar polarimetry).

1984- : General Electric Co., Military Electronics Systems, Advanced
Development Engineering, Syracuse, NY (radar polarimetry).

1984-1986: Honeywell, Defense Systems Group, Millimeterwave Radar Signature
Group, Attn: Dr. James Marier (polarimetric radar imaging).

1984-1986: Honeywell, Systems & Research Center, Radar Signals and Imaging
Division, 2600 Ridgway Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 555413,
Attn: Dr. Raja Suresh (polarimetric SAR imaging).

1984 : Sandia National Laboratories, E.M. Division, Albuquerque, NM,
(Radar Polarimetry and Radar Target Identification).

1984-1986: U.S. Air Force AFSC RAT-SCAT, 6585th Test Group/RX Whitesands
Missile Range, Holloman AFB, N.M. 88330, Attn: Mr. Stanley D. Shaw,
Technical Director (505) 679-3110/3120 (radar
polarimetry).

1984-1986: Dynalectron, Corp. RAT--SCAT/RX P.O. Drawer 0, Holloman AFB, NM
88330, Attn: Stanley A. Guy (505) 679-3180 (radar polarimetry).

1984-1986: Dynalectron, Corp. Advanced Radar Signatures Division, P.O. Drawer
1, Alamogordo, N.M. 88310, Attn: Mr. James Lutz, (505)
434-3525/3630 (radar polarimetry).

1985-1987: Epsilon Lambda Electronics Corp., Millimeter-wave Radar Div., 427
Stevens Street, Geneva, I1. 60134 Attn: Mr. Robert Knox,
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President (312) 232-9611 (radar polarimetry).

1985-1986: Millimeter Wave Technology., Inc. P.O. Box 19678, Atlanta, GA 30325,
Attn: Dr. James W. Schuchardt (404) 892-0710 (radar polarimetry)

1985- Global Analytics, San Diego, CA, Attn. Dr. S. wesbrod (radar
polarimetry).

1986- The Johns Hopkins Univ., Applied Physics Lab., Laurel, MD
(polarimetric radar target in sea-clutter discrimination).

1987- : Battelle Memorial Columbus (US Army MI-Lab), Research Triangle
Park, NC (radar meteorology).

1987- : Battelle Memorial Columbus (Ft. Belvoir: BRDEC), Research Triangle
Park, NC (electromagnetic sounding/counter mine).

1.6.3 NATO/1/ Interactions
SHAPE-TC on High Resolution Polarimetry, The Hague, Dec. 1983, May 1984, Oct.
1985, Feb. 1986, April 1987, Dec. 1987.

NATO Advanced Science Advisory Board Meeting at SHAPE Headquarters, Mons,
Belgium on September 1983, December 1984, May 1985, Feb. 1986, Sept. 1986,
Jan.-July 1987, Dec. 1987.
DFVLR-Oph. on High Resolution Radar Polarimetry and Polarimetric Radar
Meteorology on Sept. 1983, Dec. 1984, May 1985, Feb. 1986, Sept. 1986, Dec.
1987.
Royal Signals & Radar Establishment, Ministry of War & Defense, Great Malvern,
U.K., on "High Resolution Polarimetric Radar Target Imaging," Oct. 1984, Oct.
1985, April 1987.
Ministry of Science & Technology/Ministry of Defense, Bonn, FR Germany, Invited
Specialist Research Lecturer on Advanced Radar Technology on Sept. 1983, Dec.
1983, May 1984, Dec. 1984, May 1985, Sept. 1986, Feb. 1987, April 1987, Dec.
1987.
NATO-Scientific Affairs Division, Brussels, Final Rept. on NATO Advanced
Research Workshop on Inverse Methods in Electromagnetic Imaging, Dec. 1983, May
1984, Oct. 1985, Sept. 1986, April 1987; Dec. 1987.

TNO, Netherlands Technology National Office, Dept. of Defense, NL., on High
Resolution Polarimetric Radar Target Imaging in Land and Sea Environments, Dec.
1983, May 1984, Dec. 1984, May 1985, Sept. 1986, April 1987, Dec. 1987.
FRG, Military Institute of Technology, Hamburg, on High Resolution Radar
Polarimetry, Dec. 1983, May 1984, May 1985, May 1986, May 1987.

The U.K. Admiralty Research Establishment Ministry of War & Defense,
Coshan/Portsmouth, U.K., Development of High Resolution Polarimetric Raciar
Target in Clutter Distribution/Classification for a Marine Enviroriment, Oct.
1984, April 1987.
NTNF, Royal Norwegian Defense Council of Research, Surveillance Radar & Remote
Sensing Division, Kjeller, Norway, May 1984, Sept. 1986, Feb. 1987, March 1987,
April 1987, May/June 1987, July 1988.

ONERA, French Defense Space Research Establishment, t itillon-Baqneux, France,
Sept. 1986, May 1987.
FRG-WEHRTECHNIK Seminar, BONN, FRG, Feb. 1987.

AWI-Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar Research, Brenerhaven, FRG, Feb. 1987.

Max'PLANCK Institute for Meteorology, Hamburg, FRG, Feb. 1987.

FGAN, IHFP/IMM, WACHTBERG-Werth-hoven, FRG, Sept. 1986, Feb. 1987.
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FGAN, Inst. of Optics, Tubingen, March 1987.

Royal Dutch Inst. of Meteorology, de Bilt-Utrecht, April 1987.

AEG-Telefunken, Ulm, FRG, May 1984, May 1985, Feb. 1986, Feb. 1987, April 1987,
Dec. 1987.

Siemens-Radar Electronics Division, Munich, FRG, Dec. 1983, May 1984, Feb. 1986,

Sept. 1986, March 1987, Dec. 1987.

Rohde & Schwarz, Military Electronics Division, Munich, FRG, May 1984.

Dornier Aerospace Corp. Friedrichshafen, FIRG, May 1984, March 1987.

Standard Elektrik Lorenz, Stuttgart, FRG, flay 1984, September 1984, December
1984, May 1985, Sept. 1986, Feb. 1987, Dec, 1987.

Selenia, Florence, Italy, Aug. 1984, May 1987, Dec. 1987.

CARL ZEISS, OBERKOKEN, FRG, March 1987, Dec. 1987.

Messerschmidt-Bolkow-Blohm, Ottobrunn/Neubieberg, FRG, Sept. 1984, Feb. 1986,
April 1987, Dec. 1987.

Thorn-EMI, Wells, Somerset, UK, Oct. 1984.

Contraves (GmbH), Bern, .,,jtzerland, April 1987.

Tompson-CSF, Malakoff-Paris, Oct. 1985, Sept. 1986, Feb. 1987, May 1987.

MATRA, Space Radar Division, Toulouse, France, Oct. 1985, May 1986, June 1987.

Aerospatiale, Radar Division, Toulouse, France, Oct. 1985, Sept. 1986.

DIEHL (GmbH), Nuremberg, FRG, Dec. 1983, May 1985, March 1987, Dec. 1987.

Ericson, Radar Division, Goteburg, Sweden, Feb. 1987.

1.6.4 Japanese Industries
"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem and High Resolution Radar Target Imaging",
Toshiba RDE Center, Kawasaki, April 18, 1986.

"Radar Polarimetry and Satellite Remote Sensing", Mitsubishi (Kamakura/Ofuna
works), Kamakura, April 18, 1986.

"Electromaqnetic Inverse Problems", Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Co., Yokosuka,

Electronics Conmmu. Lab., April 23, 1986.

"Optical Inverse Problems and High Speed Opto-Electronic Signal Processing", The

Furukawa Electric Co., Chiba, April 24, 1986.

"Optical and Millimeter-wave Precision Imaging Using Electromagnetic Inverse

Methods", Suzuki Motor Co., Kosai Plant, Shizuoka, May 1986.

"Polarization Perception by Insects, Fish, Eel, Birds, Mamils and Man", The

Japan National Institute for Physiologic Electronic Sciences, Okazaki, May 9,

1986.

"Use of Millimeter-Wave Radar in Traffic Control", Honda Electronics Research

Center, Toyohashi, May 13 (am), 1986.

"High Resolution M-to-MM-Wave Imaging", Riken EM (Absorbers) Inc., Nagoya, May

13 (pm), 1986.

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem and High Resolution (Precision) Imaging in

the m-to-sub-mm Wavelength Region", Toyota Research Laboratory, Nagakuto, Aichi,

May 14 (am), 1986.

"Applications of Electromagnetic Imaging Methods to Design of Millimeter

Precision Robot Control in Automation", Brothers Industries, Mizukoku, Nagoya,

May 14 (pm), 1986.
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"Electromagnetic Imaging of Underground Obstacles", NCC Musashino Research
Laboratory, Musahino, May 28, 1986.

"High Resolution Polarimetric Radar Imaging", Nippon Electric Company, NEL Space
Development Division, Yokohama, May 29, 1986.

"High Resolution Polarimetric Radar/Lidar Imaging", Furukawa Electric Co., Opt.
Fiber/Integrated Circuits Division, Chiba, June 17, 1986.
"Use of Millimeter-wave Radars in Traffic Flow Control", Hitachi Central
Research Laboratories, Kokobunji, Tokyo, June 19, 1986.
1.7 PUBLICATIONS

1.7.1 Editorships
IEEE, Antennas & Propagation Society, Transactions, Associate Editor (inverse
Methods and Imaging), January 1980 to December 1986.
IEEE, Transactions Antennas & Propagation, Vol. 29(2), 1981 Special Issue,
Inverse Methods in Electromagnetics, Guest Editor, 1980-1981, (417 pages), PR.
NATO Advanced Research Workshop on "Inverse Methods in Electromagnetic Imaging",
September 18-24, 1983, Proceedings, Chief Editor, 1982-1984, (1400 pages), .D.
Reidel Publ. Co., Jan. 1985, PR/B.

Royal Society of Physics (UK), Journal of Physics, Section E, (new: First
International) Inversion Methods in the Physical Sciences, Associate Editor
(electromagnetic/vector), December 1983 to Dec. 1988.

SOC-MOTH (NATO), Advanced Research Short Course, Vector Inverse Methods in Radar
Target/Clutter Imaging, Co-Editors (W-M. Boerner, F.A. Molinet, H. uberall),
Proceedings, ARSC, Ecole Superieur d' Electriciti, Gif-sur-Yvette, France, 1986,
Sept 1-4, Springer Verlag, Heidelberg, 1988, total pages: 428. PR.
NATO, Advanced Research Workshop on "Direct and Inverse Methods in Radar
Polarimetry", Sept. 18-24, 1988, Proceedings, Chief Editor, 1987 - 1989 (1,500
pages),. D. Reidel Publ. Co., Dordrecht, NC, exp. 1989/1990, PR.

W-M. Boerner and A.B. Kostinski (book authors), Introduction to Radar
Polarimetry, John Wiley & Sons, Research Studies Press (J.R. Jones, Series
Editor), Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1988 (360 pages): in preparation, B.
W-M. Boerner and B-Y. Foo (book authors), Introduction to Electromagnetic
Inverse Problems in Radar Target/Clutter Scattering, John Wiley & Sons,
Wave Propagation Series (J-A. Kong, Series Editor), Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 1989
(280 pages): in preparation, B.

1.7.2 SM sia/waoference/Worksho Planning, Organization, Execution and

During e past two decades I was invited with increasing frequency to parti-
cipate in the planning, organization and execution of special sessions (S), main
programs (several sessions: P) and/or entire Symposia, Conferences and
Workshops (C) for

i) International Scientific/Technical Institutes
IMPI : 1969(S), 1970SoP), 1971(s)

IEEE-APS : 1977(S), 1978(S), 1979(S,P), 1980(S,P), 1981(S)
1982(S), 1983(S), 1984(S), 1985(S,P), 1986(S),
1988(S,P)

SPIE : 1981(S)

IEEE-GSRS : 1982(S), 1983(S), 1984(S)

OSA-Imaging : 1903(S)
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1EE (El-mag) : 1980(S), 1984(S), 1987(S)

AIEE(Australia) 1970(S), 1971(S)

Jap-ISAS ISAS-1(1970:S), ISAS-2(1978:S), ISAS-3(1985:S)

Chinese IAFME 1985(S), 1988(PS,Co-C)

URSSI'USNC-B 1980s(S), 1980W(S), 1981S(S), 1981W(S),
1982S/W(S), 1983S/W(S), 1984W(S), 1985S(S),
1986S(S)

URSI/USNC-F 1984(S), 1985(S), 1986(S)

URSI/CAN-B : 1971(S), 1974(S)

URSI/FRG-.B 1984(S), 1985(S)

URSI/Gen. Assembly-B/F: 1981(S), 1984(S), 1987(S)

ii) US Department of Defense Expert Workshols
ONR : 1980(S), 1982(S), 1984(S), 1985(S), 1986(S)

ONR-BR-OF-Tokyo : 1986(S)

ONR-BR-OF-London: 1983(S), 1985(S), 1987(S)

ARO : 1985(S), 1986(S)

MI-LAB : 1981(S), 1984(S,P,Co-C), 1988(Co-C)

AFOSR : 1981(S), 1983(S), 1987(S)

NASA : 1980(S), 1982(S), 1983(S)

iii) NATO
NATO-AGARD : 1983(S), 1984(S), 1985(S), 1986(P,S), 1987(C,P,S)

NATO-SHAPE : 1982(S), 1983(C,P,S)

NATO-SAD : 1983(C,P,S), 1988(CP,S)

iv) National Industzy
(See Curriculum Vitae: Consulting/Short Courses/Workshops
organized/executed by W-M. Boerner on Electromagnetic Inverse Problems
and Radar Polarimetry)

Short Course Lecture Series (5 days): 6

Short Course Lecture Series (3 days): 12

Short Course Lecture Series (2 days): 24

Short Course Lecture Series (I day): 37

Workshop Contributions (30 hrs. and more): 3

Workshop Contributions (20 hrs. and more): 5

Workshop Contributions (10 Hrs. and more)- 14

Workshop Contributions ( 4 hrs. and more): 18

Workshop Contributions (1/2 lectures): 23

v) Learned Societies
(Invited Keynote addresses on Polarimetry irn nature (6);
Geoelectromagnetic storm intcraction with man-made systemns in boreal
auroral regions (12); Earth/sea-quake geo. electromagnetic precursor
radiation phenomena (9) presented by W-M. Boerner)

1.7.3 Overview (1988 July 31)
Current (in progress), ai reused (+)
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Theses: 2 Books: 2(2)
Monographs: 4(2) Invited Review: 40(6)
Keynote Address: 30(6) Journal Paper: 87(28)
Communications: 95(18) Symp./Conf. Paper: 139(12)
Wkshp Notes: 18+ Gov. Reports: 45(6)
Patents: 6(4) Lab. Report: 73+
Adm. Report: 6(2)+ Interaction Notes: 5,/mo+
Newsletter: 36 Newspaper: 42(1)
Lab. Manuals: 12(4)+ Proceedings: 4(2)

1.7.4 Books
W-M. Boerner et al., (eds.) Inverse Methods in Electromagnetic Im_ _ng,

Parts I & 2, NATO ASI Sieisi C: Mathematical & PhysiaSciences, Vol.
143, D. Reidel Publishing Co., Dordrecht/Boston/Lancaster, January
1985.

SOC-MOTH (NATO), Advanced Research Short Course, Vector Inverse Methods in
Radar Target/Clutter Imaging, Co-Editor, (W.M. Boerner, F.A. Molinet,
H. Uberall), Proceedings, ARSC, Ecole Superieur d' Electricite,
Gif-sur-Yvette, France, 1986, Sept. 1-4, Springer Verlag, Heidelberg,
1988, total pages: 428.

NATO, Advanced Research Workshop on Direct and Inverse Methods in Radar
Polarimetry, Sept. 18-24, 1988, Proceedings, Chief EditoFr,97I17989,

-- g---s), D. Reidel Publ. Co., Dordrecht, NC, exp. 1989/1990.

Ch&n, C-Y. and Boerner, W-M., (Invited Monograph), Inverse Methods in
Electromagnetic Imaging, pp. 213-238. Medical Applications of Microwave
I n, (eds. L.E. Larsen and J.iI. Jacobi), IEEE Press, New York,

1.7.5 Publications (Chronoloqical Order)
Refereed Journals

B-Y. Foo, S.K. Chaudhuri, and W-M. Boerner, "A High Frequ1ency Inverse
Scattering Model to Recover the Specular Point Curvature from Po-
larimetric Scattering Matrix Data," IEEE Transactions on Antennas &
Propagation, vol. AP-32 (11) pp. 1174-177, November 1984.

S.K. Chaudhuri and W-M. Boerner, "A Polarimetric Model for the Recovery of
the High-Frequency Scattering Centers From Bistatic-Monostatic
Scattering Matrix Data," submitted for publication in the IEEE
Transactions on Antennas & Propagation, Vol. 35, No. 1, pp.---93, Jan.
1987.

A.B. Kostinski and W-M. Boerner, "On Foundations of Radar Polarimetry,"
accepted for publication in the IEEE Transactions on Antennas &
Propagation, Vol. AP-34, No. 12, pp. 1395-1404, also see: comments by
H. Mieras, pp. 1470-1471, and Author's Reply, pp. 1471-1473, Dec. 1986.

S.K. Chaudhuri, B-Y. Foo and W-M. Boerner, "A Validation Analysis of
Huynen's Target-Descriptor Interpretations of the Mueller Matrix
Elements in Polarimetric Radar Returns Using Kennaugh's Physical Optics
Impulse Response Formulation," IEEE Transactions on Antennas &
Propagation, vol. AP-34, no. 1, pp. 11-20, January 1986.

W-M. Boerner, B.-Y. Foo, H.J. Eom, "Interpretation of the Polarimetric
Co-Polarization Phase Term (ý HH-1') in High Resolution SAR Imaging

Using the JPL CV-990 Polarimetric L-Band SAR Data," submitted for
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publication in the Special IGARSS'85 Issue of the IEEE Tcansactions ofn
Geoscience & Remote sens-7n--7•8ToT .l-h--T,--No-- - Y7-pp.---,-/ iWT---T.•, ...--. '•

R.J. Eom and W-M. Boerner, "A Re-examination of Radar Terrain Backscatterin•1
at Nadir," IEEE Transactions on Geoscience & Remote Sensinq, vol.
GE-24, No. 9

M. Davidovitz and W.-M. Boerner, "Extension of Kennaugh's Optimal
Polarization Concept to the Asymmetric Scattering Matrix Case,"
accepted for publication in the IEEE Transactions on Antennas &
PropEaation, Vol. AP-34, No. 4, pp. 569-574, AprilT ,98.

H.J. Eom and W-M. Boerner, "Scattering from a Layered Medium Connected With
Rough Interfaces: Matrix Doubling Method," IEEE Trans. Geoscience &
Remote Sensin_, Vol. GE-24, No. 6, pp. 937-9W-9-, Nv`. 1986.

W-M. Boerner (INVITED), "Inverse Methods in Electromagnetic Scattering,"
(translated to Chinese by Prof. S.M. Lin) China, IEEE Trans. A & P
Journal, (subm. June 1986, acc. May 1987), May l9A-T.

A.P. Agrawal and .W-M. Boerner, "Re-Development of Kennaugh's Characteristic
Polarization Theory Using the Polarization Transformatin Ratio
Formalism for the Coherent Case," IEEE Trans. on Geoscience
Electronics, (subm. Oct. 1986, acc. Nov. -97), Octoeri98.

Lin, S.M. and W-M. Boerner, "On the Discrete Radon Transform," J.N.W.
Polytechnical Univ., Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 173-180, April 198W.

B-Y. Foo, S.K. Chaudhuri, and W-M. Boerner, "Extension of
Kennaugh-Cosgriff's Formula to the Bistatic Case and Applications to
Electromagnetic Direct and Inverse Scattering," IEEE Trans. A&P, (subm.
October 1986, acc. May 1987), Sept. 1988.

A.P. Agrawal and W-M. Boerner, "Description of Polarimetric Backscatter
Radar Model for Distributed Scatterers for the Partially Polarized
Case," Radio Science, (subm. October 1986, acc. Aug. 1987), Nov. 1988.

A.B. Kostinski, B.D. James, and W-M. Boerner, "On the Optimal Reception of
Partially Polarized Waves," J. Optical Society of America, Part A,
Optics & Image Sciences, Series 2, Vol. 5(1), pp.-58-6 4 , Jan 1, 1986.

A.B. Kostinski and W-M. Boerner, "On the Polarimetric Contrast
Optimization," IEEE Trans. A&P, Vol 35(8), pp. 988-991, Aug. 1987.

W-M. Boerner, "Recent Advances in Polarization Radar & Polarimetric
Radiometer Technology - An Introduction of Basic Concepts and an
Overview of the Historical Development with Applications and
Projections of Future Trends," IEEE Aerospace & Electronics Systems
Society Journal, to appear March 1988.

A.P. Agrawal, D.W. Carnegie and W-M. Boerner, "Evaluation of Dual
Polarization Scattering Matrix Radar Rain Scatter Measurements in the
X- and Q-bands," Radio Sciences, (subm. Nov. 1986, acc. May 1987), Aug.
1988.

"W-Mo Boerner and A.B. Kostinski, "On the Historical Development of Radar

Polarimetry - A Critical Assessment cf the State-of-the-Art," in
Progress in Optics, submitted Dec. 1986, (in review).
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W-M. Boerner, A.B. KoStinski ,•id M. Tanaka, "The Desi1n or thte 1,olI'.1 t loll
Matched Filter and Its Application in Iliqh Resolution Po.[Lmtret[tit
(Scattecing Matrix) Imaqinq," 'E.E Tiars. Ant. & Pro[)., (subm. May
1:)87, icc. Jan 1988), in review.

R.M. Lempkowski, A.B. Kostinski, and W-M. Doerner, "Calibtavion Requl meirlt:
for Polatimetric Scatter inq Matrix Radar,'" rFE tranS Ant, ,• ['op.
(subm. May 1987, acc. Nov. 1987) (in proqress;,

B.D. James and W-M. Boerner, "An Examination of -some Theoretical and
Computational Aspects of Difftaction Tomography," Tnlverse Pvobiems,
submitted Dec. 1987 (in progress).

B.D. James and W.-M. Boernef, "The Effects of Data and Computational ELrots
in Diffraction Tomography," 3. Optical Soc. Amer., Sulb.mitted Dec. 1986.

B.D. James and W-M. Boerner, "Canonical Examples of Diffraction Tomography
Reconstruction of a Sphere and an Aperature," IEEE Ant*.& Pol.,
submitted Dec. 1986.
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Filter for Pol-Sar Image Interpretation of Ocean Surface Scatter,"
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B.D. James, A.B. Kostinski, W-M. Boerner, "Application of the Polarimetric
Image Filter (PMIF) Technique to Clutter Reduction of POL-SAR Images of
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A.?. Agrawal and W-M. Boerner, "On the Concept of Optimal Polarizations in
Radar Meteorology," Third Polarimetric Technology Workshop, Session 6,
Paper 1, Redstone Arsenal, AL, Aug. 16-18, 1988.

B.D. James, J.D. Nespor, A.B. Kostinski, W-M. Boerner, "Evaluation of
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W-M. Boecner, et al., "Interpretation of High Resolution Polarimetric Radar
Downrange Signatures," Final Report No. UIC-EECS-EMID-83-09-30 for U.S.
Naval Sea Contract No. N62296-83-R-0317, November 15, 1984.

W-M. Boerner, et al., "Development of Polarimetric Target Characteristic
Classification Algorithms Applied to Armored Vehicles," Initiation
Report No. UIC-EECS-CL-84-11-30 for U.S. Army ERADCOM Contract No.
USA-ERADCOM/DELCS-4-84-19598, November 30, 1984.

W-M. Boerner, et al., "Polarimetric Treatments of Microwave Multipath Target
Imaging Analyses," Final Research Report for General Dynamics Purchase
Order No. 614972, December 10, 1984.

W-M. Boerner, A.B. Kostinski, et al., "Stationary Target Detection/-
Classification Algorithm Development Applied to Armored Vehicle
Detection in Ground/Tropospheric Clutter," UIC-EECS/Communications
Laboratory Final Report #ARO/HDL-85-10-14 for U.S. Army Research Office
& U.S. Army Laboratory Command, Contract No. DAAK21-84-C-0101, October
14, 1985.

W-M. Boerner et al., "Analysis of High Resolution Polarimetric Radar
Downrange Signatures Using RCS Matrix Measurement Data Based on
Kennaugh's Target Characteristic Operator and Huynen's Mueller Matri.x
Decompositon Theories," Semi-annual Progress Report for NADC Contract
No. N62269-85-C-0383, January 13, 1986.

W-M. Boerner and H.J. Eom, "Advancement of High Resolution Radar PolarimetLy
in Target vs. Clutter Detection, Discrimination, and Classification: A
Basic Theory and Modeling of Polarimetric Clutter Phenomenology,"
UIC-EECS/Comnmunications Laboratory Semi-Annual Progress Report for ARO
Contract #DAAG29-85-K-0065, January 31, 1986.

W-M. Boerner and A.P. Agrawal, "Monostatic Polarimetric Radar Backscatter
Model for Rain," Contract No. DAAG29-81-D-0100, Delivery No. 1597
MI--COM, AMSMI-RD-AS-RF, Polarimetric Radar Section, Redstone Arsenal,
AL, 35898-.5253, Final Report, January 31, 1986.

W-M. Boerner et al., "Advancement of Basic Radar Target Phenomenology for
the General Bistatic and,/or Anisotropic Monostatic Scattering Case,"
Semi-annual Progress Report for ONR/EL Contract No. N00014-80-C-0773,
January 31, 1986.
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W-M. Boerner et al., "Basic Polarimetric 3roadband/Multifrequency Signatuue
Analysis Required for Electronmrnetic Inverse Scattering Problems in
Radar Target Imaging," Semi-annual Progress Report for ONR/1NWC Contract
No. N00014-85-K-0483, February 15, 1986.

W-M. Boerner, Final Travel Report on JSPS/CAST Fellowships for collaboration
with Universities of Tsucuba/Toyohashi/Chofu-Shi, Tokyo, Japan and
Xi'an, Shaanxi, Province, P.R. China, 1987 August 15.

W-M. Boerner, A.B. Kostinski, B.D. James, M. Walther, D.W. Carnegie, A.P.
Agrawal, B-Y. Foo, S.K. Chaudhuri, X-Q. Huang, N. Soliman, "Graphical
Depiction of Targets Using Polarized Radar Data: Analysis of High
Resolution Polarimetric Radar Downrange Signatures Using RCS Matrix
Measurement Data Based on Kennaugh's Target Characteristic Operator and
Huynen's Mueller Decomposition Theories," Final Report UIC-EECS/CL
1987-06-15, NADc, Contract No. N62269-85-C-0383, 1987 Sept. 11 (508
pages).

W-M. Boerner, Final Travel Report on Sabbatical Research Year of Leave
(Jan.-July 1987) from the University of Illinois at Chicago to the
German Aerospace Research & Test Establishment: DFVLR-Oberpfaffenhofen,
FRG and the Royal Norwegian Council of Science & Technology,
Environmental Research Establishment: NTNF-PFM, Kjeller, Norway, 1987
Dec. 15.

Papers Presented, Seminar Talks Given & Other International & National
Activities

W-M. Boerner and A.B. Kostinski, "A Critical Review of Polarimetric Radar
Theory," presented at the DARPA/TTO, Millimeter-Wave Tactical Sensors
Program, MIT, Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, MA., May 8-9, 1985 and at
the NATO-RSG8 Deleqates Meeting, DFVLR-OPH, FR Germany, May 21-23,
1985.

W-M. Boerner, (Invited) Keynote, "Overview of the State-of-the-Art of
Electromagnetic Inverse Scattering with Emphasis on Needed Mathematical
Research," Univ. Delaware Workshop on "Inverse Methods ia
Electromagnetic Scattering," sponsored by the NASC, June 11-12, 1985.

A F. Agrawal and W-M. Boerner, "Basic Concepts for the Design of a Dual
Polarization Radar for Clutter Analysis," presented at the Symposium on
Multiple Scattering of Waves in Random Media & Random Rough Surfaces,
The Pennsylvania State University, July 29-August 2, 1985.

B-Y. Foo, S.K. Chaudhuri and W-M. Boerner, "Basic Monostatic Polarimetric
Broadband Target Scattering Analysis Required for High Resolution
Polarimetric Target Downrange Imaging," vol. 2 of the Measurement,
Processing and Analysis of Radar Target Signatures Workshop
Proceedings, The Ohio State University, September 10-13, 1985.

A.B. Kostinski and W-M. Boerner, "On Foundations of Radar Polarimetry,"
Volume 2 of the Measurement, Processing and Analysis of Radar Target
Signatures Workshop Proceedings, The Ohio State University, September
10-15, 1985.

W-M. Boerner, B.-Y. Foo, H.J. Eom, "Interpretation of the Polarimetric
Co-Polarization Phase Term (OHH-OVV) in High Resolution SAR Imaging
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Using the JPL CV-990 Polarimetric L-Band SAR Data," presented at the
IGARSS'85 Conference at Amherst Massachusetts, Oct. 7-9, 1985.

W-M. Boerner and A.B. Kostinski, "A Critical Review of Polarimetric Radar
Theory and its Application to High Resolution Polarimetric Radar
Imaging," presented at the Annual Mtg. of URSI National Committee for
the Federal Republic of Germany, Kleinheubach (Main), October 7-11,
1985.

W-M. Boerner, "Recent Advances in Radar Polarimetric Metrology and Vector
Signal Processing vs. Azimuth for Multi-(mono/bi)-static Measurement
Set-ups," research paper presentation at the RAT-SCAT facilities,6585th Test GroupiRx, Holloman AFB, N.M., January 13, 1986.

W-M. Boerner, "Advanced Radar Polarimetry and its Applications," New Course
No. S2.19, given at the NATO-Carl-Cranz Gesellschaft e.V., Center
Oberpfaffenhofen, FRG - West Germany, February 4-6, 1986.

W-M. Boerner, "Recent Advances in Radar Polarimetry and its Immediate Impor-tance to Airborne & Space Surveillance of the Ocean Environment,"
Invited lecture at the Office of Naval Research and the Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, D.C., March 25, 1986.

A.P. Agrawal and W-M. Boerner, "Polarimetric Backscatter Model for Hydro-
meteors (raindrops) Based on Kennaugh's Null Polarization Theory,"
accepted (March 1986) for presentation at the 1986 IEEE AP-S & URSI
Symposium, Philadelphia, PA., June 9-13, 1986.

D.W. Carnegie, A.P. Agrawal and W-M. Boerner, "Experimental Determination of
the Scattering Matrix for Rain in the X- and Q-Bands," accepted (March
1986) for presentation at the 1986 IEEE AP-S & URSI Symposium,
Philadelphia, PA., June 9-13, 1986.

H.J. Eom, J. Okeke and W-M. Boerner, "A Simple Radar Backscatter Model for
Near Grazing Sea," accepted (March 1986) for presentation at the 1986
IEEE AP-S & URSI Symposium, Philadelphia, PA., June 9-13, 1986.

B-Y. Foo and W-M. Boerner, "Interpretation of Kennaugh's Physical Optics
Impulse Response Approach for the Slightly Bistatic Case," accepted
(March 1986) for presentation at the 1986 IEEE AP-S & URSI Symposium,
Philadelphia, PA., June 9-13, 1986.

B-Y. Foo, W-M. Boerner and S.K. Chaudhuri, "A High Frequency Inverse
Scattering Model for Smooth, Convex, Conducting Scatterers in the
Slightly Bistatic Case," accepted (March 1986) for presentation at the
1986 IEEE AP-S & URSI Symposium, Philadelphia, PA., June 9-13, 1996.

B.D. James and W-M. Boerner, "Vector Diffraction Tomography in Computer-
Assisted Electromagnetic Imaging," accepted (March 1986) for
presentation at the 1986 IEEE AP-S & URSI Symposium, Philadelphia, PA.,
June 9-13, 1986.

A.M. Khounsary and W-M. Boerner, "General Reciprocity and Symmetry Relation-
ships for the Polarized Radiative Field in Plane-Parallel Media,"
accepted (March 1986) for presentation at the 1986 IEEE AP-S & URSI
Symposium, Philadelphia, PA., June 9-13, 1986.

A.B. Kostinski and W-M. Boerner, "Polarimetric Radar Signal Optimization in
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the Partially Polarized Case for Target Detection in Clutter," accepted
(March 1986) for presentation at the 1986 IEEE AP-S & URSI Symposium,
Philadelphia, PA., June 9-13, 1986.

M. Walther and W-M. Boerner, "Assessment of Polarimetric Millimeter Wave
Sensors in the Design of Airborne/Marine Ground Vehicle Collision
Avoidance & Traffic Flow Control Radars," accepted (March 1986) for
presentation at the 1986 IEEE AP-S & URSI Symposium, Philadelphia, PA.,
June 9-13, 1986.

S-M. Lin and W-M. Boerner, "On a New Generalization of Taylor Pattern for
the Circular Aperture Antenna," accepted (March 1986) for presentation
at the 1986 IEEE AP-S & URSI Symposium, Philadelphia, PA., June 9-13,
1986.

W-M. Boerner, B-Y, Foo, and H.J. Eom, "Further Advancement in the
Interpretation of the Polarimentric Co-Polarization Phase-Term in High
Resolution SAR Imaging," International URSI Conference, Wave
Propagation & Remote Sensing Symposium, Univ. of New Hampshire, Durham,
July 28 - Aug. 1, 1987.

W-M. Boerner, (INVITED), "The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem - Current
State-of-the-Art," Fifth Int. Conf. on Antenna and Prop., ICAP 1987,
University of York, UK, 30 March-April 1987.

A.P. Agrawal, D.W. Carnegie, and W-M. Boerner, "Evaluation of Dual
Polarization Scattering Matrix Radar Rain Scatter Measurements in the
X- and Q-band," Fifth Conf. on Antennas & Propagation, ICAP 1987,
University of York, UK, March 30 - April 2, 1987.

H.J. Eom and W.M. Boerner, "Re-Examination of Phase Difference Observed in
SAR Imaging of Corn Canopy.'," IGARSS '87, Remote Sensing of the
Terrestrial Undergrotund and the Earth as a System, Ann Arbor, MI, May
18-21, 1987.

W-M. Boerner, (INVITED KEY-NOTE Speaker), "Basic Principles of Radar
Polarimetry and its Applications to Target Recognition Problems," NATO
Advanced Study Institute, Electromagnetic Theory and Measurements for
Analysis and Synthesis Problems, Pascoli, Tuscany, Italy, August 10-21,
1987.

B.D. James and W-M. Boerner, (INVITED) "Vector Diffraction Tomography
Paragraphy Using Radar Transform Techniq-ac in, Computer-Assisted
Electromagnetic Remote Sensing," XXII General Amsembly of URSI, Tel
Aviv, Israel, Open Symposium on Reconstruction, Imaging and Inverse
Scattering, May 1987.

B-Y. Foo and W-M. Boerner, "Polarization Correction and Extension of
Kennaugh-Cosgriff's Target-Ramp Response to the Bistatic Case," XXII
General Assembly of URSI, Tel Aviv, Israel, Open Symposium on
Reconstruction, Imaging and Inverse Scattering, May 28, 1987.

A.B. Kostinski and W-M Boerner, "Optimal Reception of Partially Polarized
Waves," XXII General Assembly of URSI, Tel Aviv Israel, Open Symposium
on Reconstruction, Imaging and Iriverse Scattering, May 1987.

A.B. Kostinski and W-M Boerner, "Formulatior of Proper Standards in Radar
Polarimetry," Special Session on Measurement Standards: opening paper,
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Ninth Annual Meeting and Symposium of the Antenna Measurement
Techniques Association, Seattle, WA, Sept and Oct. 1987.

1.7.6 Invited Sendnarsee te Speakers
N-tional/International Laboratories

(Invited) Keynote Overview of the ite-of-the-Art of Electromagnetic
Inverse Scattering with Emphasiý, on Needed Mathematical Research,"
University of Delaware Wkshp. on "Inverse Methods in
Electromagnetic Scattering," sponsored by the Naval Air Systems
Command, June 11-12, 1985.

"Recent Advances in Radar Polarimetric Metrology and Vector Signal
Processing vs. Azimuth for Multi--(mono/bi)-static Measurement
Set-up," research paper presentation at the RAT-SCAT facilities,
6585th Test Group/RX, Holloman AFB, N.M., January 13, 1986.

"High Resolution Polarimetric Radar Target/Clutter Imaging," invited
lecture at the Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, PA.,
March 24, 1986, Sept. 1987.

"Recent Advances in Radar Polarimetry and its Immediate Importance to
Airborne & Space Surveillance of the Ocean Environment," invited
lecture at the Office of Naval Research and the Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, D.C., March 25, 1986, Sept. 1987, Jan.
1988.

"Electromagnetic Problems and Ocean Wave Imaging," invited lecture at
the Institute of Applied Physics, Educational Media Center,
University of Tsukuba, Japan, April 7, 1986, March 22,1988.

"Polarimetric SAR Imaging," invited lecture at the NASDA,
Electromagnetics Division, Tsukuba, Japan, April 9, 1986, March
21, 1988.

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem and Rain Scatter Analysis,"
invited lecture at the Japan Ministry of Posts &
Teleconmunications, Radio Research Laboratory, Koganeishi, Tokyo,
Japan, April 11/15/22, 1986, March 28/April 11, 1988.

"Electromagnetic Imaging of Underground/Sea/Ice Objects," invited
lecture at the Japan National Institute of Polar Research,
itabashi-ku, Tokyo, June 16 (am), 1986.

"Interpretation of Polarimetric SAR Imaging," invited lecture at
ISAS-Komaba, Remote Sensing Division, Japan, June 16 (pm), 1986,
ISAS-Sagamihara, Remote Sensing Div., Japan, April 12, 1988.

"Polarimetric Radar Meteorology," invited lecture at the Japan
Meteorological Research Institute, Tsukuba, June 20 (am), 1986.

"Detection of Electromagnetic Earthquake Precursor Radiation," invited
lecture at the Japan National Center for Disaster Prevention,
Earthquake Prediction Division, Tsukuba, June 20 (pm), 1986, March
23, 1988.

"Pciarimetric SAR Image Interpretation," invited lecture at the
Ministry of Posts & Telecommunications, Radar Research Laboratory,
Remote Sensing Division, Tokyo, July 1, 1986, April 11, 1988.
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"Polarimetric Radar Rain Scatter Analysis," Doboku, Kenekyu-Jo
(Ministry of Construction), Flood Control & Severe Weather
Division, Tsukuba, Japan, March 25, April 14, 1988.

Industrial Research Centers
"Inverse Scattering Methods Applied to High Resolution ImagJ.ng of

Decomposite Structures," Global Analytics, San Diego, CA, January
17, 1986, Sept. 29, 1907.

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem a High Resolution Radar Target
Imaging," Toshiba RDE Center, Kawasaki, April 18, 1986.

"Radar Polarimetry and Satellite Remote Sensing," Mitsubishi
(Kamakura/Ofuna works), Kamakura, April 18, 1986, March 24, 1988.

"Electromagnetic Inverse Problems," Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Co.,
Yokosuka, Electronics Communication Lab., April 23, 1986, March
24, 1988.

"Optical Inverse Problems and High Speed Opto-Electronic Signal
Processing," The Furukawa Electric Co., Chiba, April 24, 1986,
April 13, 1988.

"Optical and Millimeter-Wave Precision Imaging Using Electromagnetic
Inverse Methods," Suzuki Motor Co., Kosai Plant, Shizuoka, May 7,
1986.

"Polarization Perception by Insects, Fish, Eel, Birds, Maimmals and
Man," The Japan National Institute for Physiologic Electronic
Sciences, Okazaki, May 9, 1986.

"Use of Millimeter-Wave Radar in Traffic Control," Honda Electronics
Research Center, Toyohashi, May 13 (am), 1986.

"High Resolution M-to-MM-Wave Imaging," Riken EM (Absorbers), Inc.,

Nagoya, May 13 (pm), 1986, April 6, 1988.

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problems and High Resolution (Precision)
Imaging in the M-to-Sub-MM Wavelength Region," Toyota Research
Laboratory, Nagakuto, Aichi, May 14 (am), 1986, April 6, 1988.

"Applications of Electromagnetic Imaging Methods to Design of
Millimeter Precision Robot Control in Auto-Motion," Brothers,
Industries, Mizukoku, Magoya, May 14 (pm), 1986.

"Electromagnetic Imaging of Underground Obstacles," NCC Musashino
Research Laboratory, Musahino, May 28, 1986.

"High Resolution Polarimetric Radar Imaging," Nippon Electric Company,
NEL Space Development Division, Yokohama, May 29, 1986.

"High Resolution Polarimetric Radar/Ladar Imaging," Fjrukawa Electric
Co., Opt. Fiber/Integrated Circuits Division, Chiba, June 17,
1986, Central Research Laboratory, Yokohama, April 13, 1988.

"Use of Millimeter-Wave Radars in Traffic Flow Control," Hitachi
Central Research Laboratories, Kokobunji, Tokyo, June 1i, IA ti,
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University Research Centers
"WPt-ica Inver-W'S•cattering," tJniversity of Electro-Communications,

Institute for Laser Science (Prof. Hiroshi Takuma), April 12.
1986.

"Radar Polarimetry," Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, April 16,
1986, April 12, 1988.

"Inverse Problems in Geo-Electromagnetism," (with T. Yoshino),
Sugadaira Space Research Observatory, UEC, Sugadaira, Tokyo, April
19, 1986, April 8/9, 1988.

"Early Detection of Electromagnetic Earthquake Precursor Radiation,"
(with T. Yoshino), Yatsugatake, Japan Earthquake Research
Institute, Tokyo University, April 21, 1986, April 8, 1988.

"Electromagnetic Inverse Problems," Tsukuba Science University, Tsukuba
April 25, 1986., March 22, 1988.

"Polarimetric Perception by Insects, Fish, Birds, Mamzals and Man,"
Toyohashi University of Science & Technology (Toyohashi Gijuza
Kago-ku Daigaku), Department of Physiological Electronics, May 7,
1986.

"Interrelation of Geo-Electromagnetic Earthquake Precursor Radiation
and Atmospheric Optic Observatory," Nagoyo University, Research
Institute of Atmospherics, Toyokawa, May 8, 1986, April 7, 1988.

"The Electromagnetic Imaging Problem and the Detection of Buried
Obstacles," Tsukuba University of Technology, Toyohashi, May 15,
1986.

"Electromagnetic Inverse Problems and High Resolution Radar Imaging,"
Kyoto University, Electromagnetics Department, Kyoto, May 16,
1986.

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem," Osaka University, Department of
Electronic Communication Engineering, Osaka, May 19, 1986.

"Electromagnetic High Resolution Imaging," Osaka Denki Tsushin Daigaku,
Osaka, May 20, 1986.

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem," Kyushu University, Fukurawa,
invitation by the Japan Institute of Electronics & Conmmunications
Engineering, Annual (Tokyo/Kyushu Chapter) Meeting, May 27, 1986.

"Radar Polarimetry," Denki Tsushin Daigaku, Department of Applied
Electronics, Radar Laboratory, Chofu-shi, May 30, 1986, March 29,
1988.

"Electromagnetic Earthquake Precursor Sensing and Identification,"
Denki Tsushin Daigaku, Sugadaira Space Radio Observatory, May 31,
1986, March 30, 1988.

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem," Tohoku University, Electrical
Engineering Department, Sendai, June 23, 1986.

"Radar Polarimetry," Morioka University, Electrical Engineering,
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Morioka, June 24, 1986.

"Thn Electromagnetic Inverse Problem," Ilokkaido Un~iversity, Electronic
Engineering Department, Sapporo, June 25, 1986.

"Detection of EM Earthquake Precursor Radiation," Akita University,
Geology Department, Akita, June 27, 1986.

"Electromagnetic Deep Sounding and Imaging," Niigata University,
Electronic Engineering Department, Niigata, June 28, 1986, April.
9, 1988.

"The Optical Inverse Scattering Problem," Tokyo Kogyo Daigaku, Opt.
Electronics, O-Okoyama, Meguro-ku, June 30, 1986.

"Current State-of-the-Art in Sensing and Detection of EM Earthquake
Precursor Radiatin," Science Institute, University of Iceland,
Reykjavik, Sept. 11-12, 1986, July 24, 1987, Sept. 1988.

Collaborative Academic/Research Interaction Between the University of
Iceland and the University of Illinois at Chicago, Faculty of
Engineering, School of Engineering, University of Iceland,
Reykjavik, Sept. 12, 1986, July 25, 1987.

"The Electromagnetic Imaging Problem," The George Washington
University, EECS Dept. Colloquim, Washington, D.C., Feb. 4, 1988.

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem," Beijing Institute of Technolgy,
Beijing, P.R. China, April 15-17, 1988.

"Recent Advancements in Radar Polarimetry," Peking University, Beijing,
P.R. China, April 20-21, 1988.

"The Electromagnetic Vector Inverse Problem," Quing Hua Daxue, Beijing,
P.R. China, April 18, 1988.

"High Resolution Polarimetric Radar Imaging," Xidian Daxue, Xian,
Shaanxi, P.R. China, April 25-26, 1988.

"Electromagnetic Inverse Scattering," N.W. Polytechnic University,
Xian, P.R. China, April 27, 1988.

"Inverse Problems in Polarimetric Radar Imaging," East China Normal
University, Shanghai, P.R. China, April 28, 1988.

"The Vector Inverse Problem in High-Resolution Radar imaging," Fudan
Daxue, Shanghai, P.R. China, April 18, 1988.

1.7.7 Short Courses Given by W-M. Boerner and Associates on Basic & Advanced
Radar Polarizetry -ItsTAplications to N-Cooerative Target in
Clutter Detection, Discrimination, Classification, ImagingIdenti Tcatio-n.

Dynalectron Corporation, Radar Signatures Division, Alamorgordo, N.M.,
one-day course, October 1984.

RAT-SCAT, Radar Backscatter Measurement Facilities, Holloman AFB,
one-day course, Oct. 1984, Sept. 1986.
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Epsilon Lambda, Millimeterwave Radar Devices and Systems, Ceneva, IL,
one-day course, February 1985.

'The John Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, I1D,
Dec. 1986 (2-day short course).

WrtiRTECINIK Seminare, BMVg9'DOD-FRG, BONN, march 1987 (2 days).

NATO-Soc. Mothesime, Paris, Sept. 1986, (4 days).

CCG-DFVLR, Oberpfatfenhafen, FRG, Feb. 1986 (4 days), Jan. 1987 (4
days), Dec. 1987 (2 days), Sept. 1988 (4 days).

NATO-AGARD-ONWRA, Paris, May 1987 (4 days).

NASA-JPL, Pasadena, CA./USA, Feb. 1988 (3 days).

NOSC San Diego, CA, March l988 (2 days).

ISAS-Sagamihara, Japan, April 1988 (2 days).

Ames Research Center, Iowa State University, May 1988 (2 days)

NOAA-ERL-NSSL, Norman, OK, May 1988 (2 days)

CCG-Hamburg, FRG, June 1987 (2 days), Oct. 1988 (2 days)

1.8 HONS ANDI MDS
1985 : Ale-an--er von Humrb ldt-Stiftung, Senior U.S. Scientist Award, the

Humboldt (Preis) Award, June 21, 1985.
1985 Invited Speaker (JSPS Fellow) on "Electromagnetic Inverse

Problems," International Symposium on Antennas & Propagation of
Japan, ISAS 1985, Kyoto, Japan, 1985 Aug 20 -23

1985 Invited Speaker (CAST Lecture Fellow), International Symposium on
Antennas and Electromagnetic Theory, Beijing, PR China, 1985
August 27 -30

1985 Invited Short Course (CAST Fellow Lecturer), "Electromagnetic
Inverse Methods," Northwest Telecommunications Engineering
institute, Xian, Shaanxi Province, PR China, 1985 Sept. 3 - 6

1985 Invited Guest Speaker, NATO-AGARD 50th Avionics Panel, Toulouse,
France, 1985 Oct. 14 - 19

1986 Invited Lecturer, CCG-Course: Advanced Radar Polarimetry and the
Applications, DFVLR/CCG, Oberpfaffenhoffen, FRG, 1986, Feb. 4 - 6

1986 Co-Director, Short Course on: Vector Inverse Methods in Radar
Target/Clutter Imaging, ESE, Gif-sur-ýrvette, France (Soc.
Mothesim) 1986 Sept. 1 - 5

1986 Invited JSPS-Fellow Lecturer on "Inverse Methods in Electromag-
netic Imaging," and "High Resolution Radar Polarimetry," 1986 March
15 - June 15: Tsukuba Science University, Tokyo Institute of
Technology, Denki Tsushin Daigaku (Univ. of Electro-Comm. ),
Toyohashi University of Technology (see 1986 Japan-China Travel
Report)

1986 Invited Senior Scientist CAST Fellow Lecturer on "Inverse Methods
in Electromagnetic Imaging," and "High Resolution Radar
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Polarimetry," 1986 June 16 - July 15, Northwestern Polytechnical
University, Xian, PR China, Short Course Lecture Chairman: Xian,
Chengdu, Guang Chou (see 1986 China-Japan Travel Report)

1987 US Senior Scientist Fellow Award, Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung,
with DFVLR-Oberpfaffenhofen, FRG, 1987 Jan. 1 - July 31 on the
"Advancement of Radar Polarimetry"

1987 US Senior Scientist, Norwegian Research Council Fellow, Royal
Norwegian Council of Scientific Research, NTNF-PFM, Kjeller,
Norway, 1987 May/June

1987 Invited Guest Lecturer (Short-Course by W-M. Boerner), NATO-AGARD
/ONERA Short Course on "Radar Cross Section Measurements and
Radar Absorbing Materials," 1987 May 3 - 7, Chattilon, France

1987 Invited Speaker, Wehrtechnik Seminar: WT-Sem No 87/0180, 1987 Feb.
19, 20, Multisensorik unter Einbeziehung der Bionik, Radar
Polarimetry, Bonni, FRG

1987 US National Academy, Research Council, US Delegate Elect to the
General Assembly for the XXIst General Assembly of the Union of
Radio Science (URSI), Tel Aviv, Israel, 1987 August 23 - Sept. 6
(URSI Comm. B, C, E and H)

1987 Invited Mamber, 1987 40th Anniversary Battan Memorial Lecture,
Review Panel on Radar Meteorology, Panel "Dual Polarization
Diversity Radar Meteorology," Boulder, CO, 1987 Sept. 23/24; 40th
Anniversary Radar Meteorology Conference, Boston, MA, 1987 Nov.
10.

1987-1988: US Senior Scientist, The Japan Society for the Promotion of Science
Fellow, Tsukuba Kagaku Daigaku, Inst. of Optical Physics,
Remote Sensing Division (3 months during 1987 Nov. - 1988 July)

1987-1988: Invited Committee Member/Session Chairman/Speaker, 1988 Int.
Symposium on Radio Propagation, 1988 April 18 - 22, Beijing,
China

1987-1988: Invited Director, CAST Workshop on Inverse Methods in Electromag-
netics, Northwestern Telecommunication Engineering Institute,
Xian, PR China, 1988 April 25 - 29

1987-1988: Director, NATO Advanced Research Workshops on "Direct and Inverse
Methods in Radar Polarimetry," Bad Windsheim, FRG,1988 Sept. 18-24

Listings: WHO'S WHO (10): Midwest/Engineering/Education/Eng. Education/
Frontier of Technology/Electrical Engineering/North America/
International Engineering/International Education/Frontier Science
and Technology

1.9 THESIS SUPEWRISION

X-Q. (Bill) Huang, "Lambert Mollweide and Aitoff-Hansmer projections of the po-
larization sphere Mercator and its application to radar polarimetry," May 1985.

R.B. Lempkowski, "A modular test bed design of high resolution polarization
radar for target in clutter detection and description," May 1985.

Huang, S-M., "Application of Kennaugh's polarization-corrected inverse
scattering identity to radar target shape reconstruction based on Radon
transformation theory for the limited angle case," May 1986.

James, B.D., "Vector Diffraction Tomography Using Randon Transform Techniques in
Computer-assisted Electromagnetic Imaging," March 1987.
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l.Sc. Dissertations in Progress
Hallman, J., "Polarimetric SAR Sea/Terrain Image Processing," Spring 1988.
Singh, A., "On Use of Polarization Null Descriptors in Polarimetric SAR Image
Interpretation," Fall 1988.
Okeke, J., "Poplication of Polarimetric Clutter Descriptive Theories to the
Interpretation of Rough Sea Data," Fall 1988.
Bruntz, Z., "Application of Optimization Theories in Polarization Radar
Theory," Fall 1988.
Walther, M., "Development of Graphical and Visual Methods for Polarimetric
Radar Target C].utteL Signature Display," Fall 1988.
Soliman, N.A., "Re-interpretation of Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar Methods in
Terms of Fourier-Radon Projection Theory," Spring 1989.
Titles of Ph.D. Theses Supervised by W-M. Boerner
F.H. vandenberge: On the inverse problem of electromagnetic scattering by
rotationally symmetric, perfectly conducting shapes, February 1972.
H.P.S. Ahluwalia: Application of a set of electromagnetic inverse boundary
conditions to the profile characteristics inversion of conducting smooth and
closed shapes, October 1973.
Y.M. Antar: Electromagnetic beam scattering at a planar interface, Oct. 1975.
M.L.A. Gassend: Eolographic measurement of particle fields using local
reference beam, October 1976.
S.K. Chaudhuri: Utilization of polarization-depolarization characteristics in
electromagnetic inverse scattering, February 1977.
Y.D. Das: Application of concepts ol 3-dimensional reconstruction of objects
from projections to electromagnetic inverse scattering, October 1977.
A.P. Agrawal: A model-free polarimetric clutter description derived from
Kennaugh's target characteristic operator theory formulated in coherency
matrix notation, May 1987.
B-Y. Foo: Application of the vector extension of Kennaugh's transient target
impulse response method to 3-dimensional target imaging using high resolution
polarimetric radar measurement data, May 1987.

Ph.D. Dissertations in Progress
A.M. Khounsary: Polarimetric radiative transport description of propagation
through ensembles of discrete scatterers in inhomogeneous media, Fall 1987.
V.K.S. Mirmira: A reassessment of the target eigen-resonance method and the
creeping wave concept in electromagnetic inverse scattering for target shape
reconstruction in the umbra region, Fall 19e7.
B.D. James: Utilization of vector diffraction tomography in underground object
imaging, 1990.
C-Y. Chan: Calibration methods for dual polarization radar metrology, 1991.
J.D. Nespor: Theory and design of a dual polarization doppler radar for
meteorological studies, 1992.
R.B. Lempkowski: Design of broadband dual polarization radar imaging system,
1993.
Post-Doctoral Fellows Guided/Visiting Professors Hosted by W-M. Boerner
1982-1986: Dr. J. Richard Huynen, Vis./Adjoint Research Scientist, EECS, UIC

(Radar Polarimetry)
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1982-1984: Dr. Naresh C. Mathur, Visiting Assoc. Prof., EECS, UIC
(Radar Polarimetry)

1983-1987: Dr. Arthur K. Jordan, Adjoint Associate Professor, EECS, UIC
(Inverse Methods)

1984-1985: Dr. Sujeet K. Chaudhuri, Vis. Assoc. Prof., EECS, UIC
(Inverse Scattering)

1985-1986: Dr. Lin, Shi-Ming, Visiting Assoc. Prof., EECS, UIC
(Inverse Scattering & Radar Polarimetry)

1985-1987: Dr. Alexander B. Kostinski, PDF, EECS, UIC
(Radar Polarimetry and Ellipsometry)

1985-1986: Dr. David W. Carnegie, PDF, EECS, UIC
(Radar Polarimetry)

1985-1986: Dr. Masakozu Senguko, Vis. Assoc. Prof., EECS, UIC
(Microwave Scattering)

1985- : Dr. Eugene A. Mueller, Adjoint Professor, EECS, UIC
(Radar Meteorology)

1986-1987: Dr. Mitsuro Tanaka, Visiting Assoc. Prof., EECS, UIC
(Inverse Scattering)

1987 : Dr. Hollis C. Chen, Vis. Senior Professor, EECS, UIC
(Inverse Scattering and Electromagnetic Theory)

1987 : Dr. Amit P. Agrawal, PDF, EECS, UIC
(Radar Polarimetry/Meteorology)

1987 : Dr. Bing-Yuen Foo, PDF, EECS, UIC
(Electromagnetic Inverse Scattering)

1987-1988: Dr. Helmut SUss, Vis. Res. Sci., EECS, UIC
(Radar Polarimetry)

1987- : Dr. Arthur K. Jordan, Adjoint Professor, EECS, UIC
(Electromagnetic Inverse Scattering)

1988: : Dr. Yoshio Yamaguchi, Vis. Assist. Prof., UIC-EECS/CL
(Radar Remote Sensing, EM Deep Sounding)

1.10 LIST OF PARTICIPATIMh SCIEFIFIC PERS(NNEL WITH DETAILS

The UIC-EECS/CL has been supported since 1980 to advance mathematical/physical/-
electronic/signal processing/metrological methods of high resolution radar
polarimetry. A strong research team effort has been established, and especially
with the recent joining of Dr. Alexander B. Kostinski (January 1985), we have
gained new momentum in addressing this complex set of advanced radar research
problems. In addition, we had Dr. David W. Carnegie join us so that our
computer data processing component is being strengthened.

Principal Investigatcr(s)

Dr. Wolfgang-M. Boerner, Principal Investigator
Professor & Director

Continuous supervision and guidance of all research components; responsible for
reporting, administration, and overall total research effort.

Recent Honors: IEEE Fellow Grade, "For Advancement in Inverse Methods in Sensing
Systems and in High Resolution Radar Polarimetry", Nov. 21, 1983.
JSPS Fellow Award for the "Advancement of High Resolution Radar Polarimetry in
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Ae~ronomy", August 1984.
Alexander von Humboldt--Stiftung (FR Germany), Senior U.S. Scientist Award, the
Ihunboldt (Preis) Award, in recognition of scientific cooperation between
DFVLR-Oph. (Dr. Wolfgang Keydel); acwarded for a nine month period beginning July
1, 1986. AWatld granted 6,/411/85.

D .._[Yý0 7. Eom, Co-fnvestigator
Assist.ntcoessor & Assoc. Director

main reoarch responsibility for the advancement of electromagnetic remote
sensing theories, metrology and techniques.

Research Scientists (Ph.D. cojleted)

Dr. Alexander B. KostinskiRe seat'ci Physlc1st &Mathematician

Main research responsibility for advancing analytical mathematico-physical moth
ods arid basic electromagnetic wave-dependent signal nyocessi.g.

Ph.D.: "on Reynolds Number Dependencp ,1 -Drbuience Intensities in Free Shear
Flows", August 1.984.

Dr. David W. Carnegie
Re`seach Phys _est e Signal Processing

Has been added to the team effort to strengthen computer-numerical measurement
data processing.

Ph.D.: "Ferromagnetic and Spin Glass Properties of Transition Metal Alloys",
August 1985.

Research Engineers (M.Sc./B.Sc. completed: Bio. data available upon request)

Mr. Brian D. James, Ph.D. (candidate)
Computer Data Processing Engineer
Responsible for supervising UIC-.EECS/CL DEC VAX-11/i750 Research Computer
Processing Facility; to develop complicated large scale computer program
algorithms for multi-dimensional vector signal/image processing applications
with major emphasis placed on numerical vector diffraction tomography.

M.Sc.: "Vector Diffraction Tomography", March 1987.

Mr. Bing-Yuen (Thomas) Foo, Ph.D., 1987 May
5n9--neer-ng Scientist

Responsible for high resolution transient electromagnetic measurement data
interpretation and development of electromagnetic vector inverse problems.

Mr. Ali M. Khounsary, Ph.D., 1987 October

Engineering Mathematician

Responsible for the development of computer-numerical ccdes/algorithms,
especially for vector radiative transport problems as applied to radar target
detection in clutter.

Mr. Amit P. Agrawal, Ph.D., 1987 April

Engineering Meteorologist/Clutter Analyst

Supervision of polarimetric model-independent clutter algorithm development and
polarimetric clutter measurement data analysis.
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Mr. Vithal K. Mirmira, Ph.D. (candidate)

Mathematical Physicist

Responsible for the development of mathematical models and applicable vector
inverse scattering theories.

Mr. Robert M. Lempkowski, Ph.D. (candidate)

Radar Engineer

Responsible for the development of polarimetric radar metrology and specific
[modular test-bed radar designs.

Mrs. Yan, Wei-Lin , Ph.D. (candidate)
Computer Mathematical Analyst (radar polarimetry)

Mr. Gan, Wei-Non , Ph.D. (candidate)

Polarimetric radar analysis

Graduate Research Assistants (M.Sc. candidates)
Mr. Xiao--Qing Huan , M.Sc./Ph.D. candidate
Color/Vector Grahp ics Polarimetric Signal Analyst (assistant to Brian D. James)
Development of color/vector graphic multidimensional vector signal/image process
ing techniques for polarimetric measurement data analysis.

Mr. Jonas Okeke, M.Sc. 1988 May

Radar Clutter Analyst (assistant to Amit P. Agrawal)

Development of monostatic polarimetric model-independent clutter theory and its
computer numerical verification using modelling and measurement data.

Mr. John Hallman, M.Sc. (Diploma) 1987 October
Engineering signal analyst (assistant to Robert M. Lempkowski)

Development of multi-dimensional signal processing modules for modular test-bed
experimentation radar.

Ms. Shen -Ming (Mini) Hu_ M.Sc. 1986 December
Engineering Analyst (assistant to Bing-Yuen Foo and Brian D. James)

Development of three-dimensional target reconstruction methods based on Radon
back-projection theory using transient ramp response data.

Mr. Matthias Walther, M.Sc. 1988 August
Radar Signal Processing (assistant to Robert M. Lempkowski)

Development of polarimetric doppler and pulse compression techniques for MMW
seeker radar development.

Mr. Michael A. Morrill, M.Sc. (Diploma) 1987 May
Engineering Scientist (assistant to Dr. Alexander B. Kostinski and Mr. Ali M.
Khounsary)

Development of analytical and computer numerical polarimetric target vs. clutter
detection algorithms.
Mr. Nabil Soliman, M.Sc./Ph.D. candidate

Computer Image Processing Analyst

Applications of vector diffraction tomography in biomedicine and electromagnetic

deep sounding.
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Mr. Rafael Villasuso, MSc. candidate

Computer-Numerical/Image Program Analyst (polarimetric radar meteorology)

I.11 DISTRIBUTION LIST

I.11.1 U.S. Department of the Army

Army Research Office, P.O. Box 12211, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
Electronics Division: Dr. James W. Mink (919) 549-0641, Ext. 297
Atmospheric Sciences Division: Dr. Walter Flood (919) 549-0641, Ext. 246

U.S. Ary ERAD-COM, CS&TA, Ft. Monmouth, NJ 07703
Radar Division: Dr. Vahakn Nalbandian/Mr. Willie Johnson, DELCS-R-r (201)
544-5148

U.S. Army LAB-COM, Harry Diamond Labs, 2800 Powdermill Rd., Adelphi, ND 20783
Mr. Michael Kokinda, Head, Programs & Planning, (202) 394-3604

U.S. Army ERADCOM, Building 357, Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060
Dr. Roland Wright/Mr. Thomas Witten, Attn: DELNV-AC (703) 664-6267

U.S. Army Missile Coand, Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898
AMSMI-REG: Dr. Fred W. Sedenquist (205) 876-8131
DRSMI-REG: Mr. Lloyd W. Root/Mr. Robert Russell (205) 876-8131

U.S. Army Belvoir R&D Center, Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060
Dr. Karl Steinbach, Attn: DRDME-HS (703) 664-4970/2462
Dr. Jack Bond, Attn: STRBE-JD (703) 664-6741

U.S. Army LAB-CO, DA, Harry Diamond Labs, 2800 Powdermill Rd., Adelphi, MD
20783
Radar Physics Section: Dr. Donald E. Wortman, Attn: DELHD-RT-RA (202)
394-2042
Radar Division: Dr. Norman Berg, Dr. Dominique Giglio, DELHD-RT-RA (202)
394-2530
Math/Syst. Analysis Section: Mr. Peter Johnson
Math Sciences Division: Dr. Luther Bergstroem, Division Chief
Microwave Engineering Division: Dr. Joseph Nemarich
Plans & Operations Office: Dr. Stanley Kulpa, Attn: DELHD-PO-.P (202)
394-1551
HDL Directorate: Dr. Lou Tozzi, HDL Technical Director

U.S. Army MICON, DRDMI-TEG/DRDMI-ICBB, Redstone Arsenal, AL 35809

U.S. Army Ballistic Missile Defense Systems Commnand, Huntsville, AL 35807-1500,
Discrimination Directorate: Mr. Charles D. Johnson (205) 895-3434

U.S. Army Tank Automation Command, AM-STA/NTRE, Warren, MI 48397-5000
Mr. Stephen Adams (313) 574-6505

U.S. Army Atmospheric Sciences Lab, Whitesands Missile Range, NM 88002
Dr. Douglas R. Brown, Attn: DELAS-AR-A (505) 678-3691

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Waterways Experiment Station, Environmental Lab,
3909 Halls Ferry Rd., Vicksburg, MS 89180-0631, Mr. Daniel Cress, Mr. Jerry
Lundien (601)634-2655/2732
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Engineering Topographic Labs., CPS-RI Institute, Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060-5546
Dr. Fred Rhode (703) 355-2735

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Waterways Experiment Station, Geotechnical Lab,
Earthquake Eng. & Geophys., 3909 Halls Ferry Rd., vicksburg, MS 98180-0631, Dr.
D. Gus Franklin (601)634-2658

I.11.2 U.S. Deptment of the Navy
Offie of Naval Research, 800 N. Quincy Street, Arlington, VA 22217
Electronics Division: Dr. Kenneth Davis/Dr. Arthur K. Jordan (202)
696-4216/4217
Coastal & Marine Sciences Div., Code 462: Dr. Hans Dolezalek (202) 696-4025
Math. Div., Code 432: Dr. Randolph Simpson (202) 696-4362
Comp. Sci. Div., Code 432: Dr. Charles J. Holland (202) 696-4302
Applied Technology Div., Code 1244: Mr. James G. Smith (202)696-4715

Office of Naval Research, 1030 East Green St., Pasadena, CA 91106
Electronics Division: Dr. Richard G. Brandt (818) 795-5971, Ext. 49

Office of Naval Technology, 800 N. Quincy Street, Arlington, VA 22217
Electronics Div., Code : Dr. Paul Quinn (202) 696-4771

Naval Air Systems Command, Jefferson Plaza #1, Washington, D.C. 20361
Dr. Gerhard Heiche, Code AIR-33M (202) 692-2514
Electr. Research, Rm. 778: Mr. Berry Dillon/Mr. Jim Smith, Code 340J (Ext. 2514)

Naval Sea Systems Cfmmand, Crystal Plaza, Rm. 880, washington, D.C. 20362
Mr. Charles E. Jedrey (202) 692-9760

Naval Electronics Systems Comand, Washington, D.C. 20332
Dr. Robert Dupuy, Code 6136 (202) 692-6089/3794

U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375-5000 (US Mail)
4555 Overlook Ave., Washington, D.C., 20032 (Fed. Ex.)

Basic Radar Polarimetric Theory
Dr. Merrill Skolnik Dr. Andy kidrews
Dr. Clifford Temes Dr. Allan Pitty
Dr. Dennis Trizna Dr. Lothar Ruhnke
Mr. Jack Daley Dr. Irving Olin

Polarimetric Sea Scatter Analysis
Dr. Irving Olin
Dr. Dennis Trizna
Dr. Louis Wetzel
Dr. Gus Valenzuela

Polarimetric High Resolution Radar/SAR-Imaginy
Dr. Andy Andrews Dr. David Kerr
Dr. Allan Petty Dr. Arthur K. Jordan

Vector (Polarization) Inverse Scattering Methods
Dr. Arthur K. Jordan
Dr. Lothar Ruhnke

U.S. Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, PA 18974
Street & Jacksonville Roads
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Basic Polarimetric Radar Theory
Dr. Charles Haney
Dr. Andy Ochadlick
Dr. Otto Kessler

Polarimetric Radar Target Downrange/Crossrange Imaginq
Dr. Otto Kessler
Mr. Jerry B. Polin
Mr. Raymond Dalton
Cmdr. Richard Feieraband

Polarimetric SAR Imaging
Dr. Charles Haney
Dr. Andy Ochadlick
Mr. Otto Kessler
Cmdr. Richard Feieraband

Polarimetric Sea Scatter Analyses
Mr. Raymond Da-ton
Dr. Otto Kessler
Mr. Jerry B. Polin

U.S. Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA 93555
Knox Road, Bldg. 0005

Vector (Polarization) Inverse Scattering Theory
Dr. Guenter Winkler
Dr. Robert J. Dinger
Dr. Brett Borden

High Resolution Polarimetric Radar SAR/ISAR Imaging
Dr. Stephen Wolf
Dr. David Reade

Polarimetric Radar Meteorology
Dr. Hans Pfeifer
Dr. Robert J. Dinger
Dr. Stephen Wolf

U.S. Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, CA 92152-5000
271 Catalina Blvd.

Basic Polarimetric Radar Theory
Dr. Donald H. Wehner
Dr. David J. Kaplan
Dr. Paul S. Livingston

High Resolution Polarimetric Radar SAR/ISAR Imaging
Dr. R. L. Petty
Dr. Donald H. Wehner

Polarimetric Sea Scatter Analysis
Dr. Juergen Richter
Dr. Donald H. Wehner

U.S%. Naval Surface Weapons -nter, Dahlgren, VA 22448
Code 7-12, Dahlgren LaboratoLy
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Polarimetric Radar Tar et/Clutter Analysis
Dr. Bruce Z. Hollnvmn/703-663-8057
Dr. Ronald Stump

U.S. Naval Coastal Systems Center, Panama City, FL 32407
Code NCSC 4130, EM Division

Basic Polarimetric Radar Theory
Dr. Michael WnFn

ULF/ELF/VLF Polarimetric . cw." .ures of Dielectric/Conducting Objects (Mines)
Submerged in Surf Zones a.I {tw, lw Waters
Dr. Michael Wynn
Dr. Lee Frye/904-234-4100/4682

Naval Ocean Research & Development Lab. (NORDA), St Louis, MO 35929-5004
Code 350

Vector (Polarization) Vector Diffraction Tomography Applied to Mine
Detection
Dr. Daniel Hickman/601-688-4423

U.S. Marine Corps D&E Center, MCDEC Development Center, Quantico, VA

Polarimetric Radar Technology
Dr. John Druznick

Naval Avionics Center, Indianapolis, IN 46219-2189
Code D-1801-6, 6000 E. 21st St.

Applied Research
Mr. Royal Eckstein/317-353-3311

Defense Advanced Research Project Agency, Naval Technology Office
DARPA-NTO, 4800 Wilson Blvd, ARLINGTON, VA. 22209-2308

Dr. Ronald Repka
Dr. Thomas Taylor

1.11.3 Defense Advanced Research Project Agency
Defense Advanced Res. Project Agency 1400WWi-son Blvd., Arlington, VA 22209
Radar Polarimetry, TTO: Lt. Col. Juergen Gobien (202) 694-2612

Massachusetts Inst. of Techn., Lincoln Lab., P.O. Box 73, Lexington, MA 02173,
Drs. George H. Knittel/Gregory Heath/Richard M. Barnes (617) 863-5500

1.11.4 U.S. Department of the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research, AFOSR/NE, Bldg. 410, Bolling Air Force Base, DC
20332
Electronics/Materials Division: Dr. Horst Wittmann (202) 697-4931/4933

Rcme Air Development Center-East, Hanscom Air Force Base, MA 01731
EM Sciences Division: Dr. Allan C. Schell/Dr. Robert Papa (617) 369-4000, Ext.
297

RBue Air Development Center, Griffis Air Force Base, Rome, NY 13441-5700
Dr. Clarence Silfer/Dr. Vincent Vannicola (315) 330--4431/4437
(also Code IRRE: 315-33-3175)
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Air Force Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH 45433
Mr. Allen Blume AFWAL/AADM; Dr. Medhi Shirazi (513) 255-6427/Dr..J. Earl Jones
AFWAL/AARM-1 (513) 755-4202;Dr. JC. Ryles AFWAL/AS (513) 255-362,7
(also Codes: AFTAAL/AAWP-3, AIWAL/AAAN, AIWAL/AARl-665A: 513-255-6141; ASD/RWEA:
513-255-2420; ASD/ReC: 513-255-6274)

Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base, Albuquerque, NM 87117
Dr. Karl Baum (505) 844-0601

RAT-SCAT Whitesands Missile Range, P.O. Box 541, Holloman Air Force Base, NM
88330, Capt. David Stein (505) 679-3120/3129/Mr. Stanley Shaw (505)
434-3645/3525, HQ USAF/RDQ, The Pentagon, Washington, D.C., 20330-1000

1.11.5 Academic Research Institutions
University of Illinois at Urbana-Chiaign, ECE, Applied Electromagnetics
Laboratory, Urbana, IL, Drs. Yuen-Tsien Lo, Shung-Wu (Andy) Lee, Georges A.
Deschamps, (217) 333-1200

The Ohio State University, ElectroScience Lab., 1430 Kinnear Rd., Columbus, OH
43212, Drs. Jonathan D. Young/Eric Walton/Leon Peters, Jr. (614) 422-6657/5051

Georgia Institute of Technology, Radar & Instrumentation Lab, Atlanta, GA.
30332, GTRI Electr. & Radar Divs: Drs. Gerry L. Eaves/WNm. Hold/E. Otto Rausch
(404) 424-9609

University of California, Lawrence Livermore Labs, Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550
Drs. Hriar Cabayan/Robert Bevensee (415) 422-8871

SANDIA National Laboratory, Electromagnetic Div., Sect. 1651, Albuquerque, NM
87185, Attn: Dr. Jiunn S. Yu, Senior Scientist, (505) 844-6727

1.11.6 Procurement Offices
Department of the Army, U.S. Army Research Office, 4300 S. Miami Blvd., P.O. Box
12211, Research Triangle Park, N.C. 27709-2211. +1(919)549-0641, Attn: Mr. Jack
11arless x267, Info. Processing Office, Mr. Richard 0. Ulsa, x218.

Department of the Navy, Office of Naval Research, Chicago Branch Office, 536 S.
Clark St., Rm. 286, Chicago, IL 60605-1588, Attn: Mr. Gordon I. Lovitt, Mr.
John Michalski +1(312)886-5421.

University of Illinois at Chicago, Office of Business Affairs, Office of Grants
and Contracts, 176 PHARM (m/c 155), 833 S. Wood St., Chicago, IL 60680-4348,
Attn: Mr. John P. Ward, +1(312)996-5859; Mr. Glenn Meeks, +1(312)996-2862.
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PART II: IMPORTANT ATTACHENT'S

In order to sample the breadth and quality of our research output, the following
reports, keynote addresses, and copies of publications have been attached to
this report.

II.1 Research Travel Report Sumuaries
IfI..A W-M. Boerner, JSPS CAST US Senior Scientist Fellowship Japan/China

Research Travel Report (1986 August 15): Advancement of Science &
Technology in High Resolution Radar Polarimetry Using Electromagnetic
Inverse Methods, Phase I: 1986, March 23 to 1986 July 23

11.1.3 W-M. Boerner, Report on Sabbatical Research Leave as Alexander von
Humboldt US Senior Scientist Fellow Award (1988 May 31): The Advancement
of Inverse Methods in High Resolution Polarimetric Target Imaging in an
Air/Land/Sea Clutter Environment, WQ/SQ-87: 1987 Jan. 01 to 1987 July 31

II.l.C W-M. Boerner, JSPS/CAST US Senior Scientist Fellow Award (1988 May 31):
Advancement of Science & Technology in High Resolution Radar Polarimetry
Using Electromagnetic Inverse Methods, Phase II: 1988 March 14 to 1988
April 30.

11.2 Recent Publications in Refereed Journals (1985 Jan. to 1988 August)
11.2.1 A.B. Kostinski and W-M. Boerner, "On Foundations of Radar Polarimetry,"

accepted for publication in the IEEE Transactions on Antennas &
Propagation, Vol. AP-34, No. 12, pp. 395-44, also see: comments by
H. Mieras, pp. 1470-1471, and Author's Reply, pp. 1471-1473, Dec. 1986.

11.2.2 M. Davidovitz and W-M. Boerner, "Extension of Kennaugh's Optimal
Polarization Concept to the Asyimnetric Scattering Matrix Case," accepted
for publication in the IEEE Transactions on Antennas & Propagation, Vol.
AP-34, No. 4, pp. 569-574, April 1986.

11.2.3 W-M. Boerner, B.-Y. Foo, H.J. Eom, "Interpretation of the Polarimetric
Co-Polarization Phase Term - in High Resolution SAR Imaging
Using the JPL CV-990 Polarimetic L-Band SAR Data," submitted for
publication in the Special IGARSS185 Issue of the IEEE Transactions on
Geoscience & Remote Sensin , Vol. GE-25, No.77, pp. 77-82, Jan. 1987.

11.2.4 A.B. Kostinski and W-M. Boerner, "On the Polarimetric Contrast
Optimization," IEEE Trans. A&P, Vol 35(8), pp. 988-991, Aug. 1987.

11.2.5 Lin, S.M. and W-M. Boerner, "On the Discrete Radon Transform," J.N.W.
Polytechnical Univ., Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 173-180, April 1988.

11.2.6 A.B. Kostinski, B.D. James, and W-M. Boerner, "On the Optimal Reception
of Partially Polarized Waves," J. Optical Society of America, Part A,
Optics & Image Sciences, Series 2, Vol. 5(l), pp. 58-64, Jan 1, 1988.

11.2.7 A.P. Agrawal and W-M. Boerner, "Description of Polarimetric Backscatter
Radar Model for Distributed Scatterers for the Partially Polarized
Case," Radio Science, (subm. October 1986, acc. Aug. 1987), Nov. 1988.

11.2.8 Eom and W-M. Boerner, "A Re-examination of Radar Terrain Backscattering
at Nadir," IEEE Transactions on Geoscience & Remote Sensing, vol. GE-24,
No. 2, pp. 232-234, MaTrc 9.

11.2.9 H.J. Eom and W-M. Boerner, "Scattering from a Layered Medium Connected
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With Rough Interfaces: Mlatrix Doubling Method," IEEE Trans. Geoscience
& Remote Sensing, Vol. GE-24, No. 6, pp. 937-939, Nov. 1986,.

11.2.10 A.P. Agrawal and W-M. BoerneL-, "Re-Devr~li)pment of Kennaugh's
Characteristic Polarization Theory Usio.-i the Polarization Transformatin
Ratio Formalism for the Coherent Case," Ur~.i Trans. on Geoscience
Electronics, (subm. Oct. 1986, acc. Nov.71 T1), OctoberW18._

11[.2.11 A.B. Kostinski, S.D. James and W-M. Boerner, "Polarimetric Matched
Filter for Coherent Imaging," Canadian Journal of Physics, Special Issue
on Optics and modern Image Processinc, submi. Jan 1988, acc. April 3,988,
to appear Dec. 1988-)-.

11.2.12 A.B. Kostinski, B.D. James aad W-M. Boerner, "The Polarimetric Matched
Image Filter and its Application to POL-Sar Image Analysis," IEEE Trans.
AES, (sukbn. March 1988, acc. May 1988, to appear Nov. 1988).

11.3 InvitedLectures & Keynote Addresses at International Conferences
W~TF -M.Boeriiei7 "Electromagnetic Inverse Methiods -A State of the Art'

Review," IEEE/APS-Section Tokyo, IECE of Jap, Sect. A&P, Vol. 86-20,
pp. 71-77, May 1986.

II.3.2a W-M. Boerner, (INVITED) "Recent Advances in Radar Polarimetr-y - Current
State of the Art," Fifth Int. Conf. on Antennas and Prop., ICAP 1987,
Univ. of York, UK, March 30 - April 2, 1987, Proceedings, Part II, pp.
2.359 - 2.363.

II.3.2b W-M. Boerner, (INVITED), "The Electromagnetic In~verse Problem - Current
State of the Art," Fifth Int. Conf. on Antennas and Prop., ICAP 1987,
Univ. of York, UK, March 30 - April 2, 1987, Proceedings, Part 1, pp.
1.462 - 1.466.

11.3.3 A.P. Ac4rawal, D.W. Carnegie, and W-M. Boerner, "Evaluation of Duial
Polarization Scattering Matrix Radar Rain Scatter Measurements in the X
and Q-Band," Fifth Int. Conf. on-Antennas and Prop., ICAP 1987, Univ. of
York, UK, March 30 - April 2, 1987.

11.3.4 A.P. Agrawal, H.J. Eom. and W-M. Boerner, "An Analysis of Polarimetric
(VV, HHf, & VH Polarized) Scattering Matrix Data of Near-Grazing Sea
Backscatter at X-Band," Proceedings of the 4th working Symposium on
Oceanographic Data Systems, Scripps Institution of Oceanogra-pFy,
LaJolla, CA, 11 pp. 39-49, Feb. 4-6, 1986.

II.3.5a S.K. Chaudhuri and W-M. Boerner, "Multi-(Bi) .-Static High Frequency
(POAGO) Radar Target Imaging of Airborne Scatterers," NATO-AGARD
Conference Preprint No. 381, multifunction Radar for Airborne
Applications, pp. 27-1 thru 27 -11TAvionicsPanel Symposium Tolouse,
France, Oct. 14-18, 1985.

II.3.5b B--Y. Foo, S.K. Chaudhuri and W-M. Boerner, "Basic Monostatic Polari-
metric Broadband Target Scattering Analysis Required for High Resolution
Polarimetric Radar Target Downrange/Crossrange Imaging of Airborne
Scatterers," NAT¶O-AGARD Conference Preprint No.381, Multifunction Radar
for Airborne ý2lications, pp. 26-1 thru. 26-9, Avionic~sPan~elSymposi~um,
Tolue rne c.1-8 1985.

11.4 International Wbký Lecture Series ýXW-K. Boerer et al.
fYT.4.1 CCG-DFVLR, ObrffehtnFG e.18 (4 days), Jan. 1987 (4
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days), Dec. 1987 (2 days), Sept. 1988 (4 days).

11.4.2 NATO-Soc., Mothesime, Paris, Sept. 1986, (4 days).

11.5 International Workho Coordinated, Directed/to-directed by W-M. Boerner
11.5.1 NAM-ARW--DTMR '88 on Direct & Inverse Methods in Radar Polarimetry, KuK

Residenz, Bad Windsheim, FRG, September 18-24, 1988 (Director).

11.5.2 Third Polarimetric Technology Workshop, Redstone Arsenal, AL, August
16-18, 1988 (Member of Planning Committee, Chairman of Session 4 and
NATO Session).
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UNIVERSITYOF
ILINOISAT
C0ICAGO
Communications Laboratory (M,'C 154)
Department of Electncal Engineering and Computer Science
4210-4211 Science and Engineerinq Laboratories
Box 4348, Chicago, Illinois 60680 U.S.A.
(312) 996-5480/5140

1986 Jan. 09

Dr. Kyohei Fujimoto
Inst. of Applied Physics
University of Tsukuba
Sakura-mura, Ibaraki-ken 305
Japan

Dear Kyohei:

First of all thank you for your many letters reminding me of my bad consience in
not having the FINAL REPORT completed.

Now, finally, enclosed please find the FINAL DRAFT MANUSCRIPT of my Final Report
which still will require additional extensive modifications over the next months to
come. Because of the tremendously broad scope of my Phase I JSPS/CAST tenure, much
more time than usually required, was needed. It is plainly impossible to prepare a
meaningful FINAL REPORT after only one month, and I invite your understanding of
these important facts.

You will observe from an inspection of this material that I have sincerely enjoyed
my stay in Japan and that you have turned me into a sincere admirer and friend of
Japan.

Under the very great stress and time pressure I was suffering since my return
from the Northwest Pacific orient, you must consider it like I do: A real
unexpected wonder that I got it almost done today.

By copy of this letter to my co-hosts, Professors Yasumitsu Miyazaki, Takeo Yoshino
and Lin, Shi-Min and our administrative benefactors Mrs. Yoki Furukawa, Dr. Annette
M. Johnke, Dr. Richard G. Brandt, Prof. Huang Zhong-zheng, Dr. James W. Mink, and
Dr. George B. Wright as well as to my department head and deans, Dr. Wai-Kai Chen
(JSPS-fellow 1987) and Dr. Paul M. Chung and Dr. Ronald P. Legon, I wish to express
my sincere thanks to everyone involved for making possible this most inspiring
research travel to the Northwest Pacific Orient.

Looking forward with great enthusiasm to my Phase II engagement during early 1988.

Sincerely yours
cc. Prof. Takeo Yoshiro

Prof. Yasumitsu Miyazaki
Prof. Lin, Shi-Ming
Mrs. Yuko Furukawa

Wolfgang-M. Boerner, Ph.D. Dr. Annette M. Johtke
Professor and Director Dr. James W. Mink

Dr. George B. Wright
Dr. Richard G. Brandt
Dr. ArthuL K. Jordan
Dr. Wai-Kai Chen
Dr. Paul M. Chung.

Attachment



RESEARCH REPORT

(1986 August 15)

THE JSPS FELZJ4SHIP FOR RESEARCH IN JAPAN

prepared by: Dr. Wolfgang-M. Boerner / 7
(JSPS Fellow) Professor & Director(

UIC-EECS/CL (M/C 154)
840 W, Taylor St. SEL-4210
Chicago, IL/USA 60680-4348
1-312-996-5480/5140

Title: Advancement of Science & Technology
in High Resolution Radar Polarimetry
Using Electromagnetic Inverse Methods

Program Phasing: The research collaboration of this JSPS Fellow
with his three Japanese Host Scientists is spread
over many years and separated into three major
phases. Here, we are reporting on the RESULTS of the
First Phase which was subdivided into four parts
including a visit to NPU Xian, China for current and
future enrichment of the program.

Duration: PHASE I: 1986, March 23-to-July 23
Ph.I, Part 1:1986, March 23-to--April 25/TUS:Prof. K. Fujimoto

"oPh.I, Part 2:1986, April 26-to-June 03/TUT:Prof. Y. Miyazaki
Ph.I, Part 3:1986, June 04-to-July 01/rJEC:Prof. T. Yoshino
Ph.I, Part 4:1986, July 02--to-July 23/NPU:Prof. Lin, Shi-Ming

Host/Inst: Prof. Kyohei Fujimoto, Tsukuba University of Science
Tsukuba Kagaku Daigaku, Inst. Applied Physics
Sakura-mura, Ibaraki-ken 305, Tel 81=298-53-2435/5313

Collaborating Institutes:

Co-Host Inst:TUT Co-Host Inst:UEC Co-Host Inst:NPU
Toyohashi Gijutsu Denki Tsushin Northwestern Poly-
Kagaku Daigaku Daigaku technical University
Tempaku-cho, Toychashi-shi 440 Chofu-shi, Tokyo 182 Xian, Shaanxi China
81=532-47-0111x528/574 81=424-832161x3351 86=29-51491

Summary: Attached to this title page
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Phase I

Summary: Mfy Phase I (1986, March 23 to July 23) engagement as a JSPS Fellow from
The USA in Japan was a most rewarding experience due to the very dedicated
attention given to me by my three hosts who opened up so many academic,
scientific, cultural, Social and religious windows for me to become an
everlasting friend of the Japanese people, a sto~uid admirer of thair multi-
varied accomplishments and a fellow-struggler for the beautification of their
cities and the improvement of their rich marine/coastal/land/mountain islands'
environment. Although it has been a rather short visit by number of months,
weeks and days, it was a most efficient and rewarding time thanks to the well.
groomed Japanese punctuality, correctness, preciseness and dedication of getting
thiings done at the best of one's abilities. My three hosts, all three so
different in character, scientific approach, scope, highly talented, innovative,
unique personal interests and hobbies, made it possible because of their rather
striking different approach to academic and research guidance for me to obtain a
rather rare glimpse behind the curtains of strict formality which so much can
obscure a real vision of Japan. I was able to observe a lot, to deliver many
lectures, to return with many new ideas and, above all, with the confidence of
having made many new long lasting friendships out of which productive research
innovation will result.

Before concluding with this executive summary, I wish to emphasize the importance
of visiting both Japan and the Oriental Continent (Korea, China, Taiwan)
whenever, we "occidentals" visit the Orient in order to obtain a deeper
appreciation of the diversification but also, unique similarities of these
countries; and thus I was very grateful that a short visit to the Universities of
Xian, and particularly of NPU, was approved by JSPS to be included in my research
travel program.

This Phase I (Final) Research Report consists of five major Chapters and two
major attachments: In Chapter I (2 pages) the historical background leading to
the JSPS/CAST invitations is laid out,! in Chapter II (four parts: 25 pages) the
Research Programs and Interactions with the four host institutions are -
summarized; in Chapter III (four parts: 24 pages) research and cultural:travel
are highlighted; in Chapter IV (7 components: 7 pages) major recommandations for
program improvements are suggested; and in Chapter V acknowledgements are added.
The attachments consist of the Time/Travel Schedules (A.1) and the List of
Contact Addresses (A.2).

JSPS - PHASE I: W-M BOERNER - 2 - 1986 March 23 to July 23



I 1ACWGROUNTO AND II T.;'1;OR1C,%L LUELVOPMEmT O MY PERSORtNALA INTUHACTIoNS WITln! 'IE
OltIINT: CtlIN7ý, TAiWAN, iNIX)NESIA, KOREA AND JAPAN

1 - .1 Chidhood in Atlrtrl'-Asia
MA ' ai-vi&• o" P ZNtGw uinea (horn: Finsclhhaten, Morobe Di!3trJlct: 1937

July 16), sULViVor () t1he Japanlise and US Naval counter--attacks on Guadal Canal.
Solomon Lsltands t t ' to 194.'s), intornment in ANZ (1944-1947)-PEW camns, and the
1%LJin1 batLl 01 of. .(ýOU-MinD)anq versus Gung-r'san-Oang forces (1948/49) in
Kanton (GuanLI'.',holu, (.uang-Dong) and the liberation of Indonesia (1947/148); W-M.
Hioretlr's childiboy--hood history, as son of a Lutheran Mission agriculturist, was
and is Still closely involved in the cultural/scientific/technological
developments of the Austral Pacific and Pacific Orient, particularly
Auiitral-,Asia, Indonesia, China and increasingly more with Korea and Japan.
D~uring my childhood in Guadal Canal (1941-44) and boyhood in the internment camp
Rushworth III/Tatura, Victoria, I had ample opportunity to interact at a young
ago with Japanese which had fascinated me and further strengthened my desires to
Vi"xt Japan and to becomv familiar with its country, culture, society and people.

1.2 Previous Travels L2/j W-M. Boerner to M,:an
....inh, MY - st-da es" E-- ch-i~ce LA-vcrsitit MUnc:hen, the University of

Pennsylvanta in Philadelphia and at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, I
WAf tOrtune te to meet with many impressive Japanese co-graduate students, post-
doctoral follows and visiting scientists who intrigued me to visit Japan as soon
as possible. Then during my post doctoial year (1968/69) at the University of
Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada I met with Mr. Mascmi Iwasaki, M.B.A., and Mr. Takao
Namiki, M. Sc. LEE, uif Furukawa Electric Co., who was a post--graduate student of
Professorsr Toshio Sekignuchi and Yasuharu Suematsu both of Tokyo Kogyo Daigaku
(Tokyo Institute of Tecnnology); and lie together with Masami and their families
opened many doors to the Japanese way of life for me.

Since 1969, Dr. W-M. Boerner conducted seven major research travel to the
Pacific Orient and Austral Pacific including visits to the Arctic (Alaska,zuehring
Straight), Japan (five times), Korea, P.R. China, Taiwan, liong-Kong, Indonesia
Philippines, Australia, New Zealand and Antarctica. In 1970, he visited Japan
together with his wife Eileen-wrnette, for the first time being guest of the
family Namiki; visiting Prof. Toshio Sekiguchi, Tokyo Koqyo Daiqaku and Prof.
Mikia Namiki, Waseda University for the first time and establishing many
friendships, including that with Dr. lýyohei Fujimoto of Matsushista Electric
Company. lie has since participated in all of tha three "International Symposia
on Antennas and Propagation ( WINP)" of Japan in 1971 (Sendai), 1978 (Sendai) and
1985 (Kyoto), where he greaLly expanded his existing base of scientific contacts
and especial.ly he hecame friends of Prof. Y,4sumitsu mhyazaki (1971) and Prof.
Taket Yo\'hino (1978) and iminy more. miring these important scientific events
(ISAP 1971-78/85), he established close research collaboration with many Japanese
researc~h ist i tu iv'ns of acadamiuic, industry and government with the desire to
:evi',i t Japan on a pCr1idic basis at about every two to five years.

1.31 Folmnal Invit 'Ition to Vinit. China •ind Janan as Fellow of the Academia Sinica
( X 1 1' ) (ini f th 1, P-1n ",OClre( tv t f r the Pt ()mot ion01: Ot ISC NI0U1 I 35'S

tUpon the kindl invit,ation of POt'ofesso s Kyohei .ujimoto, Toshio Sek iuuchi,
I-;11um111 u , Iiy,.-'1k i , 'aho Yoshino, Slibuiro AMachi, Kiyohito Itaoh au<! others, ,'

tI op-al I for a- J t 'o feliowshi;i for Pint. W-Ml. lUeuerer '4,19s put" t -rtih ill - V8'I
whih t lion ',s al! u .', in Atiu tl.;t l )81. ,Simi Lii ly, n111 Li lI talt5J0 by the ch'tinai
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Academy of Science and Technology to visit Xian Shaanxi Province (1985) was
approved. Due to the very heavy rerŽearch contract involvement, Professor Doerner
had to defer all visits until the Spring of 1986, as outlined in the next
chapter.

Here, it is worthwhile to reemphasize that for a European or North American
of Caucasian descent any visit of the Pacific Orient should include both the
Japanese Islands and/or Taiwan plus the continent with P.R. China and Hong-kong
and/or Korea in order to obtain a well balanced view of the oriental sphere of
life. In all of my travels e Orient, I have strictly adhered to this set
goal of mine which is being . "r interpreted in the following chapters.

An.ther equally important t in the planning of research interactions
with non-US Americin countries ase is to strike a balance between my
strcng research ties developed in uwpe, Austral-Asia/Pacific Orient,
India/Africa and Southern America which immediately creates severe time
constraints on choice and lengths of stay for any international research
collaboration. Therefore, it is found expedient to distribute the time spent
between Europe, the Austral-Asia/Pacific Orient, South America and India/Africa
at about equal shorter reoccuring one-to--three months visits spread over many
years.

II. PL'\M;E I: W- rI p FRNFI * 11"11 t)tL 'h .'i to July .'I



II. JSPS,,/ESEARCH PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS WITH RESEARCH SUMMARIES

2.0 Overall Proaram Structurino

Because I was given National Fellowship invitations almost for the simne
period of time by National Societies for the Promotion of International Science
Collaboration of Japan, China, Africa, India and Europe (FRG/NO/UK/FR), a very
selective choice had to be made under the prevailing constraints of US National
State Institutions of Post Higher Education such as the University of Illinois at
Chicago which is limited to about three (3) months per two years. I was finally
given the go-ahead to accept the invitations from the Pacific Orient with the
stipulation of visiting both China and Japan and returning to the UIC campus for
one week per calendar month for the following reasons:

(1) On behalf of the UIC-MUCIA engagement of developing close academic
*ind research tics with the Pacific Orient, expend every effort for
establishing triangular interactive exchange agreements with China
(PRC), Japan/Korea and Northern America.

(2) In order to keep abreast with the research contract monitoring of
ongoing large-scale research projects a monthly contract review at UIC,
the contract research offices in Washington/Huntsville, and at the
governmental/industrial R & D Engineering Centers must be included in
any international collaborative research agreement.

These fundamental stipulations foi cod me to subdivide mry overall research
stay in the Pacific Orient into three major phases of about. four parts each. An
overall program duration of about four months for the first phase toward carrying
out the JSPS and CAST Fellow Award Commitments were granted by the UIC
administration and my sponsoring research contract offices with thl- following
program sub-phasing:

Phase I: Japan/China Research Interaction: 1986, March 23 - July_25,

JSPS: Prof. Kyohei Fulimoto, Inst. of Applied Physics, Tsukuba Univ. of Science.

CAST: Prof. Liu, Yuanyong, Vice President, NPU Xian, Shaanxi, China

Phase I: Part I Tsukuba University of Science (TUS): 1986, March 23 -April 25

113S & Host: Prof. Kyohei Fujimoto April 24 - April 25
UIC-PPreparations: March 24 - March 29
Tsukuba Research Interaction: March 30 - April 25

Phase I : Part rT Tonohashi IU(iverSi ty (ot Tecn'O1Lo' ('PrU):

(Co-Hiost: Prof. Yasumit:su Miyazaki)
UIC--PL elar t ion ; : tpr i 5 01 Itay I
lrr' P05e•ta I I Iit0LWt, i on: May 2 -- June 4

, .,) PHASE: I M N1 4)I'If I'l fi t ('th * r, ily R



Phase I: Part lit Chofu-Shi, University of Elect ro-CoiTumnications:
I'M -, 71 nEF 7 -T ---

(Co-Host: Prof. Takeo Yoshino)

UIC-Preparations: June 4 - June 11
UEC - Research-Interaction: June 12 - July 1

Phase I: Part IV China-Jaaan--UIC Research Collaboration

(Japan-Host: Prof. Kyohei Fujimoto, XIAN-Host: Prof. tin, Shi-ming)

TUS-Preparation: July 2 - July 6
XIAN Research Interaction: July 7 - July 12
TUS/UEC/IJT-close Down? July 13 - July 15
UIC-Program Close-Out: July 16 - July 23

During these four parts of Phase I, Dr. W-M. Boerner accomplished a vety tightly
scheduled research travel program as outlined in all detail in the attached
material.

Appendix I: Final Travel/Lecture Itinerary for the JSPViCAST
Fellow Award Program

Appendix II: List of Research/Social Contacts Made by Dr. W-M. Boerner
duLing his JSPS/CAST Fellow Award Tenure

In closing this overall Section, it should be noted that Dr. W-M. Doerner was not
staying during a particular part of Phase I only at the host institute of the
specific interaction period, but was interacting dynamically with all partici-
pants at various locations.

Therefore in the next Sections, the integrated research interactions with the
p;. cicular host institution are provided.

2.A RESEARCH INTERACTION AT TSUKUBA UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE (TUS):
TSUI•UBA KAGAKU DAIGAKU

(Because most time at TSUKUBA KAGAKU DAIGAKU was spent during Phase I, Part I,
and because Prof. Kyohei Fujimoto not only kindly agreed to serve as the overall
coordinator but also the main driving force in obtaining the prestigious JSPS
Fellow Award, interactions with him and his able colleagues are presented first).

HOST INSTITUTION I

Research Institute:
renci ty

UniversiLy of Tsukuba
Institute of Applied Physics (TAP)
Educational Media Center (EPIC)
Sakuta-mura, ibaraki -ken Japan 305
Telex: 3652 580 (UNI'LIJLIJ)

Jg;PS 11l1APE 1: W -14 M0'1:.NER 6 - 1966 wi•atch 21 to July 2.3



Host/Coordinator:
Prof. KyoRhei Fujimoto, Director
Phone Nos.
ENC: •T-298-53-.2435 (AM)
IAP: 81--298-53-5313 (PM) / 2111 (main)
Home: 81-298-57-3378

Junior Professor:
Dr. Kazuhiro Hirasawa 81-298-53-5315

Research Plans:
1. Developement of integrated micro/mm wave circuitry for polarimetric

micro-strip-type surveillance/imaging array antenna systems.
2. Simultaneous optimization of antenna gain/directivity/side-lobe

reduction/signal to noise performance vs. RCS matrix reduction.
3. Developement of MMW polarimetric pulse compression radar systems

applicable to vehicle crash avoidance and vehicle traffic control
radar.

Collaboration with Staff and Students
During most orý my stays at Tsukuba, the instructional program was at recess,

most staff members were on travel, and I was able mainly to interact with
Professors Kyohei Fujimoto and Kazuhiro Hirasawa as well as with their talented
graduate students of which Mr. Zhang, Yi-Min and Mr. Osana Kawabata impressed me
deeply. Mr. zhang, Yi-Min, a visiting scholar from the NW Telecommunication
Engineering Institute in XIAN, Shaanxi Province, P.R. China, is one of the most
talented and gifted students I have ever met and it was a real pleasure to work
together with him and his very able supervisors. I was also strongly impressed
by the computer-numerical mocrostrip antenna research analyses of Prof. Hirasawa,
who had always been very helpful.

The overall research facilities as well as the academic research staff are
excellent and a wide scope of diverse fields in Applied Physics was covered.
Here, I wish to recall discussions with Prof. Tamon Inouye on his research in
Radon projection tomography and the use of Chebycheff limited transform synthesis
of object functions with applications to transmission and emission tomography.

Research Lectures:
Atndamenr-iaials of Radar Polarimetry
Radar Signal Processing
Radar Target Imaging

Research Publications:
1. W-M. Boerner, ETectromagnetic Inverse Methods - A State-of-the Art Review

(±nv.; ted): IEEF/APS-Section Tokyo. Pibl :Technical Committee Report.
Institute of Electronics & Communications Engineering of Japan, 1986 May 22,
Section A&P, pp. 86-20. pp. 71-77.

2. K. F'ujimoto, W-M. Boerner, K. Hirasawa, On the deve]opement of polarimetric
null beam steering antenna design principles, to be publ. in IEEE Trans.
Ant. & Propaq. by 1988 (in preparation).

3. K. Ilirasawa, W-M. Boerner, K. Fujimoto, On the developement of nwuewtical
(moment) method solutions for optimum design of polatrizetric null beam
steering anteanas (in preparations).
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Interactions with Neighborina Research Institutes
Tsu a sciehce Cit.y provides a splenad r-esearch environment, and various

specific research problems of mutual interest were discussed with:

a. NASDA, Tsukuba Space Center, Specific Equipment Laboratory,
:Fi-7i Sengen, Sakura-mura, Niihari-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305.
Attn: Dr. Eng. Hiroshi Uda, Director, TSC.

Dr. Eng. Hideo Hishida, Senior Eng,
Dr. Eng. Yasuyuki Itoh, Res. Eng.

To1ic: Polarimetric SAR imaging for the Space surveillance of the
ocean environment.

b. MITI. AIST/ETL
""Elecirotechnical Laboratory
1-1-4 Umezono, Sakura-mura, Niihari--gun, Ibaraki-ken, 305.
Attn: Dr. Eng. Ichiro Yokoshima, Chief, Radio Electronics Section.

Dr. Eng. Koji Komiyama, Res. Eng.

Topic: Detection of oil-spills in an ocean environment from air/space-born
platforms using polarimetric radiometry, scatterometry and SAR
techniques.

c. STA, Ntl. Japan Meteorological Research Institute
i-1 Nagamine, Yatabemachi
Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 305
Radar Meteorology: Dr. Jino Aoyagi

Dr. Masahito Ishihara

Geophysical Meteorology: Dr. Hiroshi Ueda

Topic: Polarimetric Doppler Radar Meteorology
(Polarization Diversity Radar
Applications to Meteorology)

Seismology & Vulcanology: Dr. Toshio mori
Dr. Seiya Ueda

Topic: Earthquake Prediction Research
(Underground electric potential variation measurements)

d. STA, Natl. Japan Research Center for Disaster Prevention
' Te--':~dai, Sa-kura---ura

LN ai{n, I:a~rak!-Re-e-305

Earthquake Prediction Division: Dr. Ryosuke Hirobe
Dr. Norio Yoshida
Dr. Shozo Matsumura
Dl. Masakazu Ohtake

Topic: 'EarthqhcIuake Precursor RadiatLion Research
Electric Storm Sch.•mann Resonances

JSP9 - PHTASE I: W-M ('):PNE 8 - 1986 tarch 23 to July 23



e. Tsuk iba Botanic Garden
f- 4_nabii , Sa ku ra-mura
Nihari-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305

Piant Taxonomy Division: Dr. Tamotsu Hashimoto
Senior Curator

Topic: Wild Flowers of Japan
(0. OHWI, Flora of Japan, translation by Smithonian)

Ayame, Hanashobu, Kakitsu-bata (Iris Exhibition)

2.7 The CaMpus of Tsukuba Kagaku Daiqaku
campus of the TUS is only about twenty years old and like the entire

Tsukuba Science City, is designed in a rather non-Japanese modernistic architec-
ture which lends a rather artificial, cool social atmosphere to the place. The
grandious layout streched linearly over a mile will require many additions over
the next decades to come to round off the campus scenery and thus make it a more
friendly place. Yet, given another decade, cncc the trees, shrubs and woods have
grown to their mature size, and more active social life is created, TUS may
become a very pleasant campus, provided that at the same time peace of mind finds
a resting place in the Tsukuba Science City. In general, the cam4pus facilities
looked clean and orderly, whereas the shopping, diner alleys immediately
neighboring the Central University looked unpleasantly dirty and run-down.

2.B RESEARCH INTwmACTiON AT TOYOJASHI UNIVERSITY OF TECHNULOGY (TUT):
MOYOHASHI GIJUTSU KA3AKU DAIGAKU

HOST INSTITUTION 2
Toyo-Fha e--hnology City
ToyohasMi University of Technology
Faculty of Engineering Technology
Department of Information & Electronic Signal Processing
I - 1 Hibcrigaoka, Tempaku-cho, Toyohashi-shi 440

HOST / CCORDINATOR
Prof. -'asumitsu Miyazaki, Director
Phone Nos.

fUT: _-T-532-47--0ll, Ext. 578/576
Home: 81-52-823-0873

Junior Professors
Dr. Nobuo Goto, Assoc. Prof.
Dr. Mitsuo Yanaga, Assist. Prof.

Research Plans:
1. Application of numerical techniques to RCS analysis of vehicle

subsections (windows/wheels/doors/fenders/etc.).
2. Development of RCS control of ground vehicles (cars, trucks, busses),

for the optimization of shape/material design of vehicles in future
applications of polarimetric MVi crash avoidance and traffic control
radar systems,.

3. Development of suitable laser optical model simulation of ground
vehicle experiments as well as real-life real-time dynamic compact PCS
mleasurement ranges for MVW RCS matric metrology in applications of
vehicle traffic control.

JSPS - PRASE I: W-M DOEfTNER - 9 1986 Mlarch 23 to July 23



Research Lectures:
Electromagnetic Inverse Problems
Inverse Methods in Radar Target Imaging
High Resolution Polarimetric Radar Target Imaging

Collaboration with Staff and Students
During my stay at Toyonashi lectures were in full session, and I really

enjoyed interaction with the lively group of graduate students of Prof. Yasumitsu
Miyazaki, well supervised by his junior research associates Drs. Nabuo Goto and
Mitsuo Yamaga (see also Sect. 3.C). The experimental and computer research
facilities of this young University of Technology are some of the best I have
seen anywhere, and it -As fascinating to observe their continuous use on all days
of the week from very tarly morning hours to late night.

I was given the opportunity to visit many outstanding research laboratories
of Prof. Y. Miyazaki's colleagues, and the one of Prof. Dr. Shiro Usui in
Physiological Electronics impressed me in particular due to its wide scope
covering advanced parallel-processing computer concepts and various aspects of
neurophysiological electronics which he carried out in close collaboration with
the Institutes of Biological & Physiological Sciences at Okazaki.

In summary, every minute of my stay on the campus was used for scientific
discussions and interactions.

Research Publications
1. W.-M. Boerner: Fundamentals of Radar Polarimetry, A State-of-the-Art

Review (invited) IEEE APS Tokyo Section to be published in the
Technical Report section of the Institute of Electronics &
Communications Engineering of Japan, attached.

2. Y. Miyazaki, W.-M. Boerner, M. Yamaga, N. Sato: Development of
Numerical Methods for the Optimal Design of Polarimetric (Scattering
Matrix) RCS Control of Vehicular Objects, to be published in IEEE
Trans. Antenna and Propagation, by 1988.

3. M. Yamaga, N. Goto, W.-M. Boerner, Y. Miyazaki: Modeling, Simulation
and Experimental Verification of the Concept of Polarimetric
(Scattering Matrix) RCS Adaptive Control for Ground Vehicles, to be
published in IEEE Trans. on Vehicular Technology.

Interaction with Neighboring Industrial Centers
In _o-r cT to adivanice MMW traffic flow/hazard control radar technology, close

interaction with neighboring Automotive/Electronic Research Centers have been
initiated.

a) Toyota Central Research Laboratory
R&D Engineering Center/Electronics Group
Nagakute, Aichi-ken 480-11
Car Radar Division: Mr. Teruo Yamanaka

Dr. Jun-ichi Kawamoco, Director
Mr. Kunitoshi Nishikawa

Topic: Assessment of Polarimetric MMW pulse compression radar techniques
for traffic hazard control.
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b) Nissan Central Technoloy Center,
Nissan Motor Works / ITC D-vis--on, Automotive Radar Research
Laboratory, Yokosuka-shi;
Dr. Hirano Arai, Director

Topic: Advancement of polarimetric MMW traffic flow control radar
technology.

C) Suzuki Motor Co., Ltd.
Koshi (small cars/motorcycles) Plant
H520 Shirasuka, Kosai-shi, Shizuoka-ken
Robot Assembly Line Construction
Mr. Satoshi Nishida

Topic: Use of optical fibers and electro-opt. devices in electronic motor
control.

d) Headquarters, Suzuki Motor Co., Ltd.
Hamamatsu - Nishi
Box 1, Hamamatsu-shi, Shizuoka-ken 432-91
R&D Creative Center
Dr. S. Ishi, General Manager, R&D

Topic! International collaboration in the advancement of electro-combustion
engines and of fiber optical electronic motor control: E'izuki-Isuzu
(heavy trucks), GM (Chevrolet-trucks), Steyr!/Daimler/.u,,h (Austria)

BMW.

e) Honda Electronic Co.
Ultrasonic/E7E tro-acoustic Sounding
Toyohashi-shi, Aichi-ken
Dr. Hitoshi Arai

Topic: Ultrasonic diffraction tomography and in ultrasonic microscope
AMS-3400.

f) Riken EMC, Inc.
Sekitori-cho, izuho-ku
Nagoya-shi 467
Electromagnetic Anechoic Chamber Systems Design
Mr. Ken-ichi Noda
Mr. Yosuke Tanaka

Topic: Multilayered absorbing material manufacture for multi-purpose
anechoic chamber design.

g) Brothers Industries, Inc.
(YasukiSewing-Machine Co.)
Mizuho-ku, Nagoya-shi 467
Electronic Multi-Character TypewriterA1ordprocessor development
Mr. Takemi Yamamoto, Director R&D Division

Topic: Development of high-speed multi-character (Chinese/Japanese) script
wordprocessor development.
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Concluding Remarks on "Visits to Electronic Automotive R&D Enqineering Centers"
It was most impressive to witness the rapid changes currently developing in

the planning and research of novel automotive design concepts as a result of the
recent advancements in electro-optics and electromagnetic imaging R&D and manu-
facture which include "Ceramic Motor Block Manufacture", "Integration of Fiber/-
Electro-Optical electronic motor control", "Acousto-electric non-destructive
diffraction tomographic material testing", etc. Contrary to what one reads, I
found rather strong inter-industry exchange of information and close collabora-
tion in international R&D.

In all of these R&D centers of these automative/electronics manufacturing
plants, independent R&D on special purpose robot design and implementation was
carried out with tremendous backup of manpower and financial resources which I
have not witnessed anywhere in Occidental/North American manufacturing indus-
tries. It seems that Japanese R&D&M in Automation and Robotics is outpacing that
of all other industrial nations.

Interaction With Neighborina Academic & Government Research Institutions
The Toyohashi University of Technology and Science may be considered, in

part, one of the many off-springs of its neighboring well established Nagoya
Daigaku, one of the seven towering imperial Universities, and there exist several
other world-famed Research Institutes in this Chubu District such as the Nagoya
Daigaku, Research Institute of Atmospherics in Toyokawa, and the various
Institutes of Science (molecular, biological, physiological, etc.) at Okazaki,
the ancient capitol city between Nagoya and Toyohashi. Certainly, I was very
impressed with the enthusiasm, vigor and drive by researchers, scientists,
engineers and suppoLt staff of the many research institutes I had visited within
the Chubu District in such a short time period.

Here, a sincere word of thanks is due to Professor Yasumitsu Miyazaki, who
not only is a real dynamo, whirl-wind and innovator of new ideas, but also a most
talented organizer and coordinator, well-respected in all the industrial,
academic and governmental laboratories we had visited together.

a) Nagoya University
Research1institute of Atmospherics
13 Honohara, 3-chome
Tcyokawa-shi, Aichi-ken 442

al) Atmospheric Electricity
Prof. Dr. Masumi Takagi

Dr. Akira Iwata

Topic: Use of polarimetric radar/ladar techniques in aerosol detection and
characterization studies.

a2) VLF Radio Wave Studies
Dr. Msashi Hayakawa
Dr. Masanori Nishio

Topic: VLF-Space radio wave observations using similar wire-grid antennas
to those used in Sugadaira, Matsushiro, Tokushima, Kagoshima,
Toyokawa Aerosol Syowa Antarctic Station in conJunction with
EXOS-D satellite experiments.
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b) Okazaki National Research Institutes: Myodaili, Okazaki-shi 444
T-i-ese NationaT Japanese Research Institutes in Okazaki are equalled only by

a few such as the Max Planck Institutes of FR Germany, the Lebedev Institute of
the USSR, the Princeton Institute of Advanced Studies of the USA. The excellence
of the facilities, resources and especially the selected research staff are at
the same level. All of us, the world over, will certainly become more familiar
with the excellence of the pertinent research carried out at the National
Research Institutes of Okazaki in Japan as time procedes.

b-1) Institute for Physiological Sciences
As a result of the immense progress made in advancing blological/microbio-

logical/biomolecular sciences, mankind is now able to approach electrophysiolog-
ical research which will dominate applied electromagnetic-biological engineering
and science for many years to come in order to understand the vital integrated
electro-chemical functions of living tissue and organisms as a whole. This
National Japanese Research Institute for Physiological Sciences certainly will
take on a major leading position in this current global research effort.

Department of Information Physioloqg
Dr. Akimichi Kaneko
(close collaborator of Dr. Shiro Usui, Professor & Director, Physiological
Electronics Laboratories, Dept. of Information & Computer Sciences,
Toyohashi University of Technology)
Topic: Sensitivity of rods and cones on spectral intensities in color vi-

sion. Polarization dependence of mammal, fish, eal and insect eyes.

Department of Biological Control Systems
Dr. Hiroshi Irisawa
(cured my "hick-up" heart-misfiring problem due to overdoses of monosodium-
glutamate (MSG) in preparing "Sushi" in one of the sushi resturants of
Toyokawa).

Topic: Most inspiring and thought provoking overview on various novel
discoveries of electro-chemical control mechanisms in biological
organisms.

b-2) Institute for Molecular Science
Dr. E-3ji-irota, Prof. & Director

Extensive experimental studies on high resolution infrared analyses of
molecular systems are carried out in one of the world's best equipped laboratory
centers.

Chemical Dynamics Division
Dr. Kosuke Shobatake
Ultraviolet synchrotron orbital radiation facility for the study of
molecule-molecule interaction.

Topic: Precise determination of interaction times for atmospheric gaseous
molecules.

The Campus of Tovohashi University of Technolocy
Slimiar'to the campus of TUJS, the campus of TUT on top of Tempaku/-

Hibarigaoka is designed in an ultra-modern non-Japanese architecture, but in a
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closed compact arrangement. Provided a more harmonious integration into its
rural setting is achieved Gi.-Ka-Dai may become a very desirable place to study.
Again, a lot is to be desired similar to almost all Japanese University campuses
about cleanliness, orderliness and environmental beauty! Yet, I wish to praise
highly the well-selected shrub arrangements including many varied species of
Tsu-tsu-ji (azaleas). Last but not the least, the surroundings of Toyohashi in
all directions are very attractive; and very beautiful recreational national
parks are close by which certainly adds to the overall location.

2.C HOST INSTITUTION 3: UEC UNIVERSITY OF ELECtRO-COMMUNICATIONS (DENXI
TSLJSHIN DAIGAKU) AND SUGADAIRA SPACE RADIO OBSERVATORY

(1) Institute of Applied Electronics
1-5-1 Chofugaoka, Chofu-Shi, Tokyo 182

(2) Sugadaira Space Fadio Observatory

Host/Coordinator
Prof. Takeo Yoshino, Professor and Director
Phone Nos.
SRO: 81-268-74-2211
UEC: 81-424-83-2161, Ext. 3351
Home: 81-3-397-5577
Telefax: 81-424-84-6890 (UEC)
Telefax: 81-268-74-3467 (SRO)
Telex: Japan 2822 446 (UECJ)

Research Assi-tants
r. Ichiro Tonizawa

Mr. Takashi Shibata

Research Plans:
i. Thorough literature study on the fundamental geophysical / aeronomic

effects leading to geo-electromagnetic precursor radiation centered
about epicenters along the fault line just prior to seismic energy
discharge (earthquake) discovered first by GokhbergiMorgounov and
Yoshino/Tomi zawa.

2. Thorough analysis of the existing explanatory models discussed during
the European Geophysical Society '84 Symposium Workshop W3:
Magnetospheric Effects and Seismic Activity (organizers
Lefeuvre/Gokhberg/Yoshino) Catholic University of Louvain,
Leuvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, 30 July-3 August 1984.

3. Identification of ELF/VLF frequency bands aod windows open for setting
up radiowave letection and epicenter radio-telemetry equipment.
Coordination of VLF earthquake precursor emission detection with the
International Geophysical Union, European Geophysical Union and URSI,
Commission E (Electromagnetic Noise and Interference).

4. Mobilization of currently non-existing research activity in the U.S.A.,
especially at the U.S. Geophysical Survey, the Cffice of Naval
Research, and the Army Research Office.

5. Establishment of global simultaneous detection experiments and R&D in
equipment standardization and ground survey for zonal characteristics.

Research Lectures
5i65-e-_kc romacrnetic Inverse Problems.
Geophysical Origins of Eli Precursor Earthquake Radiation.
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Development of Integrated EMPEQ radiation monitoring techniques.

Research Publications
1.W.-M. Boerner: An Overview on Current EM Precursor Earthquake Radiation

Understanding (invited).
2. T. Yoshino, W.-M. Boerner, I. Tomizawa: On the optimal design of

ELF/VLF sensor systems for optimal pola ition control.
3. T. Yoshino/W.-M. Boerner, Workshop Lecti Notes on "Geophysical

Origins of Electromagnetic Precursor Earthquake Radiation, Its
Detection and Classification of the Associated Epicenters".

Collaboration with Staff and Students
During my stay, both at Denki Tsushin Daigaku in Chofu-shi and at the

Sugadaira Space Radio Observatory, I sincerely enjoyed the interacti,' with Prof.
Takeo Yoshino's highly motivated and dedicated research collaborators and
graduate/undergraduate research assistants, who all had a very excellknt
background education in experimental and analytical electromagnetic wave
engineering and aeronomy. Prof. Takeo Yoshino must be given high praise for his
tremendous drive and skills in dealing not only with his staff but also with his
peers and colleagues within UEC and all over Japan. His two doctoral candidates,
Mr. Ichiro Tomizawa and Mr. Takashi Shibata, have been most accomodating
throughout my stay and demonstrated great skill in the electronic design,
construction, testing and operation of rather sophisticated ELF/VLF/HF wave
probing transceiver systems, of micro-computer special purpose signal processors
as well as of computer-assisted large-bulk data processing collected with
ground-based, air/sea-borne and satellite-stationed ELF/VLF sounding equipment.

Indeed, it was a real pleasure to interact with these lively and talented,
research-dedicated electronics students at either the home base in Chofu-shi or
at the spaceous SRO in Sugadaira so beautifully embedded in one of Japan's
central mountain ranges. Whereas I found the research laboratories of Prof.
Takeo Yoshino both at Chofu-Shi and at Sugadaira to be in hospitable and clean
conditions, I dare to state here that the general conditions of orderliness and
cleanliness of the UEC-Campus plus surroundings leave a lot to be desired. Thus,
I hope that in my Phase II Report, I will not have to state that the UEC Campus
facilities are among the dirtiest I have seen anywhere. I consider this topic of
campus environmental conditions of great importance and will therefore devote a
special section to this Japanese problem in Chapter IV of this Phase I Report.

The many inspiring hours in the company with Prof. Takeo Yoshino who
introduced me, like no one else before, to so many different aspects of Japanese
basic, secondary and higher learning, academic, goverrmental and industrial
research institutions alike, will remain one of my greatest memories of life.
The debt I owe Prof. Takeo Yoshino cannot be repaid, however, I will do my Lest
to assist, wherever and whenever I will be able to, in his worthwhile research
efforts which truly stand alone on a very high platform.

Before concluding, I would like to add here that T also enjoyed many
discussions with Professor Tsutomu Suzuki and his able collaborators and students
on advancing subsurface pulse compression radar technology. we also visited the
Institute of Laser Science, one of the finest of its kind ai.ywhere, where
Professor Hiroshi Takuma is laboring with his large research staff on various
aspects of high energy eximer lasers.
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Interaction with Neighboring Research Institutes of the Kanto District
The location and especially guest house facilities, of the Campus of Denki

Tsushin Daigaku at Chofu-shi, removed from the center core of Tokyo, were ideal
for engaging in extensive and thorough interactions with neighboring academic,
governmental and industrial research institutes as well as R&D Engineering
Centers within the Kanto District. Whereas during the morning hours, we were
occupied with teaching and research matters, during most afternoons we visited
some of the great number of most outstanding R&D&M facilities of the Kanto
District which cannot easily be duplicated anywhere. In the following only scne
of the many places visited are listed.

Academic Research Institutes
Due to the limited period of available time, a careful selection had t.. De

made which included:

a) University of Tokyo (Tokyo Daigaku)
Earthquake Research Laboratory
Prof. Takeshi Yukutake
Topic: Methods of electromagnetic earthquake precursor detection -

assessment of the current state-of-the-art.

b) Tokyo Kogyo Daigaku

bl) Electronics Department
Prof. Naohisa Goto and Makoto Ando

Topics: Electromagnetic theory and its application to antennas and
propagation

b2) Electro-Optics Department
Prof. Yasuharu Suematsu, Dean of El. Eng.
Prof. Yoshiyuki Naito, Foreign Acad. Affairs Rep.

Topics: (1) Establishment of Academic & Research Exchange Agreement between
Tokyo Kogyo Daigaku and UTIC

(2) Coordination of US and Japanese Engineering Educational
Programs for Asian countries

b3) Earthquake Prediction Research center
Prof. Tsuneji Rikitake

Topics: Assessment of current electro-talluric research in earthquake
prediction

c) Tokyo National Collece of TechnoloW
The President's Office
Dr. Toshio Sekiguchi, Prof. & President

Topic: Enrichment of engineering curricula to include more courses and
emphasis on environmental quality protection, improvement and
control: water quality, air quality, radiation quality [monitoring
and control], ecological quality, recreational resources quality
and health quality.
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d) Waseda Universit'
Physics Department
Prof. Mikio Namiki

It was a real delight to meet again with Prof. Mikio Namiki the famed theo-
retical physicist, and to be introduced to the most beautiful University Gardens
I have ever seen in Japan or elsewhere. Waseda is a real pearl within a sea of
stormy clusters of houses, streets and urban city activities.

Topic: The foundations of living, learning and researching and how to

improve on our earthly and spiritual sphere of existence.

Governmental Research Laboratorie3

Some of the most important National Japanese Research Laboratories are
located in the Kanto District and particularly on the western periphery of Tokyo
of which Prof. Takeo Yoshino introduced me to

(a) Radio Research Laboratory (DENPA KENKYUSHO)
Ministry of Post & Telecommunications
4-2-1 Nukui - Kitamachi
Koganei-shi, Tokyo 184
Dr. Noboru Wakai, Director General

This National Japanese Research Center in Electromagnetic Wave Engineering
has become one of the focal points of global research in terrestrial-satellite-
space comnunications covering almost all relevant research disciplines. Like all
of the other Japanese National Research Centers, it is well equipped and so are
its specialized Research Centers such as the Kashima Space Research Center. The
National Japanese RRL certainly has attained the high rank of research excellence
on the level of the FR German FTZ, and the former BELL Research Laboratories of
the USA. Because RRL is very close to the campus of Denki Tsushin Daigaku, next
to the beautiful Jin-Dai Botanic Garden of metropolitan Tokyo, I was able to make
repeated visits of my own and all of them turned out to be most inspiring
scientific events of which I wish to recall the following:

(a-l) Office of Radio Physics

Dr. Tomohiro Oguchi, Chief Scientist

Topic: Advancement of polarimetric diversity radar polarimetry

(a-2) Remote Sensing Research
Dr. Hideyuki Inomata, Chief

Topic: Advancement of polarimetric SAR

(a-3) Radio Wave Propagation & Remote Sensing
Dr. Ken-ichi Okamoto, Chief
Dr. Takeshi Manabe

Topic: Analysis of major scattering objects within propagation path in
the m-to-sub-mm wavelength region

(a-4) Special Anplications Divinion
Dr. Nobuyosni Fugono, CHe--
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Topic 1: Optical/IR remote sensing and SIR-B/C shuttle imaging radar;
polarimetric weather satellite imaging radar

Topic 2: VLBI Experiment (Kashima): GPS-satellite

(a-5) Atmospheric Radio Science
Dr. Kozo Takahashi, Chief
Dr. Yoshihisa Masuda

Topic 1: Acoustic sounding experiment (MU-radar with Kyoto University)
Topic 2: VLBI-experiment at Kashima Space Radar System - Collaboration

with Prof. Takeo Yoshino
Topic 3: Sub-ocean earthquake precursor radiowave emission detection

studies

(a-6) Antenna Research Section
Dr. Tasuku Teshirogi

Topic: Polarization adaptive antenna design and applications in imaging
radar systems

(b) Institute for Space & Aeronautical Sciences: ISAS
ISAS: University of Tokyo Campus, 4-6-1 Komaba, Meguro-Ku, Tokyo 153

ISAS - Sagamihara Campus: New Testing Facility
ISAS - Uchinoura Launch Facilities

Whereas, the National Aeronautical & Space Development Agancy (of Japan:
NASDA) with its main facilities in Tsukuba (NASDA, Space Center) and Tanegashima
(Launch Facilities) are mainly involved in industrial applications as for
example, the launching of conmiunications satellites; ISAS was created to deal
purely with scientific space & aeronautical exploration similar to the functions
of DFVLR (German Aerospace Research Establishment: Deutsche Forschungs- und
Versuchs - Anstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt) but quite different from ESA and
NASA. Thanks to Professor Kyohei Fujimoto, I was able to visit the NASDA Tsukuba
Space Center repeatedly and thanks to the unselfish willingness of Prof. Takeo
Yoshino, I was able to visit many of the excellent facilities cf ISAS at Komaba,
Sagamihara, Uchinoura (Kagoshima Space Center), and USUDA Deep Space Radio
Observatory which provided me with one of the best possible introductions to the
current Japanese state of HI-TECH Space Science & Technology.

For a country of the size and the population of Japan, the quality and the
excellence of the facilities as well as its carefully selected research staff are
not only impressive but mind-boggling because of the displayed discipline,
organization and strict resources conservation, i.e., one certainly is given the
encouraging feeling that at least somewhere every penny is thoughtfully expended
for the proper purpose.

Here, I wish to take the opportunity and express my sincere thanks to all
of my hosts, Profs. Kyohei Fujimoto, Yasumitsu Miyazaki and in particular Takeo
Yoshino for opening so many doors for me. It is impossible to proierly account
for all of the many new inspiring contacts made, and only a very succinct summary
is provided here at this time.
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(b-i) ISAS - Komaba
Office of the Director General
Prof. Dr. Minoru Oda
Drs. Masayuki Itoh and Yasuto Imai

Topic: Extension of Radon Projection Tomography to vector diffraction
tomography and its application to x-ray/radio astronomic imaging
(extension of Bracewell's initial studies)

Remote Sensing Division
Dr. Haruto Hirasawa, Chief
Dr. Zen-ichi Yamamoto
Dr. Ko-ichiro Oyama

Topic: Advancement of ground truth assessment in polarimetric space SAR
imaging applications

Insnection of Research Facilities
Various divisions of the analytic & computer data processing research

divisions of ISAS-Komaba were visited which impressed me because of its wide
international scope of research interaction.

(b-2) ISAS - Sagamihara (New Main Campus & Test Facilities)
After a site visit of the testing facilities for research satellites by

Profs. Yoshino and Hayashi, I was permitted to participate as an observer at an
Experimenter's Meeting for the launch preparations of satellites EXOS-D and
ASTRO-C

Topic: Japanese Research Contributions to the Observations of the Halley
Comet (NATURE, 1986 May 15 - Special Issue)

(b-3) ISAS - USUDA Deep Seace Observatory
During the four visits of the UEC - Sugadaira Space Radio Observatory,

Prof. Takeo Yoshino also introduced me to the superb facilities of the Nobeyama
Radio Astronomical Observatory of the Japanese Universities Research Counsel
(Tokyo, Nagoya, Kyoto, Tohoku, etc.) with its (both) various large size antenna
array systems and the USUDA Deep Space (40m dish) Observatory. Of great interest
was the establishment of the very long base line (VLBI) interferometer [Kashima
(RRL), Nobeyama, USUDA (ISAS) -+ Sugadaira (UEC)] and Prof. Yoshino's current
engagement in setting up an additional 18m dish antenna. Again, I could fill a
book on all the worthwhile and important observations made and thus, I shall
summarize with the finding that the integrated system of Japanese Space Research
associations/institutes/etc. (RRL, ISAS, NASDA, Universities, etc.) have provided
for us (the international scientific research community) an immense scientific
facility for studying hitherto untouched problems of aeronomic and geophysical
research on terrestrial tectonic plate motions. Such a facility can only be
created in a country with the scientific, technological and administrative
structure like Japan has developed with sincere determination over the past
century. When interacting with the many scientists, engineers, technologists and
administrators on all levels, I found a spirit of joyful dedication and also
deserved pride in their national accomplishments. However, much more so did I
find everywhere the desire to share their gained wisdom and expertise with the
international research community for the steady improvement of terrestrial living
conditions Although I found the Japanese scientists and engineers to be a
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little too egocentric, I did not discover greediness but rather a childlike
desire of sharing with all of us what they had achieved over the past century.
In my opinion, it is now up to the rest of the world to accept the offer and come
to visit Japan and study more about their undoubtedly superior "way of life and
achievement in profession".

Topics: Polarimetric radar imaging and its application in deep space
observations within the km-to-mu wavelength region

(b-4) ISAS - Kogoshima Space Center
Uchinoura-cho, Kimotsuki-gun, Kagoshima-ken
Dr. Saneo Watari, Chief Manager and Director of Facility

During a scientific research visit of Kyushu Island together with Prof.
Takeo Yoshino, which included some of the most impressive guided tours through
the ancient Japanese prefecture of Kagoshima with visits to the famed Kanoya
Naval Air Force Base and the Sakurajima Volcano Research Institute of Kyoto
University (Hakamakoshi Observatory), we were given a complete one-day site-visit
of ISAS - Rocket Launch Facilities. Especially impressive was the overall plan-
ning of the launch facilities, the coordination of rocket launch/tracking/re-
entry radar facilities with that of NASDA Tanegashima Island to the south, and
Kashima (RRL) and the ISAS-Sanriku Balloon Launching Site to the north which so
vividly demonstrated how intelligently and carefully the Japanese scientific
community is utilizing its geographical location on the north-southern chain of
small islands spread almost over the entire northern Pacific Orient. Although
the heavily used launch and data processing facilities will require extensive
collaboration of additional resources for modernization, again like everywhere
else, I was impressed by the dedication and resources conservation of the
operative and scientific staff.

Topic: After-effect of various recent rocket/space vehicle launch disas-
ters on the Japanese space research rocket launch activities
(answers: Japan will also most carefully readdress every aspect of
safety/precision/management of its launch facilities and
operations).

(b-5) ISAS - SANRIKU Baloon Center (Balloon Launching Facilities): SBC
One of my first research interactions with Prof. Takeo Yoshiro involved the
launching of relatively large research balloons for the monitoring of electric
a.c. power line harmonics radiation of the 50/60 Hz fundamental frequency. In
coordination with Prof. Yoshino's research on measuring such radiation not only
over and across the Japanese islands but also laterally toward the Pacific and
Japanese seas, a simple but quite effective system of controlling the azimuth of
a payload gondala has been developed. Making use of high altitude stratospheric
and low mesospheric winds flowing in different directions the boomerang operation
was developed, where the lower currents (15 Kim) during the summer weather are
westerlies and the higher ones (30 Km) are easterlies. 3uch a boomerang method
was also applied in our Canadian NSERC CCSS-Gimli Balloon Launch Facilities
studies of 1978 to 1982.

Topic: Development of Polarimetric (direction finding) ELF/VLF measurement
techniques for the detection of earthquake pressure radiation, etc.
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(c) Japan National Institute of Polar Research (NIPR)
9-10 Kaga, I-Chome
Itabashi-ku, Toyko 173
Dr. Ryo-ichi Fujii, Magnetospheric Physics.

The very impressive modern research and guesthouse facilities of NIPR are
packed away in the quiet northern suburb of Itabashi-ku and definitely justified
a visit due to the various ongoing research in meteorology, glaciology and
aeronomy for which polarimetric radar imaging methods will become one of the
essential tools in a more precise ground truth description of dynamic hydromete-
oric processes. Again, my sincere thanks are being extended to Prof. Takeo
Yoshino and Dr. Ryo-ichi Fujii and their colleagues Drs. Takashi Yamanouchi,
Hiroshi Kanzawa, Makoto Wada and Shuji Aoki for introducing me into thier
interesting polar research engagements.

Especially, I was introduced to the conjugate magnetic observation interac-
tion of the Japanese Antarctic Research Facilities at Syowa, Mizuho and
Molodezhnaya with those of the University of Iceland, Science Institute in
Reykjavik in the vicinity of Husafell, Isafjodur, and Husavik which I was to
visit lateron in September 1986.

Topic 1: Application of Polarimetric Radar Technology to Radar Meteorology
Topic 2: Discrimination of ELF/VLF/LF electromagnetic radiation signatures

generated by man-made, by solar-terrestrial interaction, geo-
telleric and geo-tectonic sources and its relevance to the early
detection and telemetry of earthquake precursor electromagnetic
radiation epicenter sources

(d) Japan Meteorological Agency, Seismology Observatories

Although a visit to the Headquarters at Tokyo was planned, due to scheduling
difficulties Prof. Takeo Yoshino was able to arrange for other visits at the
Matsushiro Seismological Observatory as well as at the Yatsugatake Geomagnetic
Observatory, Electromagnetic Earthquake Precursor Observing Station during one of
our visits to the UEC Sugadaira Space Radio Observatory.

(d-l) Matsushiro, Seismological Observatory
Japan Meteorological Agency
(member of ASRO Association of Seismic Research Observatories)
Matsushiro, Nagano-ken
Mr. Taizo Akiyama, Manager & Director

Hidden in one on the side valleys of the mighty river Shinano-Gawa near the
capital city Nagano of Nagano prefecture - one of the world's most active seismic
activity zones - lies the Matsushiro seismic observatory in a deep mine shaft
(used as a shelter by the Imperial Family during WW-II) which for any scientist,
whether seismologist or not, is one of the most impressive scientific
observatories in size, extension and multitude of scientific permanent as well as
modular testbed instrumentation facilities. In order to obtain a basis for
comparison Prof. Takeo Yoshino also arranged for us to inspect the nearby much
smaller standard
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Hokushin Micro-Seismology
Research Observatory, Tokyo University
Earthquake Research Laboratory

and
Yatsugatake Geomagnetic Observatory
Electromagnetic Precursor Observatory, Tokyo University
Earthquake Research institute
Mr. Shigeru Koyama, Chief

It was again most interesting to note that several interactive/interdigi-
tizing Japanese Research efforts in seismology/geo-electromagnetics exist and are
currently developing and expanding rapidly to include such novel methods as
telluric current earthquake precursor detection (Prof. Takeshi Yukutake,
University of Tokyo, Seismology Dept., Earthquake Research Laboratory),
geo-electric current anomaly observations (Prof. Tsuneji Rikitake, Tokyo Inst. of
Technology, Earthquake Disaster Prevention Research) and EM ELF/VLF earthquake
precursor radiation detection (Prof. Takeo Yoshino, UEC). Certainly, the
Japanese scientific and engineering R&D community has and is currently
contributing most impressively to the establishment of this new and important
scientific discipline of "geo-electromagnetic seismology" which may provide in
the not-to-distant future more reliable methods of early advance-detection of
earthquake epicenter allocation, etc.

Here, I wish to take the opportunity to express my sincere admiration about
the extraordinarily wide research scope, breadth/width but also depth of excution
and vision of aeronomic and geo-electromagnetic seismic terrestrial/global
science carried out and pursued with such dedication and love by Professor Takeo
Yoshino who has a hand in so many diverse aspects of pure and applied research.
My sincere thanks for letting me share into so many valuable hours of his
work-laden research are herewith sincerely acknowledged.

Industrial Research & Development Engineering Centers
The Kanto District contains one of the world's densest collections of

HI-TECH Electronics Research & Devleopment Engineering Centers and manufacturing
facilities of which I was fortunate to be invited for presentations of Special
Lectures, Research Short Courses and Panel Discussions at many occasions during
the past fifteen years. A special note of thanks goes to Profs. Toshio Sekiquchi
and Takeo Yoshino as well as their former students including Prof. Kyohei
Fujimoto, Drs. Ken-ichi Kagoshima, Takao Namiki as well as Dr. Kiyoshi Nagai who
opened the doors of many advanced concepts R&D centers which are not commonly
visited by National and foreign "outsiders". In order to round off my overall
experiences, here some of the many visits are being summarized.

(a) The Furukawa Electric Company
Research & Development Division
6-1 Marunouchi, 2-Chome
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100

Dr. Hidesaburo Nakano, Director & Chief of Engineering
Mr. Masami Iwasaki, Deputy General Manager

CTM Development, R&D Division
Mr. Takao Namiki, Deputy Manager

Fibre Optics, R&D Division
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My first real longlasting contacts with the Japanese Electronics Industry
resulted from my interaction with Mr. Takao Namiki, former student of Profs.
Toshio Sekiguchi and Yasuharu Suematsu and with Mr. Masami Iwasaki dating back to
the International Microwave Power Conference, Edmonton, Alberta Canada (1969),
after which both visited the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada, where R&D
in high tension electric powerline transmission as well as microwave power
heating was carried out. During almost every visit to the Kanto District our
previous contacts were re-established and expanded including R&D on high speed
monorail mass transit, electo-optical and fiber-optics integrated circuitry. As
a result of these long lasting friendships, I was able to meet and interact with
various engineers and scientists of the Furukawa Electric Company as well as of
its international sister company, Fujitsu Electric Company, during their visits
to Northern America, Europe and Austral-Asia.

With great delight, I am recalling my various visits of 1970/411, 1978 and
1986 to the Chiba Works of the Furukawa Electric Company, which provided the
continuity in assessing the true progress made over the years by the Japanese
industrial R&D.

My recent visit of June 1986 to the Electro-Optical Fibre Cable Manufac-
turing Division of the Furukawa Chiba works clearly demonstrated to me how with
dedication and persistance in the combined university-industrial advancement of
research development world leadership is attained; here in the manufacture of
graded-index optical fibres.

Topic: Advancement of fibre-optic integrated electronic signal/image
processing with application to polarization radar (front-end)
systems design

(b) Toshiba, R&D Center
Komukai, Toshiba-ic-o 1
Saiwa-ku, Kawasaki-shi 210
Dr. Kiyoshi Nagai, Director & Chief Scientist

Thanks to the continuing interaction with Dr. Kiyoshi Nagai, co-organizer
of the International Symposia on Antennas & Propagation, Japan in 1971 and 1978,
I was also able to monitor the dramatic expansion taking place more recently also
under the directorship of Dr. Nagai, in applied electromagnetics, radar signal
and image processing. Due to this long term interaction I was also able to
witness the strong electronics research interaction among Toshiba, SIEMENS (FRG),
PHILIPS (NL) and General Electric (USA).

Radar Electronics Division
Mr. Tasuku Mlorooka (former student of Toheo Yoshino)
Dr. Takeo Fukuda, Manager, Electronics Equipment Lab.
Dr. Yoshihiko Mikuni

Topic: Advancement of polarimetric radar research and its applications

(c) Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
OfunaiKamaku ra Works
325 Kamimachi-ya
Kamakura-shi, Kanagawa-ken 247
Ofuna R&D: Dr. Take-ichi Sato
Kamakura R&D: Dr. Takashi Katagi
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My visit to the Mitsubishi R&D centers in 1986, the third since 1971/1978,
was directed mainly toward communications satellite electronics development in
coordination with that carried out at NASDA and ISAS as well as with

Dr. Yoji Furuhama, Director
Optical & Radio Sciences R&D
Advanced Teleconmmuniations Research Institute (ATR International)
Twin 21 MID Tower, 2-1-61, Shiromi
Higashi-ku, Osaka 540

with whom we carried out very timely discussions regarding the concepts for plan-
ning a new Science & Technology City in the Kyoto-Nara-Osaka triangle similar to
establishing the Tsukuba Science City and the Toyohashi Technology City. During
the various discussions on this topic, the importance of integrating a stronger
foreign wing (i.e., engagement by foreign universities and industry) was stressed
and re-emphasized.

Again, at Mitsubishi, smilar to visits of other Japanese industrial R&D
centers, it must be observed how drastically inter-factory environmental protec-
tion measures have been advanced during the past fifteen years. Thus, next to
leadership in Electronic Devices R&D&M (manufacture), we are currently witnessing
how the Japanese industry is carrying out a major brainstorm on how to best
tackle the complicated problem of maintaining and improving on environmental
quality. My personal guess is that Japan within a very short span of time (say
ten years) will become the cleanest and most purfied industrial nation as regards
environmental control. In summary, it was a pleasure to visit the manufacturing
and R&D facilities not only of Toshiba but in particular of Mitsubishi in one of
the previously most polluted corners of the universe.

Topic: Advancement in the design of monolythic polarimetric phased array
antenna system design concepts

(d) NTT - Nippon Tele rah & Telephone Corporation

(d-l) NTT Radio Comaunications Laboratory
1-2356 Taki, Yokosuka-shi
Kanagawa-ken 238-03

(d-2) NIM Basic Research Laboratory
9-11 Midori-machi, 3 chome
Musashino-shi, Tokyo 180

YOKOSUKA MLTSASHINO
Dr. Eng. Sh-uic'hindo, Chief Dr. Isao Masuda, Chief
Dr. Eng. Makoto Yoshikawa Dr. Takunori Mashiko
Dr. Ken-ichi Kagoshima Dr. Noriyoshi Ozumi
Dr. Yuji Nagashima Dr. Kei-ichi Ueno

Together with Prof. Takeo Yoshino, I was given the opportunity to visit for
the first time both the N'If Radio Communications Lab. at Yokosuka by invitation
of Dr. Ken-ichi Kagoshima, the former student of Prof. Toshio Sekiguchi, and by
Dr. Kei-ichi Ueno, the student of Prof. Takeo Yoshino. In both cases
electromagnetic vector wave propagation research was discussed placing emphasis
on recent advances in polarimetric radar metrology.
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Topic (Yokosuka): Polarimetric rain forward/backward scattering analyses
(Dr. Makoto Yoshikawa)

Topic (Musashino): Vector diffraction tomography (Deep sounding using dual
polarization radio wave analyses)

(e) The Nippon Electric Corporation
NEC Space Development Division
4035 Ikebe-cho, Midori-ku
Yokohama 226

Mr. Hironori Hara, Dep. Manager General
Mr. Takeshi Orii, Eng. Manager
Dr. Hideo Ono, Chief Engineer, Space Systems
Dr. Hiromu Kashihara, Chief Engineer, Electro-Optics
Mr. Katsutoshi Nakada, Aerospace Engineer

To visit the NEC Space Development Division at Yokohama, prepared and ar-
ranged so masterfully by Prof. Takeo Yoshino, was certainly one of the top rank-
ing of so many outstanding visits to Japanese R&D Engineering Centers. It only
takes a short stroll through these most perfected R&D&M facilities to recognize
that NEC must rank among the "ICHI-YAMAS" of international HI-TECH industries. I
was given a most impressive succinct review of the overall but also specific-rel-
evant-to-my-interest R&D reviews and selected guided tours through their world
reknowned electro-optic fibre integrated supra-high speed signal/image processing
device manufacture/packaging division.

Instead of visiting the

NEC Fuchu Plant
Guidance & Electro-Optics Division
1-10 Musashino-cho, Fuchu-shi, Tokyo 183

near UEC - Chofu-shi, Dr. Katsutoshi Nakada provided an overview of recent R&D&N
advances as well as application of the first "Non-von-Neumann High-Speed (circu-
lar buss) Computer: NEDIPS (NEC Data Image Processing-Computer System) so that
his colleagues of the Yokohaiii Plant all could partake in an interesting, thought
provoking discussion on the design of electro-optic fibre optic-integrated mono-
lythic phased-array antenna and polarimetric SAR systems design with near-to-
real-time vector signal/matrix image processing using future versions of NEDIPS.

Topics: (1) Polarimetric radar front-end systems design
(2) Dual polarization adaptive real aperture radar imaging
(3) Monolythic electro-optic phased-array dual polarization

antenna systems

(f) Visits Planned to Other Industrial R&D Enaineering Centers
Due to the acute time-scheduling limitations, visits planned during Phase I

had to be postponed to the Phase II visit which will include visits to the Japan
Radio Corporation, Fuchu-shi; the NISSAN Research and Development Center,
Yokosuka; the HITACHI R&D Center, Kokubunji-shi; the Furukawa R&D Center,
Shinagawa-ku; and the Matsushita R&D Center in Fujisawa-shi.

In summary, my visits to the industrial R&D centers within the Kanto
District to me had become such a memorable chain of important events mainly due
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to the many connections of Profs. Takeo Yoshino and Toshio Sekiguchi, whom I wish
to thank once more including all of their former students and colleagues.

Foreign Research Offices
As a national and citizen of -•e United States of America, a former citizen

of Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany (West), and of Papua New Guinea (PNG),
Australia, I consider it my true responsibility to maintain contacts with the
scientific divisions of my past countries of citizenship and particularly of the
USA, and for completeness sake, here I am listing the Far East Branch Offices
with whom I was in continual contact:

(a) The Embassy of the United States of America,
Science and Technology Division
10-5, Akasaka, 1-chome
Minato-ku, Tokyo 106
Attn: Dr. Richard Getzinger, Director

Dr. Paul Di Angelo

(b) The U.S. Department of the Navy
Offices of Naval Research/Technology
Science Liaison Office: Far East Branch
Akasaka Press Center
7-23-17 Roppongi
Minato-ku, Tokyo 106
Attn: Dr. George B. Wright, Director

(c) U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research - Far East Branch
ibid
Attn: Dr. James W. Wolfe, Chief Electronics Division

Dr. Soon Park, Chief Technology Division

(d) U.S. Army, Army Research Office - Far East Branch
ibid
Attn: New Appointment

Although I found out to my surprise and certainly also distress that great
apprehension exists among Japanese researchers of all section, industrial,
governmental and particularly academic R&D institutes toward having any relations
with foreign R&D Liaison Offices, and especially toward the US-DoD Far East
Branch Offices, I made it one of my special assignments to break down fences
created by misunderstanding. Namely, during my visits to the Akasaka Press
Center in Roppongi, I did not experience or witness any type of hostile actions
toward Japan. On the contrary, I found that a rather openminded, friendly
atmosphere prevailed under the able directorship of Dr. George B. Wright and,
therefore, I wish to invite my Japanese scientific friends and colleagues of
academia, government and industry to reassess their positions and to contribute
toward the

Scientific Bulletin
Department of the Navy
Office of Naval Research, Far-East
Department of the Air Force
Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Far-East
ISSN: 0217-7077
ONR Liaison Office, Far East
APO San Francisco, CA 96503-0007
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with executive summaries and current updates of their R&D&M activities for the
improvement of international relations and particularly for strengthening the
ties between the United States Of America and Japan.

(c) Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany
5-10, Minami Azabu 4-chome
Minato-ku, Tokyo 106
Science & Technology Division

(d) The Canadian Embassy
3-38, Akasaka, 7-chome
Minato-ku, Tokyo 106
Science & Industry Division

2.D RESEARCH INTERACTION WITH THE UNIVERSITIES (NPU, NWTCEI, NW

JIAO-TONG) OF XIAN, SHAANXI PROVINCE, P.R. CHINA

HOST INSTITUTION 4

(D1) Northwestern Polytechnical University Faculty of Electrical and
Electronics Engineering, Applied Physics and Wave-Propagation Institute
Xian, Shaanxi Province, P.R. China
(88) 29-51491

Host/Coordinator
Prof. Dr. Liu, Yuang-Yong, Vice President
Prof. Chen, Guo-Ruy, Head, Electrical Engineering
Prof. Zhang, De-Chang, Head, Applied Math.
Prof. Lin, Shi-Ming, Coordinator

Collaborating Institutes/Universities in Xian

(D2) Northwestern Telecommunications Engineering Institute (NWTCEI)
Department of Electromagnetic Engineering
Xian, Shaanxi Province
(88) 29-53291
Attn: Prof. Chen, Huai-Chen, Vice-President

Prof. Bohan, Qiang, Director, Institute of Scientific Research
Prof. Wang, Mao-Guang, Director, Electrical Engineering
Prof. Wang, Yi-Ping, Co-director, Electrical Engineering
Prof Mao, Yu-Kuan, Associate Director, Electrical Engineering
Dr. GE, Dao-Bin, Associate Professor

(D3) Xian (NW) Jiao-Tong University
Department of Information and Control Engineering
Institute of Radio Engineering and Radar
Xian, Shannxi Province, P.R. China (88) 29-32911
Attn: Prof. Shi, Wei-Xiang, President

Prof. Jiang Deming, Vice President
Dr. Wang, Wen-Bing, Prof. & Director
Dr. Yang, Ru-Gui, Prof. & Department Head

(D4) Xian Radio & Radar Technology Institute
Radar Antenna & Signal Processing Division
Xian, Shaanxi Province, P.R. China
Attn: Dr. Chen, Cao, Professor
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(D5) China Academy of Electronic Technology
NW China Research Institute of Electronic Equipment
Radar Signal Processing Division
Math. Methods Department
Mei-Xian, Shaanxi Province, P.R. China
Attn: Dr. Gao, Xiao-Ju, Prof. & Director

Dr. Yang, Cheng-Lin, Prof. & Department Head

RESEARCH PLANS

(1) Development of High-Resolution Radar Target Description using
Electromagnetic Inverse Scattering Techniques

(2) Application and Extension of Kennaugh's Radar Target Characteristic
Theories to High Resolution Polarimetric Radar Signal Analysis

(3) Advancements of the fundamental theories of polarization radar
technology

(4) Advancement of Electromagnetic Inverse Theories and Techniques
applicable to Radar Remote Sensing and Subsurface Radar Sounding

Research Lectures

A. Electromagnetic Inverse Problem
B. Kennaugh's Physical Optics Radar Target Ramp Response Method
C. Extension of Scalar to Tensorial Diffraction Tomography
D. Basic Radar Polarimetry and its Extensions
E. Recent Advances in High Resolution .olarimetric Signature Analysis
F. The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem Applied to High Resolution Radar

Signature Analysis

Collaboration with Staff and Students

During my two recent CAST award fellowship visits to Xian of September 1985
and July 1986, I have provided in total eight days of solid lectures and
developed the basis for future active research collaboration and exchange of
mature and young scholars in the newly emerging science of "Inverse problems
in Electromagnetic Imaging". During the second visit I explored the
possibilitites of expanding on already existing research activities and
collaboration developed during the Visiting Scholar Award tenure of Prof.
Lin, Shi-Ming to UIC-EECS/CL of 1985 November to 1986 May, and with Assoc.
Prof. Ge, Dao-Bing during his repeated visits to the USA and Europe.

During my July 1986 research visit I had presented an Advanced Research Short
Course Lecture series which was attended by about forty-five (45) to sixty
(60) radar research experts from all over China including the following
out-of town radar experts:

1. Nanjing Institute of Technology, Radio Department
Prof. Wu, Shu-Mei
Prof. Zhang, Wen-Xiao
Prof. Chen, Xiao-An

2. Peking University, Radio Electronics
Prof. Miao, Jan-Gang
Dr. Liu, Yong-Hua
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3. Dalian Marine College, Radio Engeneering
Prof. Li, Zhi-Xin

4. University of Science & Technology of China, Beijing
Dr. Sun, Huai-Ye

5. WVhan University, Space Physics
Prof. Zhou, Cheng-Xi
Dr. Zou, Li

6. East China Institute of Technology, Electr. Engr.
Dr. Wang, Gao-Feng

7. Hefei Polytechnical University
Prof. Yang, Jiang-Yin

8. Beijing Institute of Technology
Prof. Yang. Yan-Mei
Prof. Li, Shi-.Zhi

It was then decided after tnis short course that our research collaboration be
extended t.o include my Japanese host professors and that in a first step Prof.
Kye•hei Fujimoto be invited to provide a lecture short course in his field of
expertise during the 1987/88 academic sessions. During my entire stay in Xian, I
enjoyed the guidance and hostship of the post--graduate students of NPU NWTCEI,
including:

Misj Tang, Xiao-Gi, Mr. Li Ning,
Mr. Yuan Hao, Mr. Ma GCmu-.Zhanq,
I'r. Ding Jan, Mr. Guo Cheng-Jiang,
Mr. Chang Yu-Feng and Mr. See Cheo-Wei.

We also attended together 4 classic chinese opera, various literary and
musical presentations, visits to the outstanding museums within and around the
old city of Xian as well as leisurely hikes along the rebuilt massive road on top
of the ancient city wall.

Publ. ications

W-M. Boerner (invited), Inverse Methods in Electromagnetic Scattering,
'tranrslated in Chinese by Prof. Lin, Shi-Ming), China IECE Trans A&P Journal, in
print (Spring 1987)

W4-I4. Boerner (invited), Recent r'lvances in Radar Polarimetry-A succinct Review
(translated by Prof. Lin, Shi-Ming), China IECE Tzans. A&P Journal,Fall 1987

Lin, Shi-Ming and W-M. Boerner, Some Properties of the Kennaugh Ramp Response and
the First Order Correction for the Bistatic Case- A Frequency Domain Analysis,
Submitted to Radio Sci., Oct. 1986

Lin, Shi-Ming and W-m. Boerner, Some Properties of t~he Ker~naugh Ramp Response and
the First Order Correction for the Bistatic Case-- A Time Domain Analysis,
accepted by China IECE Trans. A&P Journal, Fall 1987.

Lin, Shi-Ming and W-M. Boerner, On the Descretc Radon Transform in three
ODiensioas, in preparation, JOSA, 1987/88.

Lin, Shi-Ming and W-M. Boerner, On the radar scattering matrix and the ramp
response for the dielectric object case, in preparation, Radio Science, 1987/88
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Interaction with Neighboring Academic Governmental and Industrial Research
Institutes

The rapidly expanding metropolitan area of Xian has been chosen to become one
of about five major radio/radar electronics and space electro-optics Research &
Development & Manufacturing centers of PR China under the auspices of the PRC
Ministry of Aviation & Aerospace Industry. Therefore, most of the not easily
overseeable academic, governmental & industrial R&D institutes and centers, and
there is a great many of them in and around Xian, are geared toward radar
electronics and electro-optics, and in turns, the academic teaching and research
activities are to provide background education in these areas of HI-TECH
specialization.

During my first two stays of very limited durations I was given the
opportunity to visit mainly academic (NPU, NW Jiao-Tong, NWTCEI, NW MiningInstitute), a few governmental Research Laboratories (Xian Radio & Ra*rl
Laboratory Institute, China Academy of Electronic Technology/Radar SiL"':L
Processing: Mei-Xian) and only one industrial laboratory (Xian Optics
industries). Because the visits were rather succinct no detailed reports are
provided here.

However, my short course lecture series was so arranged that one day of
presentation out of the total of eight days was each presented at NW Jiao-Tong
and at NWTCEI.

During the relaxing after-evening lecture gatherings, there existed ample
opportunity for strong research interaction with research experts from Xian and
elsewhere. Especially it was interesting to note that young Chinese Scholars
prefer a research stay in Western Europe over North America and Japan.
Whereas most Chinese engineering scientists are rather fluent in English and to
some lower degree in French, German and Russian, there existed little linguistic
capabilities of the Japanese language. However, almost all engineering scientists
expressed the desire that after a first prolonged visiting scholarship tenure in
the Occident and/or North America, they would very strongly like to also spend at
least one or two years in Japan. A
Essentially, they all agreed that it would be qf greatest benefit to the Chinese
engineering scientists if a triangular research interaction system Occident/North
America -Japan/XoreaiTaiwan -PR China could be developed over the nearer
future.

Indeed, there existed all over a great longing for increased interaction with
the outside world, expansion of the educational and academic institutions in
China which have suffered most severely during the past cultural revolution.

Here, we need to emphasize that in most smaller rural communities there do
not exist formal school instructions, that illitracy in PR China is rampant and
that "true self-education" without "formal school education" is being widely
practiced. Thus, it is not surprising to find that institutes of higher learning
(technical colleges) provide entrance examinations for "self-educated
applicants"! These indeed are very interesting developments which require sincere
attention because new avenues of by-passing the strict castication of a formal
school system may be developed which allow "late developers" to obtain a fairer
chance of receiving a good university education. Certainly, this topic
should also be great concern to Japanese educators as a whole.
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III RESEARCH TRAVEL, LECTURE PRESENTATIONS, VISITATIONS & ATIENDANCE OF CULTURAL
ACTIVITIES

3.0 ynopsis
In this chapter the chronological listing of research travel activities,

visitations and academic, governmental and industrial institutions, foreign
research/science liaison offices as well as of cultural events are provided
together with summaries of observations made du:ing travel and discussions which
I consider relevant. Due to the fact that I had been provided with the opportun-
ity to interact on so many different levels in so many varied domains of the
Japanese sphere of life, it is impossible to draw concise conclusions, and there-
fore a telegram-style of succinct listing of events is adopted.

3.1 CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF SPECIFIC RESEARCH/CULTURAL VISITATIONS BY DATE/
LOCATION/CONTACT

3.1A Visitation of Academic Institutions

"Optical Inverse Scattering", University of Electro-Communications, Institute for
Laser Science (Prof. Hiroshi Takuma), April 12, 1986.

"Radar Polarimetry", Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, April 16, 1986.

"Inverse Problems in Geo-Electromagnetism (with T. Yoshino), Sugadaira Space
Research Observatory, UEC, Sugadaira, Tokyo, April 19, 1986.

"Early Detection of Electromagnetic Earthquake Precursor Radiation (with T.
Yoshino), Yatsugatake, Japan Earthquake Research Institute, Tokyo University,
April 21, 1986.

"Electromagnetic Inverse Problems", Tsukuba University of Science, Tsukuba, April
25, 1986.

"Polarimetric Perception by Insects, Fish, Birds, Mammals and Man", Toyohashi
University of Technology (Toyohashi Gijutsu Kagaku Daigaku), Department of
Physiological Electronics, May 7, 1986.

"Interrelation of Geo-electromagnetic Earthquake Precursor Radiation and
Atmospheric Optic Observatory", Nagoya University, Research Institute of
Atmospherics, Toyokawa, May 8, 1986.

"The Electromagnetic Imaging Problem and the Detection of Buried Obstacles",
Toyohashi University of Technology, Toyohashi, May 15, 1986.

"Electromagnetic Inverse Problems and High Resolution Radar Imaging", Kyoto
University, Electromagnetics Department, Kyoto, May 16, 1986.

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem", Osaka University, Department of Electronic
Communication Engineering, Osaka, May 19, 1986.

"Electromagnetic High Resolution Imaging", Osaka Denki Tsushin Daigaku, Osaka,
May 20, 1986.

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem", Kyushu University, Fukuoka, invitation. by
the Japan Institute of Electronics & Communications Engineering, Annual
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(Tokyo/Kyushu Chapter) Meeting, May 27, 1986.
"Radar Polarimetry", Denki Tsushin Daigaku, Department of Applied Electronics,
Radar Laboratory, Chofu-shi, May 30, 1986.

"Electromagnetic Earthquake Precursor Sensing and Identification", Denki Tsushin
Daigaku, Sugadaira Space Radio Observatory, May 31, 1986.

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem", Tohoku University, Electrical Engineering
Department, Sendai, June 23, 1986.

"Radar Polarimetry", Iwate University, Electrical Engineering, Morioka, June 24,
1986.

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem", Hokkaido University, Electronic
Engineering Department, Sapporo, June 25, 1986.

"Detection of ZM Earthquake Precursor Radiation", Akita University, Geology
Department, Akita, June 27, 1986.

"Electromagnetic Deep Sounding and Imaging", Niigata University, Electronic
Engineering Department, Niigata, June 28, 1986.

"The Optical Inverse Scattering Problem", Tokyo Kogyo Daigaku, Opt. Electronics,
O-Okayama, Meguro-ku, June 30, 1986.

"Research Short-Course Lectures on Inverse Methods in Electromagnetic Imaging",
Institute of Applied Mathematics and Electromagnetic Wave Propagation,
Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xi'an, Shaanxi, PR-China, July 3 to 10,
1986.

"Current State-of-the-Art in Sensing and Detection of EM Earthquake Precursor
Radiation", Science Institute, University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Sept. 11-12,
1986.

"Collaborative Academic/Research Interaction Between the University of Iceland
and the University of Illinois at Chicago, Faculty of Engineering, School of
Engineering, University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Sept. 12, 1986.

3.1B Visitation of Governmental Institutions

"Electromagnetic Problems and Ocean Wave Imaging", invited lecture at the
Institute of Applied Physics, Educational Media Center, University of Tsukuba,
Japan, April 7, 1986.

"Polarimetric SAR Imaging", invited lecture at the NASDA, Electromagnetics
Division, Tsukuba, Japan, April 9, 1986.

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem and Rain Scatter Analysis", invited lecture
at the Japan Ministry of Posts & Telecommunications, Radio Research Laboratory,
Koganei-shi, Tokyo, Japan, April 11/15/22, 1986.

"Electromagnetic Imaging of Underground/Sea/Ice Objects", invited lecture at the
Japan Naticnal Institute of Polar Research, Itabashi-ku, Tokyo, June 16 (AM),
1986.
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"Interpretation of Polarimetric SAR Imaging", invited lecture at ISAS-Komaba,
Remote Sensing Division, Japan, June 16 (PM), 1986.

"Polarimetric Radar Meteorology", invited lecture at the Japan Meteorological
Research Institute, Tsukuba, June 20 (AM), 1986.

"Detection of Electromagnetic Earthquake Precursor Radiation", invited lecture at
the Japan National Center for Disease Prevention, Earthquake Prediction Division,
Tsukuba, June 20 (PM), 1986.

"Polarimetric SAR Image Interpretation", invited lecture at the Ministry of Posts
& Telecommunications, Radar Research Laboratory, Remote Sensing Division, Tokyo,
July 1, 1986.

3.1C Visitation of Industrial Institutions

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem in High Resolution Radar Target Imaging",
Toshiba RDE Center, Kawasaki, Tokyo, April 18, 1986.

"Radar Polarimetry and Satellite Remote Sensing", Mitsubishi (Kamakura/Ofuna
works), Kamakura, April 18, 1986.

"Electromagnetic Inverse Problems", Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Co., Yokosuka,
Electronics Communication Lab., April 23, 1986.

"Optical Inverse Problems and High Speed Opto-Electronic Signal Processing", The
Furukawa Electric Co., Chiba, April 24, 1986.

"Optical and Millimeter-wave Precision Imaging Using Electromagnetic Inverse
Methods", Suzuki Motor Co., Kosai Plant, Shizuoka, May 07, 1986.

"Polarization Perception by Insects, Fish, Eel, Birds, Mamnmals and Man", The
Japan National Institute for Physiologic Electronic Sciences, Okazaki, May 9,
1986.

"Use of Millimeter-wave Radar in Traffic Control", Honda Electronics Research
Center, Toyohashi, May 13 (AM), 1986.

"High Resolution m-to-nun-wave Imaging", Riken EM (Absorbers), Inc., Nagoya, May
13 (PM), 1936.

"The Electromagnetic Inverse Problem and High Resolution (Precision) Imaging in
the m-to-sub-mm wavelength Region", Toyota Research Laboratory, Nagakute, Aichi,
May 14 (AM), 1986.

"Applications of Electromagnetic Imaging Methods to Design of Millimeter
Precision Robot Control in Auto-Motion", Brothers Industries, Mizuho-ku, Magoya,
May 14 (AM), 1986.

"Electromagnetic Imaging of Underground Obstacles", NCC Musashino Research
Laboratory, Musashino, May 28, 1986.

"High Resolution Polarimetric Radar Imaging", Nippon Electric Company, NEL Space
Development Division, Yokohama, May 29, 1986.
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"High Resolution Radar/Ladar Imaging", Furukawa Electric Company, Opt.
Fiber/Integrated Circuits Division, Chiba, June 17, 1986.

"Use of Millimeter-wave Radars in Traffic Flow Control", Hitachi Central Research
Laboratories, Kokubunji, Tokyo, June 19, 1986. _

3.2 MAJOR RESEARCH TRAVEL INCLUDING HOST INSTITUTION RESEARCH OBSERVATIONS &
VISITS
In addition to the many one-day short site visits with lecture presenta-

tions, listed in Section 3.1, the various off-host-campus research travel is here
summarized into four separate major research travels.

3.-2A NORTHERN HONSHU/HOKKAIDO ISSLAND TRAVEL
With the acquisition of a Seven (7) Day Japan Rail Travel Pass from JTB-

Chicago Foreign Branch Office and the kind assistance of Prof. Kyohei Fujimoto, a
One-week rail-round trip was planned and executed:

Tsukuba/Ueno - Sendai - Ichinoseki - Morioka - Aomori - Hakodate - Sapporo -
Hakodate - Aomori - Hirosaki - Noshiro - Akita - Shibata - Niigata - Takazaki -

Ueno/Shinjuku.

Although I had no trouble in traveling by myself, certainly it would have
greatly faciliated my travel had JSPS made available a "National Visiting JSPS
Scientist Passport" similar to the one made available for Rhodes Scholars or
Alexander von Humboldt fellows (see attachment). I consider this one-week travel
most essential for the overall accomplishment of my JSPS-fellow tenure program,
as I will briefly summarize.

A.1 Visit of Cultural Sites & Nature Parks Around Tsukuba-Yama
Whenever I had spare time I enjoyed visiting the well-developing Tsukuba

Botanic Garden after having been given the privilege to enter the gardens early
in the morning long before official gate hours. Especially perfected is the
Japanese Wild Flower and Shrub Section, where I saw various rare and in nature
protected early spring flowers. It also was the senior curator, Dr. Tamotsu
Hashimoto, who referred me to the three-voltume encyclopedia on "Wild Flowers of
Japan" by Yoshisuke Satake, Jisaburo Ohi, et al., of which the short field copy
has been translated by the Smithsonian Institute, Washington, D.C./USA. During
one of my Botanic Garden excursions I also got to know the veterinarian Dr. Masao
Gotoh, his wife Yukie and children Michitaka and Sara with whom I had spent many
hours in the nature parks surrounding Tzukuba-Yama, where the Tsu-Tsu-Ji (azalea)
were in full blossom at the Tsu Gamma Ji shrine and the encroaching mountain
botanic garden.

The Gotoh's also happened to be dedicated collectors of Chinese and Japanese
ceramics, pottery, and chinaware and they introduced me to the Ceramics
(Yaki-Mono) Dictionary (Jiten) on Japanese porcelain Hurihiko Shimonaka,
Yaki-Mono-Jiten, Heibonsha, Ltd., 1984, ISBN-4-582-12901--3 (in Japanese) which I
acquired at the Maruzen Book Store in Nihonbashi, Tokyo. A translation into
English of this excellent encyclopedia is currently being prepared by the
Smithsonian Institute, Washington, D.C. and it should become very handy for a
collector of Japanese ceramics in that all local kilns of relevance are properly
listed such as the famed Kasama-Yaki created on the northern foothills of
Tsukuba-Yaxma and the more recent mashiko-Yaki which developed from it.
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Thus, I was very pleased when Prof. Kyokei Fujimoto, also a devoted amateur
painter, offered to guide me around Tsukuba-Yama in order to visit the local
kilns producing Kasama-Yaki, Mashiko-Yaki and various other types of ceramics
developed from those. Lateron, I was to visit the Kurita Museums both in
Ashikaga and Nihonbashi-Hamacho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, where a most pleasant collection
of Imari-Yaki and Nabeshima-Yaki of Saga-ken, Kyushu Island are displayed.

Provided with these precious guided lecture tours on "Nippon-Yaki" and
introduction to Japanese Wild Flowers and Shrubs, I was well prepared to leave
for my North-Honshu/Hokkaido Shinkansen/Special Express train tour starting at
Arakawa-Oki train station close to the TUS campus.

A.2 Visits of Sendai and Tohoku University
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
Aramaki Aoba
Sendai 980 - -
Attn: Prof. Saburo Adachi

Dr. Toru Uno
Dr. Akihiko Ohashi
Dr. Sei-ichi Takeuchi

Prof. Saburo Adachi first guided me to the new Sendai/Miyagi-ken Museum
complex which certainly is a very pleasant and delicate esthetic achievement in
modern architecture providing a very informative historical essay of Hasekura
Tsunenaga during the 17th century who was the first Japanese to visit renaissance
Europe. Unfortunately, the tremendous efforts and good contacts made by the
Japanese explorer Hasekura Tsunenaga ,were not used, ,-nd Japan instead withdrew
into seclusion. Yet, from our most pleasant morning vike throuyh the Buddhist
Temple gardens where I enjoyed the early blossoms of icis, one certainly may
conclude that it was not a wasted period but allowed Japan to contribute most
extensively to terrestrial culture by further perfecting its own artistic style
originating from Zen Buddhism. Here, it is No<rth mentioning that JSPS on behalf
of the Japanese Ministry of Education should embark in generating and creating
Japan's own world-wide chain of Institutes of Japanese Culture similar to the
Goethe Institute of the Federal Republic of West-Germiny. I would like to
anticipate that Sendai like Kobe, Hakodate and Kogoshima, for example, could
become guest cities to host such cultural institutions where we JSPS fellow
guests may be hosted to be introduced to past and current Japanese ways of life
(see Chapter 4, Section 4.6).

It was my third visit to the EE Oepartnent of To:ioku University which
definitely counts to be one of the leading .Zlectrical & Electronics Engineering
Sciences Institutes anywhere. I was vrry inrpressed by the research conducted
under the supervision of Prof. Saburo Adachi who is engaged in various electLo-
magnetic inverse scattering analyses.

Topics: (1) Uniqueness of solution of inhomogeneous slab problem (Kruger, Ames
Research Institute: Dr. Toru Uno)

(2) Polarization correction of Kenraugh-Cosgriff ramp response identit;
(Dr. B.-Y. Foo/UIC - Dr. Akihiko Ohashi): Proc 1E-.F 53(8),
pp. 1067/8, August 1965.

(3) Polarimetric Radar Target Imaging (Dr. Sei-ichi Takiuchi -
Dr. Alexander B. Kostinski)
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A.3 Visit of Hiraizumi/Ichinoseki, Morioka and ferry to Hakodate
Instead of using the Special Express Tohoku Shinkansen Sendai-Aoniori, I used

the earlier means of the Limited Express Shinkansen with stop in Ichinoseki and
used taxi to visit Hiraizumi and the beautiful Motsu-ji Ayame Matsuri iris
gardens containing all three major species of iris, the water iris Hana-Shobu,
the dry iris Ayame, and the wetlands Kakitsu-Bata. Although it was a "mad"
return-taxi rapid sightseeirnq tour, it has enticed me to return to Hiraizumi
during Phase II in order to study those beautiful temples, shrines and parks with
more lellsute.

Because of a delay for catching the next rapid special express from Morioka
to Aomori and the last ferry-boat with train connection in Hakodate to Sapporo, I
had some spare time in Morioka which I used for another "mad" taxi-roimd trip
including a site visit to the Iwate University in Morioka.

The Aomwi-Hakofate ferry to Hokkaido Island was a zrost entertaining adven-
ture regarding the interaction with the passengers. On the other band, it was
most depressing to wit/iess the alnust perfect environmental destruction of the
Matsuwan Bay and Tsugaru-Kaikyc Strait (ard lateron the Uchiura-wan Bay along
which the Hokkaido Line "expressed" for hours!). Certainly, there exists every
reason for the Japanese People to cleeau up the environmental mess created before,
during and after the blind WW Il industrial expansion phase.

A.4 Viuit of Saporo and Hokkaido University
Dept. of •Eec-rical Engineering
N-13, W-8 Kita-ku
Sapporo 060
Attn: Prof. Kiyohiko Itoh

Pro3f. Ichiro Fukai
Prof. Michio Suzuki

I enjoyed my second visit of 1986 to Sapporo, the Japanese Munich, just as
much as I did during my first visit of 1978, and in every sense I find it a
refreshing, pleasant city to live in. Prof. Kiyohiko Itoh first guided me
through the classical Botanic Garden of Hokkaido University which was created at
about the turn of the century. Hopefully, this precious garden will be able to
sustain the pressures from modern downtown developers and remain forever where it
is. Especially, I enjoyed the selected iris species of the type kakitsubata and
ayame. After viewing the Botanic Garden and the beautiful downtown campus of
Hokkaido University, Prof. Itoh introduced me to his colleagues and graduate
research students who impressed me sincerely by their breadth and depth of
knowledge.

Topics: (1) adaptive polarization switching techniques for microstrip
antenna arrays,

(2) development of polarization-adaptive beam steering & scaruiinq
array antennas.

A.5 Visits of Hakodate, Aomori, Hirosaki, Noshiro, Akita, Shibata and Niigata.
On my travel back with the first morning Hokkaido Line Express to H a]OZ.te

I enjoyed a one-hour rapid taxi-round trip both in Hakodate cnd Aomari visiting
famed historic sites. Especially, the historical city of Hakodate caught my
special attention due to its beautiful surroundings.
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The rapid express along the Uetsu-Line from Aomori via Hirosaki, Noshiro to
Akita, whete I stayed for one day, then continuing on via stop-over in Shibata to
Niigata was one of my most memorable train rides among the very many I had enjoy-
ed world-wide. The Uetsu-Line train traveZ along the Japan Sea Shore of the
Tohoku District provides, may be, one of the last glimpses into pre-modern
Japanese way of life, and this specific train travel is certainly most
recommendable for anyone who wishes to learn more about Japan. Especially, I
found Aiita with the OcL-Hanto peninsula to the northwest picture-book-like
"Japan", the way we learned about it in school. Again, due to severe
time-limitations I hired a taxi fnr a four hour round-trip with English-speaking
taxi driver which are indeed hard to come by in the northwestern corner of Honshu
Island. I was fortunate to be able to enjoy the most beautiful Akita Botanic
Garden where an extensive iris exhibit was in full bloom. Unfortunately, Prof.
Nato of Akita University was not in town and there was also little time left to
visit either the RRL-Observatory or the ISAS Rocket Research Facilities near
Akita....

Upon the kind advice of the curator of Akita Botanic Garden, I then embarked
for the next possible train to v:iew another even more complete iris
exhibit in the adlitary city of Snibata before turning in fcr the night into
the famed Italia-ken Hotel in Niigata. In Niigata I briefly toured by "rapid"
taxi the old downtown and the new suburban campuses cf the University of Ni~gata,
but I had no time to visit the Electrical Engineering Department with Prof. Takeo
Abe and Assoc. Prof. hasakazu Sengoku, whom I plan to visit more extensively
during Phase II.

In order to partake in acoustic radar research experimentation at RRL-
Koganei-shi, I could not stay longer in Niigata after attending the marriaqe of a
long-time friend in the Tokiwa-kaikan Marriage Institute close to the WW II
Veterans Memorial of Japan.

Leaving Sado-shima and Niigata behind, I returned to Ueno on the Joetsu
Shinkansen, another most memorable train ride across the North Central Honshu
mountain ranoe tnrough the most beautiful Niigata and Gumma prefectures. At the
Takasaki train station I interrupted this very Lapid ride and stopped over in
Ashikaga, Tochigi.-ken in order to re-visit the nearby Kurita Museum, before
returning to my home base in Shinjuku.

Although it was a "mad flying scientist's tour", it wilL always remain one
of my moct memorable solo-adventures through one of the most beautiful "hidden"
corners of the terrestrial sphere: The wustside cof the Tohoku District in Japan.

3,2B Visitations of the Sugadaira Space Radio Observatory through Saitama,
"Gu--ma, Nacano and XamanasE- Prefectures.

My FINAL Rum ORT on Pha-se I to JSPS would be incomplete if I would not be
adding a section on the splendid 3nd mrost carefully planned car tours in Prof.
Tek•k Yoshino's green Alfa Romeo, known of all over Japan with steering wheel on
the left side. D:uring my three la5t visits to the Kanto/Tohoku Districts of
1978, 19,95 and 1986, Prof. Yoshino has troubled himself to make me enjoy some of
the rc:,st learnied quided car tours through the Japanese Alps starting in Kyoto via
the Southerai, Central and Northern Alps all the way to Sendai. In the following,
I am selecting partial tours of the many car rides to Sugadaira which always
followed ancther coute, and piece them together to one representative round-trip.
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Usually -we would start out f rom the LTEC Campus in Chofu~-shi !,vestw,;:d on the
famed Chuo-iKaido to the Chuo-Kosoku-Dori via Fucliu-shi, Hiachioji-shi, Otsuki-shi
to Kofu and then use any of many possible main/side roads in northwestern direc-
tion toward Sugadaira. Here, I will be describing another variation thl'ough the
Saitama-Gummua prefectures via the active voIC&Io Asazna-yama to Sugadaira.

B.1 Car-Tour UEC/Chofu-shi, R!WL/KoganeFi-slii, Nlv'/M~usashino-shý, Tonoku-
Jiros ia--Do-.Maebshi, Taasa'ki, Asaxna-Ya.ma, Kumai,7T7ug5d'ai ra

Although there exist multiple lane speed ways, turnpikes and i~ollways,
usually stacked multiple stories high, through the densely packed downtown and
suberban Tokyot traveling by car is almost at any time during 6:OOAII to lliO0PM a
nightmare and without being fluent inA reading Japanese characters, one Letter
leaves left-handed driving to an experienced Japanese driver. Proc. Takeo
Yoshino not only is an experienced driver, but he seemsZ to k~now every side road
wheteever we went; and "detecting traffic slow-downs" far ahead, always found a
non-conglested rapid detour.

Instead of escaping westward from UECý/Chofu-*shi, we drove northward along
Tsurukawa-Kaido passed Jindai Tokyo Metropolitan Botanic Garden (fifteun minutes
hy foot frnm LJEC-Guest house), the Radio Research Laboratory, Koganei-shti and the
NIT Basic Research Laboratories in Musashino-shi before cutting across the
Nerima--ku on narrow backroads, at times opening up to delightful famed shrines or
temples wi.th surrounding shrub (tsu-tzu-ji and fuji) gardens. Vvery important
building complex including colleges, various research labs, like those cf NASDA,
were painstakingly identified until, after about ninety minutes (25 miles) we
reached the entrance of the T-ohoku-Jidosha-Do, one cf the major Nati~nal Japanese
divided tollways, where cohesive traffic flowG steadily at a speed of 100 klowhr.

Close to the exit near Poel_-ashi, wiere we passed the %-xtensive assembly
halls of the Subaru motor Company, we had lunch at one of the periodically
irtar1.aced Tollway Rest Places (Drive Inns) at a reasonable price. Although all
kinds of maps, sightseeing brochures in Japanese are available at tne tourist
stores, thero are almost No English/German,'Trezich/Russian written materials
avai4lable which is a real problem for any foreigner (!) and here I refer to the
English version of

Teikoku's Complete Atlas of Japan (1985), Teikoku-Shoin Co., Ltd.
Tokyo, 29, Kanda Jimbocho 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101.

because it indeed is cne of the best complete Atlas for reference of Japan. From
Maebashi-Takasaki, we departed from TOIA ku-Jidosha-Do and drove along the
Guama-ken Rd 18 to Karuizawa and then along a beautiful m~ountain road twisting
around the northern side of Asaxna-Yama (2,542 m) to a height of about 2,000 m on
the Westside National Park with Volcano Botanic Garden. For me it was a real
pleasure to see so many early spring-flowers and in parti.cular various species of
tsu.-tsu--ji in full bloom. Prof. Takeo and his wife, both active members of the
Japanese Alpine Society, are rather knowledgeable mountain flower amateur
botanists and thus it was a real pleasure to strive through the maze of
Herbacevus Flora paths (Pflanzen-lehr-pfad) below Asama-yama who released,
periodically in three to five minute intervals, compact smoke puffs and
occasionally also smoke rings to the great delight of our fellow naturalists.
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Before embarking toward Sugadaira via a winding mountain road bypassing
Tsumagoi, we admired the colorful display of the delicate Asama-Yaki vases
sote. of which we now enjoy admiring daily at home.

I3~Geoelectromagnetic-Seismic Field Trip: Sugadaira, Nagano, Matsushlro,
Usuda, Nobeyama. Komoro.

The UEC Sugadaira Space Radio (Wave) observatory is hidden away somewhat
wevot of Sugadaira t~ownship, which over the past two decades has grown to become
one of Japanls most famouzs ski resorts, surely not to the total liking of its
multi-talented director P~rof. Takeo Yoshino.
Gyeotraphically, its loc~atiu)n was ideally selected to create a Very Long Base
Line radar site for the VLBI system Kashinma (RRL), Nobeyazna (UT, UK, UN),
Usuda (ISAS) and Sugadaira MUC). The observatory is well equipped with
ELF/VLF, HF antenna systems for deep space observations and with satellite
track ing/coimuini cati ors radar plus an l8m, dish deep space radar system to be
added in the near furture. Several research associates and undergraduate/
graduate research assistants labor under the able supervision of Mr. Ichihiro
Tomizawea, PhD candidate (IJEC) on a part-time/year-round basis either building
from scratch or complemen'Zing availoble electronic equipment/instrumentation
systems.

The nearby dormitory can house about ten senior scientists and 30 graduate
research assistants and thus would be and is ideally suited to accomodate the
scientists partaking in snall Advanced R~esearch workshops. Sugadaira (1363m) is
a lovely pre-alpine mountain village and is inviting almost the year-round with
snow-capped penks (ANOO-S0fl0m) of the Northern Alps in the distant neighborhood.
A local natural science museum provides insight into ecological/geological
history of UJe Sugadaira valley and a Herbar.eous Flora/Shrub Botanic Garden,
main~tained by Lhe Tsukuba University ot Science, Cutreach P'rogram is very
pleasan't-y laid aur, pl~acing extra emphazi~s on the surroundinig coniferous tree
upecies which tc a great extent are dominated by various species of larches.

Instead of using our 'isual route, south-westward via Samada to Ueda along the
Chikuma-gawa, we drove doawj the steep wesitward mouintain side toward the
capita: Nagano of Nagano-prefecture, where the Chikuma-gawa flows into Japan's
longest river, the Shipan"t.awa, reoching the Sea of Japan at Niigata. Staying
to the east of the river, we first visited matrsushiro Seismological observatory
in a side valley almost hiddeiA urider a cover of blooming cherry trees. (See
Section 2.C). After traveling across the Shinano-gawa, we passed a massive
land slide which not too long ago was created by earthquake activity with
epicenter close to the Hokeu-shin Micro-seismology Research observatory of
Tokyo University which we visited next walking down into the deep tunnel (see
Section 2.C). For the next two hours we traveled along the Ch~kuma-gawa
passed Koshoku, through Ueda, Komoro Iwa-muirata (where we visited the famed
Prof. Yuh-ichi Akasofuls parent home, a corrugated tin shed to which he w~as
born and raised) and drcve up a sideroad to Usuda Deep Space Radio Observatory
located in total isolation in the Sugadaira mountain range. It was my
third visit to this fascinating deen space radio observatory which is surpassed
in grandeur and technological perfection only by the Max Planck Effelsberg
l00m dish radio telescope near Bonn, FRG-West Germany (See sect~ion 2.C).

The next stop was in the unper foothills of Yatsugatake (2596m), where Prof.
Takeo Yoshino has set up his electromagnetic ELF/VLF earthquake precursor loop
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antenna epicenter telemetric recorder system next to a geomagnetic observatory
of the Tokyo University, Earthquake Research Institute in a low radiation
noise location (See Section 2,C). On our drive back from the winding mountain
road we passed a Crenatorial Shrine pleasantly set back in a valley with a
rapid mountain streamlet singing an eternal tune for the m~urning congregation
dressed fully in black.

The last stop before sunset, in the late afternoon, was scheduled for the
Nobeyama radio telescope interferometer facilities of the Japanese
Universities, where I am able to take some splendid photographic shots of the
various antenna systems (See Section 2.C), against the mountain peak setting
of the Southern Alps (Koma-ga-take; 2966m). Here at Nobeyama we usually met
a fairly large number of foreign guest scientists from Australasia, UK, WesternEurope and North America who praised the hospitality of their Japanese hosts.
On our ride back to Sugadaira, Prof. Takeo Yoshino at times chose one of the
most exciting mountain ridge roads north of Komoro and south of Asama-yama,
bypassing Samada to the north. Valleys were hidden under the mist and the
various mountain ranges overlapped in various strong-to-paint bluish-grey
pastell colors in which one or the other Japanese village was cozily embedded.

During such a day's research travel through the Chikuma-gawa valley dotted
white and pink during spring time's cherry and peach blossoms, we enjoyed the
industriousness and tidiness of the Japanese mountain rice and vegetable
farmers. Both modern machine farming methods (in the valley) and still more
traditional manual farming methods (mountain valleys) can be observed. To me, ason of a tropical agriculturalist, such days recalled the memories of my boyhood
years in Southern China and Indonesia, and there like here near Sugadaira I felt
as if I were somehow "at home".

During the long evening hours up in the directors office, we then summarized
a day's events and discussed global research expansion topics (See Section 2.C).

B.3 Southern Nagano Prefecture Mountain Round Tour with Visit of Matsumoto.

Upon my suggestion that we may visit one day the Nihon Ukiyo-E Museum
(JUM) in Matsumoto-shi, Nagano-ken, on a perfect late spring Sunday, Prof.
Yoshino chose one of the most exciting mountain routes departing from Sugadaira
down via Samada to Ueda at the bottom of the Chikuma-gawa valley and
transversing the Shinano mountain ridge toward Matsumoto along the idyllically
designed winding mountain road (Nagano-ken No 143). Whereas in the valley the
tsu-tsu-ji had lost their flowers, higher up both the tsu-tsu-ji (azalea) andthe fuji (wysteria) were in full bloom, the first in fiery reds and yellows
and the latter in pastell blues, yellows and white-a sight I have not even
seen around Japans most famous mountain, the Fuji ("wysteria") yama! The
mountain farming village appeared medieval, and untouched by modern world since
Japan opened her doors in the 1880s. It was a delight to be able to still be awitness to such harmony between nature's beauty and man's varied talents-the
well-attended thatch-roofed village huts, fences and gardens; the neatly
maintained rice paddies which were just prepared for planting the 1986 rice
seedlings; and then the healthy, dear and modest looking peasants in their
classic working kimonos.
To me it appeared as if the Ukiyo-E wood print picture's of the buoyant
peasant's life of Hiroshige, Hornoshobu, Hokusai and others just became truely
alive again.
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Although I had visited the Riccar Art Museum in the Ginza and the Ota
Memorial Ukiyo-E Museum in Shibuya/Harajuku, it seems that the

Nihon Ukiyo-E Museum
(Japan Ukiyo--E Museum: JUM)
2206-1 Koshiba, Shimadate
Matsumoto-shi, Nagano-ken 390
81-263-47-4440

does possess one of the largest and most outstanding selections of about
100,000 prints. Only recently, did I discover a very fine selection of Ukiyo-E
wood prints displayed in the Chicago Art Institute which matches the exhibition
displayed in the ultra-modern Nihon Ukiyo-E Museum of Matsumoto.

On our return ride to Chofu-shi, we passed the lovely mountain lake Suwa
with its various Optics manufacturing industries and when we approached
the garden city of Kofu with its peach/cherry/apricot/pear/wine orchards via
Nirasaki, the Tokyo-ward Sunday traffic enticed Prof. Takeo Yoshino to detour
via Kawagu-chi-ko Lake, Fuji-yoshida, Tsura back onto the Chuo-Kosoku-Doro and
back via Hachioji-shi to UEC. Unfortunately, it was cloudy and rainy for the
last part of our travels and so we were not able to view Fuji-yama as we were
able to enjoy during August 1978 and 1985. Yet, it was again a marvellous
adventure winding through these heavily populated mounitain valleys with
ultra-modern villas, estates and modern superstructures demonstrating how to the
east of Kofu and Fuji-yoshida a new aggressive technological Japanese style of
architecture and living is replacing the ancient tradition of well-balanced
harmony.

We returned home into the rainy monsoon season, and again I was reminded of
the many Ukiyo-E scenes of dark clothed citizen rushing home under a sea of
umbrellas with the street lanterns providing a spooky illusion in the misty
rain-soaked atmosphere. I was home again at the cozy UEC guest house close
to the Fuda-Ten Jin shrine along Jin-Dai Kaido joining Tsurukawa Kaido and
leading to the Jin-Dai-Ji Temple and the neighboring Jin-dai Metropolitan
Tokyo Botanic Garden along which our Sugadaira SRO excursion had commenced
earlier on.

3.2C RESEARCH & CULTURAL TRAVEL FROM TOKYO STATION TO SHINOSAKA ALONG
TOKAIDO WITH THE TOKAIDO-SANYO SHINKANSEN.

In this special travel report, selected research/cultural travel tours are
collected which were organized in collaboration with Prof. Yasumitsu Miyazaki and
his coworkers and graduate research students at Toyohashi University of
Technology. The Tokaido-Sanyo Shinkansen provides the most convenient,
comfortable and enjoyable means of travel between the main Japanese tourist
cities of Tokyo, Nagoya, Kyoto, Osaka, Kobe, Okayawa, Hiroshima and Kitakyushu
(Hakata), and at times during the peak tourist season it assumes an international
character like the Orient Express. One would assume that international
literature is available everywhere along this highly traveled route which,
however, is not so as one may be surprised to learn even in cities as big as
Toyohashi or Hamamatsu. Therefore, one needs to come well prepared in order to
be able to interact most effectively.

Whereas research visits to academic governmental and industrial institutions
within the Aichi Prefecture have been summarized in Section 2.B, closely related
cultural research events are collected here.
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C.1 Tokyo - Shizuoka - Hamamatsu - Toyohashi

This Phase I, Part 2 JSPS fellow tenure started with the long May 04-May 06
weekend (National Holiday: Kodomonohi) and thus I chose to visit Ueno Park with
its museums and botanic garden facilities which included the Museum of Natural
History and Science, the Museum of Western Art, The Buddha--Memorial (1200 years
Buddhism in Japan) Exhibition, the Botanic Garden with the most outstanding
Peony Exhibit I have ever seen.

It was a delightful day during which I learned a lot about Buddhism and its
various Zen-Buddhist derivatives of Japan and the Buddha-Memorial-Exhibition
needs to be praised very highly and I had the pleasure of becoming acquainted
with a Zen-Buddhist scholar whom I enjoyed to meet lateron several times
discussing the influence of Buddhism on World religion.

I was, however, surprised about the poor state of presentation of the Museum
of Natural Science & History and together with other foreign visitors to Japan we
must sincerely request that the Japanese Scientific Community, at large, give
some special thought on how to improve on this important mattnr.

I had stayed at the Shinagawa Prince Hotel near Shinagawa Station which I
found to be not as convenient as, for example, the Shinjuku Prince or any other
Hotel in Shinjuku, which I wish to reemphasize because it turned out to be remote
from major cultural sites as well as to be impractical for transporting heavy
luggage. Lateron, I found out that in Japan unlike elsewhere all luggage is
usually being shipped via Pickup/Delivery house-to-house Express which saves the
inconvenience of logging heavy luggage up/down the long impractical staircases in
railroad/subway stations.

On a rainy pre-monsoon day I took then off from Tokyo Station to Toyohashi
with an unusually long stop-over in both Shizuoka and Hamamatsu, then finding out
about the most important international iris collection at the Kama-Hana-Shobu-En
garden in Kakegawao Shizuoka-ken. Unfortunately, I missed visiting this superb
exhibit of the Japan Iris Society which will have to be postponed to my Phase II
or Phase III visits in forthcoming years. But equally well, I enjoyed the
Shinkansen travel and viewing the "green tea" plantations in the Shizuoka
prefecture.

Upon arrival at Toyohashi I was welcomed by Prof. Yasumitsu Miyazaki's able
research staff, Drs. Mitsuo Yamaga and graduate students.

C.2 Cultural Research Travel in the Vicinity of Toyohashi:
Atsumi-Hanto Penninsula, Horai-Ki-san, and Ryo-Tan- i

During my stay at Toyohashi University of Technology located to the south of
Toyohashi on Atsumi-Hanto Penninsula on top of Hibarigaoka (Lark-hill),
Tempaku-cho out in the rural farming area (watermelons, vegetables, pigs and
chickens) one is rather isolated without car and due to rather infrequent bus
cormmuter service to the downtown Shinkansen railroad station, and thus naturally
close interaction with graduate research students arose.

Toyohashi Gi-Ka-Dai derives most of its graduate research students from
top-ranking graduates of the National Technical Colleges which, like anywhere
else, do provide some of the most talented engineering scientists and here I wish
to recall the name of just a few of them

Haruo Miyawaki (Technologist) Moto-o Nakano
Yoshihiro Matsumoto Katsuya Manabe
Sei-ichi Nishimura Yasuro Yamamura
Shigeru Kobayashi Kihachiro Taketomi

and there also was a fairly large number of foreign exchange students from Iran,
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Malaysia, ChIra and Africa cf which I will here name Khaiil Kalantari and
'uklfle3 Bin Mohd who both masteced the written and spoken Japanese language to
the greatest admiration of their Japanese fellow students and professors with
great skill.

It was a precious, friendly motivated group of graduate students who
ccllaborated and interacted harmoniously at all times when I was around. Next to
'ong hours es research discussions on electromagnetic imaging, fibre optical
communications and traffic control radar analysis, I was invited to participate
in tnrev major outings which where priceless.

First, we visited together with Dr. Mitsuo Yamaga and Mr. Khalil Kalaritari
the tit) oZ tsumi-Hanto Penninsula, named Irago with nearby ferry-harbor
Irago-Misa-Ki from where one could ferry over to the famous Ise shrines in
.s-Shima National Park. Along our way, we passed a seemingly endless chain of
green houset and garden farms for vegetables, all kinds of melons, berries and
Zlowert. There also were several memorial stones recalling near past typhoon and
*earthquake disasters, dating in part back to WW II, during which the
Hamamatsu.-Toyohashi-Nagoya area was almost erased by fire bombing. Hence, this
enire ataa with the exception of a few isolated sections along the ancient
Tokaido within Aichi-ken provides a rather monolythic reinforced concrete/cement
box architecture which is outspoken ugly.

Yet, the nearby foothills of the Southern Alps provide for some of the most
beautiful recreational areas and I sincerely enjoyed the Institute picnic at
Horai-Ji-Zan National Park north of Toyokawa, where we also visited the famous
Buddhist temples and Shinto shrines of Mount Horai-Ji-Zan dating back to the
tenth century. These temples lateron recalled memories when I was hiking up the
Omei-San Buddhist temples near Leshan, Sezchuan, P.R. China. My driver, the
Malaysian student Mr. Mohd Zulkiflee Bin from Kuala Lumpur and our host students
Shigeru Kobayashi, Yoshihiro Matsumoto and Moto-o Nakano made every effort to
explore the unknown in nature and in the well-developing rice paddies, where
egrets and cranes were abundant.

One of the most exquisite, delicate and beautiful manmade structures is the
Zen-Buddhist temple with garden, Ryo-Tan-Ji, founded in 733 by the famed scholar
and priest Gyo-oki. It was an absolute delight to enjoy the backyard garden
desplaying mountain/country scenes of Szechuan, the Omei-san area. We bypassed
the famed Hamana-ko Lake and also visited the Ryu Gashi caverns, developed only
as recently as 1981-1983 by a Mr. Sadao Toda introducing rather advanced
electronic cavern illumination techniques which my hosts Yoshihiro Matsumoto,
Sei-ichi Nishimura and Shigeru Kobayashi enjoyed just as much as I did.

After returning from this delightful cultural tour, I assisted my hosts in
preparing for their bi-monthly student research paper presentation which was
directed with great skill by research dompteur Prof. Yasumitsu Miyazaki who
always impresses me by his energetic, dynamic approach, width, breadth, knowledge
and oversight of so many research fields.

In summary, during my stay at Toyohashi Gi-Ka-Dai I had the closest
interaction on both research and social levels with the Japanese as well as
foreign students who all had been very pleasant hosts. A special note of thanks
is here extended to Dr. Mitsuo Yamaga who put a lot of effort into guiding the
little too oversized number of graduate students within the research group of
Prof. Yasumitsu Miyazaki, who due to his many important commitments can only
spend little extra time with his students.
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C.3 Research Interaction with Professor Yasumitsu Miyazaki and his Colleacrues
at Toyohashi Gijutsu Kagaku Daigaku

As active University Research Professors and Directors of Research
Laboratories, all of us, whereever and whoever we are, never have enough time;
and priorities must be chosen according to ones talents, needs and prerogatives
in order to achieve maximum impact. I admire Prof. Yasumitsu Miyazaki for his
tremendous intellectual abilities, his extraordinary memory and above all his
managerial research talents. Working together with him and visiting the
neighboring academic/government/industrial laboratories was a real delight, and a
most rewarding experience. He opened the doors for me to visit the National
Science Institutes in Okazaki and the various Research Institutes of Nagoya
University including the famed Research Institute of Atmospherics, and I have
expanded this interaction already with extensive correspondence (See Section
2.B).

I was especially impressed by the well-equipped research laboratories at
Toyohashi Gijutsu Kagaku Daigaku on all possible levels. Next to Prof.
Miyazaki's various laboratories, I was visiting regularly with Dr. Shiro Usui,
Professor of Physiological Electronic Engineering, who completely agreed with me
that more must be done on introducing high-standard senior undergraduate/post
graduate courses in the areas of environmental quality and control based on
advanced fundamental courses which should include one course each on "air
quality/atmospheric electricity", "water quality", "acoustic/electromagnetic
radiation quality", "engineering esthetics" and "health quality". Certainly, too
many valuable curriculum hours are nowadays wasted on social and political "soft
sciences" courses which do not address the real issues a modern engineer will be
confronted with in tackling the very complex problems of environmental control
for the survival of the human race and all living creatures on this terrestrial
sphere.

In summary, I sincerely enjoyed my stay at Toyohashi and wish to thank Prof.
Yasumitsu Miyazaki and Vice President Dr. Yoshimasa Furuya for letting me use the
pleasant guest house facilities.

C.4 Research Travel to Kyoto, Nara and Osaka
There are three cities rather similar in layout, history and beauty:

Florence, Kyoto and Dresden; and, it is always rewarding to know that Kyoto still
exists untouched in its original grandeur. During this Phase I tenure, I had
spent one long weekend in the Kyoto-Nara area joined by the Zen-Buddhist scholar
whom I had met earlier on during the 1200 year Buddha Memorial Exhibit in Ueno
Park, Tokyo. It was a rewarding pilgrimage and we visited temples and gardens
and attended a Buddhist funeral ceremony of a reknowned scholar outside Kyoto.
His knowledge of world religions and then also of nature astounded me and I felt
a deep sense of peace and admiration for the Japanese cultural and religious
contributions. On our travel into the farmland, I especially appreciated the
"wet flower iris (hanashobu)" gardening.

After this weekend interlude, I ended up for another busy day in Osaka,
where I first met with Dr. Yoji Furuhama, Director of the Optical and Radio
Science Research Division of ATR International (see Section 2.B) with whom I
discussed future expansion of academic research interactions once the new
University/Industry R&D complex in the Kyoto-Nara-Osaka triangle has been
established.
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Visit of Osaka Daigaku
Thanks to the kind preparations by Dr. Nagayoshi Morita of the Department of

Communications Engineering (Tsushin Kogaku-ka), it was possible for me to visit
Osaka University and have some lively research interactions with his colleagues
Drs. Toshitaka Kojima, Dr. Makoto Tsutsumi, Dr. Kazuo Tanaka (Gifu Daigaku) and
Dr. Yoshinari Ishido. The research interests in applied and basic
electromagnetic theory of this very active research team, strongly influenced by
their past leader and current President of the University of Osaka, Prof. Dr.
Kumagai, are strongly overlapping with ours. Certainly, increased futuer
research interaction is desirable.

My visit to Osaka Daigaku was crowned with an appointment to meet again with
President Kumagai, who impressed me by his vision, overview and deep
understanding of complex issues facing modern engineering & applied sciences
education and the role of academia in the triangle
"government-academia-industry". In great detail, the concern for improving
environmental quality was discussed.

Visit to Osaka Denki Tsushin Daigaku

After an entertaining lunch with his very able and active colleagues, Dr.
Nagayoshi Morita guided me to the Osaka University of Electrocommunications,
where we met with Prof. Masayuki Hashimoto who is pursuing scattering and
diffraction analyses of optical transmission devices. Of particular interest to
me, however, were the radar path communications studies of his colleagues, Dr.
Yasuyuki Maekawa and Dr. Nion S. Chang, who are involved in terrestrial-space
communications research collaborating with the Computer Service Company (CSK) in
Setagaya-ku southwest of Tokyo. Especially the 30 GHz transmit/20 GHz receive
circular polarization transmission studies looked very interesting in the context
of other similar research carried out at DFVLR-Oberpfaffenhofen, FRG and
NASA-Greenbelt.

My visit to Osaka was concluded with one of the most memorable evenings in
Osaka, with umbrellas through the steady monsoon rains under faint street light
illumination, again recalling the marvelous wood prints of the various Ukiyo-E
masters of the past.

C.5 My First Visit to Kyushu Island and Attendance of the 1986 May 22/23
Meeting of the Japan Institute of Electronics & Communications Engineers, Tckyo
Chapter at Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Kyushu.

Thanks to the generous hostship of Prof. Takeo Yoshino, I was able to visit
Kyushu Island and visit the Kagoshima Space Center at Uchinoura, the volcano
Sakura-jima and the enjoyable city of Kagoshima before attending the 1986 May 22
Meeting of the Japan IECE, Tokyo Chapter Meeting by the kind invitation of Profs
Naohisa Goto and Makoto Ando of the Department of Physical Electronics, Tokyo
Kogyo Daigaku.

Visit of Uchinoura and the Kagoshima Space Center,

Together with Prof. Takeo Yoshino, we first had a pleasant flight from Osaka
Intl. Airport to Kagoshima, from where we traveled by bus around the northern
shore of Kagoshima-wan via Aira, Kokubu, Miyakonojo, Osumi, Shibushi, and Koyama
to Uchinoura; thus encircling Sakura-jima and observing the destruction caused by
the lava ashes it is continously spewing into its surroundings for the past
several years. It was a very educational tour through almost but not fully
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subtropical flora with rice paddies dominating the scenery whenever we entered
the lowlands or wider valleys. Prof. Yoshino, very familiar with almost every
single sideroad, was the best guide anyone could find for introducing me to the
life and beauty of the isolated fishing harbor village uchinoura where also, like
in the wider Shibushi-wan sub-ocean farming was carried out on a grand scale. We
stayed at a Japanese Youth Hostel engaging into very lively discussions with
other guests, who either traveled on foot, bike or motor vehicles.

On top of the hills to the east, we could see the large tracking and
communications antennas of the ISAS, Kagoshima (Rocket Launching) Space Center
(see Section 2.C), where we spent a full morning before traveling via Koyama,
Kanoya, Tarumizu around the southern foothills of Sakura-jima to Hakamakoshi and
by ferry back to Kagoshima.

Next to the very impressive rocket launching facilities with its collosal
space-tracking radar electronic facilities, as described in Sect. 2.C, I in
particular admired the serene beauty of the coastal landscape with the Pacific to
the east and the Uchinoura-wan deep down on the western steep hillsides. Dr.
Sareo Watari and his engineering staff introduced us to all the facilities and
the local space museum which provided a very good overview of Japan's
contributions to space exploration.

Our car ride back to Kagoshima through very fertile farming pastures of
great historical importance for the development of Japanese culture with
excarvations dating back to pre-stone age, was a special gift, and within one
afternoon I absorbed the knowledge of many textbooks written about the Japanese
way of life, history, social and militaristic structure of the past. So, for
example, was our visit to the famed (WW II) Kanoya Japanese Naval Air Force base
with its famous museum on relics of the near past (about 90 years) Japanese
military history a real eye-opener. I came to understand why and for which
intermingled religious, social and national feelings the famed Kamikaze (Godly
winds) fighter pilots are still adored so highly, and more so did I learn that we
of European/North American background better try to understand more rapidly the
roots of the Japanese way of life which from a narrow view angle easily can be
misinterpreted as facistic nationalism which is certainly wrong. After our visit
to the perfectly maintained facilities of the Kanoya Naval Air Force base, we
were taken for a leisurely ride along Kagoshima-wan through Tarumizu to the
Hakamakoshi Volcano Observatory of Kyoto Daigaku, at times, driving through thick
clouds of lava ashes completely obscuring our vision. The roads, the fields, the
roofs, the cars, etc. all were covered with layers of recent blue-greyish-black
ashes which are rather acidic and can cause considerable erosion damage even to
plastics and window glass. For me, the visit to the observatory was most
stimulating and I sincerely enjoyed the deep knowledge Prof. Takeo Yoshino and
his colleagues of the Kyoto University Geophysics Institute.Before departing for
Fukuoka the next morning, we discovered the beauty of this almost sub-tropical
garden city of Kagoshimi with its beautiful Kagoshima Botanic Garden which so
much recalled memories to the coastal towns of New Zealand or
Queensland/Australia. I was quite intrigued with the history of Kagoshima and
which the role of the famed but unfortunate general had played.

Attendance of Japan IECE, May 22 1986 Tokyo Chapter Meeting at the Kvushu
University, Fukuoka

We had the pleasure to stay at the Hakata Miyako Hotel opposite of and
overlooking the terminal Hakata-Station of the Tokaido-Sanyo Shinkansen railroad
to Tokyo, one of mankind's greatest achievements in transportation of this
century.

The meeting in the Faculty of Engineering of Kyushu University was very well
attended and I was introduced first to Assoc. Prof. Mitsuo Tateiba and Prof.
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Otozo Fukumitsu, who introduced me then to his former doctoral student, Dr.
Mitsuru Tanaka, Assoc. Professor of Oita Daigaku, Electronics Engineering
Department, and currently Visiting Professor here at UIC.

During that very lively meeting with scientific presentations of a very high
level, I enjoyed meeting many old acquaintances and friends including Dr. Yoshiro
Hayashi, Nihon Daigaku, Profs Goto and Ando, Tokyo Kogyo Daigaku, Dr. Masami
Akaike, NTT Labs, Yokosuka, Dr. Hiroshi Yokoi of Kokusai Denshin Denwa (KDD),
Osaka, et al. It was a real pleasure to sit on the back bench and observe a
meeting in the Japanese language, where however almost everyone was capable of
either speaking the English or German languages rather fluently. After my
invited lecture in the late afternoon, I enjoyed the very knowledgeable questions
on recent advances in Electromagnetic Inverse Scattering and Radar Polarimetry
which extended far into the social gathering of the early evening. Here, I would
like to take the opportunity and thank my Japanese hosts for their kind
invitation and for presenting me with such a precious vase from Arita-ken so well
selected by Drs. Goto and Ando.

Our Kyushu Island visit was then concluded on Friday, 1986 May 23, when we
were returning to Tokyo-Haneda Airport in the morning in order to attend the
concluding session of Friday afternoon on Polarimetric SAR Imagery by Dr. Dianne
Evans of JPL, Pasadena during the International Symposium of Space Science &Technology.

3.2D Cultural Research Travel to Guanzhou, Guangdong Province, Xian,
Shaanxi Province, Cheng-du, Meishan, Emei and Leshan, Sichuan
Provice, P.R. China

During my second visit as CAST fellow under the umbrella of a U.S. Midwest
University Consortium for International Affairs program I was able to visit
various cultural as well as academic ara industrial research facilities within
the provinces of Guangdong, Shaa-ixi and Sichuan of the Peoples Republic of China.
Although these research travels %sre conducted under a separate program, I do
include the reporting here in order to appropriately enlarge the scope of my JSPS
fellow award program for the true benefit of all my sponsors: the Japan Society
for the Promotion of Science, the P.R. China Association for Science and
Technology and the U.S. Midwest University Consortium for International Affairs
as well as the US Naval Research Office, Far East Branch Office.

D.1 Transition from Japan to P.R. China

In a certain way, even I as a born German in heritage, felt great relief in
escaping for a while the stress and strain of the Japanese sphere of life, filled
with super-perfection, absolute punctuality of appointments, deadly adherence to
approved and also not approved schedules far beyond of which I was subjected to
during my formal education in FR Germany (which is still being considered the
absolute standard!!!), and an almost unfriendly, cool business-like stiff social
atmosphere, where people seem to most foreigners joyful only after being overly
intoxicated. By air-jetting from Tokyo to the mainland (Shanghai or Hongkong
Xiang-gang) one gets thrown into another extreme, that of seemingly endless
chaos, stoic relaxation, loss of sense of time, "ever-smiling and happy
China-people" in a never-ending stream of bicycles or pedestrians, reaking with
the odor of overcrowded encampments, greasy spoons, ever-blowing dust of
central-Asian topsoil, etc. From the very first moment, with the first step on
the soil of this great country, the People's Republic of China, it became sadly
apparent that the recent past "Cultural Revolution" put China to its knees and
the metamorphosis back into a stone-age/pre ice-age culture was almost perfected
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by the Gang-of-Four and their worrisome large number of enthusiastic disciples
blindly following a gospel of Chairman Moa's "Little Red Book"!

Recalling my early boyhood experience under Japanese and Chinese domination, it
makes sense to me to reminisce and recall the paths China and Japan have taken
since the end of WW II. Whereas Japan with the guidance of General Douglas
McArthur and his competent staff was invited to integrate into the advancing
modem world of scientific and technological achievements, China with the
guidance of Chairman Mao was led a path back to primitivism, step-by-step eroding
and erasing man's hard-fought cultural, scientific and technolugical advances.
The rift between China and the modern world thus was ever widening and especially
between China and Japan. It so happened that during my stay of 1985 in P.R.
China our former President, Mr. Richard M. Nixon, also enjoyed his tenure as
State Visitor. Irrespective of the past saddening US history, the courageous
world-political steps of that visionary president will have to be honored most
respectfully in the future in that it was the action of his administration mainly
that assisted the recent past chairmen and the current Chairman, Deng, Xiao-Ping,
to reverse the gears and to put an end to that nonsensical destruction of manfs
hard-fought battle for the advancement of culture, society, science, and
technology.

Before summarizing my findings of specific research travel events, it is
worthwhile emphasizing here that, whereas, in almost every department of
industrial science and technology, Japan has "pulled away" and has undoubtedly
become the world's leading force in the advancement of technology, the People 's
Republic of China, whose population recently surpassed one-billion, is the most
backward superpower as regards education, science, transportation and technology.
Yet, during my visits to both Japan and China, it was very apparent that these
two technological anti-podes are being pulled together with increasing pace like
magnets of opposite polarity: China requires advanced HI-TECH Science and
Industry, and Japan requires a nearby expansion space! We North-Americans cannot
reject, but must agree with former Prime Minister Trudeau arid former President
Richard Nixon that it could be a grave mistake if not a selected group of
knowledgeable Canadians/US citizen of all spheres of life are given the
opportunity and means to monitor simultaneously, the political, the social, the
religious, the scientific and technological events governing the interaction of
these two leading supreme superpowers of tomorrow. It is not sufficient that only
selected groups of Japanese and Chinese visit the West, complementarily it is
high noon that more of us from the "Occident" and "Northamerica" get deeply
involved in the daily happenings of the Northwest Pacific Orient, which in turns,
will require the expansion of existing scholar/fellowship programs for foreigners
to come to the Northwest Pacific Orient and be given the very essential
opportunity of visiting Japan, Korea/Taiwan versus PR China/Vietnam
simultaneously.

The badly needed action of increased interphasing if Occidental/Northamerican
with Japanese/Chinese researchers on a one-to-one personal level must, therefore,
not be viewed as one of treason, but to the contrary, is desirable for
self-defending purposes of the future survival of mankind and, particularly, the
free Nations like foremost the United States of America and definitely also
modern Japan which, by the grace of God, was given a General Douglas McArthur to
direct inter-pacific collaboration in a new direction of peaceful interaction. I
am very convinced of the fact that the Japanese people are grateful, one-by-one,
and with their most admirable Emperor Hirohito, are destined to become
flagbearers of this spirit in order to tear down the ugly fences still separating
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the two great nations of Japan and China, and at the same time permit the
Occident and Northamerica to play a major role in this currently developing
event. Namely, during my visit to the People's Republic of China, I found a
desperate longing for true friends, loyal to God missionaries, honest
businessmen, loving teachers and professors, able scientists and innovative
technologists to pull this great people, who have given so much to the World, and
Japan in particular, out of the deep mess of the cultural revolution which can be
compared on the level of mankind's hard-fought battle for the advancement of
science, technology, society and culture, only to a nuclear disaster far
surpassing the material destruction of Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Chernylbol and what
we still will have to endure.

We all, one-by-one, must reach out, embrace each other in good will and
understanding and we should be happy to work together. The recent
contra-revolutionary events on the Chinese campusses, which already started
during my visit to Guangzhou, Xian and Cheng-du, clearly demonstrates the longing
for true democracy and honest friendship without pretence and national greed for
creating a more liveable future for the people of the Pacific Orient.

In this spirit, I request that my Japanese hosts, Professors Kyohei
Fujimoto, Yasumitsu Miyazaki and Takeo Yoshino understand and accept the addition
of my research visit to Xian, Shaanxi Province, P.R. China into my JSPS fellow
award program and have the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science agree to
the integration of my JSPS-CAST tenure under a MUCIA program. Similarly, I
request that my Chinese hosts Prof. Lin, Shi-Ming, Prof. Mao Yukuan and Prof.
Yang Ru-Gui offer their deepest understanding, assist us in tearing down
misunderstandings created during and after WW II, make heal the terrible wounds
which as I have witnessed still exist and must be recognized by all of my
Japanese friends, and invite my Japanese hosts to their campusses.

D.2 Transfer Hong-Kong-Guangzhou-Xian

For me it is always exciting to revisit Hong Kong, the Pearl
River(Zhu-jiang) and Kanton (Guangzhou) and to recall memories of my boyhood.
This entire area of southwest Guangdong Province and Hong Kong (Xiang Gang) is
continuously undergoing modernization changes, and Hong Kong of today may be one
of the most advanced metropolitan centers with its internationally reknowned
retail/whole-sale stores covering all possible commodities and electronics
equipment surpassed only by a few isolated specialized shopping centers such as
the electronics center Akihabara or the gigantic book center Kanda Jinbocho in
Tokyo, to mention just a few. Yet, whereas in Tokyo, one need not worry to make a
"really bad deal", in Hong Kong one better watch out for pick-pockets, bad deals,
etc. And, unfortunately, this kind of sloppiness in business and social dealings
which are still common encounters anywhere on the Chinese Mainland is certainly
distinctly different from the Japanese approach. Therefore, I personally love to
do my "international shopping" in Tokyo, where I can bet on good deals and not in
Hong Kong. Thus I was quite happy to leave Xianggang as soon as possible on
Guangzhou-Jinlong railroad, through the rapidly modernizing New Territory and the
westernizing agricultural development zone around Shenzhen, which also presents
one of the more beautiful and exciting train travel routes in Asia. it is
interesting to note that although the far majority of passengers are of Chinese
origin, there is a very high number of nmulti-bilingual occidentals and
Northamericans, but next to the Xiang Gangese the Japanese always seem to
outnumber all other foreigners traveling in our out of Hong Kong.
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In Guangzhou, x wa.% wticome&l bN Mr. Mei Wei-Mir of CATTO a- the imiensely
over t.¢covded Gua'ngzhou tiailroad Statioo,< anm hosted in the newly opened Dong Shan
liotel whmz- the manager, Mr. Lu Clhong-Ming took excallent care of me and made
sure thLt X was a•le to visit and see what I had desAred to see including the
Foreign language Bookxtore on Beijing Road, and the main down-town shopping area.
I found t,,e traffic remarkably organized, the police very strict versus traffic
violations and Jay-walking. Guangyhou still is as v,,,zzlinq and huzzling a
business center as it has been, moit likely, for centuries. Most attractive,
however, is it's exceptionilly largi nutn'ber of 'Five-Star" Chinese Restaurants
such as the Dongjiary, Yewe.4xiang, Jianglan Lee, Likofu, Yiyuan and Taipingguan
t,7 which I had been invited durinq my recealt stays. I also visited Shawian
Island. whore at tuday's Baitian's (white swan) Guasthouses must have been theBritish Hospi'a-, where my mother hau been active during the early 1930ies and
again in 1948/1949.

Next to visiting the impressive Dr. Sun Yat-Sen Memorial Hall, the
Huang-Hua-Gang Memorial,- etc. I was able to visit the Zhong Shan University
witnessing many small demonstrations which, as I fotud out later, were already
forerunners of the recent student unrests requesting more democratic freedom and
I wish to add here that, we foreigners particularly from North-America, were
welcomed openheartedly and with enthusiasm on any campus I have put foot on, very
different from Japanese campusses, where a cool indifference seems to be
displayed generally toward westerners.

D.3 Cultural/Research/Viisit to Xian, Shannxi

Certainly a visit to ultra-ancient Xian, with its discoveries (1958) of the
6000 year old Yangshao culture along the Weihe-Huongha river valleys, is one of
the most exciting historical research expeditions an engineering scientist ought
to carry out. My hosts of the Northwest (Xibei) Polytechnic University, Xibei
Telecomiunication Engineering Institute, Xibei University, Xian Geological
Institute and the Xian Jiaotong University certainly have been remarkable hosts;
and during my heavil.y packed daily lecture program (often nine hours per day)
still managed -- during the noon break-to have me visit the most interesting
ancient central city and surrounding parks such as the Bell Tower, the marvellous
Shaanxi Prcvincial Museum with its impressive forest of steles and stone
carvings, the Xianyang Museum, the Dayan and Xiaoyan Pagodas, the Grand Mosque of
742 and the mighty city wall dating back to the Ming dynasty (1374-8). It must
have once been a most beautiful city with flowering gardens and impressive
palaces such as the Xingoing Park. And, above all, after extensively visiting
many cultural historic sites in Japan, I personally found great affinity of the
Japanese arts and culture especially to Xian, Xianyang, Qian-Xian, San Yuan,
Longuan and Chan'en of Shaanxi Province.

All of us, from the Occident, from Northamerica, and particularly from
Japan, we must contribute our best to see to it that this once beautiful
emperial/cultural center of man's greatest achievements (ds may be witnessed
still today by viewing the Museum of Qin dynasty's pottery figures), be rebuiit,
retained and made a center of global universal studies just like Kyoto Daigaku,
Tokyo Daigaku or Tohoku Daigaku.

However, although every effort must be expended in order to rebuild this
unique cultural relique, it is not a very hospitable place and the dust loess
blowing down from the Himalayan, Tibetan and central Asian mountain plateau from
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west toward the east with steady dmily persistence as it must have be,ý, b1h.,tIrILJ
for the past millions of years or niois, i.e. Xlan like almost every single
Chinese city, village, hamlet, etc, is permanently dusty if not ever, dirty due to
the thick layers of loess (fvrtile topsoil) adding a blanket of almost one
centimeter deep a year or more in the Weihe valley. Thus, not only in Xian but
almost all over China, there blows the dust loess from west to east and ore just
has to "squirt one's eyes" to reduce unbearable iching of the retina which for
the particular species of man living east of the central Asian plateau may have
caused a permanent mutation and provided them with the eloquently beautifully
shaped almond eyes (my guessi). Thus contrary to Japan, being somewhat removed,
and gifted with bountless resources of natural fresh water, one finds China not
to be very clean and tidy and its people less caring about absolute cleanliness
and German-Swiss-like tidyness, i.e. all of the campusses of educational and
research institutes are, may I describe it just as it really is: dirty, dusty and
rather uncared for inspite of the existence of thousands of quasi-unemployed
people who could be put to useful work. Here, however, I must reemphasize that
the canpusses of Japanese Universities are also unnecessarily dirty and untidy.
Daring my stay in Xian, I was very happily surprised by the visit of Mr. Zhang,
Yi-Min and Mr. Osamu Kawabata, two very brilliant post-graduate students of
Professor Kyohei Fujimoto of Tsukuba Daigaku. Doctoral candidate, Mr. Zhang
Yi-Min, who had never been in an English-speaking country spoke almost a perfect
English tongue and was also fuuent in German and Japanese, is a very remarkable
young scholar and former student of Professor Mao Yukuan, who has impressed me
most deeply. So also his able friend, Mr. Osamu :Iawabata, another brilliant
Japanese M.S. student of Prof. Kyohei Fujimoto of whom, I am certain, we will
still be hearing and reading a lot in the future. Both of them attended many of
my lectures and were welcomed clearly by my chinese hosts.

Especially Professors Lin, Shi.-Ming, Ge Dao-Sin and Yang Ru-Gui arranged for
me, next to visiting threir academic and other gove.Tninent/industrial research
institution (ree Sect. lID), separate full day tours to (i) the East for viewing
Lin Tong with its Hiua Qing hot springs, the Qin-Shi-Huang Mausoleum with its
Museum of Qin Pottery Figures near Mt. Lishan and the Banpo Museum (ii) to the
Northwest across the Weiche River for viewing the Xian-Yang Museum and the many
ancient tombs of Huo QuBing, Maoling, Yang Guifei, Quin Xian, Qian Ling, Zhao
ling, etc. During my next vis't I am looking forward to revisiting Chang'en with
an extended tour to Mt. Nanwutei and Mt. Guhua to the South.

Whereas the cuisine of Guangzhou is about the best anywhere that of Xian
leaves a 3ot to be desired in every respect. Thus, I was very excited to learn
that my next cultural research visit together with prof. Lin, Shi-Ming is going
to be directed to Cheng-du, Emei, and Leshan at the corfluence of the three famied
rivers of Qing-Yi, Min-jiang and Dadu.

D.4 Cultural Research Visit to Chengdu, Meishan, Emei and Leshan, Sichuan
Province

One of my most exciting train travels ever was the twenty-hours limited
express from Xian via Meixiang, Fengxiang, Paoki and across the Tsing-Ling Shan
and Tapa Shan mountain ranges to Chengdu leaving at about 15:00 and arriving the
next moring at about 11:00 am. We departed on a rainy monsoon afternoon and
because the Xian Railroad Station was under construction, we had to wade through
knee-deep muddy waters (no pavement close to the train station) and press through
an endless wall of "onlookers" and possibly delayed travelers.
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Whereas the coaches of the Japan Rail Line are always in perfect clean andorderly conditions, here in China one bettor come prepared in leather working
Jeans because, the dust loess and the smoke of the steam engines just get throughthe badly closing sliding windows and doors of totally overused coaches. We were
four to a First Class sleeper, a Swiss geologist from ETH Zi•rich with his Chinese
research colleague from the Beijing School of Geology, Prof. Lin, Shi-Ming and
myself. The neighboring compartments happened to be occupied either by Japanese
or Northamerican scientists, engineers and students plus their chinese
academic/industrial guides with all of whom we soon engaged in extensive
discussions throughout the night.

First, the train slowly wound through the Welhe river valley to Paoki andthen started its up-hill battle into the Tsinling Shan mountain range. It was a
very educational tour providing an excellent overview of Chinese farming in the
area. In drastic contrast to Japan, I found the fields and paddies very untidy,
disorderly and not neat along the Weihe river which however changed totally once
the train entered the Chengdu plain of Sichuan in the early morning which were in
perfect tidy and neat conditions-a real pleasure to view and photograph. The
main building material is brick and of a rather inferior quality as one can see
disintegration even on newer brick building structures. The orange-red burned
clay of the bricks well matches the reddish-brown dust loess blowing down from
the Central Asian mountain plateaus observable at times even during night time
and all the way down to the Minjiang valley in Southeastern Sichuan. Somewhere
close to the city of Nancheng, north of the Tapa Shan mountain range, we got
badly delayed due to the derailment of part of the train which must have affected
the last few coaches in particular. Anyhow, after a lot of turmoil and loud
speaker sing-song, shouting and encouragements, we got again going and arrived
only with a few hours delay.

Chendu is a very beautiful city and indeed has a lot to offer in cultural
sites such as the Du Fu's Thatched Cottage park, the Qingyang Palace, the Nanjiao
Vark with the eloquent Temple of Marquis Wu and the Wenshu Monastery of which theZen-Buddhist scholar, I had met earlier in Tokyo, Kyoto and Kamakura, had a lot
to report of similar to recalling the importance of the temples of Mt. Emei and
the Grand Buddha Temple of Wuyan, Ling Yun hills, as well as the Mahao Rock Tomb
which we were to visit later.

In Chengdu we paid a visit to the Sichuan University as well as the
Southeastern Radio Engineering Institute before passing through Southwest
Jiao-Tong University near the city of Emei. Our cultural research guide Mr. Li,
Zhi-Tin was an outstanding instructor and I will never forget the eighteen hour
car round tour from Chengdu to Meishan (with visit of the Sansu Shrines), via Xia
Jong to' Emei (visit of SW Jiao--Tong University) and Mt. Emei rising over 3000 m
above sea level. Not only in China but more so in Japan I was told many stories
about the Holy Emei-Zan with its twenty or more temples. Although unprepared I
held breath with my chinese hosts and all of us reached the Jinding (Golden
Summit) temple in healthy condition, and we all agreed that indeed it is one ofworld's most beautiful sceneries with brilliant waterfalls, flora and fauna,
butterflies of unequalled beauty, bats, hummingbirds , and statutes, monasteries
and pagodas. Although our driver found a back road short-cut, around this mighty
temple system of Emei-Zou, it is worth visiting many times, and I am encouraging
all of my Japanese hosts to join our Chinese hosts to honor many famed Buddhist
scholars who have contributed so much to the advancement of knowledge and human
understanding. Before returning very late at night via Meishan to Chengdu, we
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also visited the grand Buddha of Leshan and paid a visit co the ftýIwd city of
Leshan at the confluence of the Dadu and Minjiang river, whe'e my nother had been
active in the Methodist oz Lutheran mission hospital during 0934/5. It was a
great day for me to visit this lovely river town ot which our mrther was
recalling so many htumn encounters with the poor and diseased of the lower
Chengdu plains.

After returning to our Jinjiang Hotel along the Fuhe river, we met with a
group of Chinese and Japanese scholars who had been spending several days
entbhusiatically recalling their pleasant encounters at other nearby cultural
sites such as the Du-jiang-yon irrigation system along the Minjiang near Guan
Xian the Baoguay monastery and walking trails along the Long-guan mountains.

In summary, Sichuan certainly is a rich and beautiful province with
beautiful and well-humored people who have contributed above all a spicy yet very
well becoming cuisine.

D.5 Darture from the People�' Republic of China, Return via Hong Kong to
Tokvogih6-Cica

At the relatively small buL well laid-out airport of Chengdu I parted from
Prof. Lin, Shi-Ming who ha' been a most wonderful host and it was a real pleasure
to be together with him again after our recent six month research collaboration
in our UIC-EECS Communications Laboratory in Chicago. He strongly supported our
common objectives to expand our research interaction to include ny Japanese
JSPS-hosts Prof. Kyohei Fujimoto, Yasumitsu Miyazaki and Takeo Yoshino in
academic and research projects of mutual interest.

When I then arrived in Guangzhou, a tremendous typhoon was battering the
coastline of southern China and I thought I was lucky that I had to transfer to
the Guangzhou-Jiaolong railway in the evening. It was pouring down madly and with
the aid of several chinese post-graduate students departing for visiting
scholarships to Austral-asia and Northamerica I was able to transfer safely from
the Baiyun Airport to the Guangzhou railway station because my offical guide Mr.
Mei Wei-Min of CATIC had to attend to duties at the typhoon disaster prevention
office of Guangdong.

Thus wading again through knee-deep running streams of water we made our way
through to railroad station and found our reserved seats in the Xianggang Limited
Express. Delayed by more than two hours we finally took off into the direction of
the eye of the typhoon. The torrents of rain battered the air-tight windows of
the air-conditioned coaches and caused the electric lights and the air

-conditioning to cut out almost once a minute. Again, very badly delayed we
reached the main bridge over the Zhu-jiang to be informed that due to the
typhoon, the bridge would be unpassable and we had better transfer via chunks to
the other side, where another train was waiting for us. It was a real ordeal and
without the assistance of the chinese students I would never have been able to
finally arrive in Victoria Station of Hong Kong with six hours delay at 2:00 am
in the morning. Especially I thank Mr. Li, Kao-Qing and Mr. Ling, Xing-Wei for
their selfless assistance, in not only ferrying me but also all of my separate
eight pieces of baggage safely across the Pearl river which more behaved as if it
were alive with wild sea dragons.

It was good that I had made reservations at an outstanding hotel such as the
Shangrila which made up for the high price (one of the most expensive in
Kowloon), provided me with the desirable assistance to get to the airport in time
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on the next morning at a very close call. As a result of this adventure, I
suggest that anyone travelling in or out of Xianggang to P.R. China add an
additional one day before entry into and two days after the exit from PRC.
Luckily enough, our plane was also delayed at the Kowloon International Airport,
where many hangars had been badly damaged and several large carriers were
disabled by the falling debris during the monsoon-typhoon.

Our flight from Hong Kong to Tokyo-Narita across Taiwan was also rather
bumpy, yet at times the clouds opened up and I was so able to take some excellent
photographs of the Changkaicheck airport, over which we strato-ferried, and then
much later of Kashima, being able to identify the terrestrial-satellite
communications radar antenna systems, before reaching Tokyo-Narita Airport with
about five hours delay.

Tired out from this two-and-half day ordeal, I then reached the guest house
of Denki Tsushin Daigaku in Chofu-shi rather late on Sunday evening. I guess,
still under the visions of the chunk-ferry across the wild Zhujiang (Pearl
river), I was suffering the nightmare of having lost my passport, airline ticket
and traveler cheques during transfer at either the Narita Airport or Shinjuku
Airport bus terminal stations, then starting a wild goose chase for the lost
objects. In vain, even a major radio search of the police officer on duty during
midnight hours at the Chofu-shi main police station together with Prof. Takeo
Yoshino did not reproduce these objects--which luckily enough I then found in my
"water-tight precious book handbag" into which I had transferred all important
documents before leaving the Xianggang limited express on the Guangzhou side of
the Zhujiang. With deserved humorous scolding, Prof. Takeo Yoshino then booted me
into bed to get a few long overdue hours of deserved rest.

Then on July 15, 1986 together with Professors Takeo Yoshino and Kyohei
Fujimoto we visited the Office of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science
to bid a Farewell and Promise for "Auf Wiedersehen" especially to Mrs. Yuko
Furukawa, who had been so most helpful during my entire stay of this Phase I
tenure of my JSPS award fellowship.

I sincerely wish to thank them all for their congenial assistance.
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IV RECODMM1NDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT

Although I found that almost all aspects of the visiting scientist/scholar
programs administered by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science are laid
out in all minute detail and are being administered meticulously to the point,
there are many suggestions which I wish to recommend for possible consideration.

Because of the diversified nature of "weak areas" of the program, I wish to
categorize the problems under four major headings:

4.1 Assistance for the Visiting Scholar from abroad to Japan

4.2 Provision of Carefully Selected Reference Material

4.3 Improvement of University Campus Guest House Facility

4.4 Improvement of University Campus Facility

4.5 Improvement of Environmental Quality

4.6 A Japanese Institute for the Promotion of Japanese Language
and Culture

4.1 Assistance for the Visiting Scholar from abroad to Japan

Whenever I was dealing with JSPS fellows in Japan or abroad, I found that
those scientists and scholars were carefully selected, of very high international
standards and in many cases highly reknowned researchers, who deserve to be
treated with the highest degree of respect and admiration. Most of us Senior
Scientists have to adhere to very tight time scheduling satisfying very many
different conmittments which requires much more flexibility in settling time
schedules, and also more efficient means of ferrying around in Japan.

In addition, the monthly stipends provided by JSPS in comparison to the
living costs are not on a fair equitable level and certainly require respectable
increases in order to make up for the inflationary cost increases and Yen versus
dollar re-evaluations. Therefore, I would like to make the following suggestions:

4.1.1 Personal (Bilingual) JSPS Identification Pass
Every JSPS scholar from abroad visiting Japan be given bilingual cultural

identification and similar to that provided, for example by the Alexander Von
Humboldt foundation (see copy attached) clearly spelling out

i) identification of the scholar (dates/place of birth, country of
citizenship, personal biodata (height, color of eyes/hair,
etc.), photo-- in English and Japanese;

ii) purpose of the mission of JSPS and that the holder of the
"CULTURAL IDENTIFICATION CARD" is a guest of the Japansese
government and should enjoy the assistance of all National
Officers;

iii) starting and completion dates of mission.

4.1.2 Flexibility of Dates of Tenure of any JSPS Fellowship
Due to the multi/inter-disciplinary research involvement of many selected

fellows, their broad set of local university and national responsibilities,
increasingly more will require more flexibility of finalizing the program
schedules, distribution of the program over many years, etc., and therefore the
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following is suggested:
i) JSPS fellowships be distributed over a three--year duration with

annually phased programs;
ii) Permission be given that during each month the scholar may

return home for the duration of one week in order to look after
ongoing research programs if so required;

iii) whenever possible JSPS fellows be given Special highly price-reduced
JRL monthly transportation passes in order to increase efficiency of
movement.

4.1.3 Submission Date of Reports
In order to be of any assistance to JSPS regarding the submission of

recommendations for program improvement, we Foreign Scholars require more time
for absorbing all the new impressions which also may require intensive
postprogram library studies; and therefore the following is suggested:

i) instead of the stipulation of providing the final report one
month after completion date of mission: 6 months after
completion date;

ii) completion date of program may mean six months after leaving
the country in order to complete post-program library and
reading studies;

iii) in general, I found the meticulous handling of overly fixed
deadline dates very annoying and counterproductive;

iv) for Senior Scientists allowances for sudden program changes must
be accommodated if those result from national duties of the home
base.

4.1.4 Bank Credit Card
I found it next to an absolute insult that I was not allowd to possess a

Japanese Bank Credit Card because I was not staying for a period longer than six
months. Therefore, I would like to suggest, because without a Credit Card no one
can exist nowadays, the following:

i) every JSPS fellow from abroad coming to Japan even for a period
of only one (1) month be made eligible to receive a Bank Credit
Card of any of the major Japanese banks;

ii) the limited banking cards for handling of checking accounts be
made bi-lingual (certainly a JSPS-identification card could be
very useful!).

4.1.5 Increase of Daily Allowances, Honorania and Travel/Research
Contributions by JSPS
Certainly, the largest number of possible fellowships should be created, but

compensation must keep abreast with inflationary cost increases as well as with
the Yen devaluation/evaluation. This is a very important issue and should be
considered of great urgency. I will summarize my case in stating that if I had to
rely only on JSPS resources then I would (as I really did) live on a "graduate
student budget" or even less! Under no circumstances would I be able to sustain
the support of my wife and definitely not my children to accompany me as much as
those would have loved to do!

4.2 PROVISION OF SELECTED READING MATERIAL FOR JSPS SCHOLARS SELECTED FROM
ABROAD TO VISIT JAPAN

Although we can obtain a lot of useful material about travel in Japan from
JTB, for most of us true scholars very little is provided on serious reading
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material on an amateur expert level and only by trail-and-hit method may one be
successful in identifying the truly good and reliable up-to-date source material
in the English, German, French and/or Russian languages. To my greatest
astonishment m'Iny of the reknowned works were not available in any of the but
big bookstores in Tokyo, Osaka or Kyoto and one had to order those with up to six
week waiting periods.

Since I want to come very well prepared during my Phase II visit, I request
that to me and all other JSPS-fellows a detailed list of pertinent reference
material be provided with source of distribution

4.2.1 Bi-lingual Cartographic Maos and Atlasses
I-TisTvery hard to find good updated bilinal maps and atlasses which one

ought to have studied carefully in advance:
i) bilingual road maps;
ii) bilingual historical maps;

iii) bilingual geographic maps;
iv) bilingual atlas (e.g. TEIKOKU's Complete Atlas of Japan).

4.2.2 Basic Textbooks on Jaoanese Language
Although I was provided with great many simplistic texts on how to acquire a

knowledge of the Janpanese language, I found that a survey conducted by a team of
Japanese experts and overseas scholars would be very useful on this subject
matter.

4.2.3 Basic Texts on the Historical Development of Japanese Literature,
Music, Philosophy and Religion
Although a great many books are available, I soon found out that the quality

and depth varies widely and indeed JSPS could provide an excellent service in
identifying the best source books for specific applications.

4.2.4 Bilingual Nature Field Books on Japanese Flora, Fauna, Geology,
Oceanography, etc.
It would asist i a lot to find bilingual field books on Japanese flora,

fauna, geology, oceanography, etc., which I found to exist in selected fields or
sub-fields, however mostly unknown even to the experts. Again, JSPS could provide
an excellent service by providing a list of such books.

4.3 IMPROVEMENT OF UNIVERSITY GUEST HOUSE FACILITIES

I found all of the University guest house facilities to be very clean, well
groomed and looked after. However, I certainly missed certain important
facilities such as

(i) Electric Washing and Drying Machines: It is very inconvenient
to run all over the neighborhood, for example during heavy
monsoon rains or take the subway two to three stations to find
an operational laundry washing and drying slot machine
facility. Note, I did not find a single laundry washing/
cleaning business that would accept underwear, socks, wollen
pullovers, etc.

(ii) International Telephone Calling facilities should be installed
in all of the University guest houses and/or libraries. I find
the telephone paycard (for a fixed number of calls, say 5000
Yens) a great invention and such could be used most favorably.
Note, that for visitors from North America or Europe, we must
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usually make calls at off-office hours during the night!
(iii) Although most quest houses do possess stand-off elevated

toilet facilities, some don't; and many office and laboratory
buildings don't! For us foreigners of Northern Occidental/
American upraising, we are unaccustomed to the use of ground-
based sub-surface facilities!

4.4 University Campus Clean-up

With the exception of Waseda University, I found almost all campusses of
Japanese Universities to be very untidy, dirty, and uncared for. For a foreign
visiting scholar, who was taught at home that the Japanese people are some of the
cleanliest, orderliest, it really hurts to see such an aweful dirty mess on the
campus and in the immediate neighborhood of any campus (including Waseda).

If we cannot instill in our most talented group of upgrowing citizen the
drive for cleanliness and quality of the environment, how should we expect the
rest of the population to behave!

(i) Introduce Campus Clean-up Days (one per week);
(ii) Provide more waste baskets (including receivers for cigarette

buds);
(iii) Keep lavatories and toilets cleaner and provide more western

style facilities;
(iv) make sure that canteen food services are clean (note, I found

spoons and cups at times to be very dirty!);
(v) more attention should be paid to environmental beauty on all

campusses. Japan is now wealthy enough to afford the
expenditures for campus clean-up and beautification.

4.5 IMPROVEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY: WATER, LAND, AIR AND HEALTH

Being of German descent and having had to suffer a lot during all of my life
in "foreign countries for being a German in origin" and in Germany for being an
"Auslandsdeutscher", I feel confident to state that I very well understand how
the Japanese people must feel when they are continuously attacked by hostile
foreigners because of their selfcenteredness, their cultural, social and
religious homogeneity and especially because of their dedication, discipline and
industry. I admire the Japanese people, and they more than any other people have
currently the most to offer to all nations in enriching man's life and
understanding of the universe.

However, the Japanese people have sacrifised a very great lot during the
past century, namely environmental quality and may be more (or less) than any
other country. This obviously apparent severe problem, yet, has been recognized
and the Japanese people indeed are worried about Environmental Quality, but many
of their industrial leaders believe enough has been done. I am personally
convinced that this is not the case. On the other hand I am convinced that only
a highly technologically developed country with highly disciplined and industrial
people, such as Japan has to offer, will be able to achieve the long-desired
breakthrough everyone is waiting for.

Therefore, I would like to propose to all of my Japanese hosts, colleagues
and peers in all walks of life to make "The Quest for Environmental Quality"
their first utmost goal which includes over many years to come:
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4.5.1 Beautification of Architecture
(i) beautification of streets, roads and highways;

(ii) beautification of architecture and removal of ugly post-WWII
tin sheds sprawling all over the place;

(iii) beautification of architectural styles for landscaping, housing
etc. in finding a harmonious balance with traditional Japanese
styles;

(iv) beautification of University, Institute and Industry Company building
complexes in harmony with traditional Japanese styles.

4.5.2 Quality Control of Air
Althou&' a lot has been achieved over the past decade, still Japan must do

much more to improve on the Quality of Air and reduce pollution:
(i) develop and advance the technology for electro-combustion engine-

powered vehicles as a decisive means of cutting down on urban
area vehicle exhaust pollution;

(ii) develop and advance technology for extraction of smoke and
poisonous gases from smoke stack exhaust, etc.;

(iii) introduce core courses at all educational levels (elementary,
secondary, high school, college, university) on air quality
control.

4.5.3 Quality Control of Water
Although I found many Japanese rivers and waters cleaner than ever before,

not only in Japan but the world over must we be very concerned about the
maintenance and improvement of the quality of both fresh and sea water:

(i) improve sewer systems in rural areas;
(ii) strictly deny permission for the use of gasoline powered motors

or any oil releasing vehicles on inland lakes, reservoirs and
precious coastal waters;

(iii) do not permit uncontrolled urban sprawl into valuable farming
and natural lands;

(iv) keep forests and rural areas free of waste materials, especially
chemicals, used Cadmium-Nickel batteries, tires, etc.;

(v) introduce core courses at all educational level (elementary,
secondary, high school, college, university) on water quality
control.

4.5.4 Quality Control of the Acoustic and Electromagnetic Propaoation
Medium
t i's a pleasure to understand that Japan has accomplished the most of any

industrialized nation in reducing acoustic and electromagnetic radiation noise
sources. Yet all of us have not paid sufficient attention to this very serious
environmental radiation noise problem.

Although we have all been shocked about the serious aftereffects of the
Chernybol disaster, not to forget Hiroshima and Nagasalki, we yet also need to
make the general population know how damaging to nature and the health of living
creature any type of acoustic as well as electromagnetic overdoses of radiation
really is.

(i) introduce very strict regulations on radiation level of louu
speakers and any other public or inhouse use of acoustic
noise/radiation sources which includes modern entertainment
music;

(ii) introduce much stricter industrial codes and standards on
radiation level of acoustic and electromagnetic radiation
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equipment of all types used anywhere close to nature and
living creatures;

(iii) develop and advance the technology for planning all
transmission line (energy plus communications) systems
underground in well shielded ducts;

(iv) eliminate line of sight microwave radiation links by fibre
optical information transmission systems;

(v) introduce core courses at all levels (elementary, secondary,
high school, college, university) on acoustic and
electromagnetic radiation quality control.

4.5.5 Quality Control of Health of Living Creatures as a Whole
It is not sufficient that we only be concerned with the qua-5IT- control of

the health of people, but we must be concerned with that of the health of all
living creatures otherwise we may be choosing only short-term solution and create
much more serious problems for the prolonged existence of the human race and its
inhabitants of the terrestrial sphere and the universe.

(i) introduce more awareness of the value and respect for living
creatures as all of our religior. East and West alike, are
demanding from us!

(ii) Althoug I have found some ccnaL•-n about these issues,
absolutely no sufficient steps are taken at an overall
concerted effort world-wide!

(iii) introduce courses at all educational levels (elementary,
secondary, high school, college, university) on more devotion
and religious respect for any creature.

Note, I wish to re-emphasize that I am addressing this specific problem
because I am convinced that it only can be the Japanese people who, armored with
their science and technology, will be able to provide the leading advances in
addressing this problem very realistically.

4.6 CREATION OF AN INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF JAPANESE
CULTURE AND LANGUAGE

During the post-WWII period and thereafter Japan has attained a very high
standard of technological, scientific but also social, linguistic and cultural
accomplishments. All of us visitors to your beautiful country and meeting your
talented hardworking people know that the Japanese way of life has many positive
sides which have a real lot to offer to the entire world and every other nation.
For example, here I recall the Goethe Institutes of German Language and Culture,
and I am sure that Japan has to offer a lot on a similar scale. Maybe the theme
need not be based on one of your famed poets, writers and thinkers, but more on
one of your great master of the fine arts, for example of Ukiyo-E, such as
Hiroshige or Hokusai.

Certainly, there exist so many reasons why Japan si-ould create such a chain
of international cultural institutes and there exist many more reasons why we
foreigners should encourage the Japanese people to do so, namely to share with
all others the fruits of the hard labor for the hard-fought advances in the
sciences, the arts and technologies which ultimately lead to the enrichment of
culture.

Thus, may I suggest for consideration:
(i) the Japanese people create for the benefit of their own and

foreign people an international chain of national Japanese
institutes of culture;
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(ii) provide lectures, seminars, short courses, performance
examinations on Japanese language, literature, art, fauna,
flora, geology, sociology, etc.;

(iii) invite future JSPS fellow awardees to participate in a six
week to three month cultural accommodation program (similar to
one by the Goethe Institute, for example);

(iv) provide a national workshop for gathering once or twice a year
for all JSPS fellows, who are carrying out their tenure during
that period in Japan;

(v) create a JSPS newsletter for program continuation and updates
to be distributed to all former JSPS fellow awardees;

(vi) hold weekly open houses at JSPS headquarters or the desired
cultural centers for increased interaction of current JSPS
fellows with Japanese scholars and scientists;

(vii) finally, once a year, we JSPS fellow awardees from abroad
should be invited to meet with the dignitaries of the
Japanese government and society.

V ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

In concluding this report, I first wish to beg understanding for the delayed
submission of this FINAL REPORT according to JSPS stipulations. However, I found
that next to all the other duties of a day-by-day sixteen-hour work day, I would
never have been able to accomplish it even a day earlier. Indeed, I will require
many additional weeks and months to rework the entire report which thus can only
be considered a FIRST DRAFT of what is to become a FINAL REPORT in the future.

Particularly, I must beg the pardon of Professor Kyohei Fujimoto for my
continuous delaying of deadline dates and revamping of schedules. May the
sincerity and many hours I have put into the preparation of this report convince
him, however, that I am not going to let him down. On the contrary, I should
thank him foremost as a friend, a competent and wise colleague, and a very
innovative researcher for all the advice and encouragement plus angry pushes he
has given me to have this report finally done.

The interaction among my four hosts, Profs. Kyohei Fujimoto, Yasumitsu
Miyazaki, Takeo Yoshino, Lin Shi-Ming and myself was excellent and I want to
express my sincerest thanks to them for their hospitality and generosity, and for
opening so many doors wide for me to become a lasting friend of the Japanese and
Chinese people. It was Professor Takeo Yoshino, who showed me how beautiful the
hidden corners, not commonly accessible to tourists, are and that Japan and its
sphere of life can only be comprehended from a study of its integrated geology,
geography and ecology from which its island character is derived.

At all of the three host universities in Japan and those in Xian, I was
offered to stay at their unique guest facilities which I enjoyed and I was very
grateful for. Thus, I wish to take this opportunity and express my sincere
gratitude to the senior administrators, Vice Presidents and Presidents who
offered me the use of these useful facilities.

Also, I would like to thank Mrs. Yuko Furukawa of the JSPS Administration
Office in the Yamato Building of Chiyoda-ku for her harmonious collaboration and
understanding of the many special issues I had to put forth in my case.
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Similarly, I would like to thank all of the administrators of the other
organizations who with their devoted and enthusiastic collaboration made these
cultural and research travels possible including Prof. Haung Zhong-zheng, Dr.
George B. Wright, Dr. Annette M. Johnke, my department head, Prof. Wai-Kai Chen
and my deans, Dr. Paul M. Chung, and Dr. Ronald P. Legon of the University of
Illinois at Chicago. In addition, I would like to thank my research contract
scientists and monitors Drs. Kenneth Davis, Arthur K. Jordan, Michael Morgan,
Richard G. Brandt, ONR; Drs. Robert J. Dinger, Guenter Winkler, Brett Borden,
NWC; Drs. Otto Kessler, Raymond Dalton, NADC; Drs. James W. Mink, Walter Flood,
ARO; and Drs. Fred Sedenquist, Robert J. Russel, Lloyd W. Root, MI-LAB, for their
interest in our research collaboration.

Finally, I wish to thank my family and in particular my dear and brave wife,
Eileen-Annette, for enduring the many hours I have spent away from home, and for
being so accommodating during the struggles of having the FINAL REPORT prepared,
edited and typed. I also thank my capable graduate research assistants, Matthias
Walther, Jonas Okeke, Thomas Foo, and Amit Agrawal, for sharing into typing of
the manuscript, and visiting Professors masakazu Sengoku, Mitsuru Tanaka and Zha,
Qiong-zheng for proof-reading and discussing the text.
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REPORT ON SABBATICAL RESEARCH! LEAVE

(1988 MAY 31)

By: Wolfgang-M. Boerner, Professor & Director
UIC-EE•cS/ (m/c 154)
840 W. Taylor St., SEL-4210
Chicago, IL USA 60680-4348
+1(312)996-5480/5140

Title: THE ADVANCEMENT OF INVERSE METHODS IN HIGH| RESOLUTCIO POLARIMETRIC

TRRGhT IMAGIIN IN AN AIR/LANd/SEA CLU1TTER ENVIROWM

Period: W/SQ 86-87: 1987 Jan. 01 - 1987 July 31

Sponsors: (1) The University of Illinois at Chicago, Engineering College, EECS
(WO/SQ 86-87)/Sabbatical Leave for Two Quarters at Full Salary.

(2) Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung, Bonn-Bad Godesberg, FRG- West
Germany/US Senior Scientist A. von Humboldt Fellow Award.

(3) Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific & Industrial Research,
Environmental Science Technology Program; Kjeller, Norway/US
Senior Scientist NTNF Fellow Award.

(4) NAMO-AGARD Distinguished Lecturer Program, ONERA, Chatillon-
Bagneux, France/Distinguished Lecturer Award.

Hosts: (1) The German Aerospace Research & Test Establishment, DFVLR-NE-HF,
Oberpfaffenhofen, D-8031 OPH/Post Wessling, Obb., FRG - West Germany.
Attn: Dr. Wolfgang Keydel, Director, +[4918152-28-306

(2) The Royal Norwegian Council of Scientific & Industrial Research,
Environmental Science Technology Program, NTNF-PFM, Boks 25/Forsk
Inst. N-2007 Kjeller, Norway.
Attn: Dr. Dag T. Gjessing, Director, +[4716-80-70-90/93

(3) Organization National Etude Recherche Aerospatiale, Systems Radar
29 Ave de la Division Le Clerc, F-92-320 Chatillon-Bagneux
Attn: Dr. Jacques Dorey, Director, .+[331146-57.11.60

Schedule: Due to the strong research contract and collaborative research
involvement in the USA, the NW Pacific Orient, and in NATO-Europe, a
tight travel schedule was adopted. During these seven months, five
return flights to the USA had to be incorporated in order to
participate in ongoing contract reviews and negotiations. During my
stay in Europe, I travelled about 30,000 km by the BMW-535 Dienstwagen
made available through the A. von Humboldt award, and another 15,000
km by train (during the tough winter months 1987 Jan.-March) and
airplane (from Noordkap to Lisbon, from Weston-Super-Mare to
Link6pping). More than 200 hours in lecture/seminar presentations
during invited NATO/ESA/CCG/ i'1nlF/DFVLR/University/National Research
Institutes had to be included in this schedule next to extensive
research discussions, consultations and interactions.

Phase I: 1987, Jan. 01 - Feb. 07

Jan. 01 - 08: Travel preparations and contract debriefings
(CHI/WA/HUN/CHI) including visits of ONR,
Arlington, VA; NRL, Washington; APL, Laurel,
MD; DARPA, Arlington; MICOM, Huntsville, AL.
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Flight: LH 431: aIII (87-01-09-16:30)-MUN (87-01-10-9:34)
Jan. 09 - Feb. 07: Research Interaction Period I

I-1 Interactions with:
DFVLR-OPH
UEN-ERLANGEN (NATO-ARW-DIMRP 88)
FGAN-WW
AEG-ULM

- • -- - SEL-STU
I-2 Attendance of 1987 International URSI, Comm.

F, MSRS Symposium, G6teborg, Chalmers
University of Technolgy, 1987 Jan. 19 -22,
Palmstedsalen.

1-3 Presentation as invited monthly colloquium
"speaker at University of Bremen & Alfred
Wegener Institut fOr Polarforschung,
Bremerhaven, 1987 Feb. 2 - 4: "Anwendung
elektromagnetischer inverser Streungsmethoden
in der Radar-Erd-Fern-Erkwudung."

Flight: LH 430: MUN (1987-02-07-12:35)- CHI (1987-02-07-17:14)

Phase II: 1987, Feb. 08 - March 15

Feb. 08 - Feb. 17: Travel debriefing/contract monitoring
meetings/contract debriefing (CHI-HIUN-WA-*CHI)

Flight: LH 431: (CHI: 1987-02-18-16:30).- MUN (1987-02-19-9:34)
Feb. 18- March 15: Research Interaction Period II
II-1 Interactions with:

DFVLR-OPH
UEN-ERL
TUD-DARM
TJK--KARL
DI EHL-NGB
AECG-ULM
FGAN-TUB
ZEISS-KOCH

xI-2 Invited keynote speaker at Wehrtechnische
Seminare: Multisensorik unter Einbeziehung der
Bionik, 1987 Feb. 19-21, Bonn. W-M. Boerner:
Polarimetric Imaging in Nature, Science &
Technology.

11-3 Visit (1987 Feb. 24-25) of Fundamentalstation
WErELL, Satelli'tenbeobachtungsstation:
Satelliten-Geod.sie-VLBI-Experimente,
D-8493 Kotzting, Bayerischer Wald
Attn: Dr. Wolfgang Schliter, Director
+[4919941-8643

11-4 Participation in calibration measurements at
NTNF-PFM, Kjeller, Norway, March 10 - 12.
(Drs. Dag T. Gjessing, Jens Hjelmstad/NTNF;
Drs. Robert Turner, John Apel and Bob
McDonough/APL)
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II -5 XV Annual Symposium for Humboldt Awardees in
Rottach - Egern/Tegennsee, March 12 - 14.
(Main speaker: Georg Hendrick von Wright:
Science & Rationality)

Flight: UIi 430: MUN (1987-03-15-12:35)- CHI (1987-03-15-17:14)

Phase III: 1987, March 16 - April 17
March 16 - March 21: Travel debriefing/contract

monitoring/debriefing (CHI-SAN
DIEGO-ALAMOGORDO--CHI)

Flight: LH 431: CHI (1987-03-22-16:20)- MUN (1987-03-23-9:34)
March 22 - April 17: Research Interaction Period III

III-1 Interactions with:
DFVLR-OPH
DFVLR-PORZ/WAHN
BMFTr/BMVtg, Bonn
NATO Hqts.
AWL-Portsmouth

HiORN-EMI, Wells
RSRE-GR. MALVERN
CNR, London
SHAPE-TC Scheveningan
TIO-Den Haag
MBB- Mu - Ottobrunn

111-2 Attendance of International Conference on
Antennas & Propagation, ICAP '87, York,
England, UK, 1987 March 29 - April 02;
presentation of two invited papers:
W-M. Boerner, The Electromagnetic Inverse
: Problem Current State of the Art

W-M. Boerner, Recent Advances in Radar
Polarimetry: Assessment of the State of the
Art

111-3 Extensive discussions (87 April 03) at
ONR-European Branch Office, 223 Old
Maryleebone Rd., London, NW 1-5th,
+[441-1-409-4479. Attn: Dr. David L. Venezky,
Scientific Director

111-4 Visit of American Embassy with Federal
Republic of Germany, Deichmann's Aue 29, D-53
Bonn l-Mehlem +(49]228-339-1. Scientific
Attach6: Dr. Edward H. Malloy: Discussions on
improving exchange programs for US scientists.

Flight: LH 432: MUN (1987-04-17-11:40)- CHI (1987-04-17-14:20)

PHASE IV: 1987, April 18 - June 7

April 18 - April 23: Travel debriefing/contract monitoring/contract
debriefing (CHI-WA-HUN-CHI)

Flight: AM 88: CHI (1987-04-24-4:15)- MUN (1987-04-25-9:30)
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April 24 June 7: Research Interaction Period IV

IV-1 Interactions with:
DFVLR-OPH
ONERA, Paris
BWH, Hamburg
MPI, Hamburg
NTNF-PFM, Oslo
FOA-II I,Linkbpping

IV -... Invitation to Universit.t Bern, Applied
Physics Institute, Bern, Switzerland: Prof.
Erwin Schanda (1987 April 28 - 30). Swiss
Federal Department of Defense, Ristungsamt/FA
96 (Radar & EKF)

IV-3 NATO-AGARD Workshop Short Course Lecture
Series: "Advanced Radar Polarimetry, Radar
Cross Section Matrix Measurements, and Radar
Absorbing Material" (Distinguished Lecturer:
Dr. Wolfgang-M. Boerner, Prof. UIC, 1987 May
03 - May 08. (see attachment)

IV-4, May 12 Invited monthly lecturer at Gesamthochschule
Kassel, Institut for Theor. Electrotechnik,
Prof. Karl-Jbrg Langenberg) Wilhelmshdher
Allee 71, D-3500 Kassel +(49)561--804-64-68
"Inverse Methods in Electromagnetic Imaging"

IV-5, May 13 Invited monthly lecturer at the Max Planck
Institut for Meteorologie; Universitdt
Hamburg, Prof. Helmut Jeske, "Polarimetric
Doppler Radar Meteorology"

IV-6 Research interaction with NTNF-PFM,
Kjeller/Tromse, Langestund, Norway: 1987 May 15
- May 30: (i) Participation in polarimetric
scatterometer measurement campaign at
Langesund; (ii) Research interactions at
Tromso, Trondheim; (iii) Visit of EU-SCAT;
(iv) Visit of NIT, Trondheim; (v) Interaction
with MIROS. (Profs. Dag T. Gjessing, Asgeir
Brekke, Andreas Toning; Drs. Jens Hjelmstad,
Helge Nareid, Ove Bratteng; Mr. Dagfinn
Leivulfsrud)

IV-7 Visit of Karl von Linn6 Botanic Garden,
Uppsala, May 31

IV-8" Visit of FOA3/36 Radar Imaging Division,
Link6pping, Sweden, June 01

IV-9 Invited monthly lecturer at Bundeswehr
Hochschule Hamburg, Division Electronics and
Radar (Profs. Dr-Ing. Kurt Nixdorff and
Dr-Ing. Hans G. Wasserling) "Polarimetric
Radar Techniques in Target Allocation and
Detection", June U2

IV-10 Invited monthly lecturer at
Bundeswehrhochschule Minchen, Division
Electrcnics and Remote Sensing (Prof. Dr-Ing.
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Gerhard Flachenecker) "Inverse Methods in
Radar Polarimetry", June 04

Flight: AM 89B: MUN (1987-06-07-12:25)- CHI (1987-06-07-17:00)

Phase V/VI: 1987! June 08 - July31

June 08 - June 14: Travel Debriefing/Contract Monitoring/
Debriefing (CHI-URBANA-HUN-CHI)

Flight: LH 431M: CHI (1987-06-14-16:20)- MUN (1987-06-15-7:50)

June 15 - July 15: Phase V: Cultural/scientific research round
trip with wife and children: Mi(nchen -
Stuttgart - Heidelberg - Kaiserslautern - Metz
- Verdun - Reims - Orleans - Blois - Anbois -
Chartres - Paris - Giverney - Lille -

Portsmouth - Salisbury - Stonehenge - Wells -
Bath - Bristol - Rhaider - BuilthWells -
Leomixiister - Warwick - Oxford - Richmond (Mew
Botanic Gardens) - London - Canterbury - Dover
- Ostende - Vlissingen - Rotterdam - Hilversum
- Hooge Value - Arnheim - Gelsenkirchen -
Bochum - Kassel - Bad Hersfeld - Eisenach -

Weimar/Erfurt - Karl Marx Stadt (Chemnitz) -

Radebeul - Bautzen - Dresden - Leipzig - Halle
- Plauen - Hof - Bayreuth - Erlangen -
Nirnberg - Neuendettelsau - Weissenburg -

MUnchen.

Phase Vi 1987, July 16 - July 31

July 16 - July 28: Final Phase of research interaction with
DFVLR-OPH
DFVLR-PORZ (Head Quurters)
UEN-ERL
TUM-MUN
AEG-ULM

Flight: LH 432M: MUN (1987-07-28-11:40)- CHI 1987-07-28-14:20)

July 29 - 31: Completion of sabbatical research leave:
travel debriefing at IJIC.

Summary
The research conducted during my sabbatical research leave was prmiarily
conducter. within the premises of the German Aerospace Research and Test Facility
DFVLR-Oberpfaffenhofen in collaboration with its Remote Sensing Sciences &
Technology Division, Electromagnetic Scattering and Imaging, and Polarimetric
Radar Sections. One of the prime goals was to provide further guidance and
consultation for the use of the C-Band Dual Polarization Doppler Radar Research
Facility and its implementation in polarimetric doppler radar rain scatter
analyses in collaboration with the DFVLR, Division of the Physics of the
Atmosphere.

In addition, in close collaboration with DFVLR, two research site visits were
carried out: (1) to the Norwegian Council of Scientific & Industrial Research,
Environmental Surveillance Program NrNF-PFM-Kjeller, where at Langesund
extensive measurement campaigns on polarimetric scatterometer backscatter from
rough ocean surfaces with and without distinct ship/submersible wake
interference were executed; (2) to the French Department of Defense,
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Organisation Nationale Ftude Recherche Aerospatiale, ONERA, Chatillon-Bagneux,
where at Rennes. extensive broadband polarimetric scattering matrix radar
analyses of complex radar targets were in progress. In addition, major visits
(.upon-Anviftation).- in context with these polarimetric radar research studies
were conducted with (i) the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar Research, Polar
Meteorology Division for implementation of polarimetric doppler radars in polar
icostoz'm nalyses;. (ii) the University of Bern, Applied Physics Department,
Rezote. Sthsing Lhboratory, carrying out measurements on the determination of
polbmatr.c RM TIsgnatures of vegetation (plants, crops, trees, shrubs, algae,
etc..:); (iii) the Swedish Defense Research Establishment, Radar Division, FOA
IT1-Lltikd~p1hi for the analysis of polarimetric ship/submersible wake signatures
in-theBothhlan Bay at shallow waters; (iv) the Royal Signals and Radar
Establishment, Great Malvern, Radar Signatures Division for the assessment of
po"aimeUtA-Id-er radar signature implementation in tactical radar; (v) the
Supreme HeaqUarters of the Allied Powers in Europe, Technical Center at
SHAPE'I-, Seh&Venihgen/Den Haag for experimental and data processing analyses of
poFTimtriCsvattering matrix radar data; (vi) the Dutch Organization for
Applied sci'encet, Physics & Electronics Laboratory, TNO-PEL, Schevening for the
analyses. of polarimetric sea scatter signatures with/without naval targets; and
(' 4ts to at least twelve industrial RDE centers (AEG, MBB, DIEHL, SEL,
SIRM, ZEI2S70',- IER, THORN-EMI, ERICSON, SELENIA, MATRA, TOMPSON-CSF,
AE ISPATIJJEet.)- engaged in polarimetric radar development. As a result of
these- tXt~flsive ihteractions, five major research papers have resulted, in
additlbh,- to bte Major NATO Advanced Research Workshop on Direct and Inverse
Methods in Radar Folarimetry to be staged in Bad Windsheim, FRG, 1988 Sept. 18 -

24i4-4i-hdrlf the second phase of the A. von Humboldt Award tenure (1988 Aug. 15 -

Octobert -1.5).
In conclusion, my research interactions with scientists, engineers, and
envirbnmentalists from within NATO Europe, Sweden and Switzerland, engaged in
the remote.sensing of the terrestrial environment by implementing polarimetric
doppler rait/SAR imaging methods were exhaustive, extensive, fruitful and very
successful. We have made many new research contacts, coordinated and streamlined
research and developmental efforts in the advancement of polarimetric radar
technology. Paired with my collaterated research efforts in the Pacific NW
Orient, which included Japan, Taiwan, S. Korea and the People's Republic of
China, Austral-Asia (NZ+Austr.), and the United States and Canada, we have now
assembled the major research teams in this novel important discipline of
Polarimetric Radar/SAR/ISAR Remote Sensing which will be gathering again during:

(1) The 1988 IEEE-APS/URSI-USNC International Symposium, Syracuse, N.Y.,
1988 June 6 - 10. (six major sessions organized by W-M. Boerner and
devoted to polarimetric radar analyses, scattering and remote sensing.

(2) The Third Polarimetric Radar Technology Workshop, at the Wernherr von
Braun Rocket Auditorium, Redstone Arsenal, AL 1988, August 16 - 18
(W-M. Boerner: Co-Chairman/Proceedings Editor)

(3) The NATO-ARW-DIMRP 88, KUK Hotel Residenz, Bad Windsheim, FRG, 1988
SSept. 18_ -.24

(W-M. Boerner: Director/Proceedings Editor)

(4) The CCG Short Course Lecture Series on Polarimetric Radar Technology,
DEVLR-Oberpfaffenhofen, 1988, Sept. 26 - 29
(W-M. Boerner: Main Lecturer/Workshop Chairman)

Expansion of Research Collaboration
The research collaboration between DFVLR, NTNF, ONRERA and UIC-EECS/CL has been
expanding favorably leading to various counter visits and coordinated research
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efforts, sponsored in part by the US Defense Advanced Research Project Agency
and the US Office of Naval Technology. Especially our POL-SAR shin and
submersable wake detection projects are well advancing, also involving TNO, RSRE
and FOA III. All of these research groups will be strongly represented during
the above mentioned Polarimetric Research Workshops.
As a result of my inter-European and inter-NW Pacific oriental research
inter-actions rather strong multi-national research collaborative consortiums
dealing with Polarimetric Radar Studies are emerging. At last, we have been able
to close the gap between NATO-European/North American and NW Pacific Allied
Research laboratories and due to my personal contacts many strong active
research collaborative programs have been established.

Phase II Continuation of A.v.H/NTNF/ONERA Interaction
The Phase II interaction will take place during 1988 August 15- Oct. 15,
including one major measurement compaign sponsored by US-DARPA, US-ONT, UK-MOD,
FRG-BMVtg, No-MOD and NATO. for POL-SAR/POL-RAD wake detection at moderately
rough seas in the North Sea off the Norwegian Coast, and three workshops.

Publications
Several publications are currently being prepared in collaboration with research
staff of DFVLR, RSRE, NTNF, FDA III and UIC-EECS/CL which will be included in
the Proceedings of the NATO-ARW-DIMRP'88 and of the Third Polarimetric Radar
Technology Workshops' 88.
Attachments

.Program Descriptions:

(1) DFVLR

(2) NTUF

(3) ONERA

A.2 Polarimetric Workshop/Symposium Schedules:

(1) NATO-ARW-DIMRP' 88
(2) Third Polarimetric Radar Technology Workshop
(3) CCG Short Course on Polarimetric Radar Theory & Technology.

A.3 Coordination of NW-Pacific Orient International Symposia, Workshops and
Expert Retreats

(1) ISAP'89, Tokyo, Aug. 22-25

(2) ISAS'89, Shanghai, Aug. 19 - Sept.01

(3) ISEC'89, Nagoya, Sept. 8-10

(4) ISNCR'89, Kyoto, Nov. 14-16

A.4 Updated Curriculum Vitae: W-M. Boerner (Short Form)
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THE JSPS FELLOWSHIP FOR RESEARCH

IN JAPAN

RESEARCH REPORT

Date 1988 May 31

Reported by: BOERNER, Wolfgang - Martin, Prof. Dr.

Host Scientist: Fujimoto, Kyohei, Prof. Dr.

Research Period: From 1988, March 14 To 1988, April 30

Title of Research in Japan: PHASE II: Advancement of Science & Technology

in High Resolution Radar Polarimetry
Using Electromagnetic Inverse Methods

(Signature) ___________ n

Dr. Wolf gang-M. Boerner



SrTile

UNIVERITY

CQNCAGO

Communicatons Laboratory (M/C 154)
Popanment of ElectncaW Engmneenng and Comouter Science
4210-42) 1 Scence and Engineering Laboratories
Box 4348, Chicago, Illinois 60680 USA,
(312) 9H.5480I5140

June 15, 1988

Professor Dr. Kyohei Fujimoto
Dept. of Applied Physics
Tsukuba University
Bldg. 3F, Rm. 627
Tsukuba-Shi, Ibaraki-Ken
305 Japan
+(81) 298-53-5313/2435

Dear Kyohei:

It was a pleasuLre to meet again with Prof. Kazuhiro Hirasawa and so iany
Japanese colleagues during the 88 IEEE-APS/URSI-USNC Symposium in Syracuse and
then, thereafter, having Dr. Hirasawa and many others visiting us in Chicago. I
had intended to complete my JSPS (Final) Phase II Report before his departure
which was then not possible due to the unexpected high number of Chinese,
Japanese, and European visitors.

Today, I am enclosing the original and one copy of the final report and one
copy each to Mrs. Yuko Furukawa, Profs. Yasumitsu Miyazaki, Takeo Yoshino,
Toshio Sekiguchi, Takeo Abe and to my personal friends, Mr. Masami Iwasaki and
Mr. Takao Namiki. Again, I wish to express my sincerest gratitude for your
pleasant and stimulating hostship and your personal friendship.

In the meantime, Dr. Yoshio Yamaguchi, who is being jointly sponsored by
Monbusyo and UIC-EECS/CL, has arrived and settled to collaborate with us for one
year.

Looking forward to meeting you soon again.

Sincerely yours,

Wolfgang-M. Boerner, Ph.D.
Professor & Director

.Enclosures
cc: Mrs. Yuko Furukawa

Prof. Yasumitsu Miyazaki
Prof. Takeo Yoshino
Prof. Toshio Sekiguchi
Prof. Takeo Abe
Mr. Masami Iwasaki
Mr. Takao Namiki
Prof. Wai-Kai Chen
Prof. Philip L. Hawley
Prof. Susan V. Lourenco
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RESEARCH REPORT

(1988 9Y 31T)

THE JSPS FELIADWSHIP FOR RESEARCH IN JAPAN

Prepared by: Dr. Wolfgang-M. Boerner
(JSPS Fellow) Professor & Director

UIC-EECS/CL (M/C 154)
840 W. Taylor St. SEL-4210
Chicago, IL/USA 60680-4348
+1(312)-996-5480/5140

Title: Advancement of Science & Technology
in High Resolution Radar Polarimetry
Using Electromagnetic Inverse Methods

Program Phasing: The research collaboration of this JSPS Fellow with his three
Japanese Host Scientists is spread over many years and
separated into three major phases. Here, we are reporting on
the RESULTS of the Second Phase which was subdivided into five
parts including a visit to Xidian Daxue, Xian, China for
current and future enrichment of the program.

Duration: PHASE II: 1988 March 14 - 1988 April 30
Ph.II, Pt.l: March 15-26/TUS:Prof. Kohei Fujimoto
Ph.II, Pt.2: March 27-April 3/UEC: Prof. T. Yoshino
Ph.II, Pt.3: April 3-9/TUT:Profs. Y. Miyazaki & T. Abe
Ph.II, Pt.4: April 10-14/TUS: Prof. Kyohei Fujimoto
Ph.II, Pt.5: 1988, April 15-30/Xidian Daxue, Xian: Prof. Mao,

Yu-Kuan and Ge, De-Biao; NPU, Xian: Prof. Lin,
Shi-Ming

Host/Inst: Prof. Kyohei Fujimoto, Tsukuba University of Science
Tsukuba Kagaku Daigaku, Inst. of Applied Physics
Tsukuba-Shi, Ibaraki-Ken 305, Tel 81-298-53-2435/5313

Collaborating Institutes:

Co-Host Inst:TUJT Co-Host Inst:UEC Co-Host Inst: Xidian Daxue,
Toyohashi Gijutsu Denki Tsushin Tai-Bai Lu 2
Kagaku Daigaku Daigaku Xian, Sbaanxi, China
Tempaku-cho, Toyohashi 440 Chofu-shi, Tokyo 182 86-29-55801
8 1- 5 32-47-0111x528/574 81=424-832161x3351

Summary: My Phase II (1988 March 14 to April 30) in continuation of my Phase I
(1986, March 23 to July 23) engagement as a JSPS Fellow from the USA in Japan
was again a most rewarding experience due to the very dedicated attention given
to me by my Japanese hosts who opened up so many academic, scientific, cultural,
social and religious windows for me to become an everlasting friend of the
Japanese people, a sound admirer of their multivaried accomplishments and a
fellow-struggler for the beautification of their cities and the improvement of
their rich marine/coastal/land/mountain islands environment. Although this
second phase has been a rather short visit by number of weeks and days, it was a
most efficient and rewarding time thanks to the well groomed Japanese
punctuality, correctness, preciseness and dedication of getting things done at
the best of one's abilities. My three previous hosts and my new host, Prof.
Takeo Abe, Niigata University, all four so different in character, scientific
approach and scope; who are highly talented and innovative, with unique personal
interests and hobbies, made it possible, because of their rather striking
different approach to academic and research guidance, for me to obtain a rather
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rare glimpse behind the curtains of strict formality which so much can obscure a
real vision of Japan. I was able to observe a lot, to deliver many lectures, to
return with many new ideas and, above all, with the confidence of having made
many new long lasting friendships out of which productive research innovation
will result.

Before concluding with this executive summary, I wish to emphasize the
importance of visiting both Japan and the Oriental Continent (Korea, China,
Taiwan) whenever, we "occidentals" visit the Orient in order to obtain a deeper
appreciation of the diversification but also, unique similarities of these
countries; and thus I was very grateful that a short visit to the Universities
of Xian, and particularly during Phase II of Xidian Daxue, was approved by JSPS
to be included in my research travel program.

This Phase II (Final) Research Report is short and complements my Phase I Report
of 1986 August 15. All previous comments and suggestions still apply, some of
which have been further amplified. Specifically, this Phase II (Final) Research
Report contains in: Chpt. II-1: The Itinerary, Chpt. 11-2: A Summary of Academic
Activities; Chpt. 1!-3: Major Observations; Chpt. 11-4: Suggestions for
Improvement. Chpt. 11-5: Summary of P.R. China Travel; and Chpt. 11-6,
Acknowledgements.

CAPTER II-1: THE ITINERARY

Phase II: 1988 March 14 - April 30

Phase II: Pt. 1 (1988, March 17-26): Tokyo, Tsukuba

UIC-Preparations/Debriefing: 1988, March 14-16
Travel (UA 097/097: CHI-LA-NAR): 1988, March 16-17

1988, March 18: Visit to ONR Far-East Branch Office
Akasaka Press Center, Roppongi

JSPS, Yamato Bldg.
Chiyoda-Ku

Invitation by Mr. & Mrs. Masami Iwasaki and Mr. & Mrs. Takao
Namiki, Takashima, Nihonbashi

1988, March 19/20: Tokyo Cultural Centers (Ueno Park National Galleries &
Museums and Ohda Ukiyo-e Museums, Shibuya)

1988, March 20: Invitation by Prof. & Mrs. Kyohei Fujimoto, Sakura-Mura
1988, March 21-26: Tsukuba Daigaku

Research Discussions with Prof. Kyohei Fujimoto and Kazuhiro
Hirasawa and collaboration with staff and graduate research
students (Dr. Simeon Voynov, Visiting Scientist Sofia,
Bulgaria; Dr. Zhang, Yi-Min, Visiting Scholar P.R. China;
Prof. Tohru Idogawa)

1988, March 26: Visit to: Doboku Kenkyo Jo (Public Works Research Institute,
Ministry of Construction), Water Resources & Flood Control
Department, Asahi Toyo-Sato-Machi, Tsukuba-Shi:
Dr. Fumio Yoshino
Dr. Hirashi Hashimoto
(Discussions about DND Dual Polarization (Niju Hempa)
Doppler Radar Rain Analyses: Invitation to NATO-ARW-DIMRP,
88)

Phase II: Pt. 2 (1988, March 27- April 2): Tokyo Kogyo Daigaku, Denki Tsu-Shin
Daigaku/Sugadaira
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1988 March 27: Invitation by Prof. & Mrs. Kazuhiro Hirasawa, Setagaya-Ku
1988, March 28: Visits of Tokyo University and Tokyo Institute of Technology
1988 March 29: Preparation for Instrumentation Check-up of EXOS-D/GEO-TAIL I

Satellite:Denki Tsushin Daigaku: Profs. Takeo Yoshino and
Isamu Nagano (Kanazawa Univ.)

Afternoon/Evening: Japan EIC Meeting: Takadano-baba, Waseda University Campus
(Heian-Kaku Bldg.): Interaction with Japanese colleagues
specializing in electromagnetic wave propagation,
diffraction, scattering and remote sensing (Prof. Kiyohiko
Itoh, Hakkaido Daigaku; Prof. Masahiro Suzuki, Hokkaido Inst.
of Technology; Profs. Tosiro Koga, Takashi Takenaka, Kyushu
Daigaku; Profs. Takeo Abe and Masakazu Sengoku, Niigata
Univ.; Prof. Mitsuro Tanaka, Oita Daigaku; Prof. Saburo
Adachi, Tohoku Daigaku; Prof. Bandhit Rojarayanont,
Chulalongkorn/Thailand; etc.)

1988, March 30: Denki Tsushin Daigaku (Profs. Takeo Yoshino, Tsutolai Suzuki,
Dr. Takashi Shibata)

Visits of RRL (Dem-pa-ken): changed to Communications
Research Lab. (Tsushin Sogo Kenkyu-Jo): Drs. Tomohiro Oguchi,
Ken-Ichi Okamoto and Jiun Akawa: Discussion about Dual
Polarization Doppler Radar Rain Scatter Analyses.

1988, March 30- Visit of Sugadaira Uchu Dempa Kan-Soku-Jo (Space Wave
April 02 Observatory) Prof. Takeo Yoshino and Mr. Ichihiro Tomizawa:

Discussion about earthquake electromagnetic precursor
emission/radiation detection and monitoring.

1988, April 03: Visit to Gerd Kn~pper, (recipient of the Prime Minister's
Award), with Dr. Masao Gotoh and Mr. Kazuo Morinaga at the
Tarosaka Yake Studios, Daigo-Machi, Kuji-Gun, Ibaraki-Ken:
Discussion about international ceramic and potterware
development of 1970-1980's.

Phase II: Pt. 3 (1988, April 3-April 9): Visits of Tokyo, Toyohashi; Nagoya,

1988, April 4: Tsukuba Univ. (Profs. Kyohei Fujimoto, Kazuhiro Hirasawa and
Fumio Uchiyama)

1988, April 5: Visit of Nihon Univ./Chiba Campus (initiation of contacts
wil ,r Prof. Yozomu Hasebe)

Evening: Meeting of Kuramae Kogyo Kaikan with Prof. Toshio Sekiguchi
and his former students, Drs. Ken-Ichi Kagoshima, Kyoji
Murakami and Bandjit Rojarayanont: general discussions about
lecture methods on electromagnetic scattering and remote
sensing theory; and structuring of modern EECS curriculae.

1988, April 6: Visit of Toyohashi Gijitsu Kagaku Daigaku, Joho Kagaku
Department: Prof. Yasumitsu Miyazaki, staff (Dr. Mitsuo
Yamaga, Mr. Haruo Miyawaki) and students.

Visit of JEMCO, Japan EMC consulting office, Toyo-Hashi-Shi
Aichi-ken (Mr. Hiroshi Miyazaki)

Visit of Nagoya Univ., Dept. of Earth Sciences, Chikyu
Kagaku: Profs. Hitoshi Mizutani and Isao Yamada:
electromagnetic radiation emission phenomena during
rock-fracture at extremely high pressures: relationships
between electromagnetic, piezo-electric and rock-fracture
emission phenomena and applications to earthquake precursor
radiation phenomena.
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Invitation by Prof. & Mrs. Yasumitsu Migazaki, Minami-ku/
Nagoya

1988, April 7: Visits of Gifu Univ., Takayama, Kamioka and Toyama.
Inspection of Doboku Kenkyo-Jo, Dual Polarization Doppler
Radar Facility at Toyama flood control/weather forecasting
research center (Mr. Masamitsu Mizuno, Dr. Fumio Yoshino, fir.
Seiji Asai)

1988, April 8/9: Visit and Research Seminar Presentation at Niigata Daigaku,
Engineering Faculty (hosts: Profs. Takeo Abe, Masakuzo
Sengoku, Yoshio Yamaguchi and Hideo Makino)
Preparation of Dr. Yoshio Yamaguchi & family's one-year visit
to UIC-EECS/CL (1988, June 14 - 1989, June 13)

1988, April 9: Visit of the ITO Mansion, the HYO-KO Migrating Bird Refige
and the Niigata War Memorial & Beach Botanic Garden with Dr.
Yoshio Yamaguchi.
Invitation at Yubin-Chokin-Kaikan by Dean Takeo Abe

Phase II: Pt. 4 (1988, April 10- April 14) Tsukuba, Tokyo, Yokohama

1988 April 10: Last extensive visit of Tsukuba Botanical Garden during Phil.

Visits of Johnan Dairy Farming Coops with veterinanian Dr.
Masao Gotoh in the vicinity of Tsukuba-San.

1988, April 11: Discussions with Prof. Kyohei Fujimoto and Kazuhiro Hirasawa:
Future research program interactions.
Discussions with Prof. Kasuke Takahashi, Physics Div.,
National Lab. for High Energy Physics, Oho, Tsukuba:
Preparation of visit by former UIC student Dr. James B. Cole
to Kamioka Neutrino Observatory of KEK.

Invitation by Prof. K. Fujimoto and K. Hirasawa : Departure
and Closing down of Phase II interactions. Preparation of
visits of Profs. Hirasawa and Fujimoto to UIC during 1988-89.

1988, April 12: Visit of ISAS, Uchu Kagaku Kenkyu-Jo, Sagamihara: Dr. Haruto
Hirosawa: discussions about dual polarization SAR remote
sensing data interpretation
Visit of Tokyo Kogyo Daigaku, Nagatsuda-Suzukakedei Campus:
Prof. Matsuo Sekine, (Prof. Toshimitsu Musha), Dr. He, Bin:
Discussion on Weil-Bull distribution function analysis of
polarimetric doppler L-adar data.

1988, April 13: Visit of Furukawa Electric Co., Yokohama R&D Lab. (Mr. Masami
Iwasaki, Mr. Toshiaki Shibata, Dr. Kenji Shinozaki, Mr.
Hisaharu Yamagawa): Introduction on recent advances of
optical communication fibre manufacture and applications;
electro-optical device technology, etc..
Invitation by Mr. Masami Iwasaki to Furukawa Denko Guest
House.

1988, April 14: Visit of ONR-Far East Branch Office and JSPS Offices
Transfer to Narita Airport. (UA-897: TOK-NAR-SHAN-BEI)

Phase II: Pt. 5 (1988, April 14/15 to April 30) Beijing, Xian, Shanghai

(It should be emphasized here that during my entire stay from 1988, April 14 to
29 the annual spring dust storms were blowing down from the Mongolian plains,
especially in Beijing and Xian. Therefore, I would consider the choice of
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"spring-time" international conferences, symposia scheduling in Beijing or Xian
not to be very attractive).
1988, April 15/16: Research Short Course Lectures on "Inverse Methods inlRadar

Polarimetry"
Beijing Institute of Technology
7, Bai-Shi-Qiao Lu
West Beijing
Prof. Li, Shi-Zi, Host (Editor, Axtenica Sinica)
Mr. Wu, Chuan-Jie, Ph.D. Cand.

1988, April 18: Participation in Cultural/Social Events at BIT and invitation
by President, BIT and Prof. Li, Shi-Zi.

1988, April 18-20: International Symposium on Radiowave Propagation, 1988,
Fragrant Hills, Beijing
Prof. Li, Bao-Wei, Academia Sinica, Electronics Div.
(W-M. Boerner, member, ISRP'86, Technical Conmmittee)
Presentation of invited and four contributed papers
A.B. Kostinski and W-M. Boerner, (INVITED), "Formulation of

Proper Standards in Radar Polarimetry," ISRP-88,
Section 7, Paper No. 1, International Symposium on Radio
Propagation, Fragrant Hill Hotel, Beijing, P.R. China,
1988, April 18-21.

B.D. James and W-M. Boerner, "Toward Increased Image Fidelity
in Microwave Diffraction Tomography," ISRP-88, Section
7, Paper No. 2, International Symposium on Radio
Propagation, Fragrant Hill Hotel, Beijing, P.R. China,
1988, April 18-21.

B-Y. Foo and W-M. Boerner, "On the Bistatic Formulation of
the Physical Optics Inverse Scattering Problem in Radar
Polarimetry and Imaging," ISRP-88, Section 7, Paper No.
5, International Symposium on Radio Propagation,
Fragrant Hill hotel, Beijing, P.R. China, 1988, April
18-21.

A.B. Kostinski, B.D. James and W-M. Boerner, "On the Optimal
Reception of Partially Polarized Waves," ISRP-88,
Section 7, Paper No. 6, International Symposium on Radio
Propagation, Fragrant Hill Hotel, Beijing, P.R. China,
1988, April 18-21.

A.P. Agrawal and W-M. Boerner, "On the Concept of Optimal
Polarization in Problems of Radio Wave Propagation and
Probing," ISRP-88, Section 7, Paper No. 8, International
Symposium on Radio Propagation, Fragrant Hill Hotel,
Beijing, P.R. China, 1988, April 18-21.

Intrcduction of/to many Chinese, Japanese and International
experts in electromagnetic wave propagatior. scattering and
remote sensing

Special Interests: Earthquake electromaanetic radiation
precursor detection

Prof. Xiong Hao
Dr. Y.C. Zhang
China Res. Inst. of Radio Wave Propagation
P.O. Box 138
Xinxiang, Henan Prof.
(Tel Xinxiang 53912)
Prof. Li, Yan Tang
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Dr. Guo, Yona
Earthquake Observatory
Handan Univ. of Science & Technology
Handan, Hebei Province
Dr. Zheng, Ying
Purple Mountain Observatory
Academia Sinica
Nanjing
(Lorran VLF Observatory: Recording of Shuttle Challenger
Explosion 1980 Jan. 28)

1988, April 21: Visit of PLA Air Force, Radar Research Institute: Dr. Wang,
Bei-De, Vice Director and Chief Scientist
Visit of Tsinghua Daxue, Information Electronics Dept. (Prof.
YU, Ming)

1988, April 21-22: Visit of Peking Univ. and Presentation of Lectures
Hosts: Prof. Xue, Sheng-He

Prof. Jiang, Man-Ying
Mr. Wang, Bin, Ph,D. Cand.

Lectures on "High Resolution Polarimetric Radar Imaging."
1988, April 23-27: Xidian Daxue

Tai-Bai Lu 2
West Xian, Shaanxi Prof.
+(86)-29-55.801

Prof. Mao, Yu-kuan, Antenna Lab.
Prof. Ge, De-Biao, Physics Dept.
Prof. Liu, Yiang-Chua, Foreign Affair Office
Prof. Qiang, Bo-han, Electronics Dept.
Prof. Bao, Zheng, President

International Short Course Lecture Series on "Electromagnetic Scattering and
Inverse Scattering"

Main Lectures: Prof. Wolfgang-M. Boerner
(24 lecture hrs) UIC-EECS/CL
1988, April 25-27 Chicago, IL/USA

Prof. Pierre C. Sabatier
(24 lecture hrs) USTL-IMP
1988, April 27-29 Montpellier, Longuedoc, FR
04/27 Evening: Invitation by Prof. Bao, Zheng

President Xidian Daxue
1988, April 28: Visit of North West Polytechnic Univ. (Prof. Lin, Shi-Ming,

Prof. Huang, Zhang-Cheng): Expansion of NPU-UIC research
interaction
Visit of Ministry of Electronic Technology, Res. Institute No
20, Radar & Navigation (Dr. Zhang, Shi-Xiong)
Visit of Ministry of Defense and War, Radar Institute 206
(Dr. Wang, Yue)
Visit of Huang-He (yellow river) Factory, Radar Electronic
Div. (Mr. Zhang, Fan-Qi, Chief Engineer)
Visit of Academia Sinica, Optics Research Institute

1988, April 29: Visit of East China Normal Univ., NW Shanghai, Dept. of
Physical Electronics
Hosts: Prof. Chen, Han-Kui

Prof. An, Tong-Gi
Prof. Zhang, Xi-Mian
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Presentation of Paper an "Recent Advances in Radar
Polarimetry"

1988, April 30: Return Flight Shanghai-Narita-Seattle-Chicago (UA-890,
Ut-150)

CHAPTER 11-2: SUMMARY OF ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES

11.2.1 Purpose of Interaction
Duiing this Phase Il interaction, research contacts established during Phase I
were further strengthened and expanded in order to promote and advance acoustic/
electromagnetic/seismoelectronic inverse methods in imaging sciences as applied
to sonar/radar target analysis/detection/identification; radar meteorology; deep
sounding sonar/radar; vector diffraction tomography in non-destructive material
testing and medical diagnosis; and earthquake epicenter allocation based on
electromagnetic earthquake precursor radiation analysis.

11.2.2 Invited Lectures (1 to 3) & Research Discussion (2-4 hours)
JTait: Tsukuba Daigaku (Applied Physics/Imaging Science Lab.); Tokyo Daigaku
(Applied PhysicsiTheor. Electronics, EM Sounding/Radar Research Lab.); Denki
Tsushin Daigaku, Sugudaira Space Wave Observatory & Earthquake Electromagnetic
Precursor Radiation Detection Laboratory; Toyohashi Gijutsu Kagaku Daigaku
(Electromagnetic/Biomedical Image Sciences Lab); Nagoya Daigaku (Rock Fracture
Electromagnetic Wave Emission Research Laboratory; Electro-tectonic &
Seismo-Electromagnetic Wave Propagation Laboratory); Gifu Daigaku (Applied
Math/Elmag. Imaging Lab.); Kamioka Neutrino Space Observatory (Neutrino Imaging
Lab.); Toyama Doboku Kenkyo Jo (Polarimetric Meteorological Radar Observatory);
Niigata Diagaku (Physical Electronics Department/Electromagnetic Imaging and
Deep-sounding Lab.); Nagaoka Gijutsu Kagaku Daigaku (Electromagnetic Deep
Sounding Lab.); Koganei-shi Radio Research Lab. (Radar Meteorology/Space Remote
Sensing Lab.); Sagamihara ISAS Res. Center (Electromagnetic Remote Sensing
Lab.); Yokohama Furukawa Denko Research Center (Fiber-optics and Electro-optics
R&D&E Manufactory Division).
P. R. China: Beijing Institute of Technology (Radar Electronics Department);
Qing-Hua Daxue (Electrophysics Dept: Radar Imaging); Peking University (Physical
Electronics Dept./Microwave Imaging Lab.); Xian Xidian Daxue (NWTEI: Radar
Physics Dept./Radar Imaging Lab.); NW Polytechnical University Xian (Applied
Math & Electromagnetic Wave Propagation Dept.); Xian Jiotong Daxue (Physical
Electronics Dept.: Electromagnetic Deep Sounding/Imaging Lab.); Fudan
Daxue/Shanghai (Electronics Dept./Electromagnetic Imaging Lab.); East China
Normal Univ./Shanghai (Electronic Engineering Dept./Microwave
Imaging/Measurements Laboratory).

11.2.3 Co-Chairman4zember of International Symposia, Workshops and Discussion
Grops

(1) 1988March 28-31: Japan EIC Meeting, Waseda University, Takadano-baba
Campus (Electromagnetic Inverse Methods in Electromagnetic Deep-Sounding)

(2) 1988, April 18-21: P.R. China Symposium on Radar Propagation
(Electromagnetic Inverse Methods & Remote Sensing), Fragrant Hill
Hotel, Bejing (8 lectures).

(3) 1988 April 25-29: Xidian Daxue (UNESCO/CAST) International Workshop on
Electromagnetic Inverse Scattering & Remote Sensing (24 lectures).

II.2.4 Highlights of Interaction
Both in Japan and China, the novel fields of acoustic/electromagnetic/
seismoelectronic inverse scattering and diffraction in radar remote sensing,
geophysical deep sounding and medical diagnosis are expanding and advancing
rapidly. Whereas in Japan, emphasis is placed on a pragmatic approach of
simultaneous device/metrology development, in P. R. China theoretical,
analytical and purely experimental analyses on a less technologically advanced
level persist. Three major areas are currently being pursued most intensely: (i)
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electromagnetic deep sounding with applications in sanitary engineering, mining
and road construction; (ii) a very high number of different tomographic/MRI
approaches in medical imaging and non-destructive material (plastic and ceramic)
testing; (iii) the early detection of earthquake electromagnetic precursor
radiation.

CHUATR I 1-3: MAJOR OBSERVATICNS

Parallel with the strengthening of the Japanese Yen and its banking and
industrial bases, we are witnessing a phenomenal expansion and advancement in
academic, institutional and industrial research and development. It is a pure
myth that Japanese research is still merely a vehicle on improving technological
applications of known natural phenomena discovered elsewhere previously.
Although during the fifties to early seventies the emphasis on pragmatic
manufacture research was prevalent, we see excellent basic forefront research
done in all disciplines in my field of expertise.

More so, I was very impressed by the sudden rapidly increasing number of foreign
undergraduate, graduate, post-graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, scholars
and visiting scientists/professors at almost every campus, invited during Phase
I1, i.e., we are witnessing a marked expansion of the Foreign Scholars program
within a time-frame of only two years which can be backed up by statistics. It
was also encouraging to notice that many European, North and South American, and
Austral-Asian students have become rather cognizant in the use of the Japanese
language which includes not only students enrolled in Far-Eastern languages and
linguistics, but also in agriculture, science and engineering.
I was very impressed by the quality of the graduate academic teaching and
research programs of my four host universities, Tsukuba Daigaku, Toyohashi
Gijutsu Kagaku Daigaku, Derki Tsushin Daigaku and Niigata Daigaku and of the
Tokyo Kogyo Daigaku Oakoyama and Suzukakedai campuses. The diligence,
motivation, industry and happy scholarly atmosphere is to be highly praised. In
fact, it is a real joy and academic pleasure to see my able hosts, Professors
Kyohei Fujimoto and Kazuhiro Hirasawa, TUS; Yasumitsu Miyazaki and Mitsuo
Yamaga, TIST; Takeo Yoshino and Tsutomi Suzuki, UEC; Takeo Abe and Masakazu
Sengoku, NU; Toshio Sekiguchi; Naohisa Gotoh, Yoshiyuki Naito, Makoto Ando, and
Matsuo Sekine, TKD move among and interact with their students and scholars,
reminiscent of the early sixties in the USA. It would not be surprising to
witness that within only a decade a great many foreign students will flock
toward the Japanese Universities, where purity of knowledge and excellence in
achievement are still considered the cornerstones of a sound academic research
education. More so, because of the expansive instrumentation facility resources
poured into Japanese Universities and research institutes surpassing any such
trends we have experienced for a very long time in Northern America or Western
Europe, it is clearly evident that the Japanese Science and Technology will
further excell similar to the West German, Swiss and Scandinavian ones, during
the next decades.
However, there still exists one rather sore, very observable ugly aspect about
almost all Japanese University and College Campuses which must be entirely
removed and improved, namely the rubbish, filth and dirt either on or in the
vicinity of Japanese campuses. Whereas the rest of Japan by all standards ranks
among the cleanest, tidiest and well groomed countries, its University campuses
still are a disgrace inspite of the undeniable clean-ups accomplished.
University campuses ought to be embedded in "mini botanic gardens" for the very
essential and important educational goal of creating love, understanding and
appreciation of the natural beauty of our terrestrial environment, and in order
to instill the desire and dedication in all students of all branches of studies
to strongly contribute to the retainment and improvement of our fragile natural
environment including our flora, fauna, lakes and oceans, and our atmosphere.

CHAPTER 11-4: SUGGESTIONS FOR IiPRO T
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Please, refer to my Phase I (1986 Auqust 25) Final Report, Uhapter IV:
Reccnandations and Suggestions tor Program Improvement, Sects. 4.1 to 4.6. All
of these suggestions still are valid and should be conside'ed very seriously and
therefore, are reproduced here in total. In the following, I am reemphasizing
some of the very obvious shortcomings requiring immediate urgent improvements by
bold-letter enhancement.

Although I found that almost all aspects of the visiting scientist/scholar
programs administered by the Japan society for the Promotion of Science are laid
out in all minute detail and are being administered meticulously to the point,
there are many suggestions which I wish to recommend for possible consideration.

Because of the diversified nature of "weak areas" of the program, I wish to
categorize the problems under four major headings:

11.4.1 Assistance for the Visiting Scholar from Abroad to Japan

11.4.2 Provision of Carefully Selected Reference Material

11.4.3 Improvement of University Campus Guest House Facility

11.4.4 Improvement of University Campus Facility

11.4.5 Improvement of Environmental Quality

11.4.6 A Japanese Institute for the Promotion of Japanese Language

and Culture

11.4.1 Assistance for the Visiting Scholar from Abroad to Japan
Whenever I was dealing with JSPS fellows in Japan or abroad, 7 ound that those
scientists and scholars were carefully selected, of very high international
standards and in many cases highly renowned researchers, who deserve to be
treated with the highest degree of respect and admiration. Most of us Senior
Scientists have to adhere to very tight time schedules, satisfying very many
different committments which requires much more flexibility in settling and
rearranging time schedules at the last minute, and also more efficient means of
ferrying around in Japan.
In addition, the monthly stipends provided by JSPS in comparison to the living
costs are not on a fair equitable level and certainly require respectable
increases in order to make up for the inflationary cost increases and Yen versus
dollar re-evaluations. Therefore, I would like to make the following
suggestions:
11.4.1.1 Personal (Bilingual) JSPS Identification Pass
Every JSPS scholar from abroad visiting Japan be given bilingual cultural
identification and similar to that provided, for example by the Alexander von
Humboldt Foundation (see copy attached) clearly spelling out

i) identification of the scholar (dates/place of birth, country of
citizenship, personal biodata (height, color of eyes/hair,
etc.), photo- in English and Japanese;

ii) purpose of the mission of JSPS and that the holder of the
"CUL•'URAL IDENTIFICATION CARD" is a guest of the Japansese
government and should enjoy the assistance of all National
Officers;

iii) starting and completion dates of mission.

11.4.1.2 Flexibility of Dates of Tenure of Any JSPS Fellowship
Due to the multi/inter-disciplinary research involvement of many selected
fellows, their broad set of local university and national responsibilities,
increasingly more will require more flexibility of finalizing the program
schedules, distribution of the program over many years, etc., and therefore the
following is suggested:

i) JSPS fellowships be distributed over a three-year duration with
annually phased programs;

ii) permission be given that during each month the scholar may
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return home for the duration of one week in order to look after
ongoing research programs if so required;

iii) whenever possible JSPS fellows be given special highly price-1-educed
JRL monthly transportation passes in order toj increase efficiency of
movement.

11.4.1.3 Submission Date of Reoorts
In order ato" - ssistance to JSPS regarding the submission of
recommendations for program improvement, we Foreign Scholars require more
time for absorbing all the new impressions which also may require intensive
postprogram library studies; and therefore the following is suggested:

i) instead of the stipulation of providing the final report one
month after completion date of mission: 6 months after
completion date;

ii) completion date of program may mean six nxnths after leaving
the country in order to complete post-program library and
reading studies;

iii) in general, I found the meticulous handling of overly fixed
deadline dates very annoying and counterproductive;

iv) for Senior Scientists, allowances for sudden program changes must
be accommodated if those result from national duties of the home
base.

11.4.1.4 Bank Credit Card
1 found it next to an absolute insult that I was not Adlowd to possess a
Japanese Bank Credit Card because I was not staying for a period longer than six
months. Therefore, I would like tc suggest, because without a Credit Card no one
can exist nowadays, the following:

i) every JSPS fellow from abroad coming to Japan tven for a period
of only one (1) month be made eligible to receive a Bank Credit
Card of any of the major Japanese banks;

ii) the limited banking cards for handling of checking accounts be
made bilingual (certainly a JSPS-identification card could be
very useful!).

11.4.1.5 Increase of Daily Allowances, Honoraria and Travel/Research
Contributions by JSPS

Certainly, the largest numb of possible fellowships should be created, but
compensation must keep abreast with inflationary cost increases as well as with
the Yen devaluation/evaluation. This is a very important issue and should be
considered of great urgency. I will summarize my case in stating that if I had
to rely only on JSPS resources then I would (as I really did) live on a
"graduate student budget" or even less!t Under no circumstances would I be able
to sustain the support of my wife and definitely not my children to accompany me
as much as those would have loved to do!
11.4.2 Provision of Selected Reading Material for JSPS Scholars Selected from
Abroad to Visit Japan
Although we can obtain a lot of useful material about travel in Japan from JTB,
for most of us true scholars very little is provided on serious reading
material on an amateur expert level and only by trail-and-hit method may one be
successful in identifying the truly good and reliable up-to-date resource
material in the English, German, French and/or Russian languages. To my greatest
astonishment many of the renowned works were available in only the big
bookstores, e.g., Maruzen in Tokyo, Osaka or Kyoto and one had to order those
with six week waiting periods.
Since I want to come very well prepared in the future, I request that to me and
all other JSPS-fellows a detailed list of pertinent reference material be
provided with source of distribution and a yearly, updated schedule.
11.4.2.1 Bilingual Cartographic Maus and Atlasses
It is very hard to find good updated bilingual maps and atlasses which one ought
to have studied carefully in advance:
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i) bilingual road maps;
ii) bilingual historical maps;

iii) bilingual geographic maps;
iv) bilingual atlas (e.g., TEIKOKT's Complete Atlas of Japan).

11.4.2.2 Basic Textbooks on Japanese Lanauaqe
l-tihough I was provided with great many simplistic texts on how to acquire a

knowledge of the Japanese language, I found that a survey conducted by a team
of Japanese experts and overseas scholars would be very useful on this subject
matter.
11.4.2.3 Basic Texts on the Historical Development of Japanese Literature,
Music, Philosophy and Religiaon
Mthoug a great many booksare available, I soon found out that the quality and
depth varies widely and indeed JSPS could provide an excellent service in
identifying the best source books for specific applications. See, for example,
the excellent historical treatise on China

C. Blunden and M. Flvin, Cultural Atlas of China, Facts on File, Inc., 460
Park Ave. South, New York, N.Y., 10016 (+1-800-322-8755).

11.4.2.4 Bilingual Nature Field Books on Japanese Flora, Fauna, Geology,
Oceanocraph , etc.
It wouid assist us a lot to find bilingual field books on Japanese flora, fauna,
geology, oceanography, etc., which I foumd to exist in selected fields or
sub-fields, however mostly unknown even to the experts. Again, JSPS could
provide an excellent service by providing a list of such books.
11.4.3 Improvement of University Guest House Facilities
I found all of the University guest house facilities to be very clean, well
groomed and looked after. However, I certainly missed certain important
facilities such as

(i) Electric Washing and Drying Machines: It is very inconvenient
to run all over the neighborhood, for example during heavy
monsoon rains or take the subway two to three stations to find
an operational laundry washing and drying slot machine
facility. Note, I did not find a single laundry washing/
cleaning business that would accept underwear, socks, woolen
pullovers, etc.

(ii) International Telephone Calling facilities should be installed
in all of the University guest houses and/or libraries. I find
the telephone paycard (for a fixed number of calls, say 5000
yen) a great invention and such could be ised most favorably.
Note, that for visitors from North America or Europe, we must
usually make calls during the night!

(iii) Although most guest houses do possess stand-off elevated
toilet facilities, some don't; and many office and laboratory
buildings don't! For us foreigners of Northern Occidental/
American upraising, we are unaccustomed to the use of ground-
based sub-surface facilities!

11.4.4 University Campus Clean-up
With the exception of Waseda University, I found almost all campuses of Japanese
Universities to be very untidy, dirty, and uncared for. For a foreign visiting
scholar, who was taught at home that the Japanese are some of the cleanest and
neatest people, it really hurts to see such an awful dirty mess on the campuses
and in the immediate neighborhood of any campus (including Waseda).
If we cannot instill in our most talented group of growing citizens the drive
for cleanliness and quality of the environment, how should we expect the rest of
the population to behave!

(i) Introduce Campus Clean-up Days (one per week);
(ii) Provide more waste baskets (including receivers for cigarette

buds);
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(iii) Keep lavatories and tz.lets cleaner and provide more western
style facilities;

(iv) make sure that canteen food services are clean (note, I found
spoons and cups at times to be very dirty!);

(v) More attention should be paid to environmental beauty on all
campuses. Japan is now wealthy enough to afford the
expenditures for campus clean-up and beautification.

11.4.5 Improvement of Environmental Quality: Water, Land, Air and Health
Being of Terman descent and having-had to suffer a lot during all'of my life in
"foreign countries for being a Ca3rman in origin" and in Germany for being an
"Auslandsdeutscher", I feel confident to state that I very well understand how
the Japanese people must feel when they are continuously attacked by hostile
foreigners because of their self-centeredness, their cultural, social and
religious homogeneity and especially because of their dedication, discipline and
industry. I admire the Japanese people, and they, more than any other people,
have currently the most to offer to all nations in enriching man's life and
understanding of the universe.
However, the Japanese people have sacrificed a very great lot during the past
century, namely environmental quality and may be more (or less) than any other
country. This obviously apparent severe problem, yet, has been recognized and
the Japanese people indeed are worried about Environmental Quality, but many of
their industrial leaders believe enough has been done. I am personally convinced
that this is not the casel On the other hand I am convinced that only a highly
technologically developed country with highly disciplined and industrious
people, such as Japan has to offer, will be able to achieve the long-desired
breakthrough everylne is waiting for.

Therefore, I would like to propose to all of my Japanese hosts, colleagues and
peers in all walks of life to make "The Quest for Environmental Quality" their
first utmost goal which includes over many years to come:
11.4.5.1 Beautification of Architecture

(i) beautification of streets, roads and highways,
(ii) beautification of architecture and removal of ugly post-WWII

tin sheds sprawling all over the place;
(iii) beautification of architectural styles for landscaping, housing

etc., in finding a harmonious balance with traditional Japanese
styles;

(iv) beautification of University, Institute and Industry Company building
complexes in harmony with traditional Japanese styles.

11.4.5.2 Quality Control of Air
Although a lot has been achievea over the past decade, still Japan must do much
more to improve on the Quality of Air and reduce pollution:

(i) develop and advance the technology for electro-combustion engine-
powered vehicles as a decisive means of cutting down on urban
area vehicle exhaust pollution;

(ii) develop and advance technology for extraction of smoke and
poisonous gases from smoke stack exhaust, etc.;

(iii) introduce core courses at all educational levels (elementary,
secondary, high school, college, university) on air quality
control.

11.4.5.3 Quality Control of Water
Although I found many Japanese rivers and waters cleaner than ever before, not
only in Japan but the world over must we be very concerned about the maintenance
and improvement of the quality of both fresh and sea water:

(i) improve sewer systems in rural areas;
(ii) strictly deny permission for the use of gasoline powered motors

or any oil releasing vehicles on inland lakes, reservoirs and
precious coastal waters;

(iii) do not permit uncontrolled urban sprawl into valuable farming
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and natural lands;
(iv) keep forests and rural areas free of waste materials, especially

chemicals, used Cadmium-Nickel batteries, tires, etc.;
(v) introduce core courses at all educational level (elementary,

secondary, high school, college, university) on water quality
control.

11.4.5.4 Quality Control of the Acoustic and Electromaqnetic Propaation
Medium
It is a pleasure to understand that Japan has accomplished the most of any
industrialized nation in reducing acoustic and electromagnetic radiation noise
sources. Yet all of us have not paid sufficient attention to this very serious
environmental radiation noise problem.
Although we have all been shocked about the serious after-effects of the
Chernybol disaster, not to forget Hiroshima and Nagasaki, we yet also need to
make the general population aware of the damage to nature and the health of
living creature any type of acoustic as well as electromagnetic overdoses of
radiation may cause:

(i) introduce very strict regulations on radiation level of loud
speakers and any other public or inhouse use of acoustic
noise/radiation sources which includes modern entertainment
music;

(ii) introduce much stricter industrial codes and standards on
radiation level of acoustic and electromagnetic radiation
equipment of all types used anywhere close to nature and
living creatures;

(iii) develop and advance the technology for planning all
transmission line (energy plus communications) systems
underground in well shielded ducts;

(iv) eliminate line of sight microwave radiation links by fibre
optical information transmission systems;

(v) introduce core courses at all levels (elementary, secondary,
high school, college, university) on acoustic and
electromagnetic radiation quality control.

11.4.5.5 Quality Control of Health of Living Creatures as a Whole
It is not sufficient that we only be concerned with the quality control of the
health of people, but we must be concerned with that of the health of all living
creatures otherwise we may be choosing only short-term solutions and create much
more serious problems for the prolonged existence of the human race and its
co-inhabitants of the terrestrial sphere and the universe:

(i) introduce more awareness of the value and respect for living
creatures as all of our religions, East and West alike, are
demanding from us.

(ii) although I have found some concern about these issues,
absolutely no sufficient steps are taken at an overall
concerted effort world-wide!

(iii) introduce courses at all educational levels (elementary,
secondary, high school, college, university) on more devotion
and religious respect for any creature.

Note, I wish to re-emphasize that I am addressing this specific problem because
I am convinced that it only can be the Japanese people who, armored with their
science and technoiogy, paired with their deep religious devotion to nature,
will be able to provide the leading advances in addressing this problem very
realistically.
11.4.6 Creation of an International System of National Institutes of Japanese
Culture and Language
During the post-WII period and thereafter, Japan has attained a very high
standard of technological, scientific but also social, linguistic and cultural
accomplishments. All of us visitors to your beautiful country and meeting your
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tI 'i101t1•d har•ct-dkilnc ptoopLe know that the Japanese way of life has many positive
,idttaa which hvti" a nlot to otfer to the entire world and every other nation. For
,Vx1mplI, hero I recall the Goethe Institutes of German Language and Culture, and
I am saure that Japan has to offer a lot on a similar scale. Maybe the theme need
not he basnd on one of your famed poets, writers and thinkers, but more on one
of your graat masters of the fine arts, for example of Ukiyo-E, such as
llirioshige or liokusai, known already far beyond the shores of Japan.

Cortainly, there exist so many reasons why Japan should create such a chain of
international cultural institutes and there exist many more reasons why we
toreignars should encourage the Japanese people to do so, namely to share with
dll ot-hers the fruits of the hard labor for the hard--fought advances in the
sciences, the arts and technologies which ultimately lead to the enrichment of
culture.

1bus, may I suggest for consideration:
(i) the Japanese people create for the benefit of their own and

foreign people an international chain of national Japanese
institutes of culture;

(ii) provide lectures, seminars, short courses, performance
examinations on Japanese language, literature, art, falna,
flora, geology, sociology, etc.;

(iii) invite future JSPS fellow awardees to participate in a six
week to three month cultural accommodattion program (similar to
one by the Goethe Institute, for example);

(iv) provide a national workshop gathering once or twice a year
for all JSPS fellows, who are carrying out their tenure during
that period in Japan;

(v) create a JSPS newsletter for program continuation and updates
to be distributed to all former JSPS fellow awardees;

(vi) hold weekly open houses at JSPS headquarters or the desired
(multural centers for increased interaction of current JSPS
fellows with Japanese scholars and scientists;

(vii) finally, once a year, we JSPS fellow awardees from abroad
should be invited to meet with the dignitaries of the
Japanese government and society.

C0IAPIT 11-5: SIUMMARY OF P.R. CHINA TRAVEL

Similar to my previous recent visits to the People's Republic of China, I was
amazed about the ptogress made in restructuring and rebuilding its cities, roads
and production systems both in urban and rural regions.

However, we also witnessed a rather steep inflationary trend which might have
serious repercussions because it is evident that only a small section of the
total population is profiting from.the new approach , i.e., merchants, farmers
and those who have the facilities to produce and sell goods. On the other hand,
the working class, including teachers, professors, scientists, etc., are
suffering from the steep price increases at constant salary levels. Therefore,
it is not surprising to encounter many more unfriendly grim faces iri comparison
to only two years ago. In case these trends of too rapid advancements prevail
for too long, a backlash similar to those which caused changes in Iran may occur
in the not so distant future!

Although the overall construction pace is mind boggling, it is yet disappointing
to see how little resources are flowing toward academic institutions for
tacilities upgrading and expansion relative to the general high rise building
and hotel construction boom. We were also given notice that the number of
students, scholars and professors selected for studies in other countries,
mainly Japan, Northern America, Western and Eastern Europe and Russia will be
drastically reduced and that the total number of scholarly visitors (all
inclusive) from P.R. China to the USA, cannot exceed 20% (as compared to the
current 55%), whereas that to Japan is to increase to 20% from about 5%.
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Therefore, our Japanese colleagues will be requested to strengthen their
academic interaction with the Chinese counterparts. Certainly, this is a great
opportunity which must be analyzed with great care because we are already
witnessing some counter-productive competitive moves of weighting US versus
Japanese versus European graduate education programs, etc.

In my opinion, which I am confident is being shared by many, it would serve the
active international academic research community best if a system of
multinational inter-US-Japan-Europe-Austral-Asia-China scholarly exchange system
could be devised. For example, one could create international blocks or
consortiums of universities by selecting one or several universities of each
country with active participation of the academic staff, i.e., exchange students
could not only visit one but several foreign countries.
It should also be noted that US, Japanese, European and Austral-Asian students
and scientists would gain in academic research experience and education by
studying in or carrying out research in China. Unfortunately, all too little is
done on all sides. Because of the rather restricted number of Chinese students
selected to study abroad, it is not surprising to learn that not so fortunate
students try to find a study opportunity abroad by their own, thus flooding the
Western countries, especially the USA, with applications. Procedures for
handling these severe problems in a fair and responsible manner on both sides
are in desperate need. Outsiders who have not been made to comprehend the
disastrous damages done to the Chineses academic and scientific sphere of life
during the years of the Cultural Revolution must be better informed and invited
to participate in rebuilding the scholastic and educational system which was
almost also totally erased during the disfamous " Cultural Revolution" next to
destroying so many historical sites and national Chinese treasures.
Because of the complete imbalance between number of people and available
national plus international resources, the People's Republic of China will have
to strengthen its purge of reducing the number of its citizens drastically,
i.e., from the current 1.1 billion to considerably less than 600 million within
the next fifteen to twenty-five years. Otherwise, the People's Republic of China
will fall further behind in allmost every department because all available
resources are required to feed the masses and keep them "healthy" but
unfortunately illiterate due to the evident lack of teachers and resources, etc.
In summary, all of us, the People's Republic of China and we around this great
country must combine our efforts to bring about a mature solution to
re-establishing a solid, broad educational system in China, otherwise, we
all-together are heading again toward very dark ages,
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On Foundations of Radar Polarimetry
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ERRATA for "On Foundations of Radar Polarimetry," T-AP/34/12/10041

1. Equation following Eq. 2, p. 1396, (top of second column). The subscripts

(C-1 , 2-plane) and (R,ý-plane) are interchanged, and it should read:

COSYTCOSyR
sinYT eJoT (e' 2-plane) [sinR eJS R 1(2,ý-plane)

2. End of first paragraph (top of second column, p. 1396). The sentence, "The
linearity of Maxwell's equations....," is incorrect and should be disregarded.

3. Section IV, third paragrapn, p. 1397. Instead of "IhIl h I IET I I IIERI =
I" it should read "I IhI I I IETII 1 1, 1I ERI 1*, but it is the optimization
variable."

4. P. 1400, middle of left column (before "which gives....").

[ )]should read k ]_+j] 1 [1+ j

S. P. 1400, right column, following Eq. 17. Brackets are missing, and it should
read a z (A 1 - gll)/g 1 2 instead of a H X1 - g11/g12'

6. P. 1403, last line before ACKNOWLEDG•IENT. The equation (superscript T),

[U [ ] - should read [U] .]. [
/2 j E j 2 ON A AiRO .A 4 Nj 2

Rcpnnted from: IEEE TR-ANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION, Vol. AP-34, No. I.. DEC. 1986.
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On Foundations of Radar Polarimetry
ALEXANDER B. KOSTINSKI AND WOLFGANG-MARTIN BOERNER. FELLOW, IEEE

"Circularly polarized waves have either a right-handed matrix, the measurement of which has become possible due to
polarization or a left-handed polarization, which is defined by the technological advances of recent years [7].
convention. The TELSTAR satellite sent out circularly polar-
ized microwRves. When it first passed over the Atlantic. the II. CHOICE O THE COORDINATE SYSTEM CONVFNTION

British station at Goonhilly and the French station at Pleumcur Two-Dinensional Polarization States
Bodou both tried to receive its signals. The French succeeded.
because their definition of sense of polarization agreed with the In this paper, we will consider polarization dependence of
American definition. The British station was set up to receive various radar target scattering processes as seen at the
the wrong polarization because their definition of sense of receiving antenna terminals, i.e.. at a fiied point in space. We
polarization was contrary to our definition ..... therefore agree entirely with a classic reference (8] on the

from 1. R. Pierce. Almost Everything About Waves. subject that "... In discussing radar scattering it is convenient
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 1974. pp. 130-131. to use the same coordinate system for both the transmitted and

back-scattered fields ... "
Let us define the origin of the coordinate system at the

Sbstract-Polarmaation aspects of the radar target scattering problem receiving antenna terminals and let the z-axis be directed from

are reexamined. The optimization problem of radar polarimetry is the receiving antenna toward the target as shown in Fig. I.

formulated and Kennaugh's method of finding optimal poiaritations i The X and y axes are chosen to form a right-handed triplet with
modified and extended to noureciprocal mad bilatik cases. Our approach the z-axis, and unit vectors it and 42 are in the polarization
does not necessitate disgonadlzation of the target scattering operator and plane of the transmitted wave, i.e., perpendicular to its
therefore, a change-of-basls is not required. The change-of-polarization- direction of propagation P as shown in Fig. 1. Only in the case
basis is motivated by the comparison of experimental data talken with of backscattering do el and e2 coincide withR andf (Fig. 2). In
different antenna sets. Unitary mairix algebra is used to derive proper
transformation formulas for scattering operators and billlear voltzge the far field and for small (compared with distance r) targets,
forms. the waves can be treated as plane. Thus

I. INTRODUCTION r=(Erl+Ez)1t/2 [cos yrei+ sin "Y reJIV 2 1

JTsHAS BEEN ABOUT 37 years since the target polarization • exp j(ot-kr-+11r) (0a)
Iscattering matrix [I] and the optimal polarization concept 2 /2

[21 have been introduced. In view of the rapidly increasing ER= (E,+E•) [cos E.,YX+sin ,YReJeR•fl
amount of literature on the subject. a careful reexamination of exp j( WI + kz + aR) (Ib)
the foundations of radar polarimetry is in order.

Indeed. there are. several monographs 131-[61 devoted solely h= (h- + h-)" 2 [cos yh, + sin -yheJ°hV]
to the depolarization of the electromagnetic waves, one of • expj(cw-kz+crh) (Ic)
which deals exclusively with radar polatimetry (6]. The
monograph by Bogorodsky et al. [41 and the ellipsometry text where in all equations, -y , tan - (Er/Ex), p and a are the
by Azzam and Bashara (5] are, in our opinion, very useful relative and absolute phases. respectively, subscripts T and R
mathematical treatments, while Beckmann's book [31 offers stand for transmitter and receiver, and h is the wave which the
more physical insight into various depolarization processes. receiving antenna would radiate in the + t direction if it acted
Our goal here is to reestablish the conceptual foundations of as a transmitter. Note that in the case of backscattering Er =
radar polarimetry as clearly as possible and show its immedi- hF only if the same antenni is used for transmitting and
ate implementation. The main objective is to help the radar receiving. From here on, we will operate with the expressions
operator to take advantage of these polarization properties by in sqtiare brackets in (la)-(Ic) written as complex two-
utilizing the informatinn contained in the target scattering dimensional column vectors (for instance, see definition of the

Jones vector in [5] and references therein), which define the

Manuscript received August 22. 1985: revised May S. 1986. This work was polarization state (PS) of the wave and are denoted with a bold

supported in part by the U.S. Office of Naval Research under Contracts US

ONR N00014-80-C-0773 and N00019-85-K-0483. and in pan by the U.S. letter, e.g.,
Army Research Office under Contracts DAAK21-84-C-OIOl and ERAD-
COM/DELCS-84-R- 19598. Er= si COSe'YT

The authors are with the Communications Laboratory, Depanment of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. University of Illinois at

Chicago. PO. Box 4348 (m/c 154). Chicago. IL 60680.
IEEE Log Number 861004t. Note that PS determines completely the polarization ellipse of
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T'arget where. as before

tr i o -Yr107 E9 , eitR COS 'YR
Y re' " ,,, Lsin "YRejOR R ,

Here, the origin of time is chosen to set the absolute phase crr
• " ",,of E 7 to zero. The distance between the receiving antenna and

. , , - the target and the operating wavelength are denoted by r and
X ",2 X, respectively, and aR is the absolute receiver phase. Note

that the far-f ýd assumption [1], [2] is employed, that [S] is/dimension1 .,•., and that the proportionality factor in (2) is

omitted `-')w n, re on. The linearity of the Maxwell equations
" " allows (,- 1ý:l write down (2), but elements of [S) are. in

rans ttor general, complicated and sensitive functions of frequency,
* 9 polarization piauis 1 62 polarization plant target orientation/aspect, relative position of the polarization

Fig. 1. The general bistatic arrangement. planes in the bistatic case, etc.
Another fundamental equation of radar polarimetry comes

T from a different aspect of the problem--the receiving antenna
network. It is the voltage equation which relates the voltage

('•\V measured at the receiving antenna terminals to the polarization
E ET\ of the incoming (scattered) electromagnetic field, which in

iL turn, can be related to the incident field through the scattering
matrix via (2). An excellent recent derivation of the voltage
equation in terms of crossed dipoles is given in [10], but it was

TR~ANSMIT'TING first introduced in [1], [111, [121 as

S111( 7r V_ h TER = h r[S)Er (3)

No . "- ,where the notation a rb n arbr + ab, is for column vectors.
superscript T denotes the transpose and all quantities are

temin normalized to unity in order to concentrate on polarization
properties. The "antenna height" h [10]-[ 121 is defined here

Fig. 2. Radar course illustrating incident and reflected wave fronts as a polarization state of the transmitted wave which would
(borrowed from (21). result if the rece:ving antenna were to transmit in the direction

the wave at a fixed point in space [9] (in this paper-at the of the target. Thus, h is a directly measureable quantity. It is
receiving antenna terminals) and direction of "viewing" is defined on the basis of the radiation pattern of the receiving
always along + i for all waves involved. The direction of antenna. Several remarks must be made about (3). First of all.
propagation for any given wave can always be recovered from one notes that (3) is not of an inner product form because h is
the exponents in (la)-(lc), but is not contained in the not conjugated. In particular, the maximum condition for V is
polarization state of the wave Thus. according to (la)-(lc), h = ER, rather than h = ER provided 1ihl = ER1II = !.
E r, ER9, and h propagate in the + P, - j, and + t directions, One must remember that conjugation of any PS reverses the
respectively. Therefore. a PS given by, say l/-,F2(!], may sense of rotation of the corresponding polarization ellipse, and
characterize a circularly polarized h (it is left hand circular therefore, the maximum voltage condition h* = ER has a
(LIlC), because of + i propagation) or a circularly polarized definite physical meaning: this "polarization match" condi-
ER (it is right hand circular (RHC) with - direction of tion states that the returned wave is matched to the receiving
propagation). antenna when its polarization ellipse is oriented in space

identically with the one due to h (radiated by the receiving[11. BAsic EQUA I .0NS Ot RADAR POLARJMERY antenna when used as a transmitter), but has opposite sense of
There are essentially two equations that form the basis of rotation when both are viewed from the origin in the i Z;

radar polarimetry. They represent the polarization-dependent direction.' Also note that both h and ER (or [S]E r) are
features of the electromagnetic scattering process and the radar defined in the f, 9-plane so that even in -he bistatic case, the
reception of the returned signal. One might say that both field vector product in (3) is well defined. Finally, we would like to
theory and network theo- contribute to radar polarimetry. Let
,is start with the electromagnetic scattering process illustrated Such a polarzaton match requirement is rather obvious in cae of linear
in Fig. I and define the. scattering matrix by the following polanzatons since it demands that the two vectors be aligned. It is less
equation: obvious in a case of circular polarizations. ziic• perhaps, the following helps to(m )• visualize the result. If one designs two identical helical antennas arA then Wes."FR to lirr- - [S] Er, (2) them face each other, they turn out to he 1xiarizaiwri matched. To appreciate

(he significance ot this fact. please turn it) the epigraph under the title.
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point out that (3) is a result of network theory, and therefore it a Hermitian conjugate. Substituting for ER in terms of E r from
is in a certain sense less general than (2) because it is (2a) one obtains
conceivable that the receiving circuits may be designed to obey
equations different from (3). P = E; ER S Er) S1]Er = E [S] ' IS] ET

Practical applications of the above equations are numerous a Er[G]Er. (4)
[31-[61 and can be broadly classified into three categories:
optimization/signal enhancement, discrimination against un- Since the Graves power matrix [Cl - [Si +.[5] is for any [S] a

wanted signals (clutter suppression), and classification of Hermitian matrix [7], P,, is given by the Hermitian form (4),

targets. The first two arc direct, and the third is an inverse and our goal is to find such an E T that P,. is maximized for a

problem. given [,Si, subject to the "unit circle constraint." Linear-

The optimization. for instance, may involve maximization algebraic details of the above problem are given in Appendix

of the voltage form given by (3) for a given target (known 1, and we need only to point out here that the solution is

scattering matrix) by properly choosing the polarization of the essentially given by a well-known theorem about extremal

transmitted field Er. Similarly, one would want to minimize properties of Hermitian forms [181-420], which states that the

the voltage due to clutter, etc. extremum is achieved by a vector satisfying the following

IV. VOLTAGE OPrIMIZATION AND OTHER APPLICATIONS eigenvalue equation:

Our approach here will be phenomenological in that we {[G] - X[1) ErT.o0 =0, (5)
assume a complete knowledge of the target scattering matrix
from the outset (measured or calculated, monostatic or where [I] is the identity matrix and the maximum is achieved

bistatic) and seek ways to use the information contained in [S]. by Er corresponding to the largest (minimum-for the

Let us start by precisely formulating the voltage optimiza- smallest one) eigenvalue. 2 The eigenvalues are real and the

tion problem: find such polarizations ot the transmitting and eigenvectors are orthogonal. The explicit solution for the

the receiving antennas that for a target of known scattering eigenvalues is given in the (2 x 2)-complex case by a simple

matrix the voltage developed across the receiving antenna quadratic equation
terminals is maximized.

Mathematically it translates into: find Erand h such that V X-(gi1 +g2)X+(g 1Ig--gizgaI)=0 (6)
= h r[.SIEr is maximized for a given [S] and subject to the
conditions I1hl = II E Tr1 = 11 E R 11 = I. This problem. known where the g] t are the elements of the Graves power matrix
as a search for optimal polarizations, was previously formu- iSn + [S( 5 [a]. Substituting the igenvalues (Xo, X2) from (6)
lated and partially solved for the motiostatic case in [2]. into (5) and solving for the components of Eigrn, oessentially
Further work can be found in [61, [8), [131-[171. completes the first stage. Physically, the eigenvaluns corres-

Here, we offer a novel approach to a droblem which, in our pond to the maximum and minimum of the energy density ofopinion, has two significant advantages over the previous the reflected wave in the given direction as a function of the
won. has, [tw,6,[8o , [sn 1-[17a . Firstly, such a three-step transmitter polarization. Note that X, and X2 are real because
work [21, [4), [61, [8,[3C17.Frtyscl hrese G is Hermitian which agrees with their physical interpreta-
approach is more transparent in terms of the physical tion as per. when aget is ver ptransarenter' ete
interpretations and secondly, it does not involve diagonaliza- tion as power. When a target is very "transparent," the

tion of [S]. and thereby the use of unitary change-of-basis eigenvalues are small compared with unity. 3 We should note

matrices is not necessary. Such a formulation allows one to use that [6] has only four free parameters, unlike [IS which has

a well-known theory of Hermitian forms [181, [191 unlike the five (seven) in the symmetric (asymmetric) case [141. Further

work in [21, [6], [131-[15] which relies on a certain "pseudo- details and explicit expressions for the eigenvectors in terms of

eigenvalue problem," the physical meaning of which is not det [G] and Tr[G] are given in Appendix I, while numerical

entirely clear. Furthermore, it enables one to treat symmetric, examples and the relation to Kennaugh's symmetric case
asymmetric, monostatic and bistatic cases in an identical procedure are examined in Appendix II.
manner and the procedure can easily be generalized to several Stage 2
Hermitian forms (targets) which are very useful in signal-to- Equation (5) gives Er 0,, i.e., the polarization state of a
noise/clutter ratio-type of problem s 1171, [18). tr a ter suc g a te power i n the sca r ed wa ve is

The problem is solved in three stages. First, the expres- transmitter such that the power in the scattered wave is
sion for power in the scattered wave is found in terms of maximized. We now compute this scattered wave by using the
the scattering matrix elements and the transmitted wave. known scattering matnx [S]. Hence,

Then, the corresponding Hermitian form is maximized to ER,w = [S]Er,, (7)
find an optimal transmitter polarization and the scattered
wave due to such polarization is computed. Finally, the so that the scattered polarization state is completely specified.
receiver polarization is adjusted to match the polarization
state of the scattered wave. 2The fact that optimization of the Hermitian form (4) leads to the

eigernvaiue equation (5) is basically a linear-algebraic generalization of the fact
Stoge I that a quadrauc function extremum is given by a linear equation after taking a

derivative.
The total normalized power (energy density) P. in the ) Such "*transparency," of course, is not necessarily related to the material,

scattered wave is given by E ; E R; where ' _ (*) r stands for but mostly to the specular point geometry.
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Note. however, that in general E,,,,, #- E rort because From (9a; and (9b) one obtains:
eigenvectors of IS - 1[(1 are not necessarily eigenvectors orf (90
(I1. unless [IS is normal. i.e.. ([S] S]= S[S] Further
mathematical details are given in Appendix 1. One must note that even for a given IS], E r is not uniquely
Stage 3 specified.,5 The co-pol null does contain additional information

about the target (as compared with optimal polarizationsHere one must adjust the polarization state of the receiver to defined by (6)-(8)). For instance, in the monostatic case. itensure the polarization match. i.e.. to receive all of the power, gives such a polarization state of the identical receiver/
contained in the scattered wave. transmitter antennas that the received voltage is zero, regard-

Such a receiver polarization state is given by4 : less of the value of the reflected energy.

h [IlEt, * V. UNITARY CHANGE-OF-BASiS FORMALISM ANDII ER II 1 (s, Er (8) TRANSFORMATION PROPERnES OF THEBASIC EQUATIONS OF RADARwhere Il'IL indicates the norm. Equation (8) completes the PO.AzlMErRY
optimization process. We note here that the above procedure Thus far, we have considered polarimetric optimization
decouples the transmitter from the receiver maximization, problems with all quantities defined in the linear polarization
thus reducing two-degree-of-freedom to the two one-degree- basis, including the discussion of the voltage equation. In
of-freedom problems. which is essentially a generalization Of practical terms, it means that a set of linearly polarized
the Kennaugh result (2, p. 14] being quoted and discussed in
Appendix I. orthogonal synchronized' antennas is used to resolve any

Probably the most Important advantage of this three-stage e lliptically polarized signal into two components. In applica-
proedurebyis the ease wimth whichdv tcantag e ap"pth i ed t -to (ions. however, one may want to use a different (from linearlyprcedure is the ease with which it can be pplied t polarized) set of antennas such as the use of circularlyoptimization problems with various constraints, polarized antennas for the measurement of targets in rain. etc.
Indeed, suppose that polarization can only be varied at the let us consider two radar operators A and B both receiving,

receiving end but not at the transm itting end (which may be s a on tally po lra d sign al. F b o th Adue, say, to the high power restrictions [21]); it then becomes say, a horizontally polarized signal. Further, suppose that A
uses a HV antenna set and B uses a RHC/LHC antenna set,obvious that stage I cannot be executed since E I is no longer a and therefore, A and B receive the signals (01] and I/v'[2 1],variable, and, therefore, the best one can do is to solve for h in respectively. How do they compare data? To put it in more

(8) to adjust the receiver. On the other hand, if the situation is general terys, the change-of-polarization-basis formalism isreversed for some reason, stage I alone must be performed. required in order to provide proper comparisons of measure-
Next, consider a symmetric. monostatic case where a single ments taken with different antenna sets. The ibllowing
antenna acts as both transmitter and the receiver as shown inFig . 2 . hen as sh o w in Ap p ndi II, the thr e -s age requirem ents m ust be sa tisfied w hile changing basis: allFig. 2. Then, as shown in Appendix 11, the three-stage measurable quantities such as voltage or energy density etc.procedure can be reduced to the Kennaugh "pseudo-eigen- must remain invariant under the change-of-basis: orthonor-
value equation": mality of any two vectors must be preserved under the change-

[SIx: =x* (9) of-basis. Radar polarimetry operates with two-dimensional
which satisfies the requirement of all three stages, when x = h polarization states, and therefore the above requirements lead

Er. .0 the use of unitary matrices (181. The unitary matrices satisfy
Another advantage of the three-stage procedure is the ease the requirement [U] r* ,- IU] + = [U] - 1. In the (2 x 2)

with which one can interpret the concept of the so-called co- complex case. the unitarity requirement imposes four con-
polarization nulls [21, [61, (141, [151. Let us define a co-pol straints on eight parameters [4]. Hence, [U] is a function o0
null as such a polarization state of a transmitter that the four variables.8
receiving voltage is zero for a given scattering matrix [5]. Let us consider the transformation properties of the basic
Mathematically it translates into- equations (2) and (3) under the unitary change-of-basis

transformation (U]. We rewrite them here, for convenience.
[S]Er= ER (9a) with (SL ] indicating that the scattering matrix is measured in a

such that linear polarization basis:
E• t[S~L Er (10a)

V~hrE R O. 9b) ' A geometrical analogy at this point may be helpful. An optimization of theThe last equation is a complete polarization mismatch bilinear form 14) is equivalent to finding a peak of a two-dimensional surface.

and that is why optimal polarization states (cross-pol nulls) are uniquelycondition and, as such. depends only on stage 3 of the defined. The co-pol null, however, involves equating the bilinear form (9) tooptimization procedure rather than on stage I which deals with zero which is. roughly, equivalent to the intersection of a curved surface with
a plane where nonuniqueness is apparent.the reflected energy density optimization. Therefore. the co- By this we mean. essentiallv, any dual channel polarimeter which is

pol null computation involves IS] rather than (G). capable of measuring both polarization components coherently.
' In this section. we will restrict ourselves to the monostatic case forThe reader is rminded that conjugation reverses the sense of rotation of conceptual clarnty.

the polanzation ellipse. wnich in turn. accomplishes the polarization match as ' The general unitarv matrix must satisfy the Idct lUll = I condition, butdiscur,sed in Section Ill. not. in general. det IUl = 1.

j |
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V=hERE=h T (SLIEr. 1l0b) the invariance or Vgives

Here, as before. subscripts R and T stand for the received and p/= V' -h r[SL]Er= -( Ulh ') r,5sL ]([ U] Er)
transmitted wave, respectively, and superscript Tdenotes the = h' rf U] r[SL][ U] E
transpose.

Then, under the change-of-basis. the vectors ER and E r will from which follows:
undergo the inverse transformation (18) [S,,] IU r[SLR G ] (13b)

ER =I U1E.; (I Ia) where subscript V indicates that (SL I in the voltage equation is

Er- fU]Er (Jlb) being transformed. We see that (12b) and (13c) are not

h =IUJ~h' (1c) identical. 9 As shown in Appendix II

where the primes indicate quantities expressed in the new (13c)

polarization basis. and. therefore, (13a) and (13b) are equivalent and inter-
We then require an obvious physical invariance, namely, changeable conditions.

that the measured voltage at the receiving antenna terminals be To illustrate the use of (13a) and the difference between
unchanged under the change-of-basis transformation and that [S ,jI and IS v], let us consider a problem of a reflection from
the scattering matrix in (10a) connect the same physical an infinite, perfectly conducting flat plate at normal incidence
polarizatipn states as in the old basis. (or a large perfectly conducting sphere). Two experimental

One then obtains: facts are known to us: the returned wave is in the same

ER=ISLJEr - [ UE;=[SL][U E1 =, E' polarization state as the transmitted one. e.g., changes from
RHC to LHC due to reversal in the direction of propagation.

I U] - [SLI[ U] E (12a) and the fact that the voltage developed across the receiving

leading to a well-known similarity transformation for a antenna terminals is maximal for linear polarizations and

scattering matrix [S. ], i.e., zero for the circular polarizations.
In the linear basis, defined by 2 and 9 units, vector waves

[s•] = I 9 -[SLI[ U1 (12b) polarized along f and y are given by the [0] and 1°]-vectors,
respectively (up to an absolute phase); circular states by the

which ensures invariance of the target operator [S,] proper- 1/. )�[ I and I/v-,2[ '.]-vectors, respectively, and t ie scatter-
ties under the change-of-basis. ing matrix J St1 is iven

Consideration of the voltage equation in an arbitrary the first experimientgai by (me n] (up to an overall phase) due to

elliptical basis gives: Then fact mentioned above,

V= V' = hrIER[(Ulh')r1([ U)E;)] h r[u rU]E;• IV1=V= [1 0, [ IS ==max.,

or 1 1 01
Next, let us transmit a circularly polarized wave defined in the

V' =h' [ U]r[ U E (13a) same linear basis so that [SL] must still be given by

instead of (l0b). r51...=F1 0]
Note that (U] r[u] [11] (identity matrix), if [U] is an [S0] = ]

orthogonal real matrix. i.e.. corresponds to a rotation about but
the direction of propagation, which means that any linear
polarization basis (set of linearly polarized antennas) measures I V= V=I [2 1]1[. AjJ=o=min
voltage acco,-ding to (10a), just like a pair of dipoles which is 2 1 1] 0
always used ;n the derivation of (lOb). If. however, an
elliptical polari;:ation basis is used, (13a) must be used instead, Lso tht the sa mentale fats.
i.e.. l0b) is not covariant under the change-of-basis (changes Let us now work out the same problem in the circular
its form), whereas, the measured value of V is invariant under polarization basis:
the change-of-basis. In summary, we emphasize that the set of + (f +jg)/.i2
equations (10)-(13a) constitutes a complete and sufficient
change-of-basis formulation (see "Comments ... " by H. ()
Mieras. IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. AP-34, no. so that
12. pp. 1470-1471. this issue, and our "Authors* Reply ... . 1  ]T [l ]
IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat.. vol. AP-34. no. 12. pp. [U]=•-[ 1 -=I•"i -j

1471-1473. this issue).

However, for an easier comparison with previous treat- Mathematically, it corresponds to the well-known fact (18. p. 2461, 119.
ments [6], [8], [131-[15], it is instructive to derive another pp. 181-1821 that linear operators and bilinear forms transform differentlycondition. (13b) below, which is equivalent to (13a), and is under coordinate transformations in any vector spacrs. namely, the former

undergoes the similarity transtormation (13a) and the latter a congruence

expressed explicitly in terms of the scattering matrix. We note transformation t 03c.
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then Once again, we note that the procedure of using (13a) does
not involve (S,], and therefore does not necessitate the

[Sý(L, [i ] 1 distinction between [S.J and (Sj, but it does enforce the
[S,(L, R [U '[S[JU]=~ Li -._/ noncovariance of the voltage equation.

- VI. SUMMARY

[0 [ -1 = . l[ We have tried to concentrate on the foundations of radar

but 0polarimetry. Hence, the basic definitions and the main
equauons were, discussed in detail. The basic problem of

rr1 !] polarimetric optimization in the radar scattering process was
!S (L, R,)I[Ui TESL 1 U]- generalized to the case of the nonsymmetnc target operator [S]

)U 2 J -J and solved without diagonalizing [S] via the three-stage
procedure. Finally, the change-of-basis unitary transforma-

[1 0] 1 1 1 [o '1 tions and properties of the main equations under such
0 ] 7 j j [ 0 transformations were carefully considered. We provided a

novel interpretation of the change-of-basis and pointed out
On the other hand, the circular polarization states in their own noncovariance of the voltage equation. Our goal was to
circular basis are given as they should be by readdress the foundations of the problem and clarify the[x 1

7  
~ [±1] 1~ [1 1- * [L]J underlying principles.

y , =2 j J APPENDIX I

DETAL's OF THE (GJ-EiOENVALUE PROBLEM
S1 ~ )E: ]=BJ and According to the Rayleigh principle, an optimization of the

quadratic form xr[A]x/xrx leads to an eigenvalue problem
which gives us the following equations for the ± states: { ([A] - XW }x = 0 [18, p. 2531. The same is true for the

0] [0] [0 Fl Hermitian form x+[GxL/Ixx [19]. The eigenvalues of a
E'= [1 = [ 1] and E= [ 10 Hermian matrix are real and the .igenvectors, corresponding[o L01 L0  J 10 LU 1 J 1 to distinct eigenvaiues, are orthonornmal. The eigenvalues of

but iG] are invariant under the change-of-basis transformation
[18). Any linear combination of the eigenvalues, such as

=0 [O /][o]j tr{[G]}ordet{[G]}isalsoaninvariant. It can be used to find
V' = [1 01 [0 XI and X2 from the following equations:

again, both results are in agreement with experimental det {[G] - g11g22-g 1 2g21 =X\IX 2 , (14)
findings.

Notice how [S' ] remained [. 1] to "keep" the returned
waves similar to le transmitted ones, but [S,] "shifted" to whence
[0o 1] off-diagonal form to keep the voltage equal to zero for
circular polarizations. tr {[G1 ] +(tr 2 {[G]} -4 det { [GJ })1/2

Also note that according to (13a), we obtain wue following X1 '2= 2 (16)

result in a circular basis:
j I1 Then. X, and X2 can be substituted into (5) in order to solve for

I={b'T[UJT[UIE~}= Ull0)- L•1] [~j 1c the components ofE4... Onethenobtains:V, = Wh' TU1T[(.IE;•} (1 0) 1 On thn-bais

[13 2 {(1 0) (0 l"( 0 - E =:] (17)[0 where a n XI - 11g/912 . The other eigcnvector can be found
again, in agreement with experimental facts. from the orthogonality condition:

In our opinion, the aforementioned procedure of using (E + E -0.
(13s) as compared to (13b) is a more convenient one for 'r( T..ix
practical computations. Namely, once the [U] of a new The eigenvalues X 1 and X2 of [G] are related to the eigenvalues
bamis (in terms of a flnear polarization basis) is known, the A1 and 42 of (S) by the relations
following steps must be performed:

1). E- must be calculated according to (Jib); X,=I/I12; X12=1L 21
2. (18)

2) [S'] is calculated according to (12b); It must be emphasized, however. that eigenvectors of IS] and
3) E• is computed as E; = [S'1E-; [G] are. in general, different (unless (S] is normal). It can also
4) V' is determined according to (13a). be seen from a simple argument that eigenvectors of [G] are
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alwa-$s orthonormal. but eigenvectors ot [SI are not, in which means that polarization states of h and x are identical
general. even when (S] is symmetric. Note. however, that the (up to an absolute phase). Note that if x is a solution of (19)
pseudo-eigenvalues of [S], i.e.. solutions of (9), are always with an eigenvalue g, then x' n xe'P is aiso a solution with the
orthogonal as is shown in Appendix I1 together with numerical corresponding eigenvalue g' = peý'P. This means that u can
examples. Equation (18) shows that the maximum voltage be chosen to be real. Another way of proving this is the fact
(echo area) is given by the square of the largest eigenvalue of that (19) and (20) are identical in a symmetric case and that
[SJ, provided that the polarization match requirements of (20) has real eigenvalues because of Hermiticity. Thus, h =
stage 3 are satisfied. We also note (81 that eigenvectors of [G) (A/Il[Sixil)x which illuminates the physical meaning of A,
will diagonalize [S) via the cotgruence transformation (13a) since lihil = l[xii = 1, then p = il[S~xli must be satisfied (i.e..
without necessarily being the eigenvectors of IS]. It may, A is given by the relative power in the reflected wave). Thus
however, not happen, when a similarity transformation is Kennaugh's theorem is, indeed, correct which is. in our
used. Thus, any physical conclusions based on the diagonal opinion, another example of the powcrful intuition which this
form of [S] must be carefully checked against the meaning of great man demonstrated.
[So,] versus (Sp.] for the problem at hand. The three-stage procedure illuminates the physical meaning

of the Kennaugh equation (19), including the origin of A.
APPENDIX H Practically speaking, the best way to solve (19) is to

EjGENVECTORS OF [0] AND (SI" RELATION OF THE THREE-STAGE manipulate it into (20), since the theory most prevalent is the

PROCEDURE TO THE KENNAUGH'S "PSEUDO-EIGENVALUE" one for the Hermitian and unitary matrices. Since the

EQUATION AND SOME NUMERICAL EXAMPLES condition IS] = [SI r is so important, we briefly remind the
reader of the requirements that need to be satisfied for IS] to be

Kennaugh [21 used the following equation (see our equation symmetric.
(9) of Section IV) as a polarization match condition for radar If both the target and tl.e medium satisfy reciprocity
backscatter target reception as shown in Fig. 2. properties, then reversal of the trajectory leads to the [S] -

(SIx= IX*. (19) [SIr transformation. Further, if the backscatter case is
considered, the received power may be the same upon the

Furthermore, he concluded that (19) gives the maximum interchange of the receiver and transmitter which together with
power even for separately varying h and Er by simply setting the reciprocity condition implies (SI = (S] r. It is worth
x= h = Er if x satisfies (19). We quote from [2, p. 141: noticing that the scientific community still owes one a correct

"... In either case. transmitting and receiving polariza- and rigorous proof of these widely accepted statements. Thus,
tions are identical for maximum echo ame and the when one considers a bistatic case, or when "nonreciprocal'"
reflected wave is of the polarization which the transmitting conditions are present, one does not expect (S] to be
antenna best receives. This is an important conclusion, symmetric. Examples may be a magneto-ionic propagation
Translated into practical terms, the operator of a radar set medium or a target which contains ferromagnetic materials,
using a common transmitting and receiving antenna of etc.. Note, that the three-stage procedure will work in the
variable polarization could adjust the antenna polarization asymmetric case also.
to achieve just as high a return from a fixed radar target as Let us illustrate our findings on eigenvalues and eigenvec-
could the operator of a more complicated (and costly) radar tors in both the Kennaugh and the three-stage-procedure on the
with individually variable transmitting and receiving polar- following three examples:
izations .... . 1) Let

In spite of a few very minor mathematical errors. Kennaugh
achieved a correct result as we now show.I

Indeed, after premultiplying (19) by [S]*, conjugating the 2
result and combining the two equations. (19) can be manipu- [S
lated into

{([]*[Sl - I-ttl[I]x =o (20)

then (19) or (20) gives
which is identical with (11), provided S]r _(SI and [S] is not
singular. because then 17 34 2 J

[GJ a (S]+[SV=(SI*[Sl and 14 2•*=X. [ 17 2

Then one computes y = [SIx. Since (19) is identical with (20),

y = [SIx = jux*. Then it is easy to see that the third-stage
equation (8) is also satisfied. Indeed. and

([Six * [ " _*11- ±6/2
h T ([S.X, 'Sx.= --I-*= I X,.

[(SIXS _4
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Substituting X I, m (20) and soluing jor E r.i, gves ýind being the same as in example 1). In this case. k2., -- J.,2 (I

x = . ... .I.. [ -J(l+\1 )] +Er.p ± 2-,/2)

(4 + 2 1/1), 1/ Er, (3 + 2-_

-J~- _J0 F -(-2)] 18 +12,/61/2-"
(4 - 2V2)I/2 L = - 1 (3-2.)j

Then Kennaugh's equation gives [ 18 - 12V,1•]/

r -0.92/1 As can be easily seen.

Erh•h-- L 0.38 2

and the three-stage-procedure gives the identical E Top, and [(18 + 12'V2)(18 - 12 q2)11/2

[0.92 ] It must be emphasized. however, that it is the pseudo-

[=0.38j I eigenvector of (19) rather than the eigenvectors which

corresponds to a cross-pol null. Thus, the cross-pol nulls are

Note, that because of h' = jb, both procedures agree. i.e.. always orthogonal.

give identical polarization states. We note here, to avoid confusion. that real target scattering

2) Similarly, in the case of [Si = {- 3 matrices have elements with the magnitude much less than

unity to ensure that the reflected wave power is less than the

[0.49-0.74j transmitted wave. In the examples above, the matrices were

10.46 Oil chosen for convenient computation and the scale factor, k { X/

and (41r)'12r) -c 1, was omitted.

0.43 -0.78]j 
APPENDX LU

0.21 -0.41j DERIVATION OF THE RELATION BETWEEN [Sop] AND [SV]

In any linear basis, [S] [v] [Sy w (SL].
Again, h' and h are identical polarization states, since h' = Let us use HV as a reference basis, and define by [Uc] a
he-S('172r) as a closer examination shows. change-of-basis matrix which takes us from HV to a general

3) Next. let us consider an asymmetric example 10  elliptic basis. Then, according to (9a), (9b)

[s] !1 [S] = [Uo1 '[SLI[ Uo], (22)

Premuitiplying by [U0] and postmultiplying by [U0] -, we

The Kennaugh procedure gives obtain

r -0.63i] [U II[So,][UJ[ Uo-[SL], (23)

Er.•=h [ 0.77J then substituting for [SL] from (23) to (22), we finally obtain

while the three-stage-procedure predicts Sv = [U0] r[UO[SP]. (24)

ET.0 [-0.93,i] and h 0.68 1 Note that if [Uo]r = [Uol-], then [Sv] = [Sp] which is
S 0.35 0.74]J reasonable since [Uo r = [U0 - I is the orthogonality condi-

The voltage received in the first case is IV I = 2.62, and in tion for real matrices which means that [S.,] = [Sv] holds

the second case IV:I = 3.02. Thus, we see that (19) is no only in a linear (,cal) polarization basis as it should. For the

longer valid and that the transmitter and receiver have flat plate example, and a circular basis. we obtain

different polarization states.
4) Finally, we would like to give an explicit example (as was [S11] = 1 1 U 0l = 2 J -J

promised in the text) of a symmetric [S] such that the I ' 2
eigenvectors of IS] are not orthogonal. Let us solve [Six =
kx, rather than the pseudo-eigenvalue (19), for so that

2j~l 1/2] [S10 I~ il'~ L~[S= 1J /2 -j]]•._]00 -

10 Ot course. Kennaueh devised his approach only ior a symmetric case, which agrees with the result of Section IV.
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APPENDIX IV helpful discussions with Di'. HVo 1, Eom and Dr. David W.

CONSTRUCTION OF THlE UNITARY CHANGE..OF.. Carnegie of our UIC-EECS Communications L~aboratory are
POLAIUZATION- BASIS MATIUX hcrrby acknowledged. We also acknowledge the computer

word processing and computer-oriented drawing skills of Mr.
Suppose two orthogonal elliptical polarizations are chosen Richard W. Foscer. Finally, we want to thank Dr. Harry

to form a new polarization basis (i.e., corresooriding set of Mieras for his very thorough review of our paper (see
antennas) and are given by the two-dimen ,sional unitary ,'Cornment ...- in this issue), which resulted in the clarifica-
vectors A and B. We then write themr lia terrn4i of an); linear tion of se'.erai important points (sce " Authors' Reply .. "in

polarization basis. say, HN', i.e.. this issue,,,

A-u1irli +al,~V RuEPEFhNCFS

B maz I I 4a 2 V (25) [l1 Q. Sinclair, "The transmission and rezeption of elliptically Polarized
wavts." Proc. IRE, vol. 38, pp. 148-151, Feb. 1950.

or in matrix form [21 r,. M. Kennauigh. "Polarization properties of radar reflectiotns."
r Antenna Lab.. Ohio State Univ.. Columbus. OH. ZRADC Cont. No.

IA] all a21  [H AF2S(099)-90, Project Rep. 389-12 (AD2494), Mar. 1, 1952.

B a21 1 a, 26) [31 P. Beckmann. The Depolarization of Electromairneuc Waves.
Li a1  a2 Boulder. CO: The Golem Press. 1968.

[41 V. V. Bogorodsky, D. B. Kanareykin. and A. E. Kozlov. "Polariza-
Then the transpose of ai1, i.e.. aji gives the change-of-basis tion of the scattered radio radiation of the earth covers. Gidrometeor-

airx U asshown for instance in ([19. pp. 118-1221. izdat. Leningradl. 1981 (in Russiani.
.~T5IfX UJ15I) R. M. A. Azzans and N. M. Hashisra. Ellipsomerrv and PolarizedIn the index notation (18, p. 3331: Light, Amsterdam: North-Holland. 1977.

2 61 J. R. Huynen. "Phsenomenological theory of radar targets." Ph.D.
Yj Uir dissert~ation, Tech. Univ., Delft. The Netherlands. 1970.

,Z U ,(27) 1 A. J. Poelman andl J. R. F. Guy. "Polarization information utilization
j.1 in primary radar: An introduction and up-date to activities at SHAPE

where y, - A, y2 - B, x, H, and x2 = V. Taking th tehnical centre," in Inverse Methods in Electromagnetic Imaging-
Pain 1,W-M. Boener et al., Eds. NATO-ASI Series C Mathematical

transpose of au, in (26) is equivalent to a summation over the and Physical Sciences. vol. 143, pp. 521-572. Dordrecht, Holland:
second index in (27). Thus, if Reidel. 1985.

(81 C. D. Graves. "Rnda polaurization power scattering matrx," Proc.
IRE, vol. 4". pp. 248-252, Feb. 1956.

(91 M. Bori and E. Wolf. Principles of Optics, (2nd revised edition).
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(\oiiaineJ within (lie 31tov ipapr is As n0A coivnvtlitun for
Imilarization scattering tinatrces, I believe that this new hto"ir is ill-
advised sinive it adds unnecessary complication. The criticism here is
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directed only at the new convention (or rather the interpretation of would be nice if' we could also saý that in the transtormied basis
certain polarization quantities) and not at the remaining content of'the
paperý the paper correctly and consistently develops u polarization V-P= h rE(4
formalism and points out the need (or careful usage of'transformation Substituting fromn what we have so far. wc obtain htIE,;
equations. The point of contention is this: the authors distinguish Ith Eý ruigteprprt fntr arcs
between two forms of scattering matrix S, namely an Sl1 and an SJ ( PE. o sn h roet. fuitr arcs
The approptiate form of S is to be chosen according to whether S E *ý 5
appears in a voltage equation or in a polarization. state equation, I 5
object to accepting this because it requires revisiting all existing (The con ' ugation reflects the fact that the handedness of' the E,
theory to specify which S was meant where. But this confusion is coordinate systemn is opposite to that oft Er.)
unnecessary, Only one fornm of' S is required. However, it also This last equation is in direct contradiction with what is foiund in
requires rejecting one of the authors' transformation equations and the paper. 'It is stated here as a consequence oit other definitions.
the interpretation of the polarization vector associated with it. I agree There. Ei is required to follow the ';atne transformation law as E,. and
with the authors that the choice of convention '"is a matter of taste'" theni a different equation 03) is derived with S,,,. instead oft S. Since the
(l1. A single form of' S simplifies theory, not oniy for the material present development is simpler. the contention is that 15i should he
presented hci'- h ut also ini the fuarther development of polarization accepted rather than introducing the new matrix11 S,,.
theory (e~g. Mueller miatrix, covariance matrix [41-wAould two forms Undcrlying the above disagreement is a difference in the interpre-
be required for these as well?) tation of the meaning of Es. Here. Es is considered to hie a difforent

The source tit' the problemy is tihe pnv'.ital fact that the sense of kind of' thing than Er, since their direction: of propagation are
elliptical polarization reverse., when reflected by a specular scatterer. opposite: hence we should expect that their transf ,ormations iiight he
That is. if'left circular polarization is transmitted, the scattered wave different. In the paper. the direction of propagation is not consideired
will be right circular. When we represent elliptical polarization as a to be part of the meanings of' EN and E~r. It is emphasized that both the
c'mlrpt% two-vector, we connot avoid introducing a certain amrount o-.f present development and that of' the above paper, Iart self'consistent,
awkwardness. The second physical fact is that for specular scattering It is also noted that the confusion and awkwardness persist when we
when the same circularly polarized antenna is used for transmit and treat the problem of multiple scattering. For that, consecutive
receive, the received voltage is null.r When a theory is confusing, scattering matrices cannot just be multiplied together, but require that
these two facts can he used to check things out, as is done in the above the quantitie~s (zl _0I) be interposed !41. The present arguments are
paper. It-ased on convenience. Perhaps the better theoretical approach is to

The fnrdamental quirntities (the things that are measured) are the associate a consistently right handed coordinate systemn with the
polarizations of the transmit and receive antennas, E,' and h, and the wave, i~e., for both Fr and Es. This is done in optics and also by
received voltage V". The coordinate systems for Er and h are f'or Huynen [41, However, this requires very careful treatment involsing
convenience chosent attached to the antennas las also stated in the several operations ot conjugation and multiplication by 1 before
paper') so that if receiver and transmitter are the same, the coordinate we get to V.
systems coincide (the ''monostatic convention,'' see also (21) With RFRNU
only these definitions we base IlA8 otisL n .N o nr mi i onnimi io nI'

h riJ.:r 121 C. E. Ileath. 'Prropeic% of tiihe linear poflari cait n biiic a~. c iier tinatrix,'' Tech Note 1980-7. MIT [incolin 1db , \ar 198t
We ow equre hatI b itvaian uner bais untar 131 J, R, litinen, ''Phenomenniloncal iheorN ,I iaidar iar~eis. ' D ticWe nw rquir tht I'he nvarantunde a asisiuntamdisenlatitn. Tech. U'niv. Deiti. 1910t

I rans format Ion Ui: I' .ý I', whete I" h' r.'Eý, ,', -UE;. at id 141 It Nfieras. R MI Iarties. C MI Vachufa. J N Buckiwia. and W\%'\
h =Uh ' Then we miust have tBoeiner, ''Polainzaiion null chjnracieristic\ kit mirlpe tireeis, ' Speir\

Res. Center. Fiiiai Rep. Contrac:t l34OsQii -C o-'54 \kig 1092
S~ rtil (2) (51 W.NI. tioerner, \I,. B. EI.-\'ini. C Y Chan. atid 41 \I Ntastoris

"Potiri~aivn deitrdence in cieciroinagnetiic oherwe Iliohlciý%iiiv

rhis trinsformation is here claimed ito be basic: it is called S ' in rrans. Antei~~nnas /ropuwea.. \,of A\P no2 ii. -'.r)! . ý71. M~ar

d 3b oft the paper .'The transflormiation is also so detined and u'sed 4'9it

consistently by Hiu> ntiv 1.;1, the p~resenlt w riter 14 1. and indeed tin prior
work 15 1 by one of the authors of the paper. Note that contrary ito the
paper,' no statement has been tmade yet about the scattered vector
Also contrary to the paper. there is no neced here ito distinguish
Koheen lineaur and other bases when defining S and the equations in
which they appear. So far, the developnitint does niot disagree '.%ith

that oft the abose paptiv . ' nil% here somecthing Is left out which then
a,.onids any need Ior introdus nii .in additional form bor S.

Now introdusce. if we mnust, the scattered sector E\,

CI -SE, . 3)

NO that. V' - h IVs.% Because we %consider (1) to te fundamnirtal. it

'A 14 Ktwintiimu And W %I tkwrnei, IEEE lTrans. Arietnionw~ Prkoomag
t11% issuc. lip 11 )Q I4(U

SIlo Fr i% uSwd i athei ithan If.,, .is in i he pawrr, ito ,is h 0111t olu ion w iih the

Oi 18C Q( is1.C)I %iIM Q61
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.Authors' Repyti,,y .4. H. KustinskI and W -11. BDernter

This is in repiy to the comments by Mteras oll our rpe'r. I'hlc
Nubject mtitcr ha4 generamld a considcrable amom~nt o• controv'rsN
and connision, and we apprecmiat the opporlunity to addiess some otI

Manuscript received Mtay 5, 1986.
The authors are with the C.ommtunlcallonle Ltxlraiorv, D)epanrment ,1

Electiw'al Enlineentip and Comrpuler Science Univers•it o 1 Ithnofllli
(C'hicago, P 0. Box 4314;, IMC 13,41, S 1.,4, IO, 'h.ivo i. 1, Vt )
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the issues. First, Itt us sk~mmarize our attittude toward the critiq~ue atid s'ontains all tlhe information about the scattering process %htiti the
then proceed to the deiul,:. voltage equation is the result otf the receiviriv anitenna network.

WVe agree with ow, crtic rýnout ilh,. inconvenience caused by the To conclude this *el.torl we would like to answer the foillowing
4wroductioi'(if tlie two scattering matrices (the operator and the natural question: why does the voltiige equation "single out-

bilinear form, and we, therefore. reemphasize in this note the tact linearly polarizetd basis. Ic., why is 11) not covarwot with respect to
that this distinw.ton i% riot necessary in our tormalism iand was simply aroitrary unitary (U)) Farst of afi. the %-oltage equation has awv
included in thl, paper tor completeniess of the transformation been derivedl in the linear polarization basis 141,-(61. Secondly. one
procerties descriviion. We. however, disagree strongly with the must remember that a covariance tlýa given equavon with respect to a
method~ proposed io the comments. ot transforming transmitted and wide class of transformations is railhcr rare. Indeed. consider the
received vectors with different unitairy rratrices, arid the second pant analogy 01 expressing Max~well's tquationMS in Crtesian and spherical
otf this itpiy is devoted to the detailed espianiation of our objections. coorinmaes. Obvimiislv, the form iof the equition. changes! Another
Several discussions with various worker% in the field have demon- example is Newton's equations which are not covariant with respect
itrated to us a cerymsn dis,.comtort that many researchers feel about the to the generalized coordiriate transformations which is why La gran-
fact that the voitage equation is,. not written as a proper inner gian niechanics was created tIItI. Thu.%, one should no? be disturbed
(Hermitiari product and we, therefore. conclude our reply with the by ni; fatct that the voltage equation in a circulae basis is different
discussion of possible reformulations of the voltage equation and fro~m the one in a linear basis as long as the physics remains the same.
problems associated with it. Let us now coratidci tile transformation rul .es proposcd by Micros.

tis we pointed out in the paper.; idiscusaior following t 13a) in the They are
piper and discussfir at the end of the specular, target illustraition), ou.m
transformation equat1ions ensurr the invariance of the measui-ed value It m(Ulhl, Er-(U]E ý ER=(U*)E (
of the voltage under the chtinge of' basis but do nf.A guarantee the
covat lance of the voltage equation: that is to say that the forin of the where tht primes indirate the new basis. anc: the s'ibscript R is used
equation depends on the choice of basis according to ( l3a)' for the reflected wave frather thar, subscript j for scattered used by

V' -h~j~~j~jEMiens). Note that the re~flected wave polarization state Itansforms
V uhTjU~fUJ~ (I) differently froim tie timesmitted one, Since both are measurable

where tU) is a unitary change-of-basis matrix from a linear quant~ities they must obey certain invairianc~e pmopensies under- the
polarlimaion reference basis to a given eillipticii basis. If the new basis chiange of basis tnansforniatiun. In pianicular. if the two are equal in
is also a linearly polarized onc, the covresponding IUI is orthogonal on5 basis, they should continue to be equal in another tmsis regardiless
(unitary and real) and therefore of the coordinate system cYonvention used. However, (7) does not

obey this requiremenr becauae if the two psolarizittiton 5imes are equal
(UI ft 1 (2) in one basis and different matrices are used to) transforit; them, they

wml-I no longer be equal in the new basis which mca.,s that the physic'.
and vi the scattering process depends on the choice of basis! Indeed, if the

scatterer is specu.a tiie., "perfect mir-or") 4r~d 0, is used, one
i- . h, rE; Y obtains

which mecins -,ivariance with respect to ail linear bases." As we F-~ n r. L ~ F-I 1 a
al,,o (minted out Iin the paper, the transtor-mation 11) together -,.ýith the FR-F n r-I 'IF E 6V'4i7a
'uicatering operator transtormation ot I 1h i

anid one car. easily wee that it; !he ncwv basis fhc iransmitted andl
IS' I U - Sit ~ J(41 received polarizatior~ states are not equal unless I U I is real. Is the

it; ompetey %tfiien fo an calulaion itguaantes tic ;cattercr not specular in the newv basis.) Such a conciusion is uict
is cmpleelysuffcien fo anycalclaton, t guranees he cceptaible to us because it s'iola~es lundamenial pht.siical principles.

invariancec of all ineasurco quantities. and avoids the introduciion of Let u~s now .,onntntte fthi note with a lew wocd'i oin a possible
ainother form of the scattering matrix! k~owevcr. we were also aiware alternative forwciiismn The main source oft I "co.1vtnience ' of the
of the tac t hat the traislsormat ion law oli 1 I3b) present itrmatillii is the tact that the tiohtiqc equation iitvt'Ivt' onv!.'

IS') I :-IU rj[f T5(5U ) sh. transpose 1)1 the anicotim he:%mt It rather than u~ HeJrmnitian
t iiniugate. If in extra vonnugation tit It %vould 1)e isirrviticed. theni the

is amos alavsuse ipthelitratre of,171 (3 an wc thrctre, covariante oW the voilage equation %Y'.u d. ýcriaiml\ ,le removed Iand
ha alosto awayh uede its the i tepr atue Ii l.ITl and whe eei o . od thiarttoA.- the rwo torms -.f the scatterinit inttr!- would transiormi stiirlarlv.%

derived the voltaite invariance ýondiiior, eqiiisalcrnt to tI I in )terms of oposoi iaeteviaf oimr o ivý iowItc
the scattering inatrix and the transittited %ector rikher than in te. nis Mt pou' -iis lneilor a od ,ee i a itin
the reit-cted oine. W', obtainco 5 as I %uct, a condition and nowtti (hat hiht-R1 tr, he the contusate or' whatit a mm Io rbc sjiuaon, Iin our

jSt in 05) transtornt ,iiferentit- ttm 1.51 in (4) and oite then Must OIi11flii "S nor (Juiie that simp~le. In ordvir iso sk it le, u% cotile back to

distinguish between two different torms ott ( I deptndingi on whettwi rliv detirittian Ind mts~ ca naniwý )I the ,.ntonria lwight. It I\
one traqsfortmi the operator equation LIri'iie'l J6 the polaii.,ýw toll state 't tlie wave transnimwed by the

antenna in thle dir-:Ltinof atilte w~rpet (101, Tfiis, definition providrs
FM- is IF., (t)) 11aJils Ot 11CM.airi11V tn%, ýntin.la heigiht. The wvavt wivt:h .,tic.i ill

.mnibest rtccives, in a porticular ilirectioti is thcii go.en Iiy the
or time voltage, bilinept Cortt.i cquatiom il1) Again. we crnptajitv tt~at conpug.a* ifl -,he 'mitilenia lvetuhi rin 'ltas samte tliw~cvtin. This is ,in
the v'stiage loin oilN) is nOm t'~cessary it Ict~ rakes ( 1'1 a 1.t01 k, the ex penrin: vita.' lact which is Ocscrioed corr.!cdl ' Sni the silmtiat ekliitioni
hias;: ransiormwimi~ rides, on mIvoh operatmoir (oi'ot 1,% , 0) 'Lot us .'d. klelinti I neCw aiminma *1,rv 'nel %lcitj iS j
tPinWIteIIia he'aJuNC ' it s,*'.i~il' tht, $.'.mliOn ii ISI aw1 .'tlimup¶m tit ttii ivtIl mnteinni hieighii. 1711c \0titjttC kit,I lon ll
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Nc~oties pirxiineed Ilipht through l.holesicric liquid cr tial. J. opt. W. vi. .1ti..

V L r * F ol. 61 .no. 10, pp, 1363 -3Ii72. Oct. 1971 (see p. 1370, in pariicul~iri
.UT R -(L. E0) (8)

which is a true inner product and seems, therefore, to bce covariant
unda the unitary change of basis. The problem is. hiwevecr, in the
transformation of L, which is rot a meaksurable quantity but is a
"Colijugate of a measurabe q~uantity - and onre rMust transforn h first
to 3ee What transform~ation applies to L. 'Thus, it irs h which must
remain invariant under t.ihe change-of-basis Lrxnsformation (because
one meavsures it) anti. therefore, it miust transform according to (7).
Thu transformation Ipw for L is computed next as a conjugate of t0)
oani1 the repult turns out Pw be equivalent to ( 1),

It is our Ppintott ilial a thorough and careful iinvestigation of the
voltaeg equaition from the antenna theory point of view is nesdea to
undersull-d the pwo~em better. In particular. it may be very
initresting to relrex the voltage equation dIerivation directly from
Maxwell's equkit~ris (101 but in terms of. say, helical antennas rather
than & crc'sted-dipole model.

We now conclut~e w-th & reply to several questtont, raised in the
comments concernme. the issue of the coorldinate system arrange-
ment. definition of the polarization state. aind the multiple scattering
trrelment. Indeed, we do not consider die direction of propagation a
part of the polarization silat spinor as is explained in Section 11 of our
paper. The ream1er should mote that the polarization ellipse is definet)
*: & fixed point in spa*e (I121 and that the san. hatmionic watve may be
lnwarly polarized at one point and ell~ipMaily at another. Since we
were interested only in the sionall At the receiving antenna terminals
the smne &IgnaI could have come from anywhere in space depersding
on the target arnd that is why we prefer to le~ve the directiontil
inftvivnxtion in the exponent us in (Oa)-(Ic) of the paper. IFurther-
mome a single coordinate system with its center at the receiving
antenna is used because in otiher conventions the voltage equation
rnubt be raderived as is also pointed out by Miarlts' comments, and
also, because we find dealing with vector products. various parts of
which tire expressed in different coordinate systems utterly conw~s-
ing. We believin that the convention similar to ours was often used in

optics 1131, 1141, and especiall * 115[. We agree totally with Mieras
concerning the difficulties ot the multiple scattering fowrmalism arid a
satisfactory solution is yet ito be found
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Extension of Kennaugh's Optimal Polarization
Concept to the Asymmetric Scattering

Matrix Case
MARAT DAVIDOVITZ, sr'JmiNTmrra MEMEE,, AND WOL.FGANG-PvARTIlN WOERNER, FELL.CW, IEE.E

.Ibstrect.--Fbe PWS~waris sato uionria matrix iwnsared by a bistniai found that a copolarized transmitting and receiving radar
radar sysizi IUUUIV# Will be iss76otric. The wiacniallg mnatixt wiN abe antenna can be used to obtain (lhe maximnum echo return
boo MYR~eifk wkv the onadvar "ytm k mnottistatk buts The later"Inallg possible, and that there exists only one polarization for which
PrOP412i0o medan is sankeevok. Kinmnnghs's Optimal P05ariiznionst thsmxumiacevd nag losowdhtter
iheory is pnetamlnvi AeD to he Clss* the "Touisore aasiterit"msig . thismxmmi civdeenuhas hwdta hr
radar amoloeau pobuartictma to be use iro .asitmusi and jaa p re two polarizatlions for which the backscattered wave is
ses ltoes met defloned and goesortrietift luapter~ d on the piaromnw orthogonally polarized to the radar anrrenna, thus rendering the
splier. Thms poatatoe eme iiimul poIliturbd@ns, wnay be ased to radar "blind" to the incoming wave.
eNhance lbe kMC Of tat"uS uch miatrs. to dhisarriasiaste aasinisot andeeried III a situiation where the radar system is bistatic or one in
IaS1erancel s1"edm, or to dined1ty radvar targes. which the target and/or the medium of propagation are

1. INTRODUC7TION anisotroopic. the scattering matrix generally will be asyrnmet-

A MONOCHROMATIC PLANE wave with a fixed nic. In this paper, the optimal polarizations theory is general-
,tpolarization state impinging upon a radar target induces a ized to the case of the asymmetric scattering matrix. In

surface current distributio, which in tuti gives rise to a Particular, it is shown that the maximum echo return can nio
reradiated or scattered field. The polarization state of the- wavc longer be obtained with an identically polarized transmitting
scattered in the direction of observation will, in general, diftir and receiving antenaa. The optimal tmarsminting and receiving
from tha of the inciodent wave. T'he transformattiont of the areni po aizaions ame defined in terms of the scattering
polarization state upon scattering can be represented by a matrix elements. It is subsequently proven that for the casts of
complex scattering matrix, characteristic of the target at a th asmeti scattering matrix, the copolarized echo return
specific aspect and sourcr frequency. The foirmula used to will always be less than the absolute maximtti obtainied with
calculate the target radar crims section or echoing area stVawately polarized transmitting and irceiving antennas.
involves the scattering matrix as well as the transmnitting anid Finsally, the oiptimfal polarizations are represented on the
receivnig antenna polarizations. The problem facing the radar Pitwau-i sphere and certain geometrical properties of the
operator is the (ise of selecting the optim-al radar polarizatiora romwlitiig configuration are demonstrated.
which will, for exarriple, maximize the level of echo signal or 11, OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OF THlE PROBLEM
innmiiwze the effwcs of tinidsirstd ss)urces, such as clutter no- i odto htth aa nensaetxae
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intervening propagation medium is hoentjVcneoua and iso- be considered to be qunsiplanar. In such a case, the electric
tropic, the scattering matrix is syrniinextic. T'he optimal fliold, vectors E' and E, of the incident and the scattereti
polarizations associated with a symmetric st-artering mrnarix IWVM reapectively, will lie entirely in the planes perpendic-
were first defined by Keritnugh [I I in 1950. In parricul1ar, he Waar to the direcrioms of incidence and observation. The

staindard two-dimensional orthonorrr~Al polarization bases may
thont be- usod to represent the Alecrric field vectorsi j2. D~ue to
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civen inrdent wave E', ihe echoing area i is a measure of the and a skew-s.vmmetric I S•) component as follows:
power density contained in the wave scattered toward the S, (S +S)/2 15a
receiver, The echoing area A is calculated according to the
following formula: 5=('-,P2 ihb)

.=4rR . . (2) The value ot the quadratic form defined hv 14) remains
tiE11 unchanged if the matrix S is replaced by its s.nmmetrlc

component S,.
where Ii denotes the norm of the enclosed vector quantity. The problem of finding the optimal polarizations for an
The norm is defined as 1lE !I = C* -E. where the tilde and isymmetric matrix S will be divided into two parts. In the first
asterisk denote transposition and conjugation. respectively. a the properties of scatering matrices will be investigated

Whenever a mismatch exists between the polarization state under the restriction of identically polarized transmitting and
of the scattered wave and that of the receiving antenna. only a receiving antennas. From the concluding sentence of the
fraction of the reflected wave's power is sampled. The previous paragraph it is seen that, in this case. only the
formula for the resulting effective echoing area must be symmetric component of the scattering matrix need be
appropriately redefined to account for the dependence on the considered. In the second part, the restriction will be removed
receiving antenna polarization. The following bilinear matrix and a more general problem of the asymmetric scattering
form defines the effective echoing area A,: matrix and separately polarized radar antennas will be

A,.fih' - S- 1 (3) considered.

111. POLARIZATION BASIS TRANSFORMATIONS

where h' and h' are the normalized (il h' U =i h'J = I) vector Transformation of polarization vectors from one orthonor-
heights of the transmitting and receiving antenna. respec- mal basis to another is accomplished through the use of unitary
tively, 131. Note, the quantity A, = A,(h', h') is a function of maurices. Unitary basis transformations have the important
two independent variables, namely, h' and h'. The problem property of preserving the total power in the wave (21, i.e.. the
analyzed in this paper is that of determining the maxima and norm of the electric field vector (IUE1I) is invariant under
minima of A, and also the corresponding antenna polarizations unitary transformations. A unitary transformation matrix T
for which these olpimum values of A, are obtained. Such must satisfy the following conditions:
polarizations are termed optimal.

A special case of expression (3). namely, one in which the Idet { Trj = I (6a)
transmitting and the receiving antennas are identically polar-
ized (h' = hr = h), will be analyzed first. Prior to that. T =* (6b)

however, it is necessary to consider the definition of identi- The most general form of a unitary matrix, satisfying iba) and
cally polarized antennas in the case of a bistatic radar system, (6b). is given by
since the transmitting and the receiving antenna polarizations
are referred to two separate local coordinate systems. Evi- T= [e-1 cos ('Y/2) -0e42 sin (-y/ 2 ) 1
dently there is no unique way to define co- and cross Le- sin (e,/2) eJ*4 cos (1/2)]
polarization in the bistatic situation, since several definitions
have been offered in the past (41, (51. However. it is importan where, because of condition (6a), the phases of the matrix

to note that a unique definition of copolarization is not crucial elements are interrelated as follows: ý, + k,, = €: + ý,,.

to the theory presented in this paper. The reason is that the Without any loss of generality the following choices may be

optimal polarizations are physically defined by the radar taiget made: 01 = v, = 0 and 01 = - 62 = 6. in which case the

itself, and are. therefore, invariant for the various definitions matrix Twill take on the following form (61. [71:

of coordinate systems. In other words, even though the [cos ('I) -e -j6 sin (y/2)1
mathematical expressions representing the optimal polariza- T= [eo6 sin ('y,/ 2) Ces (V,/2)
tions may change depending on the particular choice of the n
reference coordinate system. the physical attributes of the I _ -
optimal polarizations, such as ellipticity. sense of rotation, and .... .. 0l (8)
the orientation angle (referred to the plane defined by the + pp')' 1
directions of incidence and observation), remain invariant, where p = tan (112)ela

Returning to expression (3) and setting h' = hr = h yields The particular explicit form of T given in (7) and (8) was
the following quadratic matrix form chosen because of its intimate connection to the geotnetrical

representation of unitary Iransformations on the Poincare
A, Ii . S - h I . (4) sphere. III fact. when the Poincare sphere is used to represent

two onhonormal bases. namely. le,. e 4 ]and Jc, ej,] , the
the scattering matrix S appearing in (4) will be asymmetric in geometrical transtormation analogous to (8) is accomplished
eeneril, From elementary matrix theory it is known that any using the angles ) and 6 as shown i, Fi. I.
a,•yvnnetric matrix can he decomposed into a symmetrir tS,) Utilizing the transformation matrix defined in i8. the
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following equation:

., - r
\ = (/" S, ' r= ±S+ I3)

L t_ . S, -T ,'.

V "where the lower sign corresponds to the second subscript.

IV. OPTIMAL POLARIZATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH A SYMMETRIC

SCATTERING MATRIX

fllý H A'Consider a situation wherein the scattering matrix. obtained
either through measurement or theoretical computation. is
represented in an onhonormral basis (e4, cA, I by a complex
asymmetrc matrix S(A, A'). The effective echoing area
obtained by transmitting and receiving with the same polariza-

Fig. I. Polarization basis tranformaton on the Poincare sphere. tion h(A. A ')(lib(A, A ')1l = 1) is given by

A,- fh(A, A') S(A, A') h(A, Al')I
vectors E', El can be transformed from the teA, eAI basis =fi(A, A')' S,(A, A'). h(A, A')12  (14)
into the [eB, eg, I basis in the following manner:

where the matrix S(A, A') has been replaced by its
E'(A, A ') - T •E'(B, B') (9a) symmetric component S,(A, A'). Note. no loss in generality

E'(A. A') - EI(B, B'). (9b) occurs if the matrix S(A, A ') is symmetric from the outset.
Optimization of the quadratic form for A, is simplified by

Note. that the incident and the scattered waves are propagating finding a basis in which the scattering matrix is diagonal. The
in opposite directions. Consequently, in order for the transfor- type of basis transformation described in Section III can be
mation to have the same effect on the polarization state of E' used to diagonalize a complex symmetric matrix (2], [9].
and E', the matrices used to transform El and Es mus, be There remains, however, the problem of finding the actual
related through conjugation (2), [6). The latter fact is reflected transformation matrix Tw, satisfying the relation
in relations (98) and (9b). & • S(A, A ') = Sd(M, M') (15)

Recalling that the relation between E'(A, A ') and EI(A,
A') is given by where Sd(M, M') is a complex diagonal matrix. Premultiply-

ing both sides of (15) by the respective conjugates yields the
E'(A, A ')=S(A, A') " E'(A, A'), (10) following expression:

and substituting the relations in (9a), and (9b) into (10) yields t" P(A, A') TW = T.•
the scattering matrix representation in the [e,, ea, J basis, the P(A, A T..l=Pd(M, A') (16)
resulting expression is given by

S S(A, A T, where P( A, A') S * (A, A ')S(A, A ') and Pd ( MM')
(, B')=1) = S,(M, M')'Sd(M, M'). The matrices P(A, A') and

The general situation is conveniently summarized in the Pd(M, M') aic known as power scattering matrices [2].

following diagram: Note, the diagonal elements of Pd(M, M') are the eigen-
values of P(A, A') and are equal to the squared magnitudes
of the respective elements of Sd(M, M1. The basis [hy,

E'(B, B') 5(8, B') E'(B, B') hwI consists of the eigenvectors of P(A, A ') and will.
T| T* therefore, be termed the "characteristic" basis. It can be

proven that such a basis is orthogonal [8]. Moreover.
E'(A, A') S(A, A') E'(A, A'). Kennaugh has shown [1) that the maximum value of A, is

equal to the larger eigenvalue of P(A, A ') and the "maxi-
Finally, it is proven that the type of transformation mum" polarization is the corresponding eigenvector.

prescribed by Equation (Ii) preserves the (skew-) symmetry The eigenvalues of P(A, A') are found in the usual
of a matrix. Starting with a symmetric matrix S, or a skew- manner. i.e., by solving the equation
,ymmetric matrix S. and applying the transformation yields det {PEA, A')-I `I)} = 0. (17)

S S. (12) The particular values of I X, satisfying this equation are given

Taking note of the fact that 91. = t S,.,, leads to the by

tr {P(A, .4 ')) tvtr2 {P(A. A') -4 det {P(A, A') U1)

2
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,here A, are the complex diagonal elements cf Sy( Af, UM'. - 6, is equal to ir. An interesting geometrical interpretation of
It is interesting to note that tr P(A, A ') = tr { P( , A4' ) these facts is as follows.
ind det I P(A, A '5} = det {P(M, M')), i.e.. the trace and Let the orthonormal basis (hw, hA, I be represented on the
the determinant are invariant under the unitary basis transfor- Poincard sphere by antipodal points. M, M', as shown in Fig.
mation. Furnhermoie. it can be shown that 2. According to the Poincare sphere rules (9), [101, [11i, all

polarizations with equivalued polarization ratio magnitudes lie
on a small circle, centered on the dianwter joining M and M'.

and Change in the phase of the polarization ratio, on the other
hand, rotates the point representing the polarization about the

det {P(A, A ')} =fdet ISf(A, A I)Iz (l9b) diameter MM'. When the stated rules are used to map the
""rnull" polarizations NI.2 on the Poincari sphere. the follow-where the span of a complex matrix is defined as the sum of ing observations are made. Since the difference in the rotations

the squared magnitudes of its elements. of the points NI, N, about MM' is equal to ir, they are located
The transformation matrix T,2 and the sigenvectors hI1, on the same great circle. Moreover, the fact that , I = .=

ht' orresponding to I I. are tound by substituting 17 T r2 implies that the angle Nt ON2(O is the center of the sphere) is
into (17). The result is given by bisected by MM'. These conclusions are illustrated in Fig. 2.

h•=C•l [lM] ; ' h,=C' [-'•] (20) V. OMnMAL POLARIZATIONS AssoctATmo wrm THE ASYMMgTPJct 4 CScA'rrmuNo 
MATnux

and In the preceding section the radar system was constrained to
transmit and receive with the same polarization. In this

T = C ! -(21) section, the restriction is dropped, and distinct transmitting
and receiving antenna polarizations, which maximize A,, are

where found.
Initially, the asymmetric scattering matrix S(A, A') is

X I I'-PA I transformed into the "chuacteristic" basis (hAM, h", 1. It was
= ; C= + (22) demonstrated in Section IV that this transformation diagona-

P4 _+ _PM TOM lizes the symmetric component of S(A, A '). In addition. it

and PA,- PA,4' are the elements of the power scattering matrix was proven in Section III that this type of transformation
P(A, A'). preserves the skew-symmetry of S.(A, A'). Therefore. the

From (17) it is clear that JX112 a IX212. Therefore, A,.,, transformed matrix S(M, M') cani be expressed as a sum of a
IX, 12 and the maximum polarization is given by h". diagonal and a skew-symmetric matrix, i.e.,

Another type of optimum polarization which finds use, S(M, M') r ' S(A, A') TA
namely, the "null" polarization. is defined by the condition
.A,. -a 0. In deriving the "null" polarizations. it is convenient =TA ' St(A, A') Tgij+ t S, (A, A') • T•f
to UNC the following expression for A,.: =Sd(M, M')+S,,(M, M')

A,=,fi(M, M') Sd(AI, A/') h(A't, A,'), 2 (23) [ SM"A SIW 1 (26)

where Sd(M, A') is found by substituting (21) into (15). -S"N' S"Im, "
Setting (23) equal to zero yields the following result: Next, the problem of determining the polarizations hl'.(M,

iin(M, M') Sd(M, M')- h0 (M, M')=O. (24) M') which maximize A,, is considered. The following
formula will be used to express A,

Two "'null" polarizations generally will be found by expand-
ing (24). The polarization ratios defining the "null" polariza- A,=Iii'(M, M') S(M, M) h'(M, M')12 . (27)
tions are given by fII Again. just as in the case of the symmetric scattering matrix.

diagonalization of the matrix will facilitate the mathematical
-J IIS-I-procedure used Io maximize the bilinear form in (27). It is well

SWA'' fS4 , A' I known that an asymmetric complex matrix cannot be diagona-
l ized by the type of basis transformation defined in Section III.

0 ,44.0 0.'-1. ' '\ ±, However, the asymmetric matrix S(M, A'P) can be diagona-•exp 2 ti 2] lized by two distinct transformatio., matrices T, and T? used in
the following manner (121:

a tan exp U/6,,21. (25) TR ' S(M, M') ' T,=Sd(R; 1). (28)

As (25) indicates, the magnitudes of the polarization ratios Equation t28) describes a mixed basis transtormation. i.e.,
p,!are equal. i.e.. yl y. and the phase difference 61 one in which the incident and scattered polarizations are
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where u I-, are the diagonal elements of S£,(R; I[ and P stanus
for either P(AM, M') or P'( A, M'i)-

_______ -P(33a)

( P fM *

"where P,,df, P.wg' are the elements of P(M, M') and P,',,

H /P u.' are the elements of P'(M, M'),

e,=C, ; el' =C, ;

Fig. 2. Optimal polarization configuration for a symmetric scattering

transformed into two distinct bases, namely. lei, el, I and eR=CR 1eR =CR

[el, eR,'1, respectively. ,oR
When the formula for A, is rewritten in the following r 1

fashion. TR CR PR (35
PR 

t

A,=lIK'(R, R' Sd(R; I) ' h'(l, P) 2 , (29) and

it can be shown that the maximum value of A, is equal to the C1,R i

squared magnitude of that element of Sd(R; I) which has the

larger absolute value. The ",atonna polarizations for which this From (32) it is clear that I 1A I I I I z J 1 and, therefore. A,.,
maximum is obtained -.,e given by either h" - e1 , hl = el or = l I 1. The corresponding optimal polarizations are h' =
h" = eR',, h' = el, depending upon which matrix element has e,, h' = eR.
the greater absolute value. The explicit representation of the In Section IV it was demonstrated that when the radar was
optimal polarizations h1- will be found next. constrained to transmit and receive with the same polarization.

Conjugating and transposing (28) yields the maximum echo area obtainable was given by A,,,.r, =

IS.MII = I X1 2 , In this section it %%as shown that by using
R ; distinctly polarized transmitting and receiving antennas, the

Now. premultiplying both sides of (28) by the corresponding maximum echoing area .4,,i,, , 12 was obtained. In what

sides of (30) in one case. and postmultiplying in another, follows it is proven that I is the absolute maximum of the

reduce the problem of finding Ti, TR to two problems of the function A,(h', hr), exceeding the value of IX 11. The proof

type solved in Section IV. The equations resulting from the utilizes the fact that the trace and the determinant of the power

prescribed operations are given by scattering matrix are invariant under all unitary basis transfor-
mations, i.e.,

T71 . P(M, AP') T,-Pd(R; I) (31a)* ~~tr {Pd(R; l)} = sj l•,,l+l2I2=tr {P(M4, Ml')
?.t P'(M, M') 'T*fPd(R; 1) (31b)

R= IXii 2+ I X21'+ 2 1SM. 12 (36)
where and

P(M, M')=g*(M, MA') S(M, M'7; det {Pd(R; l)) =JAI I,,I, 2 '=det {P(M, M'))

P'(M, M')=S(M, Ml'). •*(M, M'; =1$I I 4"l'+S4M14'

Pd(R; 1) ='d*(R; I) " Sd(R; I). +21X,!lX2tlS.mi2 . cos a (37)
where XI = SfU, X 2 = Sf',f,'. anda = -r 0"4,.m, -

The nonzero elements of Pd(R; I ) are the eigenvalues of both 2 0mM',.
P(M, M') and P'(M, M'). The bases [ei, e,'I and [eR, From (36) and (37) it follows that

e,'J consist of the eigenvectors of P(M, M') aid P'(M, (I Nil'- IX-'
M'), respectively. Following the procedure used in the
preceding section. the following results are obtained: + 41 SMM' 12(1 Xg " + ! - 2l xII xzi cos a) (38)

trP} vtr( {P) -4 det {P and, consequently.
I, 2tr= (32) (39)
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From (36) and (39) the following set of inequalities is obtained-

j'2 + 1011~ It+ I X212

IJAI----* 7XI, (0

hul` ,-I1, 2X1 N/ ~
which yield the proof of the fact that 1;& 1 2 2!1X

Finally, the "maximum" polarizations hit = e,, h' = eR
are represented on the Poincart sphere. The polarization ratios
corresponding to h' and h'I are given by

-ipla tan (2i) eiai (41a)

Fig. 3. Optirml polarization configuration for an asynrifletric w'iwerifl
P'=PR a tan ei6R O . (41b) matri.

Taking note of the fact that PýA - PmVm and P.' = - for the continued interest shown in our research. Research
P*~ and using (33a) and (33b),,p' and p'l may be related as discussions with Professor Georges A. Deschamps and Dr.
follows: Soon Cho are sincerely acknowledged. The original manu-

=1II1'-PWA - script was skillflully typed by Ms. Deborah A. Foster. and the
PUM,= -~l-M 1. (42) drawings were perfected by Mr. Richard W. Foster of the

PAI' ~ t~2 PMMUIC-EECS, Cominunications L.aboratory.
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Interpretation of the Polarimetric Co-polarization
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the JPL Airborne L-Band SAR System
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HYO J. EOM, MEMBER, IEEE

Abst-act-The utilization of both polarimetric amplitude and rela- the vector extension of the "physical optics current ap-
tive phase terms of the polarization scattering matrix [S], given for proximation to generally curved surfaces," this relative
each pixel, is pursued for polarimetric SAR imagery interpretation. co-polarization phase term (OHH - Ovv) of the mono-
The existing amplitude-only backscattering approaches hitherto used
are extended and modified to accommodate the lnterprmaton of infor- static RCS matrix S I can be related to the difference in

ration contained In the amplitud- aud/or phase term. Both a vector electric curvature [(K, - K,,) / k I at the specular point of
radiative transfer model for surface versus volume scattering from a perfectly conducting smooth convex scatterer as
rough terrain with and without vegetation canopy and a high-fre-
quency electrical curvature model for perfectly conducting surfaces are _____ -- K. - K
examined to come up with theoretical models that out-perform other 2 2k
hitherto known approaches. The developed models agree with the ex-
cellent polarimetric SAR Imagery retently obtained with the JPL CV- This term suggests that whenever we are dealing with
990 dual-polarization L-band (1.225 GHz) SAR system. Recommen- an electrically flat surface, the relative co-polarization
daos anre made on how to further perfect the system for integration phase in the backscattering direction approaches zero.
n the SIR-C and other future polarimetrlc SIR-SAR systems. whereas for a highly electrically curved surface it ap-

proaches 1800 provided look angles are near nadir. In the

I. INTRODUCTION following, we will show how this formula can be used for
the interpretation of JPL polarimetric amplitude and/or

ITHERTO, SAR images of terrain and/or sea sur- phase imagery for look angles close to nadir. For look
H faces have been obtained using amplitude-only mea- angles increasingly off nadir and toward grazing angles.
surements (RCS) of selected components SHH, Svv, SHy, the above phase-curvature approach leading to (1) cannot
SVH of the radar scattering matrix [ S I and more recently be applied, and another interpretation of the relative co-
also its incoherent superposition (Span IS ] = I Sil F + polarization phase (OHH - 6vv) is required that can ac-
I Svv I' + 21 S~v 12) [ 1]. As was demonstrated in recent commodate multipath phase difference contributions. Such
workshop contributions and publications of Boerner et al. co-polarization phase differences result from multibounce
[2], [3], considerable progress was made in vector dif- effects along vegetated. smooth. or rough terrain and from
fraction. scattering, and radiative transfer theory, as well pronounced atnioitropospheric layers.
as in radar polarimetry regarding the implementation of In order to explain our findings. the underlying theory
polarimetric amplitude and phase information into SAR is briefly sketched in Section II. In Section III, the peru-
imagery. The resulting polarimetric SAR imaging tech- nent results of vector radiative transfer are reviewed.
niques provide increased resolution and quality of SAR whereas in Section IV, a detailed interpretation of the JPL
imagery as will be demonstrated in the following. By in- polarimetric SAR imagery using our formula is given, and
spection of the excellent results recently obtained [411 on finally in Section V, we provide recommendations for fur-
multi-polarization SAR imagery, it was demonstrated that ther perfection of polarimetric high-resolution SAR mea-
in addition to processing the span of the pixel matrix (Span surement and processing systems.
[ S 1), also the relative co-polarization phase term (OiHH -

wvv) provides excellent, similar, and new information 11. FIRST-ORDER CORRECTION TO PHYSICAL OPTICS

useful for terrain, sea surface, and volumetric scatter SCATTERING
interpretation. As was shown recently by Foo et al. [5] in For a perfectly conducting target. the far scattered field

Hi, can be expressed in terms of the current induced on the
Manuscrnpt received April 10, 1986: revised October 20. 1986. target surface due to incident field [61
The authors are with the Communications Laborntorv. Department of

Electneal Enineering and Computer Scfence, Universityo o Illinota at Chi- I (' (
cago, Chicago, IL 606O0. Wr,(-Ft) = 7- j -• J(F', 7) X d, ds' (2)

IEEE Log Number 8612294
'Also see N. Donovan, D. Evans. and D Held. Eds.. NASA/JPL A1r-

craft SAR Wnrkshop Proc, JPL. Pasadena. CA. Feb 4-11 1985), JPL, where J denotes the induced surface current density. r

Pub. 115-39, June 15. 1985. and i' denote position vectors to the onser'atioll point
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and integration point. respectively. &, denotes the unit
vector of F, and 7 is the retarded time.

A space-time integral equation derived by Bennett et ai.
[6] enables J = J-,+ JI to be written as a sum of phys-
ical optics currents Jo and contribution of retarded cur-
rents J for the illuminated side. where

Jp, 2d, x H (3)

and
j, = {a.- aj } - K.

'iJc K K. (4)

i,, denotes the outward normal vector, d. and d,. denote PROPA nTONb DICTfoUunit vectors along the principal directions with curvatures
K, and K,, and J. and J, are the components of I along Fig. I. Specuilu point coodinate system with t -ted lines of principal cur-

d. and d,, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. Equation (4) vatums and da, d, as tnmunmining or rece. ing basis vectors,

is a first-order approximation derived (61 from integrating
over a small specular patch of radius e0. Discussion here strictions imposed by Bennett et al. [6] in deriving the
is restricted to the illuminated side of a smooth, conduct- correction field to the physical optics field. Yet to sim-
ing, and convex target. By assuming physical optics cur- plify the complicated case of surface backscattering of
rents for J. and J, in (4) and then substituting (3) and (4) terrain. (1) is proposed to give a crude first-order model
into (2), the total impulse response of the far scattered for such a case at look angles close to nadir for which
field H, due to both J., and J, can be obtained (61, [5] multiple reflections and multipath effects may be ne-

glected. Although the theory was developed for mono-
rA(i F.t) = 1 i- K. - K, aA (t) static backscattering, (5)-(8) have recently been extended

SA (t)dH, + 4r at to the bistatic case [71, and (9) is found to take a similar
form for the bistatic case. In urder to check (9), it is useful

.) - (d • d•)d} (5) here to recall the Sinclair (2 x 2) scattering matrices for
where dH, is the unit vector along the incident field H• (Fig. linear (HV) polarization basis of the conducting flat plate
I), and A (t) is the silhouette area of the target as delin- (sphere) I (SI, the X /4 dielectric coated conducting wall
eated by the wavefront moving at half light speed. Taking [S I X/4, and the dihedral comer reflector [ S 1, where
the Fourier transform of (5), expressions for the scattering F 01
matrix components can be obtained (5] [S(HV)], = Io I1

1 K-K. L
S" I 2- (jk) A(k) - (jk)A(k) _ cos,2a (6) F 012" 4 1r [S (H V )]X /4  = 0 1

1 , L0 +j j
1.I K, -K,,S_2  -- (jk)A(k) + (jk)A(k) - cos 2, (7)Q2 r4 v S HV [ 1 0

K. - K,, [s,~ 0 1 -S21 = (jk) A(k) *o 4"sin 2af - S12 (8)
4=r yielding the relative co-polarization phases (HH -- vv),

where A(k) isthe Fourier transform ofA(t), k is the wave -0, (€•iH - Ovv) = ±90*, and (46H - Ovv) = 180°.
number, and cr is the polarization angle between Hf, and which satisfy the above equation. More detailed examples
J,, (Fig. 1). on displaying polarimetric target signatures are provided

From W6)-(M) for the perfectly conducting surface case. in (8].
a phase-curvature relationship [5] can be arrived at III. RELEVANT RESULTS OF VECTOR RADIATIVE

K. - K,. 1 .n -2 1 ( TRANSFER AND RouoH SURFACE SCATTERING MODELS
cos 2 Radar returns from vegetative terrain are composed of

contributions from the vegetation canopy and the under-
A special case of (9) in which a - 0 or w-/,2 occurs when lying rough ground. The return from the vegetation can-
the incident linear polarization coincides with one of the opy can be attributed to incoherent multiple scattering
principal directions at the specular point, implying that within a vegetation layer which consists of stalks. trunks.
there is no depolarization of the energy in the backscat- ;tems. foliages. etc. The volume fraction of vegetation
lered direction, in which case (9) is reduced to (1). components in a layer at L-band wavelengths is usually

The results here are intended to apply to smooth convex less than I percent. thus permitting us to model the vei."-
pertect conauctors at high frequencies in view ot the re- itation scattering process by using tne raoiative transic,
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* HH AMPLITUDE RED

* H AMPLITUDE 9 VV AMPLITUDE - GREEN
e HV AMPLITUDE 3LUE

THE ADDITION OF PHASE

INFORMATION ENHANCES THE

DISCRIMINATION AND CLASSIFICATION

CAPABILITY OF RADAR SENSORS
0 HHIVV PHASE DIFFERENCE -COLOR
* W.W AMPI ITIifF 'RRflrHTNF4V

Mg. 2. Polarization signature of aprtr data (fo 141).

TABLE I
JPL CV-990 SYNTiRIMC APERTuRE RADAR tSAR)

(Also wce Ulaby et ai.. this issue. (131.)

WRVuL4Nmt 24 ca

rRIUOCYt 122S ie&

FQAI&?IU W, W, [IV, VH

311huNIUM10 km - 20 km

5WTK LW!I:71 SiVIAL 100 km

PAWa HURIB2=W 10 mtesr (4-LOORI

oped f 10]. [111 and successfully used for the interpreta-
tion of radar backscattering strength versus angle of in-
cidence, frequency, and polarization. Scatterometer and
most terrain/sea imaging radars (SIR-A and -B3) collect
radar backscattering amplitudes averaged incoherently
over many independent samples. thus destroying all rel-
evant phase information. Hence. no simulation study of
backscattered phase terms has been done yet due to the
lack of reliable measurement data containing phase infor-
mation.

In order to theoretically investigate the phase behavior
of VV and HH polarized radar backscatter from a %-eee-
tated canopy, we model a canopy as a scattering layer

Fig.3 .3 aoIlni.SRiaig(rm13) containing randomized Rayleigh spheres. based on the
SMaob I illacS. SARm1gi111m 11 vector radiative transfer theory. It has been known that

S~fs - S..I ISM 2I~~lthe phase difference between VV and HH polarized Ray-
leigh single scattering matrix elements are zero 1 121.

-IPProach which is valid for ý,attering in a very tenuous which is consistent with the extended physical optics cur-
mediu 191.vawure theory introduced in Section 11. In order to study

For the study of scarterometer backscatter from veve- the effect of: multiple scattering from a layer embedded
at -d terrain, ihe radiative transler model has been devei- within random isotropic Ravlei-h panicles. w~e computea
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(C) (d)
Fig. 4. Comparison of tel&Uve co-pol phase term for different types ot terrain with/withouit vegetation canopy. is) Macomb. Illinois. Little Or niovegetation. Zugr, debgree phas, difference except in the town, i b) Mina, Nevada. Distinct phase difference, Signatures corresponding to agriculturalregion. ici Winchester. Vir'gynia. Phase -noise.- T~pical of multiple scattenfg in forested region. wi Medicine Like. California. A variety ol surtaces

including bare lava and toresica regions.
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optimized. It is reduced to an optimization problem of two Hermitian Tarcet
forms which can be simulilaaeously diagonallzed using a well-known

linear-algebraic construction. The corresponding polarization vectors are
found. The calculations are performed direcily on the expression for the

energy density of the reflected wave as a function of the transmitter

polarization and are, therefore, decoupled from the receiving antenna
parameters. Such decoupling is particularly convenient in bistatic appiica-
tions. /

I. INTRODUCTION - "

There are numerous occasions in target-versus-clutter/clutter , ,,
suppression applications where it is highly desirable to choose ,
transmitting and receiving antenna parameters in such a way as to
amplify a signal due to one object (target) while minimizing the signal
due to the other (clutter). In this note, we consider the transmitting ;e1+
and receiving polarizations as such parameters and solve the
corresponding optimization problem. It represents a natural extension Receilvr pnanrintt.p

of a three-stage procedure. developed in (I], to the two-target case.

Let us consider the reflection of a polarized radar signal by two Fig. i. General bistatic arrangement.
targets (one of which is often distributed clutter) with known
polarization characteristics.

To be more specific, let us choose a coordinate system with its contributions due to targets A and B, respectively, and h is the
center at the receiving antenna and with the z-axis along the direction receiving antenna height, i.e., polarization state of a wave radiated by
from the receiving antenna to the target so that the reflected wave the receiving antenna in a given direction.
propagates in - i-direction. Furthermore, let us define a polarization The optimization variables are h and Er. The solution for the
state of a wave in maximization of R in (5) is straightforward and is given by h and ET

such that
•fitl(cos ot + sin creJ Y) e-1("t ±*) (1) suhta

hTr[BJEr-0 (provided hrfA]ET*O). (6)
as a two-dimensional complex column vector'

There are, however, several reasons for a limited use of R-

EmI O a I (2) optimization in practice. First of all, if (A I and (B] are similar (have
[sin rej, Jnearly equal matrix elements), the solution of (6) produces a very

weak signal due to A. This fact may be especially important if the
where a boldface character indicates the polarization satm. The entire polarization purity of the antennas (h) and (ET) is not very high.
(in general, bistatic) arrangement is illustrated in Fig. I which is Secondly, the procedure does not apply when either h or ET are fixed
similar to the situation and notation discussed in great detail in [ 11. In or the solution may not always exist in the h = Er backscattering
accordance with (1], we will use subscripts T and R to indicate the case. Finally, and in our opinion, most importantly, the optimization
transmitted and the reflected waves, respectively. The scattering based on (6) is essentially a mismatching procedure of the receiving
matrix is then defined as [II antenna to the B-signal fII and it tells one relatively little about the

ER = IS]Er (3) physics of the scattering process.
We, therefore, propose another ratio for optimization, in addition

and the voltage at the receiving antenna terminals {11, [2) is given by to (5), which "decoupies" the scattering process from the receiving
antenna state using the three-stage-procedure introduced in (I1. In

V= h TER = h rfS]ET. (4) order to produce stronger polarimetric contrast this procedure must
be used in combination with (6).

Let us now consider the problem of optimizing the polarimetric II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

contrast between two targets such as is encountered in target
enhancement versus clutter suppression. We assume that the scatter- Consider the energy densities in the reflected wave due to the two
ing matrices for the two objects (target and clutter) are known a targets as functions ot the transmitted wave polarizations given by the
priori (have been measured) and seek ways to use the information for following expressions (I]:
optinal signal contrast. Note that a coherent clutter description is
assumed via the scattering matrix. i.e.. it is implied that the data are P' = E•A ERA " E•[G 4 ]Er (7a)
acquired on a time scale below the typical decorrelation time. The Pa= EtRERB - E-[GaJEr (7b)
targets are then described by two known matrices (A I and fBI, and a

natural quantity to choose for optimization is where the dagger denotes Hermitian conjugate ERA = [A JEr, ERa
= [BIEr, EN = ERA + ER9, and [GA] n (A1I[A], [Gs] =

t r[A ]Er [B1[81 are Hermitian Graves power matrices (31 for targets A and
I r[BlEr B. respectively. Clearly. (7a) and (7b) do not depend on the receiver

polarization. The natural quantity to optimize is thenw h e re [ A ]E T m E R A4 a n d [ B I E T = E R B, i .e ., re fl ec te d w a v eX a f q = 1[ G J r( 8P4  E(-G,]Er()
'It should be noted that, as indicated in Fig. I and discussed in I 11, Er and P9 EI[GJEr

E, are not coplakuar in the general bistatic cas2 and Er is defined in terms of
the i,. , axesl. which is a ratio of two Hermitian forms and is to be optimized as a
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function of Er, it contains information about the scattering process Let us now change variables according to
itself (as far as contained in IGAJ and fG8J) and does not involve the
receiving antenna polarization because it deals with the reflected x-= (O0xi' (13)

energy density in free space. Furthermore, the information contained where (01 a lZ,, Z21. Note that (01 is not, in general. unitary
in solutions of (8) may give important clues to the inverse because (z, z,) ; 6y, but only z!(bIJ = 6,j.
polarimetric problem of discerning a target structure from various I I I

reflected wave polarizaticns. Note, that once ET is found such that X As is shown in detail in (41, for instance, after the change ot

in (8) is optimined. one then proceeds to adjust h according to (6). variables defined by (13), we obtain in the new variables

The optimization of X in (8) depends on the K icitive-definitiveness of a(Xx) X,) )+ !,,J
the Hermitian form Et[I GaJEr as we will ive in the next section. On =(x, x) 1•1T+1X; 2 (14)
the other hand. a necessary and sufficient condition for a Hermitian
form to be positive definite is the positiveness of its eigenvalues.' In The entire procedure with (14) as a final result allows a clear
our case, however, the physics demands that eigenvalues be positive geometric interpretation. Let the form a(x, x) correspond to an
as they correspond to the reflected wave energy density values. We, ellipsoid not in a simple orthogonal space but in a generalized oblique
therefore, conclude that both forms in (8) are positive-definite space where an equation for a unit sphere is given by b(z, z) = 1,
(nonnegative, strictly speaking), and we seek Er such that X is rather than (z, z) = 1. Then, in this generalized space a change of
extremal. basis given by (13) "rotates" an ellipsoid of a(x, x) to its principal

Ill. MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION axes.
It follows from (14) that X, < a(x, x)/b(x, x) < X2, where X2, is

In this section, we will sketch a result well known in linear algebra the largest of the two eigenvalues.
[41-[61 concerning simultaneous diagonalization of two Hermitian In summary, the solution to the problem is given by X, and X,
forms and then we will show how it is applied to the extremum search satisfying
of X in (8].

Since both forms in (8) are Hermitian and nonnegative for any
(GA), [Gil and ET, we assume that the [Gvl-form is positive det Ia-AbI=0 lisa)
definite. (i.e., only (GI with zero eigenvalues is excluded), with corresponding z, and z2 satisfying

Let us, for simplicity, and for ease of comparison with the relevant
mathematical literature, change notatio" and denote Hermitian forms az4 = Xkbz (15b)
corresponding to the two targets as follo•, a: which is a generalized eigenvalue problem. It is important to

a(x, x) a xitGAlIx (9a) remember that (zi, z2) cannot be interpreted as a change-of-basis,
because z, and 22 as solutions of (15b) are not orthogonal, but only

b(i, x) - xt(Gyjx (9b) "b-orthogonal," i.e., (z,, bzI) = 6•.

where x w Er and the symbol "-' stands for "defined as ... "We IV. DIsCUSSON OF THE RESULTS( can then rewrite (8) as
c eNow, referring to the radar-polarimetric notation used in Section 1,

a(x, x) let us summarize the results of Section 1II, where it has been shown

b(x, x) (9c) that polarization states of the transmitting wave Er which optimize
the ratio Et[G 41ET/EtT[Ga]ET are given by the generalized

which is subject to optimization. cigenvalue equation
Following general prescriptions of the method of Lagrange

multipliers, we form a quantity [GA JET= X[Gs]Er (16a)

a(x, x)-X b(x, x) (10a) where the eigenvalues X, 2 are found from the quadratic expression

and then equate to zero its partial derivatives with respect to all the dei ((GA I- X(G•]) =0. (16b)
components of x, which results in the generalized characteristic The quantity 0 4Z (Xz - Xl)/(Xi + X,) 4 1 can be interpreted as a
equation "measure of polanmetric contrast." because X, and X,2 are the

det (a- Xb)=0 (l0b) minimum and maximum of the ratio X, respectively, Note that the
procedure does not imoose any constraints on the scattering matrices

where a and b are the matrices in (9). of the two objects because the Graves power matrices are Hermitian
The generalized eigenvectors corresponding to the roots of (10b) for any (S] and the corresponding energy densities are always

are given by Hermitian forms. On the other hand. the necessity to measure the two
scattering matrices separately is a very significant restriction from a

= Xk bzk (11) practical point of view. However, in the "target in clutter" case the
and the z can be chosen so that [41-[6] scattering matrix of the clutter can be measured with and without the

target and if some information about the target (S] is available it fits
b(z,, z,) =b. (12) the present formalism. Consider a case where one of the matrces.

e.g. (Ga], is due to the clutter return and that one would like to set X

This criterion follows easily trom etrema properties of eigenvalues of a in (8) to the maximum (as a function of EI,) in order to accomplish an
THecrmiteia n olows ie..thefactithat forom extrea lpr o s ofxJ = 1, X, < < A_ effective target versus clutter discrimination. Then the solution iswheremta is the largest efgenvalue and ,or is the smnallest, given by X2, Er7, which satisfy (16a) and (06b). As we pointed out in

' Actually, it is enough to assume that either the I G, or I GQ-form is the introduction, one then uses the receiving antenna polarization to
positive definite so that either X or X must be optimized, further improve clutter suppression. The easiest way to do this is. in
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accordance with (6). to compute ERIas the framework of a compiletel polarized formalism or polarization
states, scattering matrices, .ind energy density forms. In physical

ERB= [B]ET2  (17) termns, we solved (for the first time) the problem of the polarimetric
contrast optimization in the fast measurement (much below the

and then to adjust tie receiving antenna so that decorrelation timne) regime.

Vil= h E, = 0. (18) ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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To illustrate the procedure, let us briefly consider the examnple of an Raymond Dalton and Robert Dinger for their continued interest in
airborne manmiade target of "certain refiection symmetry" in rain this research, and Mr. Matthias Walther for the prepararioiit of the
clutter. It is empirically well established [21 that when the raindrops final manuscript.
are nearly spherical, the return wave is circularly polarized with the
rotation sense opposite to the transmitted (also circularly polarized) REFERENCES
wave. Thus, in the case of the transmitted circular polarization a (11 A. B. Kostimali and W-M. Boerner. "On foundations of radar
complete polarization mismatch occurs between the antenna and the polanmetry,' IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. AP-34, pp.
return signal. i.e., circularly polarized waves are required for 1395- 1404, Dec. 1986. (See also pp. 1470-'.473.)
efficient discrimintmion. An airborne target return, on the other hand, 121 R. E. Collin. Antennas and Radio wave Propagation. New York:

McGraw-Hill, 1985.tends to cluster aro~und linear polarizations (more or less so, for most [3) C. D. Graves. "Radar polarization power scattering mainx.' Proc.
aspects), but it isdiffiaaltto "pin it down" more precisely. Thus, one IRE. vol. 44, pp. 248-252, Feb. 1956.
may want to try (A JR -[RJ'( 0 glR I for the airborne target, where [41 F. R. Gantniacher, The Theory of Matrices, vols. I & 2 (translated

[RJ~~~~ isara oainmti hc dpnso h ibretre' from Russian by K. A. Hirsch. 1974). New York: Chelsea. 1960.[R) s arealrotdonnatr wich epeds n th aiborn tage [s i (51 .G E. Schilov, Linear Algebra (translated by R. A. Silverman.
position in the polarization plane (relaive to f?-axis) and to try [B] 1971). New York: Dover. 1977.
= Q, ] for the rain. The circularly polarized wave Er- I/ ~,will [61 G3. Strang, Linear Algebra and Its Applications. New York:

make Vy in (18) mo. biat a small deviation of (B] may significantly Academic, 1976.
alter the result. On the otlw hand, such a choice of Er may also cause 171 A. P. Agrawal, "A polarimetric rain backscatter model developed for

coherent polarization divetsity radar applications." Ph.D. dissertation.very small reaums due to (A] depending on values of [R]." We, Dept. Elac. Eng. Comput. Sci. Commnun. Lab., Univ. Illinois at
theteforte, concludle dw a solution based on (16a) and (16b) is needed Chicao, Dec. 1986.
together with (18). Nome that this procedure is applied just as easitlyj to [81 W-M. Boerner e( al., "Monostatic polanmnetric radar backscatter
nouspherical drops and fluctuating (SI-lemnemas as long as (S]is~ model for rain,' Final Rep. U.S. Army Missile Lab., Contract

DAAG29-42-D-0l00, June 1986.known as a tiactioi of time. Indeed, since a 1Ticasifurin ability muc 191 G. A. loannsidis and D. E. Hwinmers, "Optimum antenna polaurizations
below the decormnelsio timie has been assumed, [S1 can be measured for target discrimination in clutter," IEEE Trans. Antennas Pro pa-
and X can be opimimred for each time segment separately. It is got., vol. AP-27. pp. 357-363, May 1979.
perhaps usefuil to givit an estimate of the time scales required for the (101 G. M_ VachuLa and R. M. Barnes. "Polarization detection of a

"fstmeasurm g in the case of rain clutter. Let us consider 3GHz flucniating radar target," IEEE Trans. Aerospace Electron. Syst.,
"fast" voi. AES-1O. pp. 250-257, Mar. 1983.

waves (X = 10 an) scattered by the rain of average strength with [111 A. L. Kozlov, "Radar contrast of two objects." Izvesi'iva VUZ.
average dropsize 0.5 mmn. Typical decorrelation times (71, [81 are Radioelecktronika. vol. 22. no. 7. pp. 63-67, July 1979.
then on the order of 10-100 ms (for moderate rain rates). Thus, the [121 L. A. Zhivotovskiy, "Optimum polanization of radar signals.' Radio
complete scattering matrix measurement must be completed during Eng. Electron. Ph ys., vol. 18. pp. 630-632. 1973.
the tinie <I mis which is well satisfied by several modern
polanmetric radars [81. Note, that by systematically varying Er
("polarization stmt scanning-') and finding maxima and minima of
the response power, one can findX,, X1,and k as 0\ 2 - XI)/X, + X2)
experimentally, even if [A Iland [ B1 are not known. Such a procedure
may be of importanice in various problems of remote sensing when
adaptive polarization state scanning is available.

V. SUMMARY

We have considered a problem of optimizing the "signal versus
clutter' -like polarimetric ratio directly in terms of the energy density
of the reflected wave fte to the two separate parts of the signal. The
theorem about simultaneous diagonallization of two Hermistian forms
was used to solve the problem. The procedure decouples the
receiving from the transmitting antenna similar to the method in ( 11,
and it allows one to obuain more insight into the physics of the
scattering process. Then the procedure is combined with variations of
the receiving ante~nna polarization state to obtain a more efficient
optimization algorithm. Our procedure complements several papers
191-[1121 devoted to the same topic in that it considers the problem in

'Even in the case of (Ri 1~1 50 percent of P, - '/ V1 is lost when
E r is chosen to be I Aiii2[ I.
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unader:,-ing theory was iirs, develoned and fcrmuia:ed bv ?adon in 1917 .d

the basic :ormuia is known as :he Radon transtorm.

i- order to use the Radon :rarsicrm ccrtvcr:e:t:.y ui ccmcu:er ::numerica;

appi:cations. a discre:e Radon :ransiorrn is first befianed Ut this :aper. -"he

resuits presented in this paper are believed to be new, as they have nor been

previousiy reported in open literature.

Several important properties of this discrete transform are studied such as

the syimmetry,linearity, linear transformation, derivatives, convolution and in-

version of this transform. It is shown that the properties of this transform are

analogous to the ordinary Radon transiorm. Obviousiv, this discrete transfcr=

can be used conveniently for discrete distribution.
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Various aspects of the physics of partially polarized waves are discussed with applications to optical (lidar)
reception problems. We focus on the issue of the optima) intensity reception of partially polarized waves scattered
off a fluctuating object (ensemble of soAtterers) of known polarization properties (measured Mueller matrix).
Expressions for total available intensity and adjustable (polarization-dependent) intensity are derived in a clear and
novel manner by using the coherency matrix approach. A general numerical technique is developed and illustrated
for the optimization of adjustable intensity as a function of transmitted polarization. Closed-form expressions are
derived for two important subcass, and numerical illustrations for the general case are discussed in detail including
the use of relevant experimental data.

1. INTRODUCTION averaging times) when the wave is partially polarized. In

When a time-dependent scatterer is illuminated by a mono- order to characterize partial polarization quan patiaivly, we

chromatic (completely polarized) wave, it reflecta wave define the polarization coherency matrix2 of a partially Po-

whose amplitude and phase are functions of time. The larized wave as

scattered wave is nonmonochromatic and therefore partially k r (E,*E,) (EEy) 1(,
polarized.1-3 Properties of such waves are well under- [J] t(EYE,.) E, (2)
stood,2-7 and the appropriate mathematical formalism based
on the coherency matrixU and the Mueller matrixW7 has where
been used extensively. Furthermore, there has been a re- r
newed interest in the relation between Mueller and Jones (,.. i - I (...)dt
methods of treating polarized light.-Y0 In this paper we are

concerned with the general case of partially polarized light, In the case of quasi-monochromatic waves, the rapid
and the Mueller matrix apparatus is employed throughout. exp(i~t) oscillations will be averaged out, and only the
Below, we briefly review the underlying physics because it is smooth envelopelike variations will contribute to the field
sometimes lost in formal applications of the Mueller and correlations and therefore to the elements of (J.. Further-
coherency matrix techniques. The concepts of total and more, the elements of [J. can be written as a sum of two
adjustable intensity are then defined, and the optimization components, one of which corresponds to a completely po-
problem is outlined. In Sectica 2 we derive expressions for larized wave (with time-independent phase relations in Eq.
the total intensity and the adjustable intensity that is due to (01 and the other of which describes the unpolarized part (a
the incoming partially polarized wave. In Section 3 we for- set of all polarization states distributed with equal probabili-
mulate and solve the corresponding mathematical problem ty during the measurement time i). 2.3 The relative weight
of adjustable-intensity optimization as a function of the of the polarized part is given by the degree of polarization p
transmitted Stokes vector (for a given Mueller matrix repre- defined as
senting an ensemble of fluctuating particles). Detailed nu- 4(detJi) 11/2
merical examples are given in Section 4. par 1 (- t-- -J-,+J) " (3)

Consider a quasi-monochromatic wave at a fixed point in
space whose temporal behavior is described by the Jones
vector The question then arises as to how shouJd one tune the

.E] r IEtexp06,) receiver's state of polarization in order to obtain an optimal
E E I exlyJ response (e.g., a maximum of absorbed intensity). The an-

LEyJL )EyIexp0)J swer depends on J and p, both of which, in turn, depend on

- ,A(t)t + B(t)exp[ii(t)0flexp(iwt), (1) the transmitted-wave polarization and the scatterer proper-
ties. Defining a real (4 X 1) Stokes vector S in terms of (J]

where the time dependence of A(t), B(t), and 0(t) causes a as&-4
spectral spread Vf such that A4 << w/(2r). Imagine an ellip-
soineter et a fixed point in space that is capable of measuring SO J.. +J,
the signal that is due to Eq. (1). If the measurement dura- Sm I Jx - Jiy
tion r satisfiesl T << (2r)/At, then the wave describod by Eq. S 2 sý , (4)1I) can be considered completely polarized. In this oaper, &[ i4 ]
X,%e wi•l be concerned with the case - ,> (2ir)/Af (i.e.. iung J

0740-3232/88/010058-07$02.00 1988 Optical Society of America



,,nables us to write p as I u 2'.,R2, -'2. 1 1)

p -",.•

Let us denote by T and R the Stokes vectors ot the transmit- where t i and e are the tilt and ellipticitv anwles. resoectiveiv,
ted and reflected waves. respectively: then tne depolariza- and are turther related to the ,Jones-vector parameters t'_,
tion properties of a linear passive medium isay, a collection E,, 5. and o, (Refs. 2 and 4) by

St'small fluctuating particles) is described by a t4 X 4) real E. !E I tan t + i tane
matrix IMI,4 ,i3 called the Mueller matrix, according to- ,= xp -, - ,) l . -- -- --n-n . 9

R - [MIT. 6)
where x is the complex polarization ratio,

Here. T satisfies Equations t8) and (9) allow us to reconstruct the poiariza-

Tr, T,' + T.,2 + T.,-)112  lion ellipse tJones vectori of the polarized component in
terms of R.

because the transmitted wave is assumed to be completely Denote the Jones vector of the completely polarized comr-
polarized (p - 1). ponent as E,, where the subscript s stands for the scattered

To summarize, a monochromatic wave of given polariza- wave. If h is defined as the polarization state of the wave
tion is transmitted and scattered off an ensemble of fluctu- radiated by the receiver (when used as a transmitter),'" then
ating objects, resulting in a scattered wave's being partially the receiver must be adjusted according to
polarized (on the scale of the receiver measurement time r7.
The scattered wave is described by the real W4 X I) Stokes h - E* 110)
Vector R. and the scatterer is described by the real W4 ) to absorb all the energy contained in the polarized compo-
Mueller matrix (MI. It is our goal to find transmitted nent.
polarizations for which the received signal is maximal for a Consider now the energy absorbed by the receiver that is
given (measured) (Mi. As already mentioned, the scat- due to the unpolarized component of the scattered wave. i.e.,
tered wave can be decomposed into completely polarized the part described by U. Let us further suppose that the
and unpolarized parts.2 Only the former can be fully ab- receiver is in the complete (but otherwise arbitraryp polar-
sorbed by the receiver. The weighting factor (degree of ization state characterized by the Jones vector h or equiva-
polarization) depends on both T and [MI, and it determines lently by the Stokes vector H.
the efficiency of reception. The key step here is to realize that an unpolarized wave

can always be represented by an incoherent sum of any two
2. DERIVATION OF THE EXPRESSIONS FOR orthogonal completely polarized waves of equal intensity."

THE TOTAL AND ADJUSTABLE INTENSITIES Let us represent the received wave as 1/2(H + H 9) where H,
is the Stokes vector orthogonal to H. The H part will be

[n order to find an expression for the energy absorbed by the absorbed by the receiver, and the H, part will be totally
polarimeter as compared with the intensity contained in the rejected. leading to a 50% efficiency for the reception of the
scattered wave given by R0, we first notice that the complete- unpolarized waves. To illustrate this point, consider the
ly polarized part of the energy can be totally absorbed by the following representation for R:
receiver with a properly chosen polarization.4 .'3 To be more
specific, let [1 F1 1

R - P + U, (7a) 0= 0/. + 0/2

where the polarized P and unpolarized U parts are uniquely 0 I 0

determined'-'- by the relations L 0 - + 1 1

'2) 1/2which is an equal mixture of left-hand -circular (LHC)-po-
RI + R.' + R1," larized waves and right-hand-circular (RHC)-polarized1R, waves. If the receiver is RHC tuned, it will receive 1/2 of the

& Rtotal energy. This argument applies for any h and H pair.
R, and we the:efore conclude that the total available energy

L consists of two parts: 100% reception efficiency for P and
R - (RI 2 + V~ + R.1)/ 50% reception efficiency for U. The former can be affected

0 ]by changing the polarization state of the receiver, whereas

I0 t 7b) the latter is polarization independent.
0 In order to obtain a simple expression for the total avail-
L able intensity, we rewrite R as

The degree of polarization of R is given by p1 1-pR)
p a (RI + R,` + Rt2)/ 2/R,. R -+ d- +

The completely polarized component of R can be written in RF 1 LJ1
-phericai coordinates ol the •tokes subspace as- _R
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ý\here P- ?+R+H) -'/H_ Since the enermv densiltv I x I usit-,ow\ I I ikus (it I I i I itng d~ + I?~ +
1ý given by the first element B,~ ol the Stokes vector f. we can 8, fur some ciuipleteiv politrizeu P SUVIc th1a1 V I
write the following txpresision tor the total available intensi- I'o hius enmi, Eti. i 1.iio is reducedi to

tYInormalized): I'-A, ).I lit)

P.'~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~1 +11  
R2+ 1/(+i 1 -l2,(l+iP +Mt

1/2&R1{1 + ] A. Some Closed-Form Solutions
112 Two special cares of Eq,. 1.11h) are now considered, which

12) .low that the ireneral tiolution for P' is a c inpromitip be-

where the first term represents adjustable intensity and the tween the optimization of a quadratic form involvinw JAii
second term corresponds to noiselike intensity with 50% and the influence os the inhomogeneous term rhi.
reception efficiency. A similar expression was obtained in (1) Consider the case iril d)1 < i IM I P such that
Re(. 15 by an entirely different and somewhat less transpar- ~it t-t150)
ent method,

Let us briefly summarize the derivation of Eq. (12). First, then
we decompoae the scattered partially polarized wave into its :til, A.n)-I" 6lh,(5)
completely polarized and unpolarized components and note -~ n r,(()
that by properly adjusting the receiver we can collect all the where (0( is% defined as
energy contained in the polarized part. Next, we decompose
the unpolarized part into an equal sum of incoherent orthog - II (M ).(150)
onallv polarized waves and notice that any one of them can Since (0:1 is always symmetric, Eq. i1151) defines a quadratic
be absorbed, resulting in 50% receptioni efficiency. form whose extrema are obtained h,11b4 solving the eigen-

value equations

3. ADJUSTABLE-INTESITY OPTIMIATION (jot xp, 160)

As we have seen above, the pRo part of Eq. (12) represents detl(0j - XIJb - o), (16b)
adjustable intensity because it depends strongly on the re-
ceiver polarization state, and it can vary anywhere within whtere (fl is the (W X 3) identity mnatriz and the maxima and
the (0, PRO) interval. On the other hand. the 1/2(1 - p)RO minima are given by the eigenvalues corresponding to the
part of Eq. (12) is noiselike because it is completely indepen- largest and the smallest eigenvalues. respectively.
dent of the receiver polarization and therefore cannot be (2) Consider now the case (NAlT, A~) m il -- such that
controlled. Note that both terms depend on p, which in rhp + Ji,7i; (17a)
turn depends on the transmitted polarization T and on the
f~luctuating scatterer IMJ by means of Eqs. (5) and (6). In then
moat optimization situations, we would like to minimize the 1 1 RF ) I+ý)-1 h1 1b
noiselike part so that as much energy as possible is kept 1R1 RR l~~hI 2  1b
under control. The remaining part can then be mat~ched or that is. (MIT must be parallel to ,th, and T inus.i. v :
mismatched, depending on the particular application. The =drhi.

ratio of (he two terms in Eq. (12) is 2p/(l - p) and increases
With p; therefore optimization of p -p(T, [MI) is often B. Generali Numerical Solution
important. On the other hand, intensity optimization is a From Eq. (14 b) we obtain
compromise of minimizing the noiselike part (by mazimiz- AllJ2 

-,I2+~ f~l)+l,[~t, tt-
ing p) while keeping the overall intensity sufficiently high. r 1+2AT :]1)+ 01P 1

Optimizing the adjustable (i.e.. polarization-dlependent) (18a)
partpRo -(R 1 2 + R2

2 +R 3
2)1/2 of Eq. (12) requires that ilAII a where the first term is independent of T and the other two

(R12 + R2
2 + R12)1/2 be optimized (maximized or minimized) correspond to the subcases discussed in the previous subsec-

as a function of T for a given (MJl. In order to optimize the tion.
adjustable- intensity term pRo, we rewrite Eq. (6) in the Let us for convenience rewrite Eq. (18a) in the index
more-convenient form: notation as

[Rofl~oo(13a) F - a,,xx, + 2b~x, + c, ~'X =1 (18b)

where t) indicates three-dimensional Stokes subspaces and where we define
A~ rfi, and kI~t are taken from MIAf: a,, lit"], b" , rhiA 1 oci" , M T'.

M0  Al11  ... Al13  We are looking for an extremum of F as a function of the x,
ri terms on a unit sphere. The problem can be visualized as a

M01 M0 Mil M.13 search for an extremumn of a distance from an origin to a
[mol, Ihis I, I. I Adisplaced ellipsoidal surface. We search for such an extre-

I .3h) inum accord inz to the followinez sequence ot steps:
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matrix ( , iuoh that Finally, there is another conaition ior physical realizabilitv
of Mueller matrices that ensures that the degree oi polariza-

" - \ + - J, V 1 . - , tio 1) 0o1theoutput heam is less than unity foraniv input isee
the discussion o1 numerical results. Subsection 4At'),

Our first example corresponds to real experimiental data,-"
while the second example is purely numerical and is de-

where siigned to highlight interesting computational features ot the
,optimization procedure. Whereas the first example satis-

,- \ Ox,, - \- 0Y,. 118d), ties all the conditions above, the second satisfies only condi-
-- .- I ion 421 h), since it is not quite diagonally dominant.

The rotation matrix 0, has the eigenvectors of the matrix a,, A. Case 1
as its columns.16•,17 Note that the rotation does not change Consider the following Mueller matrix, which corresponds to
the magnitude of the distances and therefore does not affect experimental data taken for a combined collimator-radiom-
t he sought extreme. eter system-'1 (with a quoted measurement error on the order

(2) Determining the extrema of P by the method of o)f7%):
Lagrange multipliers I A) results in the inhomogeneous set of F 07599 -0623 0.0295 .1185linear equations, 0,59-063 .25

(A, • v ,, (19a) M " -0.0573 0.C87 -0.1811 -)t 6 |
- V ( 0,0384 -0.1714 0.5394 0.0282

which. after inversion, gives iwith unknown Lagrange multi. 0.1240 -0.2168 -0.0120 0.66081

plier m and nonzero b,') From a numerical point of view, this is quite general: A,!) is
lb tnonsingular and asymmetric, and tf ;- 0. The correspond-
I (---).(19b) ing vector b, of Eq. (18a) is given by

-bjr _ ,r(MA)f - (-0.0603 0.0296 0.09371.
j3) Substituting Eq. (19b) into the normalization con.

straint IJyJ - I leads to a sixth-order polynomial equation Likewise, the corresponding matrix [Oil of Eqs. (15a) and
for P, (15c) becomes

Y r 0.2961 -0.1747 -0.23541
- , (20) - [ 1 1 " -0.1747 0.3239 0.0410J.

-0.2354 0.0410 0.4722]

whih tin general) must be solved numerically for the p In order to diagonalize ((7], its eigenvalues are comput -1
values, tFor explicit expressions for the polynomial coeffi-
cients, in terms of X, and b,', see Appendix A.) These roots
are then substituted into Eq. (19b) to find Yi the values and X ,- 0.0683, X,, - 0.3358, \, 0.6880.
into expression i lSd) to find the x, values. Finally, the
intensity is computed according to Eq. (1Sb) for all six roots
of Eq. t20): the largest (or smallest) intensity is used to umns of the rotation matrix 0) computed as follows:

choose the optimal solution. F-0.7827 0.1872 -0.59361

[01 - -0.4696 -0.8036 0.3656

4. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS L-0,4086 0.5649 0.7169]

There have been a number of papersý-8-|,m '| 9 devoted to the We note that all the eigenvalues are not only real I[10 is

derivation of various constraints on the Mueller matrix ele- symmetric by construction (15c)6 but also positive because

ments. These constraints are often expressed in terms of [Ku in Eq. (150c is not singular for this case.

bilinear or quadratic inequalities I",9 on all 16 elements of The coefficients of the polynomial are computed from Eq.

the Mueller matrix. In practical terms these constraints t20) as

amount to the following rule of thumb: (1.0O000,u + (-2.1842),2 + (1.7814),u + (-0.6780);'A

IM, < IMi I < IM[ -- IM.i01 < IM,0( < 1. + (0.1221)b" + (-0.0092)iA' + (0.0002)4" ',

i, j - 0, 1, 2, 3, i 0 i (21a) For each root of u. a solution vector was computed by

based on the Fry-Kattawar inequalities.19 which are essen- using Eq. (l1b), and its intensity was computed by using

tialily a statement of "ordered diagonal dominance." Also. Eqs. (18b) and (18a). The results are displayed in Table 1.

Barakat has derived the physical realizability condition together with the ellipticities and the tilts of the correspond

1/2 12ing Stokes vectors used in Fig. I below (see Appendix A for
I) < -(c' M <Moo+ l 'g 2 <I. further details). The largest intensity value, 0.9677, was

used to calculate (by using Eq. (lOb)l the corresponding
optimal solution, and in Table 2 it is compared with several

= 1. 2,:3. (2 1b) commonlv used Stokes vectors.
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Trable 1. Roots and Intensities for Caae I
'mot Number I oot uNorm 6x11 In tansitv F Tilt 0 (deiil Ellipticitv t Idea)

01.8019 +-00 1.0000 0,9677 75.1 24.1
11'.,*739 + wA 000 o.9999 0.6942 -17.2 -2 1.0
"0.548 + 10.0000 0.9970 0.5931 -32.9 8.5
o.3170 + io 0000 0,9973 0.5343 44.1 -24.1
o.0734 + 10.0000) 0.9997 0.2759 13.7 6.6
oi .0633 + 0.0000 0.9m9 0.2379 -12.4 -17.3

part of the Stokeasapace).- We emphasize that the last result
is entirely independent of our optimization procedure and

~ ~ probbly reflects a slight measurement error.'O Indeed, one
/need only use Eq. (6) with the optimal Stokes vector to

recover the above violation.

B. Case

With the example

0.1800 0.0400 .- 0.0100 -0.00501[Af 0.*2900 0.1250 -0.3100 -0.0150
~M 0.0200 -0.0250 -0.1600 -0.3500

0.0150 0.1000 -0.0800 -0. 1950J

/ ~ *we highlight the occurrence of complex roots when the rule
a.. of thumb [relation (21a)] is violated [note, however, that
P relation (21b) is satisfiedi. From a numerical point of view,

Fig. 1. Polarization dependence of the adjustable intensity. The (MIl does not appear to be speciaL. it in nonsingular and
general topology of the surface is determined by the six stationary, asymmetric, m-u 0 0, and (AJ is not singular.
points corresponding to the six roots of Eq. (20) with the global As in the previous example, we compute6gTand (G] for thismaximum at 0 (tilt) - 75.1 deg and e (ellipticity) - 24.1 deg and with (M] and use these. values to compute the eigenvalues of (03 1:the plobal minimum at 0 (tilt) - 72.4 deg end i (ellipticity) - 17.3

de.1 t- 0.008, X2 - 0.0771. X3 - 0.2292.

The polarization dependence of the intensity expresions The associated sixth-order polynomial then becomes
(18) is illustrated in Fig. 1, in which the adjustable int~ensity (.00)u+ 0632,s+0108, +-.100,
is plotted as a function of ellipticity and tilt"4 as defined by (100)6+(032)u+013)M+(000) 3

Eqs. (8a) and (8b). Using the optimal Stokes vector (1.0000, + i0.0002)A2 + (0-0000)04' + (0.0000)$A" = 0,
-0.5807. 0.3378. 0.74081, we compute the cotresponding el-
lipticity and tilt to be 0.4171 = 24.1 deg and 1.3 134 = 75.1 which has six (real and complex) roots. as is shown in Table
deg,"4 respectively. 3. Whereas the norm test shows that the complex roots are

It is interesting to note that our maximum value of adjust- valid, they must be ignored, as the solution vector must
able intensity (0.9677) exceeds the maximum grAin for the always be real by the construction of Eqs. (4) and (19b). AUl
total intensity in the beam (calculated to be 0.89 in Ref. 18). numerical experiments have shown the existence of at least
This apparen tly paradoxical result prompted us to check the two real roots that correspond to the maximum and the
degree of polarization of the output beam (0.8938, -0.5287, minimum of the adjustable intensity. In this case, despite
o.:3410, 0.731, which is 1.08. Thus even an experimental the presence of four complex roots, the extrema are found
Mueller matrix may be slightly unrealizable (the violations correctly, and they correspond to the two real roots, as is
are less than 8%, however, and only for an extremely small shown in Table 3.

Table 2. Optimal versus Standard Stokes Vectors for Came I

Optimal Case and Examples so 5,SoesVco S2  S1  Intensity

Maximal solution 1.0000 -0.5807 0.3378 0.7408 0.9677
Minimal solution 1.0000 -0.6720 -0.4746 -0.5684 0.2379
,polarized 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4422
\polarized 1.0000 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.6810

Polarized 45 deg Irom x 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.6360
Polarized 135 deg fromt x !.0000 00000 -1.0000 0.0000 0.5337
IIHC polarized 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.8244
LHC polarized 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 0.5522
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Trable 3. Roots and Powers for Case 2

RIoot Number [toot u Norm ixmi Intensitv F lit 0 Idkew IVllititicotv ( weu)

I 0.2963 + 10.0000 1.0000 0.6815 -- •5. - 1.7

2 0. 1570 4. W.0299 1.0000 No solution No solution No solution
0. 1570 + M.0299 1.0000 No solution No solution No solution
0.)93 + M.0023 .)00(X) No solution No solution No solution

5 0.0093 + 10.0023 1.0000 No solution No solution No solution
6 0.0013 + iO.0000 1.0000 0.0000 -:15,9 -12.8

Table 4. Optimal versus Standard Stokes Vectors for Case 2

Stokes Vector
Optimal Case and Examples S,1 5, S., SI Intensity

Maximal solution 1.0000 0.2944 -0.8200 -0.4908 0.6815
Minimal solution 1.0000 -0.2829 0.8570 -0.4306 0.0000
x polarized 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4324
y polarized 1.0000 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1857
Polarized 45 deg from x 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.1924
Polarized 135 deg from x 1.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 0.0000 0.6234
RHC polarized 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.4949
LHC polarized 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 0.4960

"Table 4 shows that the found extrema are well above (or 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
below) the intensity calculated for some commonly used One of the major difficulties in dealing with the scattering of
Stokes vectors, partially polarized light is a first-principle calculation of the

corresponding Mueller matrix. The calculation is often not
C. Discussion of Numerical Results easy to interpret physically because it usually involves, for
Several interesting conclusions can be drawn from our two all four Stokes parameters, either an ensemble averaging
examples above and from many other numerical experi- over a large number of elementary scatterers or a time aver-
ments. First, explicit constraints on Mueller matrix ele- aging of a single but time-dependent scatterer. It is the
ments must be derived that ensure that the degree of polar- latter temporal view that we considered to be more basic.
ization of the output beam is less than unity for any (normal- and we adopted it in this paper. It leads naturally to the use
ized) input parameters. Whether these constraints follow of the Stokes-Mueller formalism based on the polarization
directly from the Fry-Kattawar inequalities is still an open coherency matrix approach introduced by Wolf.2

question, but our experimentation with Howell's data (p f Furthermore, our approach was phenomenological insofar
1.08 for optimal input) seems to point to the contrary. as the Mueller matrix was assumed to be known (measured)

We r.•te that adjustable-intensity values always seem to from the outset, and then expressions for the adjustable and
he ordered according to the magnitude of the real part of the the total intensities, as functions of transmitted polariza-
root. The physics here requires that there exist at least two tions, were derived. This allowed us to formulate naturally
real roots, which seems indeed to be the case,2' even for some practical and physically meaningful questions such as
singular matrices. We also noticed that all six roots turn out the problem of adjustable-intensity optimization, which was
to be real when a given matrix is likely to represent accurate solved here (apparently for the first time). In a forthcoming
experimental data, that is, when it satisfies both relation publication, the optimization procedure is generalized to the
(21a) and relation (21b). Furthermore, numerical experi- "polarimetric contrast" case with important applications in
ments have shown that the maximal adjustable intensity optical through millimeter-wave imaging.
becomes greater than unity (in violation of the passive medi- The above phenomenological approach must be comple-
um assumption's) when Barakat's condition is relaxed; how- mented with a modeling procedure that allows direct con-
ever, all six roots seem to remain real.2" Finally, when the struction of Mueller matrices from time sequences of single-
Fry-Kattawar inequalities19 are violated, complex roots scatterer Jones matrices. In this regard, the most recent
have been observed on numerous occasions. Thus the ap- contribution of Kim et al.8 seems to be quite promising. We
pearance of complex roots seems to be linked to the physical are currently in the process of testing relations developed in
realizability of the Mueller matrix and is an interesting sub- Ref. 8 against experimental data.
ject for further study. Finally, we note that if, say, b2' in Eq.
(19a) is zero, then A,., = ji. and one should not proceed with APEDXA FRHE NU RI L

Eqs. (19b) and (20) to avoid divergence. In this case Eq. DETAILS
(20) can be reduced to the fourth-order equation. This
possibility should be checked whenever u is numerically in order to use efficient polynomial root-searching routines
close to any one of the three values, especially when the from the IMSL scientific software package, we had to re-
procedure is accompanied by an inaccurate norm test. write Eq. (20) in the canonical polynomial form iA,.-'. = .
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ABSTRACT

Bfied on the dual polarkzton radar, the Kennaugh null polarization theory for a single scatterer
has been exteided ti an ensemble of scatterers (e.g. rain. cloud, terrain, rough surface, etc.). The
formuia'm,,s are developedfor the null polarizaions in terms of the a-verage scattering matrix elements
bNised on -he coherency matrix formulations. Also the variances (i.e., spread ard depth)for each null
polarization are derieved. Further the null polarizations and their statistics are expressed in terrms of the
average Mueller rrta,rix elements which contain all the polarirmetric information about the ensemble of
scatteters. The theory developed could be applied to various specific types of hydrometeoric, sea,
'•.getoitn and terrain clutter.

t. IN'rRODUCTION

In recent years, there Ias been a rapidly expanding volume of research from both a theoretical and
experimental point of view, directed towards the determination of the characteristic properties of the
radar clutter, i.e., of scatterers e.g. hydrometeors and rough surfaces through the use of polarization. It
has become very important to investigate the properties of the radar clutter for detecting the target in
the background of the clutter, discriminating the various kinds of hydrometeoric particles and studying
the dynamic behaviour of the rough surfaces, such as sea surface, vegetation, terrain, etc. This paper
will specifically investigate the polarization tecnniques to detemine the clutter characteristics derieved
for the dual polarization radar.

For the coherent scattering, Kennautgh [1949-54] and Huyn'n f 19701 showed that the complete
polarimetric information about the target is contained within a 2 x 2 complex scattering matrix ISJ or
in the 4 x 4 real Mueller matrix. Kennaugh studied the polarization characteristics of the radar echoes
and introduced the concept of null polarization theoqy. According to this theory, there exist a pair of
polarization states (co-pol nulls) of the radiation which result zero backscattered power in the
co-polarized channel. Similarly there, also exist a pair of polarization states ýcross-pol nulls) of the
radiation which result zero backscatterrd power in the cross-polarized channel. These polariz:xion, me
tcrmed as null polarizations. The represcn'ation of the nulls on the polarization Poincare' sphere give
a phenomenological look of the properties such as shape and structure of the object. In the carse ot
clutter, it consists of a randcm distribution of scatterers and their relative locations cause the random
phase fluctuations of each wavelet in the total backscattered fied which is the sum of the interference
effects of the individual wavelet sc,'ttered from each scatterer. Therefore, the scattering matrix
elements are replaced by their ensemble averages. Also Kennaugh's null polarization technique is
applied for this type of dist'ibuted target and thus the properties of the clutter are investigated in terms
of the null polarizations.
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First the polarimetric model for a single target in which the returncd signal is completely
polarized will be developed and then it will ' e extended for a distributed target in which the returned
signal is partially polarized.

2, POLARIMETRIC SINGLE ' ARGET MODEL

The retumed signal from a single target is always completely polarized. The target model can be
developed by using the scattering matrix.

(a) Ihe Scatteriiw Matrix
It was first shown by Sinclair (1950] that a radar target acts like a polarization transformer which

is described by its associated scattering matrix IS). At the target scatterer, the target scattering matrix
characterizes the scattering properties of the target such that the scattered electric field can be, related to
the incident electric field by:

L e-Jkor :l: ] [(1)

L S2 LS21 S22, i Ei j
For monostatic and reciprocal radar system. S12 - S2 1 and the IS) becomes symmetric. S1 1' S12 and
S2 2 are complex parameters. The relative scattering matrix is given by:

[SISMR EIS121 jMIOA(M-012) I (2)

Throughout the remaining discussion, it will be assumed that the IS] implies the monostatic [SJSMR
case. Thus we find that IS] contains five independeat real values.

(b) NUll Polahzati=
Null polarizations represent those polarization states which result zero return in the receiving

channels. If the zero return is in the co-polarized channel, it is termed as co-pol null. If the zero
return is in the cross-polarized channel, it is termed as cross-pol null,

In order to obtain null polarizations, the scattering mauix given in equation (1) can be
transformed to another polarization base by the following expression:

[I'] - (TIT IS] IT] (3)

where

-9

( +pP9) 1 /2

where p is the polarization ratio of the signal. Substituting equation (I) into (3), we gef
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S'll - (1 pp+,P)-1 (p$2S 2 2 2PS 12 * S11)

S'12 - (1 + pp*)-I [PS 2 2 + Pl') S 12 - pS1 I)

S'2 1  - S' 12

S'22 = (1 + pP*)-1 (P* 2S 11 -2p*S 12 + S2 2 )

in vector form:

E l S li2  
212 FE' iE'i ] S112 S122 4 E':2 .

Let E'il be transmitted and E' 12 =0, then for co-pol nulls E'SI=0. Thus we get co-pol and cross-pol
nulls, respectively, as fnllowvs Boerncer, et a.1, 19811:

--S 12 ± (S 12
2 - S11S22)1/2

Pco " 2(5)S22

-B + (B2 _ 4 4kC)112

Px - 2A (6)

where

A S 12 + S12

B - -(IS 1 1 2-IS2212)

C - -A"

The graphical representation of the nuU polarization states for a single target is shown in Fig. 1. The
detailed analysis on this section is given in [A.P. Agrawal and W.M. Boerner, April 14 (#APA-l) and
May 15 (#APA-2), 19851.

3. POLARIMETRIC CLUTTER TARGET MODEL

The returned signal from a distributed target (rain, sea surface, terrain, fog, etc.) i.i always
partially polarized. The partially polarized signal is repre~sented by the coherency matrix or Stokes
vector.

(a) %..rency Matrix
The backscattered coherency matrix of the backscattered signal is defined tBorn & Wolf, 1964] a.,

(is ill J12 <Est Est> <Est Es2'>
J21 J22 L<Es2 Est'> <E E 2>
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- ,[SI Ei "i [SI*>

Tr(J) - III + J2l
(10)

detJ) = J1IJ 2 2 -!J121 2 > 0

Fr(J) and der(J) are the invariants to the transformation or rotation of the polarization h:asis.
The degree of coherency:

J12

0J 11J12)1/

The degree of polarization:

= 
4det(J) 1/2

( I I . . 2) )12)

P - I for completely polarized signal,

P - 0 for unpolarized signal, and

O<P< I for partially polarized signal.

(b) Null Polarizations for Pu-tially Polarized Backscattcred Signals
The null polarizations, i.e., co-pol and cross-pol nulls can be calculated for distributed largets

using the coherency matrix. The derivation is given below.
The backscattered coherency matrix I.10 can be transformed into the null polarization base as:

<E'sl E's > <E'sl E's 2 >

[Js] (13)<E's2 E'sl I <E's2 E's2 >

The coherency matrix parameters in terms of scattering matrix elements in the null polarization base
can be derived from equation (9). Substituting E 1'il 1, E'i 2 =O in equation (9), we get:

i'sl = <s,'l 112 >

(lii's 12 - <S'IIS'12 > '

Js21 - Fs12

J's22 = <IS*1212>

According to McCormick and Ilendry 11976, 19851 and Poelman (19761. the null polarizahionm can hb
calculated by keeping Js 12-0.
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N
1 <E E' E'S2i> - 0 (15)

--> for ensemble of particles.

From equations (14) and (15)

N
i's12 - <1 S-1IiS,12i*> , 0 (16)

Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (16), we get

I'sl12 =< (1 + pp*)- 2 (Sli + p 2S22i+2pS 1 2 i) -PSI li + P*S22i* +(1-PP")S1 2 i°]> -

or,
Z (pAi + B1i) (-P3i* + Ai")> . 0 (17)

where

Ai - PS 2 2i +S 12 i

13i - PSI12i + Slli

or

<-P2 E AiBi* + . (JAi12 _ jBi12) + 2- Ai*Bi> - 0 18)
I 1

Now the time average is replaced by the enernebl average and the equation (18) becomes

-p 2 AB* +p 1A,2 -B12 ) + A*B- 0 (19)

Lct

Q = AB*

R . A 2 -13BI2

Hence, equation (19) is

p 2Q - pR - Q- - 0 (20)

Rt (R 2 +4QQ 1/2 (21)

2Q
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- - ~ 2 1/2
- 'BI JAI" - 31B[2)2 41AB

______________________________(22)

2AB*

'Thus,

IAl 2  (JAI 2 1B12 - IAB, 2 )
Px= (23)

AB* AB* (A12 + 1131)

JBI 2 (IAI2 IB 12 - IAB *I2)

PO= + (24)

AB* AB- (1A¾2+ 1312)

Neglecting the second term in RHS in equations (23) and (24), we get

IAN2 A*

Px- (25)

P - -- (26)

AB* A

From equation (26), let pco-p

p(PS 2 2 + S 12) + PS2 + =0
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7z + + --
PS22 2PS 12+ S11-0

2- . 1/2

-12 ±(5$12- S l 522))

PCO =_ _ _27)

S2 2

From equation (25), let p, - p

pi*= KA*

p(p*SI + S1 1 ) S p S22 12"

Ip12  * PSI - p*S 2  - 0 (28)

Taking the conjugate of equation (28) gives,

lp s-12 +P*sl- -P2- s 1 2 -o (29)

From equations (28) and (29), we get,

8±(B2 4A C) 111 ,
PX= (30)

where,

A - (S522 S 12 4-$11')52 ,

S= (fS2 2l2 -1S 1 112 )

C22 - IsA'

Comparing Eqs. (5), (6), (7) and (30), it is clear that the average value; of the null polarizations for
the partially polarized backscattercd radiation is the same as those of the completely polarized case
except that the scattering matrix parameters are ensemble averages. This h;s also becii shown by
McCormick and Hendry (19851.
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,c) Mean and Variances of the Null Polinzationn
"Ilic returns from a distributed target when null 1--larization's are transmitted are mnima wthite

than zero. For a single target, the returns are zero. l'hus the minima are described hs the nivci,
spread and depth of the null polarizauons,

(c. 1) y
The mean values of the null polarizations are p(:o and p,, as given by equations 127) and (2,10,

respectively. The mean values are represented by the tour pointL on the surface of the Poincare sphere
as shown in Fig. 2.

(c.2) XpmW
The spread of the null polanzaUons on the Poincare sphere are derived below:

Tr(J'S) - i'sIl + 1's2 2 (31)

det(i's) = Jsl J's22 -FJs F2 (32)

For co-pol nulls, F1 Is is minimum, so Fs 112 can be neglected and hence, from equations (3 1) and
(32), we have

det(J's) + LU'S 21,

Tr(J'S) (33)

The minima in J's I1 can be sensed by going to adjacent polarizations where J's12 is non-zero. 11lus
equation (33) yields:

1i's 121 =_ (det(Js)11 2 (34)

Similarly, for cross-pol nulls, where J's22 is minimum, we have

1J's1 2 1  _ [det(J's)J1/2 (35)

From equations (34), (35) and (16), the expressions for spread for both the co-pol and cross-pol nulls
are given by

a (l-P") (16)
co-

The same results are found in McCormick and Hendry [19851.

(c.3) dcwh
The depth for co-pol and cross-pol nulls are defined as below [McCormick and Hendry, 19851

co-pol nulls: de° . T s 1 [Tr(Js) (37)
[r(i) j min ITIIJ5 )]2

SJs22 1 det(1s)

cross-pol nulls: dx = I is2 d _= (38)

L J min [Tr(Js)1
2
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From equations ý37) and (38), we can wnte:

I - p2c0 - dx in --- (%1"

(c.4) dCuren of poljari23tirm for nilli 2IQnL~jLw
The degree of polarization P is defined by Eq, ( 12), 1lbe value ol P will be different lor all (Ik

four ntll polarlzauons, namely PIlo. P2co 51 x, and P" -j The correspondilg detrme of polarIT1111011
can be rpresented by Pico. P2co'PI and PRI' Thus the spread and depth (or each null polar itzton
can be mwritten as:

a I co a ( ,/2)(1 - 1,1co) 02co a (1/2)( 0 P2 ) 1 2

1/r2 V (40)
a Ix a ( 1/2) (1 - Pl)I2" (72.t v 0/2)(t--P22)

Luthr : dlco a (I-P-2,co)14 , 2 a (I-P2o,)/4
(41)

d tx a• (1 - p 2 tx) / 4 , d .2.x .3 (1t - ,P 2x) /1 4 1

"The theoretcal representxLion of null polarizations for distributed targets are shown on tile
Poincareosphere in Fig. 2. The mean values lie on a great cinile. The cross-pol nulls are orthogonll
and they may bisect the co-pol nulls. The mean values may representan averaged single target, The
spread and depth of the nulls may represent the random nature of the distributed target. For diffreent
types of distributed targeu, the mean, spread and depth of the null polarizations will have different
values on the Pionca'dsphere.

(d) Null Pnlariyatinna in Terms of Average Mueller Maagdx FleMnt
(d.1) averave Mueller Marix

It is shown by Kennaugh (1949-19541 and Huynen (19701 that the backscattered partially
polarized wave can also be represented in terms of the 4xm IStokes vector and the modified average
Mueller matrix [Rm] as:

gSm = [MmIg im (42)

where

gmo <IE 112 >

gmt <IE 2 12 >

grn2, 2Re<EE*2 >

L Sm3 21m<gE1 E 2 >

l ] - [Mij i-1,4; j-I,4
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9 , 111l 11ld 0 1 I~r l e thi e fl u xlt illle d ,lo etIOk L v lit'll o fl III@ llc All l fft i I 11A l i i llV 1% ,1 l l h i i i d ll hl1 11 1 0 I lilk h h11 li1

jkomniotclph• v 4ltla llt.d) wAvOl., f,, I• 4 a 4 x A i lil11.1 A, 114 A i £ ingl lto el \1 loll i me'lp'•tI
t'ltltp lv i% Wiieeil hatksci.itftlil ipllaIl Ainid I Nli ~I I\ 0p10t0'M by I t10 olleinil tuhivlh, mdiiIi• II111

III g lilratl, I III I is tihe tr1111 livetra ed olI the i I'I, 1e,

I N1I - I I II) , I

INIml hin live independent penranieters witd it hai ine-hione vlnlleondonce with the comilltit'
sc-terilng nmtunx (I1, On the other hand, IN1,, 11 has nine indiidcndenlt parameiters iad occotdinit to
I luynon's disrithed tailet decomlpositin theorem I lluynen 19701, a peaniul d.is•rtbuted !lirtel vti Ilt
d.compused a.s:

IK-11.)) - I I 1 (.)J + 4,NI(4l

where Inl'M(.i)] represents an averaged single target and AM represenlts the iedUe tltret tle g, tIhe
random behavior of the disuibuted tailet),

'rhe matrix IM,11j in terni (it the scaitternfi miatri elements can he wititen as totlows I Ittwi Ol,

et aI. 19811:

• S1I SisI RelS §_-IS I2' Ihis I IS 7 I'

1512 1" IS221 Re(Sl2S7.2 ") -oiS 12

Mnm-
2Re(S S12) 2Re(SI22') R(S 1 1S2 ,2+SI2SI2*) -Im(SIIS22" -SI2S"22'1

21m(SlS2) 21m(SI2S2) Im(S!S22' +-1 12212S 12 SI 2 ) Re(S IS-j2 , -'S 12S1 2 )

(d.2) calculation nf null rlarizans
To calculate the mean values of the co-pol and cross.pol nulls from the average Mueller Imixili

elemenLts, we assume,

W ml [ %M'm) - (SI lt.

Hence, the average scattenng matrix element ihi terms of the average Mueller matrix tielements i

given by (Boemer, et at, 19811:

ISII -=- (NII I) U2 il " 1 2 -tan-I(M14'NM13)

IS12 - S"-21 = tM 12 ) 1'2 012 - 021 is arbitrary (may be equal t) zero• , (47)

IS22- = (M2 2 )1 t2  
, `t2- m 12 -tan-1 M 42/N132 )

Substituting equation (47) into equations (27) and (30), the mean values of co-pol and cross-pol
nulls can be calculated.

To calculate the clustcrings of the null polarizations (e.g. spread and delpth), the dccgice oll
polarization, P, is calculated for each of the co-pol and cross-pol nulls as given below:
Let pi, i- 1,4 represent.s the polarization ratio of the ith mean polarization null (co-pol nulls: e 1, 12 ;
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-11l I

t 11 1

' 2 -tln I. .......
I Re(iJ1i

whei're
WI- JiTi

I jp~j

Ilie normalized Stokes vector plarieters can be witten ms

gmO 5(1 t xi)

9" .50(1 -. xi)

mi(I)
91112 Y i

where xi, yi, and zi are given by,

Xi - ,in~i cos€'i

Yi - sinOi sin¢'i1

Zi .. cosOi

Thus the incident Stokes vector can be calculated for each of p1 = P co. I,, I Pco P.1 ) p x, and

Pl"P2x from (48) and (49), Using equation (42) the scattered Stokes vector can he calculated for pi

I lence, dte degree of polarization, P, is given by II'2

( g n -gm )2  + g2m 2 + g2 m 3 1/2

t (gi0 + gml)2

Thus PICo' P-2co' Plx' and P2x are calculated. The co-pol and cross-pol null clusterings are found

from equatons (40) and (41).
Thus, if the average Mueller matrix for the clutter is given, a complete polatimetric clutter model

can be described by null polarizations and their statistics on the Poincare's phere.
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Figure I RepresenLation of null polarzations for a single target on the Poincare sphere.
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Figure 2 Theroetical representation of null polarizations for a distribuled target on the Poincare'

sphere.
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4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have seen that the polaizatior nulls (co-pol and cross-pol) for the clutter tarcc.
are represented by the four small statistical regions on the polarization Poincare sphere. rhe regions
are defined by the average values and their variances i.e., the depth and the spread. It is well known
that the partially polarized backscattcred signal can be dccomposed into two componenis - completely
polarized (coherent) and unpolarized (incoherent). The former may be considered the backscaitcring
from an average part of the clutt&." (or equivalent to the average single target) and the latter from the
incoherent part of the clutter. Since the polarization nulls for a single target are represented by the
four points on the surface of a sphere as shown in Fig. 1, the average values of the polarization nulls
and their variances would represent an average part and the incoherent part of the clutter, respectively.
F'om Section 3, it is clear that the spread and the depth are dependent on the degree of polarization and
thus, on the degree of randomness of the multiple scatterers. The spread and the depth are increased
with the clutter in a more random nature. It can be pointed out that all the clustering regions may not
have the same variances for the clutter and the values of the mean, spread and depth may vary from
clutter type to clutter type. Therefore, based on this fact. a classification scheme for the clutter versus
clutter could be franmed out based on the null polarization theory.
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ABSTRACT

The polarimetri.c backscatter from fluctuating distributed scatterers is

modeled, and the coherency matrix and its properties are used to forrmulate the

Kennaugh target characteristic polarization theory for the time-dependent

distributed scatterer case. The simplified descriptive theory of such type of

clutter here developed is applied to a rain backscatter model for extracting

information about such rain parameters as the mean canting angle and the drop

shape. The Aitoff-Hammer Equal Area Projection of the Poincar6 sphere is

introduced to demonstrate the effective representation of the clustering of

the characteristic polarization states resulting from time-sequential

measurements of such fluctuating scatterers.

I INTRODUCTIMN

In recent years, there has been a rapidly expanding volume of research from

both a theoretical and experimental point of view, directed toward the

-1 -



determination of the cnaracteristic croerzies of distributed fucuatirng

scatterers, e.g., wydrometecrs and mcving LQcugn surfaces through rhe use cf

polarization. 'his radar poiarimetr~c approach has become important in oroer

to investigate in detail the polarimetric olustering properties of the

time-sequential scattering matrix measurements of distributed scatterers for

studies in the detection of targets in the background of such clutter.

For the coherent scattering case, the characteristic polarization state theory

for the applications in radar object classification and identification has

been studied extensively in (Kennaugn, 1949-54; Huynen, 1970; Boerner et al.,

1981; Mieras, 1983; Davidovitz and Boerner, 1986; McCormick and Hendry, 1985;

Kostinski and Boerner, 1986; Van Zyl et al., 1986; Agrawal and Boerner, 1987].

The coherent polarization state theory has recently been extended by Nespor,

Agrawal and Boorner (19851 and McCormick and Hendry (19851 to the partially

coherent case, i.e., for describing polarimetric backscatter of fluctuating

distributed scatterers such as rain. In this case, it is found that the COPOL

and XPOL Nulls produce minimum returns in the co- and cross-polarized channels

rather than zeroes. Thus additional polarization parameters have to be defined

for these minima describing the clustering properties associated with

fluctuating polarimetric radar returns in terms of the mean clutter COPOL/XTOL

Nulls and their spreads. To a certain extent these problems were solved in

(McCormick and Hendry, 19851, but still the concept of the mean characteristic

polarization states in the case of such distributed fluctuating scatterers has

not been brought out very clearly. Therefore, based upon this background, the

characteristic ýolarizaticn state theory has been reformulated, updated and

extended to the analysis of distributed fluctuating scatterers using the

coherency density matrix approach as also outlined in (Kostinski, james, and

Boerner, 19881.



II. TMEORY OF xiAL-POLARIZAT.(M RACAR MEASUREMenTS OF DISTIRIBUTED

FLUCIThLTIM3 MCUA'TEP•RS

Distributed fluctuating scatterers here constitute a distributed target. The

return signal is the result of the interference of all the signals scattered

from each scatterer. Due to the relative motion of the scattering centres, anL

the variations of the size, shape and orientation angles of non-spherical

scatterers, the returned power fluctuates with time. Therefore, when the

measurements are taken in a sufficient time interval exceeding the

decorrelation time, the average power from such distributed fluctuating

scatterers can be obtained using the coherency density matrix approach (Atlas,

19641, whereas if measurements are conducted well under the scattering center

reshuffling time, the measurements assume coherent characteristics such that

for the simmation of time-sequential measurements of such quasi-coherent

scattering matrices, the concept of time-sequential ensemble averaging of

individual "snapshot-coherent" scattering matrices may be used as we are going

to introduce in this paper. The decorrelation time (r) can be related to the

rearrangement of scatterers with respect to each other. (Atlas, 19641 defined

the decorrelation time for hydrometeors using an autocorrelation function for
the gaussian Doppler spectrnu with denoting the frequency of the

transmitted wave by

T(ms) - 51.3/ft (GHz) , (1)

where eq. (1) assumes a gaussian Doppler spectrum with the autocorrelation

coefficient cf 0.01, the root mean square phase shift of 2.14 (radians), and

the standard deviation of 100 cm/s.

If polarization switching during successive pulses - accomplished far below

r, the particles can be considered spatiallv stationary with respect to one
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another. :hus the signai received within such a "snapshot" measurement :rzyv :e

considered ccmpietely pciar.zed depending ucon the degree of polarization -f

the incident wave (Kostinski. James, and Boerner, 1988]. -f, however,

electronic switching cannot be done celow the decorrelaticn time of the

scatterers, the scatterers are considered soatially non-stationary with

respect to one another. Consequently, the received signals become partially

polarized. Therefore, in the case where the measurements are performed below

the decorrelation time, the coherent polarization theory as given in (Agrawai

and Boerner, 1987] can be applied to determine the COPOL and XPOL Nulls. Cn

the other hand, for the cases in which the measurements are not performed

below the decorrelation cime, the concept of partially polarized waves must te

considered, and based ulpon those properties, the concept of the mean

characteristic polarization states and their spread must be used in a

time-sequential ensemble averaging sense.

III. RELEVANT PROPERTIES OF PARTIALLY POLARIZED WAVES

A partially polarized wave can be represented by the coherency density matrix

(Born and Wolf, 1964] as

[J) - <E- E*T> (Za)
-s -5-

where, E is the scattered field being a function of the incident field Ef
and related via the 2x2 complex scattering matrix (S] as E = (SIEi. The

"--S --.

syc•bols < > and a denote the time average and the direct product,

respectively. Expanding Eq. (2a), we obtain

_- f = (2b)1
F J [<Es2 -7i> <Es2 -"2),>

J, I E <E ~->

where Esl and Es2 are the orthoaonally polarized components of the vector E_.
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The diagonal elements of [J] are real and represent the intensities of the

components in the two orth•conai coiarizaticn channeis (I,Z). The off-diaaonai

elements are coplex and they are the conjugate of each other (i.e., J.•=r:

and they satisfv the definition of a Hermitian matrix, (J]=(J]*T, with the

superscript T symbolizing the transpose).

The trace, Tr(JI, i.e., the sum of the diagonal elements of the coherency

matrix, is equal to the total intensity or the total backscattered power of

the received signal and is given by,

Tr[J] = - + J2 (3a)

The determinant of (J], which is non-negative, is defined by

det(J] - - J1 2J 2 1 > 0 (3b)

Both the Tr(J] and det(J] are invariant under rotation transformations.

The degree of coherence or the complex correlation factor is defined

as

-u-lpeo 1/2 J(4u - Ilej - J 12 /(JI 1 J 2 2 ) 12 = 21

where, kul < 1, and u is a measure of the correlation between the orthonormal

components of the electic field vector.

--3 --



The degree of poiarization, P, is defined as the ratio of the intensity cf the

polarized part of the wave to the corai intensity of the wave and is civen

[Born and Wolf, 19641 by

P 4det J)

where 0 < P < 1. "hen PFl, the wave :s said to be cocmpietely polarized (CP);

for P-0, the wave is completely unpolarized (UP); and for 0<P<l, the wave is

called partially polarized (PP). The degree of polarization P and the complex

correlation factor u are related (Born and Wolf, 19641 by

I-P2 - 4J11J22 (l-lu12) (6)

IV. DE'TFOMM=N OF K•REI1' S MEAN CIRACER=STIC POLrARZATICN STATES AND
TMEIR SPREAD FOR DISTRIBUTED FLUCI MYI SCAT'ERERS

Consider the time-sequential measurements of distributed fluctuating scatterers

by a coherent dual-polarization pulsed radar. The radar transmits pulses of the

horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarization states, respectively, and for this

pair of pulses the relative phases of the polarimetric scattering matrix (S(HV)1
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-within t...e decorreiaticn tr:.. c4 distrz-ted szatterers as defined by ea. 2: i re

recorded as shown in (Agrawai. :9861. 7:r the successive tome-sequentual :1 caprs

of cuises, the scattering matrices are measured, -.- ere each scattering matrix

may represent a slightly different discr:buticn cf the individual fluctuating

scatterers.

IV.1 The Characteristic Polarizaticn States for the coherent i-th Time

Secuential Measurement

First, we consider the i-th scattering matrix (Si tV) measured with the i-th

pair of pulses. :n this case, the backscattered voltages can be given (Kostinski

and Boerner, 1986] by the expressions derived for the coherent case as

Vci M VTS; (HV)ht, xi hT1[S (HV)lh (7

where for the i-th scattering matrix measurement, Vci and V i are the returned

voltages in the co-polarized and the cross-polarized channels, respectively;

[Si(HV)] is the scattering matrix; ht and h are the polarization states of the

transmitting and receiving antennas, respectively; and h _I is the polarization

state orthonormal to h The normalized polarizaticn state vectors ht and h

(with unit intensity, 1h1 2-1) in the HV basis can be written (Agrawal and

Boerner, 19871 as

_t(HVf1]r(HV) h I = (8)

where P and K represent the polarizaticn ratios of the transmitting and receiving

antennas, respectively.

S~-7 -



Substitutina ea. in :nto eo. , ,he ,,rir.,qae equaticns are oven vr

* * -Si

xi- P(1+K " 'ýl i - 05-K I+KK - <9b)

or

* * ]-1/2 ,
VCi ( (I+KK) (I+PP )] 1 B + KAi) (9c)

Vxi [(l+KK ((l+PP)]- '/ (-K*B + Ai) (9d)

where Ai = -SVj + SiVi, Bi - pSH.vi + SHI.

To calculate the COPOL Nulls (V 0=O) and XPOL Nulls (Vxi-Q) of the i-th measure-

ment, we assume that a common polarization transceiver antenna system is used for

which the polarization ratios of the transmitting and receiving antennas become

the same, i.e., K-0. Hence the COPOL Nulls are

0%1,2 M 1/SVVi" -sv i - i (10)

and the XPOL Nulls are

(1/2ai) [-bi ± (b' - 4aici)I/2] (11)

where

i M s Hvi Svi +SwS b. M ISHi _ ISwi I' 'i -ai

It is readily shown that the X.OPL Nulls are orthonormal to each other, i.e.,

Pxnlfxn2 = -1 (condition for orthonormality).
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t.here aire t-.wo aditi.-naJ. cnaractar±ir.i: -,larlzaticn szi'tea ,;nicn tvroduce mrxiirn=

return in th eorthogonally pclari•ed channeis. .-hus, _','erall .ix cnaract•ri.•'r.,

polarization states exist: t.wo CCPOL-Nulls, Xo XPOL-Nulls and r.,o XPOL-iaxs,

where one of the XPOL Nulls corresponds ta the COPOL Max wnich produces maximum

return in the cc-polarized channel.

For the case of the distributed fluctuating scatterers in which we use the

coherency matrix formulation, the expressions of Jill' oZ Z as given by eqs.

(14a,c) for the co-polarized and cross-polarized channels, respectively, are

rather involved. So it becomes intractable to obtain an analytical expression fcr

the XPOL Maxs for which reason we restrict our analysis to only the description

of the COPOL Nulls and the XPOL Nulls which we found to be sufficient for

explaining the clutter null clustering properties. These four polarization states

can be represented on the Poincar6 sphere in the form of a 'polarization fork'

with one handle and three prongs as we have discussed in (Nespor et al., 19851.

It is shown in (Agrawal and Boerner 19871 that if we also include the XPOL-,taxs,

then the 'polarization fork' is represented by one handle and five prongs as

illustrated in Fig. 1, where the XPOL nulls (Xl, X2) are orthogonal to each other

and bisect the angle made by the COPOL nulls (C1, C2) at the origin of the

sphere, and the XPOL Maxs are also orthogonal and represented by the antipodal

points S, and S, on the Poincar6 sphere where the diameter S S2 is perpendicular

to the diameter XIX2 (Agrawal and Boerner 19871.

IV.2 The Mean Characteristic Polarization State for Time-Seauential Ensemble
Averaae Measurements

Now we consider the time-sequential ensembles of scattering matrices measured for

all the N pairs of time-sequential pulses for which the voltage expressions can

-9 -



- V , ',S

with the coherency matrix elements in terms or the ,oltages receminq

" <11 - '> 1 " iV ' V * V > Y1.3)

We assume that the random process of distributed fluctuating scatterers is

ergodic (Ishimaru, .978], then the time averages can he replaced hy the

time-sequential. ensemble averages as shown below. Substituting eqs. (9c,d) and

(12) into (13), we have

ill =<V Vc > " NH(I+KK )(I+p ) 1 81 + IKI2JAI" + 2 Re(K AB*)] (14a)

* , 1 • -- •-;

J12 < Vc Vx > - N((I+KK*)(l I-o )][-KC AB -(IAI' - JBI-) + A B) (14b)

J-22 < VVx > - N((l+KK )(l+op )I IAI + jKj'jB1 - 2 Re(K AB)] (14c)

N 2 ---- N --2-
where IAI" - E A BIK I0Il2/N, A B - E AiBi/N,

i-1 i-i i-1

and the bars represent the ensemble averages of distributed fluctuating

scatterers.

From experimental observations, it is found that the minimum power in the

orthogonal receiving channeIs has non-zero values for distributed fluctuating

scatterers (McCormick and Hendry, 1975; 19851. On the other hand, for the i-th

pulse measurement, it was found that the minimum power in the co-/cross-

poiarized channels becomes a true zero. Therefo:e, for distributed fluctuating

scatterers, the CCPOL and ,TOL Nulls could be defined by the cclarization
-10 -



polaL•zed receivina cn¢annalaL, especa-rt-.lv. :t ws tnnown ,:i (mcCormick ind

Hendry, 1985) that the cundition of zero ccrielation iJ,., - 0) will Le cl-!e

to the minimum power -n the co-/cross-ipolarization rcnannels. Thus, !rom this

condition. the mean COPOL and XPOL N;ulls can be ootained. "'hen taking the icn-

-ero value of . the spread of the null polarizaticn states about the mean

values can also be calculated. Here, "we point out that, in our analysis, the

calculated null polarizaticn states are given in the linear H-V basis, whereas

in (McCormick and Hendry, 1-9851 they are derived in their preferred circular

RHC-LHC basis.

Forcing J1., - 0, eq. (14b) can be written as

-K2AB + K--•A7 - + "-)-+A 8 - 0 (15)

with -- , =
Q - AB , R - IAI- - 1IBl

eq.(15) becomes

K'Q - R- 0 (16)

K 1 [R + (R2 + 4QQ*) ]/2Q

K1 2 - (1/09W JAl - I Bj) + 4AB (17)

Substituting 1,2 in eqs.(14a,c), K kwith a positive sign in ea. (17))

produces a minimum value of J and K2 (negative value in eq. (17)) produces a

minimum value of J,1. Thus K. and K, correspond to the mean XPOL and COPOL

Nulls, respectively.

-11 -



A simplified solut.cn can ce cotained, w._f %,le assume t!=at te second moment

the tlme-seque.,4 t.a.a ensemnle-averaqed scattering matr,.x eiements of

distributed scatterers is negligible ii:icCormick and Hendry, 19851, such that

and JAI'- l2 ; B -(19)

This assumption is valid if we consider weak scattering from the distributed

fluctuating scatterers. This assumption, simplifies the expressions of mean

COPOL and XPOL Nulls. Withcut this assumption, the Null expressions will have

fourth power of the polarization ratio, -which can be solved only by numerical

computations.

Substituting eq.(18,19) into eq. (17), we have

[1 A .I =-20)

AB B AB

Mean COPOL Nulls

K2A + B -0

K Z(P v.ý + SH& HV +TH 0

where _H, -HV and 9 are the time-sequential ensemble averages of

distributed fluctuating scatterers.

t- -12 -



For z.e same t-ansmrit-receve anr.erma. -it t = o, then t!e acove eauaticn :.-an

be written as

,Sw - S

-- _ ./2 ']

where 3 , denote the mean COPOL "ulls.

Mean XIPOL Nulls

KIB wA

K I(p S Hy -S SVV + SHy

Let K -

2 s - S* 0 (22)

Taking the conjugate of eq.(22), gives

27
ip 2SHV + C*Sim - 0 SW - SHV= 0 (23)

From eqs. (22) and (23), we get

Qxnl,2 = (-b F b- 4a c) 1/2a (24)

-13 -



where a - ,S ..U - ; c -' -- - -S"':H' - -re' ; - , nd :,:ni,Z

denote the mean :CFOL Nulls. :t can readily ne snown that -he mean XCCL '7ull1

are also orthcnormal to each other, .. e., .-

Comparing eas. 10), (11), ,21), and (Z4), :.t is found that the mean COPOL and

XPOL Nulls of the distributed fluctuating scatterer case are identical in

expressions to those of the i-th measurement of the completely polarized case

except that the scattering matrix parameters are replaced by their time-

sequential ensemble averages in the linear colarization basis. This has also

been shown usina a different approach by McCcrmick and Hendry (1985], who -in

their treatments used the circular polarization state basis. Thus, the

representation of the mean COPOL and XPOL Nulls becomes identical to that of

the formulation for the i-th time-sequential measurement of the scattering

matrix of distributed fluctuating scatterers. The values of the mean COPOL

Nulls (C1, C2 ) and the mean XPOL Nulls (X1 , X2 ) as calculated in eqs. (21, Z4)

can also be plotted on the Poincar6 sphere, all found to be lying un one great

circle in the form of a polarization fork as shown in Fig. 2, where the mean

XPOL Nulls are orthogonal to each other, and the mean COPOL Nulls are

sym•netrical about the mean XP0L Null axis (X X,) and are closer to the mean

XPOL Null-2 (R2) [Agrawal and Boerner, 1987].

IV.3 Soread of the COPOL and XPOL Nulls

In the calculation of the mean COPOL and XPOL Nulls of eq. (16), the

correlation coefficient, J 1 2 , was taken to be zero, in which case the results

obtained were close to the Lower minima. Here we consider the non-zero value

of the correlation coefficient and determine the spread of the COPOL and XPOL

Nulls about the mean values calculated in eqs. (21, 24).
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Frcm eos. ,a 3 :, .,'e ccta:.n -..-e ,:;2 .cino

,det(Jý - Tr(J) ECa

J_ det - J, - Jj, Tr•J-

For the COPOL and XPOL Nulls, J and J. are, cespectiveiv, minima. For the

COPOL Null, j Z"4s very small and can be neglected in eq. (25a); and for the

XPOL Null, J. can be neglected in eq. (25b). The minima in , and J,2 can

be sensed by goina to adjacent colarization states, -tiere J., is non-zero, and

the J1, term in eq. ,25a,b) equals '" times the minimum value (McCormick and

Hendry, 19851, i.e.,

112 = X(det(J)]½ (26)

where a - jcxej* is a complex quantity and 'xj-l corresponds to the 3dB point

[McCormick and Hendry, 19851. In eq. (14b), consider that J 1270, then we have

1 * - 12
KQ - KR -Q = G, where G (27)[ I+po )(l+KK'l-

Solving eq. (27), we find

K- K0 - G/(JAI" - I (28a)

where K0 is the solution of eq. (16), when J12 = 0. Expanding eq. (28a),
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•we nave

2-K, +KK*! = -; e• = et, J)) 'Tr(J)) :Sb

where, Al. - Bl = +oo-) T:rJ)

For the monostatic case (K=o), we find from eqs. '5) and (28b)

(p-P 0 )/J(1+pp-) = -'1/2)jaiejp (1-P )1/2  (28c

For the 3dB point, jal-l, we define the spread of the null polarization states

a as

1 (1 2 ) 1/2(2 dS- I(p-p 0 )/(1+Pow)I - •. (1 - P2 1 2 (28d)

where P is the degree of polarization. Thus, the spread of the COPOL and XPOL

Nulls becomes

1 ( 2 \/Z1/2 1l P i/2 19
cnl,2 (1 - cnl,Z' ' xl, ( -nnll,2 (9

where Pcnl,2 and Pn, 2 represent the degree of polarization corresponding to

the mean COPOL and XPOL Nulls, respectively.

The spread can be represented by small circles with radius acnl and acn 2 about
the mean COPOL Nulls and C esectively, and with radius a and a

COPL Nlls~l ndC., r~soetixnl xn2

about the mean XPOL Nulls .7. and X., -espectively, as determined in eqs. (25,

28a) and shown in Fig. 2. It is found that the degree of polarization can be

obtained from the corresponding spread of the null polarization states. This

spread will disappear if the returned s-=nal is ccmnieteiv polarized as it was

shown for the coherent case in (Aarawal and Boerner, 19871.
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7V.4 Minimum Power received at the CCPOL and X.OL Nulls

The minimum cower received in both the cc- and c.oss-poiarized channels at th

COPOL and XPOL Nulls as copared with the total backscattered power can be

estimated as follows. Let us denote the minimum cower by the symbol ''If

McCormick and Hendry (1985) labelled this power to be the 'depth' which

creates confusion in interpreting the minimum received powers in the

orthogonally polarized receiving channels in terms of the interpretation of

partially coherent wave procerties cn the polarization sphere (Deschaxns and

Mast, 19731.

At the COPOL Nulls, using eq. (25a) and setting Ji2 = 0, we get

r -Jl] det(J)
cnl2 mTr( n Tr(j)]

Similarly, at the XPOL Nulls, using ea. (25b) and setting J 12  0, we get

Y-nZ j-idet(J) (30b)
S = T JTI jmin 3h

Hence the minim= power in the co- and cross-polarized channels can be written

as

lnl,2 -P2 P2cnI,2 , Yxnl,2 (1 - xnl,2)/ 4  (31)

Thus by sensing the minimum powers in the orthogonally polarized receiving

channels, the degree of polarization and hence the degree of correlation of

the orthogonal radar channels as given by eq. (6) can be obtained.
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V. •'O-DIMENSIONA!L F.PRES ,'ATICN OF =ME CLRACT=.IST1C =OLRI ZTIN STATES
ON THE AI.1FF-F-AMMER EQUAL AREA PROJECT:ON PLOTS

We have shown in Section IV that the c.ustering of the COPOL and the XPOL

Nulls of distributed fluctuatina scatterers can be characterized by the spread

on the Poincar6 sphere as shown in Fig. :. In the three-dimensional reoresen-

tation of the Poincar6 sphere, in general, it is difficult to interpret the

spread of the null-polarization states. Therefore, we need to have a two-di-

mensional representation of the Poincar6 sphere, which can be used to repre-

sent the true spread of the null-polarization states. In many two-dimensional

representations of the Poincar6 sphere [Raven 1985, Huang 19851, the Aitoff-

Ha•mer equal area projection plot of Fig. 3 is chosen because the surface area

of both the Poincar6 sphere and the projection are preserved. The mathematical

transformation of this projection is given in Appendix. This plot is very use-

ful in plotting the clustering behavior of the characteristic polarization

states resulting from time-sequential measurements of distributed fluctuating

scatterers such as that of rain, the dynamic rough sea, fluctuating terrain

with and without vegetation canopy. More detailed analyses of the plots for

rain scatterers are presented in (Boerner, Carnegie and Agrawal, L986;

Agrawal, 1986).

VI. PO ' ({IMETRIC TEORY APPLIED TO A RAIN BACKSCATTER MODEL

[Stapor and Pratt, 1984]

The characteristic polarization state theory derived in the previous section

is applied to a rain backscatter model as described by Stapor and Pratt

(1984). The objective is to extract the information about the canting angle,

shape and size of distributed fluctuating raindrops modelled by dielectric

oblate and prolate spheroidal hydrometeors using polarimetric rain backscatter

measurements.
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71.1 ScatterIna :4atrix for a Sinale Raindroo

The conerent backscatterina matrix fcr an oblate or prolate snercidal

raindrop, as shown in Fig. 4, in the linear polarizaticn basis is given

according to Stapor and Pratt (1984) as

(p,-Ph)cos• 6 sin 2q+h (P'-Ph)cosi n

is)] (32a)

[(P]Ph)cosaS sin2u, (PvPh)cOS6 c0s 2 '4* +2P- )° ; --7-- P

where -i, is the canting angle for an oblate scheroid of Fig. 4b, and w'-'+90

for a prolate spheroid of Fig. 4c. The parameter, 6, is the elevation angle,

Ph and p. are the dipole moments for the horizontal and vertical

polarizations, respectively, and

4nab2  [ 2 ]
Ph T 0 o(m 1- 1( m-) + M1+11

4 nab2 __________2

PV T- ( - -I
0+

m = complex index of refraction

CO= free space permittivity

2ako 7-

1= [--l - (1 - sin- e)

e ( [1 -- (E)')! , a < b for cblate raindrops

a-- I - O.la a - equivolumetric radius
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We note that in this model acprcacn -motionai carareters such as the direct_:n,

magnitude, shear and gradient of the velocity vector of wind and that of the

descending raindrops were not considered. The analyses for both the oblate and
prolate spheroids are identical except that :n the analysis for the prolate

spheroid, the canting angle .u is replaced by the angle q"=qýs90.

V1-2 Determination of the COPOL and UOL Nulls for a single raindroo and its
graphical presentations

The XPOL Nulls for the scattering matrix of ea. (32a) can be calculated fr1m

eq. (11) as

n cot, n= -tanwp (32b)

From eq. (32b), it is found that the XPOL Nulls are only functions of the

canting angle (*) of the raindrop. The COPOL Nulls can also be obtained by

using eq. (10) as

-i/ ,-Ph) co2 sn•_iPh(Pv-Ph) cos2 h (2]ic2cnl,s = (32c)
(pv-Ph)Cos 28 cos 2  + Ph)

In order to relate the COPOL/XPOL Nulls to the Huynen target characteristic

parameters [Huynen, 19701, we diagonalize the scattering matrix of eq. (32a) in

the XPOL Null basis as

[ cos 2 + Ph sin2S 0 k2[Sd = 0 K ; K 0 (32d)Ld 0 0 4nh 002 Ph

Thus, the COPOL Nulls in the XPOL *,ull basis (Agrawal and Boerner, 1987] are

Pcnl,.2 = tan(900  Y) e j(2v + n/2) (32e)
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where

tanay h. .

pvcosa6 + p.- slnýSj

and E p-, cos26 + p. n

For zero elevation angle (6 - 00), ea. (32f) reduces to

tan2'y - vph/pv.¢, v- 1/4 (!Zv-__h) (32g)

For 900 elevation angle (6 - 900), we have

tan2y - l, y - 4 50 , - 00, Pcnl,2= t (32h)

Comparing eqs. (32g,h), we find that when 6 - 900, the COPOL Nulls lie on the

LHC and RHC polarization states. This is because, for this case, the

oblate/prolate spheroids look like spheres. On the other hand, for zero

elevation angle, 6 - 0', the COPOL Nulls move away from the circular

polarization state location (poles), where the shift will depend on the

amplitude ratio of the horizontal and vertical dipole moments. Here we

consider the following cases of a spheroid: (i) when the spheroids are

degenerate to spheres (a-b), then the COPOL Nulls will lie at the circular

polarization states on the Poincar6 sphere because PhMPv, (ii) when the

spheroidal parameter, a, tends to zero, then the oblate spheroid behaves like a

horizontal dipole and the prolate spheroid behaves like a vertical dipole. In

these cases, the characteristic polarization state corresponding to the maximum

power return (point xI on the Poincar6 sphere) of the horizontal dipole is the

horizontal polarization, and that corresponding to the vertical dipole is the

vertical polarization. The corresponding COPOL Nulls are located at vertical

polarization for the horizontal dipole, and at horizontal polarization for the

vertical dipole, the detailed description is given in [Agrawal, 19861.
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he polarization f:rk and correscondina c:- crcss-power :nectrai Liots ýAgrawai

&Boerner. 19871 for colate spneroids with different axis ratios ta,,b), ,nd

canting angles (H) are shown in Figs. 3 to 7. The polarizaticn forks for

prolate spheroids are collected in Fia. 3. Here we would like to point out

again that in the case of prolate sohercids, the canting angle is replaced by

S+ 900 where % corresponds to oblate spheroids. From Figs. 5 to 7 for the

oblate spheroids, it is found that if the canting angle of the raindrop is

zero, then the "great circle of the null/max polarization states" is described

by the main circle o-0. If the canting angle is non zero (wO0 0), the great

circle moves in the clockwise direction about the z-axis for increasing

positive values of v, and in anti-clockwise direction for increasing negative

values of *. The XPOL Nulls lie on the equatorial plane and represent the

rotation of the great circle around the z-axis. The COPOL Nulls drift away

from the circular polarization states with the decreasing values of the axis

ratios, and approach the XPOL Null 2. The power spectral plots clearly show

the maximum and minimum power returns in the co-/cross- polarized channels.

Comparing the results of oblate spheroids as shown in Figs. 5 to 7 with the

results of the prolate spheroids of Fig. 8, we find that the polarization

forks in both the cases are identical except that the great :ircle, in

addition, rotates clockwise by 1800 in the case of the prolate spheroids. We

need to point out, however, that the Stapor/Pratt model does not contain any

description of prevailing wind effects such as direction, velocity, shear,

gradient, etc. For example, the case for which the canting angle relates to

the azimuthal angle on the polarization sphere, corresponds to a

two-dimensional wind velocity gradient confined to a plane transverse to the

observation direction (Agrawal, 19861. On the other hand, the cases in which
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the wind velocity gradient occurs in any general direction cannot be acccno-

dated in the current Stapor,/Pratt model, bIecause the XPOL Nulls then will move

not along the equatorial main circle but cn another non-equator:al main c:r=le

depending upon the direction of the wind velocity gradient.

V'.3 Determination of mean CCPOL and mean XPOL Nulls for a volume cf

fluctuatina hvdrometeoric scatterers
For distributed fluctuating hydrometeoric scatterers, the time-sequential

ensemble-averaced scattering matrix elements of eq. (32a) must be sought, where

we assume that the distribution of the canting angle is Gaussian (with mean

canting angle (ý) and variance (a)) and independent of the hydrometeoric size

(Metcalf and Ussailis, 1984). The time-sequential ensemble averages of eq.

(32a) can then be expressed as

-H K (1/2(kQcos 2 6 (1lcos 2ý a.) + h (33a)

S VWK(l/2(pv-ph)cos 2 sin - 2 2-i (33b)
4_

K /2(5v--h)Cos 2 6 (1+coslq) i s, (33c)

where K - k2 40, and the quantities and v are the time-sequential

ensemble averages of the dipole moments. The parameter 84* is sometimes

identified as the "degree of orientation" of the scattering medium (Metcalf

and Ussailis, 1984], and is defined by

0, = (li(2r¢o2)I//] j cos2(k-j exp{-h41-wr/'i2 d(4-', (34)

- rt/2
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where ; is the mean canting anole, and a is the ,.,,,riance with s t

between -rx,2 and n,2. Metcalf and Ussailis (19841 showed that 2ince ccs:-,52h I

is cyclic over eacn increment R('-• - r,the intearal in ea. 24) -.an ce

replaced by an integral from -- to +-, so that

0 t exp (-4'a 1)35)

Using eqs. (33a-c), the mean COPOL and mean XPOL Nulls from eqs. (21, Z4) are

calculated as

Mean XPOL Nulls:

-xnl - cotI, Pxn2- -tanik (36)

Mean COPOL Nulls:

1-- - 4 2 . -2. -212
1 5- C(p,-h)cos2Ssin21 ,_ [1/4(PvPh) 2Cos 4 6( 12-1)-(Pv-Ph)Phcos -2Ph1

Pcnl,Z 2
[1 2 5 - ~ o (l+cos2%p aY + ý l( 7(37)

For zero elevation angle (6-00), we obtain

0 cnl.,2 ("/2(v-k)(l+cos20 (38)

whereas for 90* elevaticn ancle (8=900)

Pcnl,"-4 (39)
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in order to relate the CCPOL NuIls t: the Wuvnen :-rcet carameters, we find

the averaned diagonalized scattering matrix. imilar to ea. ý32d) as,

S- 9-
cos.S (P - k) (1 + 8 ) k 0

(SdI - A - K )40)
L] 0 Cos' v J k) (I + Pk- 2

Now, the COPOL Nulls in the XPOL Null basis can be written as

(2ýj + rt/2) ( 1

cnl _ tan (900 - (41)

where

cos 2 • ( - k) - k
2 2

tan 2 - (42a)

Cos2• -k) (1 + is + k

v - 1/4 ( / i - / X2) (42b)

For zero elevation angle (S - 00)

2 _ Pu(• k + (Pv Pk

tan" y V (43a)

P. - Pk) + (PV- Pk)

& - 1/4 (/(_ _• *--+ _-6_ --_-)- (/(! -- ---- • (43b)

For 900 elevation angle (S - 900),

tan2  - 1, y - 450, - 00, cn, 2 - (44)

From eq. (36), it is observed that the mean canting angle (ý) can be obtained

from the mean XPOL Nulls which are represented by the longitude on the
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Poincar6 sphere (Agrawai, L."61 4cr =.e case .n wnich tie wind shear is

considered to be confined t: a plane normal t: the observation direction. z.:cM

the expression of the mean C:POL Nulls. it is shown that for verti:al

elevation angle, the mean C:POL Nulls are located at the ci:cular colarizac::n

states as they should be, because at this aspect the descending raindrops

assume spherical shape about the specular point. For zero elevation angle if

the raindrop particles are non-spherical i.e., oblate/prolate spheroids, the

mean COPOL Nulls are located away from the circular polarization state points

on the great circle of the Poincar6 sphere, -where the closeness of the COPOL

Nulls to the circular polarization states will depend on the ratio of the

amplitude of the time-sequential ensemble-averaged values of Ph and Pv". For a

horizontal dipole cloud, the mean COPOL Nulls should lie close to the mean

XPOL Null-2. Thus, we conclude that the location of the COPOL Nulls on the

polarization sphere provides information about the shape of the raindrop

particles (Poelman and Guy, 1985]. Here, we reemphasize that it was precisely

this observation which motivated Kennaugh already in 1948 to initiate his

investigations of polarimetric radar theory and phenomenology as summarized in

detail in (Kennaugh, 1949-19541.

VII CONCLUSICNS

The mean COPOL and the mean XPOL Nulls for distributed fluctuating scatterers

are derived by using a simplified statistical approach which makes use of the

coherency density matrix formulation, but will require further in depth

analytical model development and the introduction of properly defined

distribution functions as is pointed out in (Kostinski, James, and Boerner,

1988]. Using our simplified rain backscatter model, it has been shown that

the expressions of the mean COPOL and XPOL Nulls of distributed fluctuating

scatterers assume a similar fcrm as those of the i-th time-secuentrial
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measurement of the distributed scatterers except that the scattering matrix

elements were replaced by their time-sequential ensemale averages as given in

eqs. (10, 11, 21, 24). The spread of the COPOL and XPOL Nulls were calculated

in terms of the degree of the polarization state of the backscattered signal

and so were the expressions of the received power at these null polarization

states. Similar results were obtained by (McCormick and Hendrl, 19851. Because

the range of the degree of polarization is confined to 0< P <1, the ranges of

the spread and the minirmu power received become 0< a <1/2 and 0V X <1/4.

This shows that in the coherent case (with degree of polarization, P-1), the

spread disappears and the power received at these null polarization states

becomes zero approaching the coherent case. A two-dimensional Aitoff-Hammer

equal area projection plot was introduced in order to analyse the clustering

properties of the COPOL and XPOL Nulls determined from time-sequential

measurement of the scattering matrices of distributed fluctuating scatterers

such as rain.

The mean clutter null theory was applied to a backscatter rain model as devel-

oped by Stapor and Pratt (1984). it was deterir-ned that the mean XPOL Nulls

may provide a direct measure of the mean canting angle, on the other hand the

mean COPOL Nulls may provide a means of determining the shape of the hydrome-

teors for a given aspect and frequency. For vertical elevation of the radar

beam, it was shown that the mean COPOL Nulls are located at the circular po-

larization states for which the raindrops assume, in general, spherical shape

in the backscatter direction as viewed from the polarimetric radar location.

Both the basic distributed fluctuating scatterer model and the rain backscat-

ter model, derived in Sections III and IV of this study, were assessed partly
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on their validity using the pclarimetr:c data collected with a coherent

dual-ooiarization pulsed X-band radar ýAgrawai, 19861. :he cotained results

are quite satisfactory and encouraaing in that our approacho making use c:

both the polarimetric clutter null and power spectral plot descriptions,

provides a useful tool for radar meteorology as well as for the efficient

discrimination of slowly moving compact targets in fluctuating

hydrometeorological clutter [Boerner, Carnegie and Agrawal, 19861.
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kPP•_DIX

TI "ATH'•ATICAL TANSFOPMIATICN OF nTE AITOFF-LAMMnER

EQUAL AREA PROJECT:CO PLOTS

[Huang, 1985; Raven, .9851

The mathematical transformation of this projection process involves a trans-

formation from a spherical coordinate system to a rectangular coordinate

system. Systematically, the projection process consists of two steps: first,

generating three parameters used in the transformation; and second, making thz

transformation.

Input Coordinates: (spherical coordinate)

Latitude: 0, 0o (the coordinate of the centre)

Longitude: X, X. (the coordinate of the centre)

Outcut Coordinates: (rectangular coordinate)

X coordinate: X (longitude line)

Y coordinate: Y (latitude line)

Intermediate Parameter Expressions: A,, A2 , A.3

S= cos-1(cos(,/2)cos(.v2) + cos(,o/2)cos(XI2) (A.l)

A2 = 1 sin(A17-2) (A.2)

A3 = sin-1 (sin(X- X 0 o))/sin(A1) A.3)

Transformation COeraticn:

x 2A, ::ostA,)

(A.4)

Y A., sin(A2

:he ccmyuter prcram using these equations is developed in (Huang, .9851.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Representation of the characteristic polarization states for a single

scatterer on the Poincar6 sphere (XPOL Nulls: X1 , X2 ; COPOL Nulls:

CIf C2 ; target characteristic angle: y)

Fig. 2: Representation of the characteristic polarization states for a

time-sequential ensemble of measurements of fluctuating distributed

scatterers on the Poincar6 sphere (Mean XPOL Nulls: XI' X2; COPOL

Nulls: CI' C2; target characteristic angle: y; spread of XPOL Nulls:

a xnl' Ixn2; spread of COPOL Nulls: acnl' cn2)

Fig. 3: The Aitoff-Hammer equal area projection plot of the Poincar6 sphere

Fig. 4: a) Geometry of a dielectric raindrop for the Stapor/Pratt model

(borrowed from Stapor and Pratt, 1984)

b) Shape of oblate spheproid

c) Shape of prolate spheroid

Fig. 5: The polarization-fork and the co-/cross-polarization spectra of a

single dielectric oblate raindrop for the cases (a) the axial ratio

a/b = 0.9 and the canting angle * - 2.50, and (b) the axial ratio

a/b = 0.9 and the canting angle * - 200 (ý and T are the tilt and the

ellipticity angles, respectively, of a polarization ellipse as

defined in [Agrawal and Boerner, 1986]; IVc 12 and IVx 12 are the

co-polarized and the cross-polarized power returns, respectively)

Fig. 6: The polarization-fork and the co-/cross-polarization spectra of a

single dielectric oblate raindrop for the cases (a) the axial ratio

a/b = 0.5 and the canting angle * - 5*, and (b) the axial ratio

a/b = 0.5 and the canting angle * - 300

Fig. 7: The polarization-fork and the co-/cross-polarization spectra of a

single dielectric oblate raindrop for the cases (a) the axial ratio

a/b = 0.3 and the canting angle p = -10°, and (b) the axial ratio

a/b = 0.3 and the canting angle *- -500
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Fig. 8: The polarization forks of prolate spheroids for the cases:

a) a/b- 0-9, '~92.50

b) a/b- 0-9, 4-1100

c) a/b= 0-5, Ti- 950

f) a/b- 0.3, 40v
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Fig. 1: Representation of the characteristic polarization states for a single

scatterer on the Poincar6 sphere (XPOL Nulls: XV, X2 ; COPOL Nulls:

CI, C2 ; target characteristic angle: y)
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Fig. 2: Representation of the characteristic polarization states for a
time-sequential ensemble of measurements of fluctuating distributed

scatterers on the Poincar6 sphere (Mean XPOL Nulls: X1I X2 ; COPOL
NUlls: CI' C2 ; target characteristic angle: y; spread of OL Nulls:

Cy d xn2; spread of COPOL Nulls: acr•' ao'2)
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Fig. 3: The Aitoff-Hamer equal area projection plot of the Poincar6 sphere
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Re-Examination of Radar Terrain Backscattering at
Nadir

HYO J. EOM. MEMBER. IEEE. AND WOLFGANG-M. BOERNER. FELLOW. IEEE

Abstract-The theoretical behavior of nadir specular and diffuse ra- hoff surface have been derived by Fung and Eom [4] and
dar backscattering from rough terrain is re-examined. Terrain is mod- Ulaby et al. (5]. It is assumed that the random surface
eled as a random rough surface in the KirchhotF approximation. The height is Gaussian distributed, and the correlation of the
relative si•ngifcance of specular (coherent) and diffuse (noncoherent)
radar backscatter is compared in terms of the antenna system param- surface height is also Gaussian. They are given, at nadir.
eters (beamwidth, height, and frequency) and rough surface statistics, as
It has been found that In case of a high-altitude (space or airborne)
radar, the ratio between coherent and noncoherent terrain backscatter =- IRI2 exp (-k I + (1)
Is Independent of its altitude of the radar platform. A possible expia-
nation Is sugested for the anomalous radar backscatter observed in
the Skylab S-193 ailtmeter experiment.

Ci,, = J1 (ki)'i exp ( -ko (mom) (2),N-1 (r!!m)
1. INTRODUCTION

whereHE BEHAVIOR of terrain radar backscatter at nor- w
Imal incidence is an important subject to a radar sys- R is the Fresnel reflection coefficient at nadir;

tem designer. Radar backscatter at nadir is, in general, a k 2w/X: X is the incidence wavelength;
specular-dominant phenomenon when terrain is fairly h is the radar altitude;
smooth, while it tends to be diffuse-dominant as terrain goe is the one-way one-sided field beamwidth (-0.85
becomes rougher. r, f is a one-way two-sided power beamwidth);

In order to explailh the diffuse/speclar behavior of ra- k0  4kWa (a: standard deviation of surface height); and
dar return, random rough surface scatter models have been I is the rough surface height correlation length.
proposed and used [I]-[5]. Recently, Moore [6] has pro- Due to the Kirchhoff approximation used to derive (1) and
posed a simple empirical-type formula that estimates a ra- (2), the range of applicability of 0o and o0 is limited. It
tio of specular to diffuse radar backscatter in terms of sur- is given by the following two conditions [51
face roughness parameters.

The purpose of this paper is to study the relative im- ki > 10 (3a)
portance of nadir-specular/diffuse radar backscatter using 12 > 2.76aX. (3b)
available theoretical surface scatter models developed by
Fung and Eom [4], [5]. It should be mentioned that the Note that the conditions (3) stipulate that the scale of hor-
scatter models in [4], [5] are developed with the random izontal roughness structure (1) be much larger than the
rough surface scattering theory in the Kirchhoff approxi- vertical roughness structure (a).
mation. Taking the ratio ol/c, we get

In the next section, we shall I) derive the ratio of spec- * W
ular to diffuse backscatter from the Kirchhoff random ol/i = 2(kl)0 (10h + (k0)m  (4)
rough surface, and examine its behavior versus roughness , M-1 m!m
parameters; and 2) give a possible explanation for an Equation (4) indicates that ail/o. depends upon the sys-
anomalously strong specular return from terrain measured tern parameters 00, X, and h as well as rough surface sta-
in the skylab experiment [71. tistics a and 1. Hence, in order to study the effects of a

and I on ac/aci, we need a priori information on the valuesII. COHERENT AND NONCOHERENT SCATTERING of go, X, and h. In what follows, we shall separately con-
COEFFICIENT sider two different cases: (1) radar at a low-altitude plat-

The coherent (specular) and noncoherent (diffuse) scat- form. i.e., truck-mounted: and (2) radar at a high-altitude
tering coelticients (ao and ao) of a random rough Kirch- platform. i.e.. space-borne radar.

Manuscrit received Novembcr 28. 1984: rcvised July 23, 1985. This 1) First, take the L-band truck-mounted scatterometer
,,rk wa, .upponcdi by the UIC Board of Research Studies under Grant 2- [8] used for radar clutter measurements of agricultural

;,24561, scenes. Its system parameters are h = 10 m. Oe = 0.172
The authors are with the Communicatuons Laboratory. Department of rad. and X = 20 cm. Using these parameters. we plot a?!

Friviernn and ornr te 'ntvcrmitv (it Illinois at Chi..hica,,.. t 0,060 a versus ka in Fig. I. a and I values used in Fig. I are-
:FFE I.,,v Number 6407939 typical for agricultural bare ground [5]. It is seen that un-

o 196-2892/86/0300-0232501.00 © 1986 IEEE
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Fig. 1. The theoretical behavior of vOa/i versus ko. I and a are the surface -30.
height correlation length and the surface height standard deviation, re- 0 0.4 0. 1.2
spectively. k"

Fig. 2. Theoretical behavior of e/I4o versus ka. I and a are the surface
height correlation length and the surface height standard deviation. re-less a and I are extremely small. i.e., both ka < 0.5 and spectively.

ki < 7, diffuse backscattering is dominant over the spec-
2) Ione. domly phased return without reducing the specular com-

sul) In the case of high-altitude radar (h > 400 m), it ponent.
should b0 nte can e efar-zone criteria q h >> Du/X (D In order to study the high-altitude radar backscatter be-= 0.5 X/sp ) can be easily satisfied. Consequently, (4) havior versus the roughness ka, we select system param-simplifies to eters of the Skylab S-193 [9].

0 o , •h = 435 km
')Iac 0.5(k1)'-62 Z (k-,)"l(n!m). (5)"I f= i3 0GHz

Note that the ratio a/a-c is now independent of the radar = 0.023 rad.
altitude h. Also note that an increase in either a or I may
result in an increase in c,,/lcr. This means that diffuse ra- We plot.the computed results of a0/c. versus ka in Fig.
dar backscatter ar is expected to increase either by in- 2. Since an estimate of I for terrain may vary depending
creasing the vertical roughness scale (a) or the horizontal on topographic features, three cases of k1 = 7, 49, and
roughness scale (!) of the terrain. This a--increase due 100 are arbitrarily chosen.
to 1-increase may seem peculiar at first glance. But this Fig. 2 indicates that, depending on the particular rough-
is not so since an increase in 1 results in steeper trends of ness statistics, either the specular or the diffuse compo-
angular a', and subsequently in larger ac at nadir, nent can be of a dominant scattering process in backscat-

It is also interesting to note that in the case of a perfect tering. For instance. when kl = 7. scattering is dominantly
planar terrain (a - 0 and I -. 0). a2Ia') is seen to ap- specular. However. as k1 increases to 49 and 100. the dif-
proach zcro. fuse component can no longer be neglected.

When kh is large. the effective beamwidth is reduced. Analyzing the Skylab S-193 altimeter data. Shapiro and
This occurs because the etfective beamwidth involves the Yaplee [71 made a very interesting observation: an anom-
combined effects of the scattering beamwidth (based on alously strong specular return from terrain. Since esti-
shape and steepness of the a curve) and the actual an- mates of the corresponding ground truth on a and I are not
tenna heamwidth. When the effective beamwidth is small available, it is difficult to quantitatively substantiate their

'mTh cither because of the antenna or the scatterine. observation. However. based on the theoretical behavior
';,c condition tor dominance by specular backscatter in [61 demonstrated in Fig. 2. we speculate that the coherent

:, atiticd. This occurs because the effective area in- return can be dominant over the diffuse component pro-
,ki,. m 1 ranaoin scatteri is reduced. thuerebt reducing vided the effective suvace h nitht correlation length (I ) is

S ... :•,,' 11,1.all scatterer,;- contributiniz to. he ran- much less than 35 cm tequivalently ki = 100), It is inter-



esting to note that the theoretical k'1 estimates to lit L.-band F, T. Uilthv. L. F., Delh~vie. and T. Schinugge. -S.-e~llte microwave
radarbackcattr, dta fom ariculuralbareroun are ohstvaxion%ý o 1 the Utah Great Salt Lake Desert . Radio Sci., .o i. I0.radr bcksattr dta roma~rculura baegrundare no. 11 '. 94,-96.1. Nov. 1975.mostly less than 40 [5].

Ill. CONCLUSIONS
In case of such a hieh-altitude radar as space-borne al- 11oJ ona o nKrai

timeter. the ratio of difuse to specular radar backscatter- 'qo ercic h .. dce nC~t~iing is found to increase as either the beamwidth. the sur- eneineering from the Scout National Universitv.
face height standard deviation. or the surface correlation i5 Seoul. Korea. and thc M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in
length increases. Anomalously strong specular return from electrical engineering trom the University at Kan-

terrin i th Skyab atimter xpermen wasexamneds as. Lawrence. in. 1977 and 1981. respectively.terrin n te Sklabaltmete exerient as xamnedFrom 1981 to 1934. he was a Research Asso-and it was conjectured that the effective beamwidth was .. ciate at the Remote Sensing Laboratory ot the
small enough to satisfy the condition for dominance by' University of Kansas. Since 1984 . he has been onThisoccrs ecaue te efectve reain-the facultv of the Department of Electrical Enet'specular return. Thsocr eas h fetv rai-neering an'd Computer Science. University of Il-volved in random scattering is reduced, thereby reducing tinols at Chicago. His research interests are radar-backscatter mode'llings in

the umbr o "sall cateres''conribuingto he an- microwave and milliimetter-wave remote sensing and microwave imaging.
dom phase return without reducing the specular compo-
nent.*
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Scattering from a Layered Medium Connected with
Rough Interfaces: Matrix Doubling Method

HYO J. EOM. MEMBER, IEEE, AND WOLFGANG-M. BOERNER. FELLOW. IEEE

Abstract-A theoretical scattering model is developed that computes section, an extended matrix doubling method is pre-
the scattered and transmitted Intensities from an inhomogeneous lay- sented.
ered medium above the half-space. A matrix doublin: method tech-
nique is extended to handle multilayer scattering problems of which
each scattering layer of spherical particles has rough boundary inter- II. EXTENDED MATRIX DOUBLING METHOD

faces. Incoherent scattering Is assumed In the formulation so that the Consider a problem of scattering from two scattering
Stokes vector representations are used to calculate the polarimetric
multiple scattering effects. The scattering coefficlents are computed for thin layers embedded with spherical particles p and q
a two-layered Rayleigh scattering medium with a rough boundary. The whose dielectric constants are identical to each other (see
developed scattering model of a radiative transfer approach is useful Fig. 1). We assume the scattering from layers p and q are
for scattering computations dealing with a random medium often en- represented by corresponding scattering and transmission
countered in active and passive microwave remote-sensing problems. phase matrices Sp, Tp, S,", Ta and S, T, Sq*, Ta. The

starred quantities are the phase matrices when the direc-
I. INTRODUCTION tion of incidence is reversed. It is well known that the two

NCOHERENT intensity scattering from a random in- scattering layers p and q can be combined into one equiv-
homogeneous layered medium has been studied by alent layer, by means of the matrix doubling techniques

many investigators in the area of active microwave remote [5]. The detailed derivation is available in [5]. The final
sensing. One of the purposes of scattering studies is the results read
medium profile inversion from data collected with re-
mote-sensing devices. For instance, applications include S, = Sp + T• Sq(I - Sj SqO-Tp (la)
snow wetness measurements and sea-ice classification
using SAR imagery. In order to analyze microwave re- T, = Tq(I - SS*SoITi (lb)
motely sensed data, a variety of analytical techniques =S-, + T'ST(I * - p *
based on the field approaches [1]-[3] and intensity ap-

proaches [4]-[6] have been used. T*= T•(I - S -S'Y) (1d)
When one deals with scattering from a layered scatter-

ing medium, a scatter model to accommodate the layering where S, and T, are the scattering and transmission phase
effect is needed. Recently, the radiative transfer technique matrices of optical depth rp, + rq and I is the identity ma-
14] was taken and the theoretical formulation has been trix.
developed [7] that deals with scattering from an inhomo- The size of S and T is 4 X 4 to account for polarization
geneous multilaver connected by rough interfaces, effects resulting from (I x 4) Stokes vector representa-

In this paper, we take the approach of the matrix dou- tions. Note that the successive application of the above
bling method [5] to develop a scattering model that com- equations results in scattering and transmission matrices
putes polarimetric scattering intensities from a multilayer of any thickness of optical depth that one wishes to build.
of spherical particles linked with rough boundaries. The Consider scattering from layers I and 2 depicted in Fig.
existing matrix doubling method is extended to combine 2. The average permittivities of layers I and 2 are El and
surface and volumetric scattering effects resulting from a E,, respectively. The two scattering layers are joined to-
multilayer with rough dielectric interfaces. In other words. gether with rough dielectric interfaces. The process of in-
we use the doubling technique on each individual layer, tensity reflection and transmission across the dielectric
and then connect the results with rough boundary condi- boundary can be described by surface reflection and trans-
tions. Based on the developed scattering model, the nu- mission phase matrices of (4 X 4) in size [5]. The explicit
merical results of backscattered intensity from two irreg- forms of surface phase matrices of the Kirchhoff rough
ular Rayleigh layers are shown in Section III. In the next surface are also given in 15].

For the sake of discussion, we assume that the bound-
Manuscript received December 30. 1985: revised June 6, 1986. ary is detached from layer I and attached to layer 2. Layer
Fhe authors are with the Communications L.aborator. Depanment nt n can then be considered as a two-lavered medium having

.I.:ctrical Engincerieng and Computer Science. LUntversiiv 01 Illinois at Chl- - der

:av',. (Chicaio. IL 60680. a scatterine laver coated with a nonscattcring dielectric"o Number ý6I 035 laver above Isee Fio_. 1). From Fiz. 3. the scatterino and

(1196-2892/86/1100-0937S01.00 E 1986 IEEE
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T- S 2R, T2

DOEPTH'r TO S. r.

,2 2I 27 R

Fig. 4. Scateon andeig scatteringt~ phases matrices whnn incidenerisesm

incidentbcý.,w laver.
tniftfaty S, T

When the incidence is reversed, a similar set of equations
~ , can be obtained (see Fig. 4).

3*= S2* + T,2R'(I - S, 2R'f-'T* (2c0

= -S 2 R'f-'T*. (2d)
Sitfihily S2  T

The scattering and transmission phase matrices S and T
layer 2 corresponding to a combined layer (i.e.. layers 1 and 2)

(permittiv~ity 1) are obtained by substituting the phase matrices of layer I

X2  ( Sir T1. S*1, andi T*1) and the phase matrices of layer 2 (S2,
Inenit - in the doubling equations (1).

Fig. 2. Two Rayleigh scattering layers with dielectric boundaries. s 1 +T'S( _~'T1  (a

S, TI* T = 7 2VI - S*I3S-y' (3b)

-000 S* 0 S o*gw +TT, 2( ( - S1S3'y'T T (3d)
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 01

/ "k.-1We refer to (3) as an extended matrix doubling equation.
T, It is possible to compute intensity scattering and trans-

mission from multilayers with dielectric interfaces by re-
''sta' 0' StR' SO peating the doublin_ process described in (3). As a chec

/of (3)., the following two speciai cases are in order. 'Whecn A
0 ~/s~' ~a dielectric boundary between two scattering layers is ab-

I ':T.0- sent olR 2 = R = 0. 'Q2 = :Qi = 1), (3) reduces to ( 1).
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 C: layered When the lavers donot scatter. (S = S, S7 = S1

000000~~T, = 00 OO* ='ff 1),=~=~ =)S = 'R , T- Q S,

To 0 To R S, 0O 111. THEORETICAL BEHAVIOR OF SCATrTER MODEL

Fig. 3. Scattering and trantmission phate matrices when incidence is frmm Aanueilex pe.wco utsatrngfm
above laver. A ueia xml.w opt cteigfo

two Rayleigh scattering layers joined by the Kirchhoff
rough surface above the homogeneous half-space. This

transmission phase matrices read situation may arise when one is interested in backscatter-

l.R2 - Q'SQ'Q 2 QlS, 2RlSI .' .. ing from the irregzular wet snow pack (optically thick. 7
- -= 2) covered with the fluffy dry snow toptically thin. 7

Q1U- ,:iY,(2a) 0.5). The geometry of the problem is illustrated in Fig.
[.Q- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 In or :R~~ .vldher fize parameter swavte n sumber o 18 raisof Rae

thcvali. In e order forRayleihsater ingav assum pt raionsX tor be

i~)leigh sphere) _< 0.3. The VV polarized back-scattering
,:oemicient I., plotted in F-ig. fas a iunction o; incidience

"C)" t1(d "P" denote th ransimission and ineies. It is interestine to compare c,.,, with a sum of three I
it cross inc('iZj --- ind **,.- major returns (volume scatter from first iaver 7,. atten- I
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RE-DEVELOPMEW$ OF KEMNXA 'S TRGET CMIAPACYIEISTIC POLARIZATION STATE TREORY

USIN THE POLARIZATICN TPANSFORMATION RATIO FORMALISM FOR TIE COHERET CASE

AmJt P. Agrawal, Member, IEEE., aind Wolfgang-M. Doerner, Fellow, IEEE

ABSTRACT

The Kennaugh target characteristic polarization theory for the monostatic recip-

rocal coherent case is developed in greater detail, emphasizing the transforma-

tion of the scattering matrix under the change of polarization basis via the

unitary transformation matrix formulated in terms oi the polarization ratio o.

Six characteristic polarization states are determined, and displayed on the

Poincar6 sphere and on power and phase plots. Several simple target cases are

considered for demnstrating the applicability of this useful concept to radar

target classification, imaging and identification.

I. TATRODUCTION

The use of characteristic polarization states in radar target applications has

been a subject of recurring interest in recent years. The concept of

characteristic polarization states was first introduced by Kennaugh (1] who

demonstrated that there exist radar polarization states for which the radar

receives minimunv/maximum power. This mini/max polarization theory was extended

(Manuscript received ___ 1986, revised . This work was supported in
part by the Office of Nav-aT Research, Arlington, VA, under Contract US ONR N00014
-C-0773; by the Naval Air Systems Conmand, Washingtcn, DC, under Contract US ONE
N00019-81-C-0352; by the Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, PA, under
Contracts US ONE N00019-82-C-0306 and N62269-85-C-0383; by the Army Research
Office, Research Triangle Park, CA, under Contracts US ARMY DAAG29-80-K-0027 and
DAAK84.-C-0101 and by the US ARMY MI-COM, Advanced Sensors Lab. under Contract
DAAG29-81-D-0100. The authors ars with the C ozmni ncations Lab., Department of
Electrical Engineering & Computer Science, University of Illinois at Chicago,
P.O. [lox 4348, ý.M..C 154), Chicago, -L 60680.)



ri ([Z-6. With the extensive use or thýts theory, i: has reen fcund that :' r:r.2

available literature, the cnaracteristic colarization state theory krninimax

polarization theory) has nor been carried out rigorously and systematically and

the question of uniqueness and validity was occassionally raised (S]. Different

approaches were applied for determining t! 2se polarizaton states by using the

voltage equation [1), the eigenvalue problem of the power scattering matrix

(2,41, and the unitary transformation of the scattering matrix technique (3] to

solve for four of the six characteristic polarization states (two COPOL- and two

XPOL.-Nulls).

Recently, Kostinski and Boerner [5] have critically reviewed the fundamentals of

radar polarimetry, and pointed out that several ambiguities exist in the avail-

able literature, particularly, in relation to the use of the unitary transforma-

tion matrix, and the interpretation of the characteristic polarization theory.

Because of the fact that this theory is being used in current investigations

widely, a re-development of the characteristic polarization theory using

exclusively the p-formulation and including the new findings is desirable in

order to apply the theory more effectively in radar target phenomenology, iden-

tification and classification applications. Specifically, the applicability of

applying this restricted p-formulation to the monostatic and the coherent

scatterer case is analyzed.

II. FUNDAE S OF RADAR POLARIPIETRY

11.1 Polarization States and the Scatterina Matrix (SJ

A plane electromagnetic wave E(HV) propagating in the +7- direction (ej(t-Kz))

can be expressed in terms of the two orthonormal components in the hH and hv

polarization basis as



E(HV) - EH 1 1 + E"_.. = cosa n., + sinc e.: h71

where E and EV are the compiex horizontally and vertically polarized comoonents

of the electric field, and the angles a and 6 are defined in eqs.(2a,b). The

polarization of the wave is described in the form of an ellipse as shown in Fia.

la. The parameters b and r are the tilt and the ellipticity angles of the

ellipse, respectively, given by

tan2 - 22EHIIEVIcosS/(!EHI2_-EVI 2), sin2r = 2jEHIIjEIsin6/(IEFHI 2 ÷JEV12) (2a)

and 6 - &V-6 H is the phase difference between the two orthoaonal components,

and FV. The polarization of the wave can also be described by the complex

polarization ratio, p, which is defined by the ratio of the two orthogonal

components [71 as shown in Fig. lb as:

p- Ipleja - lE,/ leJ( v- 'H) - tan. ej 8  (2b)

where (x,&) and (Q,-) are related by the following equations [8):

cos os 2Cos s 2r, tan 6 - tan 2r/sin2ý (3a,b)

The parameter p is important in radar polarimetry, because it is used for repre-

sention of polarization signals on the Poincar6 sphere [8] as shown in Fig. 1c.

It is commonly denoted as the polarization transformation ratio.

WMen an electromagnetic wave of complex polarization ratio p illuminates a tar-

get, the complex polarization ratio of the scattered signal, in general, chanaes.

This change of polarization states represents the characteristic properties of-3



the target as expressed by tr.e scattering matrix (S]. 7he normalized mcnostat::

and reciprocal scattering matr:x Sv S. with rejative chase in the

orthonormal linear colarization basis KHV) is related to the incident field E,

and the scattered field E (I] as:

E (HV) - [S(HV)]Ei(hV), [S(HV)] V , S S)

SVH (for monostatic and
S -reciprocal case)

11.2 Unitary Transformation Matrix In Terms Of The Polarization Ratio o

It is possible to transform the scattering matrix from one orthogonal polariza-

tion basis to another through a unitary matrix, which serves mainly two purposes:

(i) extracting the useful information contained in the different polarization

responses from the target, and (ii) making it possible to relate the results of

the linear polarization radar of the polarization basis (HV) with the circular

polarization and/or any elliptical polarization radar systems. A 2x2 general

unitary transformation matrix (T] for transforming this linear polarization basis

(HV) to another polarization basis (AMB') can be given (9] as:

F cosc e I1 sinc e7p 2 1
h(A'B') - [TI h(HV), [T]= [5sine e3 coso eJ4(

with P - 'P3 - *2 - *4 and a .

The unitary transformations have the importanc prcperty of preserving the total

power in the wave, which means that the inner product of the electric field vec-

tor is invariant under unitary transformaticn. A unitary transformation matrix

[T) satisfies the following conditions:

!-



[T)*T C3etT I T] , cietUTr]I -- '5).

The matrix of e. (5) can ce written as,

1 _ _e" _

(T] - ,; cosO-= (7)l+0• _0e1 •* •+0

where p - tana ej , 6 - )= - , and detTI} =e

The phase of det{(T]} is arbitrary, and any values of 'i and 14 can be chosen.

The simplest choice could be pI-0, 4=0. By fixing these values, the general

phase information of the determinant is lost and the [T] transformation matrix

becomes restricted. Therefore, if the relative phase information between the

columns of the 2x2 unitary matrix is not important, the restricted unitary matrix

can be used in radar polarimetry without any reservation which is convenient

because of the exclusive use of (2b) in the formulation of (T].

In this paper, we have chosen another value of the phase of det{[T]}, which

satisfies the IEEE-Standard (7]. Let us consider an example of the unitary

matrix, which transforms the linear (H-V) polarization basis to the circular

(L-R) one (7] and vice versa as

(T=(HV-*LR) -- , and [Tcl(LR4HV)j = [Tlc- = 7i 8)

v i1 -.j -J j~

Both the matrices of eqs. (5) and (8) are unitary because they satisfy the

conditions of eq.(6), and the determinant of eq.(8) is a complex number

det([T lc] = e-j/2. Usina this result, 2q. (7) is reformulated with i)14 =



14

rT]

It is to be noted that [T] is the transformation matrix for the polarization

basis. The vector transformation matrix (U] and the basis transformation matrix

[T) are related by (U] = T] T, where (U] is related by the field vectors E(HV)

and E'(A'B') [3] as
1 [1 JP*] -J

which confirms with the formulation of the IEEE-Standard 149-1979 [7].

In the following, we shall make use of these formulations of (8) to (10) while

keeping in mind that the two-parameter family of unitary matrices is not

sufficiently general for certain classes of eigenvalue problems [5].

I1.3 Transformation of the Scatterina Matrix in the New Basis for the Monostatic

and Reciprocal Case

Substituting eq. (10) into the voltage equation of the firm V = E [SI _E, the

voltage equation in che new basis [3,10] can be written as:

V- V' = E' [u] [s][u] E' = E'T [S'] E' (1i)

This gives the scattering matrix in the new basis as,



(S'(A'B'. ] - ;u) (I F3': ; S,

[SIB SBB])

and, in this case, the following transformaticn invariants are satisfied:

Idet{[S(HV)J)I = jdetf[S'(A'B')]}l, Soan{(SýHV)J] = SpansIS(A'B')j1 43)

Now, substituting eq.(l0) into eq.(12), the transformed scattering :"ttL .

elements in the new basis (A'B') can be written as

* -l-'
S = (i+ro) (P-SV 2oS + S( 14a)AA ~HV 11

r -l* *

SAB = SBA =-j(l+0p ) (PSvv + (l-pP)SHv - p SMI) (14b)

' ~* -1 o*2SH
SBB --(l+PP ) (p SH - 2pSHV + SVV) (14c)

Similar equations appear in (31 with different scattering matrix element phases

derived from the restricted unitary matrix, where the phase of the determinant of

the unitary matrix was assumed to be zero. Note, that eqs. (14a-c) should not be

considered as a simultaneous set of equations for p, but rather equations for

[S'J for a given o.

The received power o.," the backscattered signal is proportional to the square of

the amplitude of the voltage. .f the proportionality constant is taken unity,

then the power expression can be written [1] as

2 T 2h TI s,
P =h1= III _T~ I" Ih r III (15a)

where (') indicates the new basis, and h. and h are the polarization vectors of



the transmitting and roceivinu- ancennas, _-25seCt:C'.0iV. -he cc-poiarized ncwer .".n

be calculated if h = -. = h and h' = n ill , '.nen

P I V I" = , ' S~" I hi' r ' h '"• -b"-C - -

Similarly, the cross-polarized cower can be calculated if h. hiL =h_ '

_h'" =hI ( -L indicates the orthooonal vector), ,.;here the colarizatlcn ral: cs cs

h, ht andIlh' ht' are related by, prpt -1 and ' t -1. The cross-ooc ized
-t' -1 -tt

power is then given as

P = IVx = h_ .., h = h'[[3']h' Ix

III. FORMULATION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC POLARIZATION STATES (CPS)

In the previous section, the unitary transformation matrix was represented in

terms of the complex transformation ratio, p, for transforming an electric field

vector from one polarization basis to another. This change of polarization basis

was demonstrated on the Poincar6 sphere in terms of p (p = tan a e j), which

provides the immediate visualization of the transformation parameters

geometrically.

Now using the p-formulation, we determine the polarization states of the

transmitted signal, for which the target returns maxima and minima in the

co-polarized and cross-polarized channels, respectively. In this paper, we refer

these polarization states as the target characteristic polarization states. The

relative phase scattering matrix of the target can be recovered from these

characteristic polarization states (2,3]. To determine these polarization states,

we use the transformed scattering matrix in the new basis of eq. (14) and thE.



power expressions given by eq. , IS) as fcilows:

III.1 Determination of the Polarizaticn States (XPOL-Nulls), -:hich Croduce Z7rc

Power in the Cross-Polarized Channel (i.e., determine o for which

= 0, or PX = 0)

From eq.(14b), the XPOL Nulls in the H-V basis can be determined as

Pxnl,2 = (-B + (B2 - 4AC)1/2)/2A (16)

where, A-= S S v H w, B = ýS H2 ISwlI, C

Pxnl,2 can, in general, be written as tan xnl, 2 exp(J6xnl, 2). It is readily

shown that the XPOL-Nulls are orthonormal to each other, i.e., Pxnlpxn2 -1.

Now, the new scattering matrix in the XPOL-Null basis becomes diagonal and is

expressed as:

[S X 0] X IXe (17)0 X2 IX2le3 2

The values of XI and X2 can be obtained by substituting P0 Pxnl in eqs.(14a-c).

Since the order of eigenvalues has not been fixed, we may assume without loss of

generality (2], that fX3l ? IX.,2. Thus, the powers corresponding to the

XPOL-Nulls in the co-polarized channel are P C 2, and PCn I 2xnl = I'll ,adxn2 "121

111.2 Determination of the Polarizaticn States (COPOL Nulls), which produce

Zero Power in the Co-Polarized Channel (i.e. find P for which S AA 0,

or P • 0)C



From eq.(14a), the CCPOL--Nulls in the H-V basis are given by

P (-S + (S -S HH" //)cn 1 HV . ?iV 1fC7,, VVW

The COPOL-Nulls can also be calculated by considering [S] in the XPOL-Null basis.

Taking PC 0 in eq.(15b), i.e. P = 1h'T[Sd]_hI2 0, which gives

P/2 = - X1 /x 2  X1/X2 I eJ(#1-2+f)

Let, tany - )/2, - 4N, and 4iin901-y
2

then the COPOL-Nulls in the XPOL-Null basis are

-cnl,2 ± tan* ej( 2 v + n/2) (19)

where (') indicates the new basis. Eq.(19) indicates that the magnitudes of the

polarization ratios pcnl,2 are equal, and the phase difference between them is

equal to n. Using these results, it is straightforward to represent the diagocnai

matrix (Sd] of eq.(17) in terms of the Huynen [2] target parameters.

Let, -1 M & + 2v, -2 - & - 2v, IXi1 = m, and - (01+(2)/2

then [Sd] can be rewritten as

(d ej m, ej2v 0 (0
(sd] = ~ me 2  a~ JV](20)

0 m tan 2¥ e-jv

The matrix of eq.(20) is equivalent to Huynen's [2] diagonal matrix, where the

parameter m2 represents the cc-rclari:'ed !-,P v-?turn "hen the .ianai transmitt,:d
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is not depolarized; 4-o represents the chase difference between the two diaaonai

elements XI and X ., was named target skin angle by Huynen [21) and its ranae i

-45' • v • 450; tan-> represents the ratio of the amplitudes of X. and X, (y was

named target characteristic angle by Huvnen (2]), and its range is 0 < y 450;

and & represents the absolute phase

The power return in the cross-polarized channel corresponding to the COPOL-Nulls

can be calculated from eq.(15b) as

pX 2
Pcn1, m tan-f Y21)

111.3 Determination of the Polarization States (COPOL-Max), which oroduce Maxi-
mum Power in The Co-Polarized Channel (i.e., find p for which P is

maximum)

From eq.(15b)

Pc - P M (l+•'P'*)-2 (P,2 *f *2 2 2X * *2XX* + 2(= ' 0' X p' + A' + X (22a)

PCm is maximum when p' - p, - 0, i.e. Pc C x11 2 = mi2  (22b)
in cm m '

Note that P' - 0 corresponds to the XPOL-Null basis, and the power associatedCM

with it is iXI 2. Referring to the XPOL-Nulls in the H-V basis as derived in

(16), the power associated with one of the XPOL-Nulls (Pxnl) is also XO1
2. Thus

the value of pc - 0 in the XPOL-Null basis is equal to P in the H-V basis.

Therefore, one of the XPOL-Nulls corresponds to the maxinuun return in the co-po-

larized channel (i.e., c P ), -hile the other XPOL-Null corresponds to thexnl m

power, P, 2 " m2 tan 4y. The co-polarized rower received for both the XPOL-Nulls

We would like to menticn that týe spin matrices used by Huvnen (2] for the
transformations of the polarization vectors (sp.nors) and the scatterina
ratrices are not ccnsidered :n :z[is cacer.
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becomes equal when y = 450.

II1.4 Determination of the colarization states (XPOL-Maxs., which oroduce
maximum cower return in the cross-Dolarized channel (i.e., find o for
which P is maximum)

Eq.(15c) gives

PX = p I(l+p0'*)-m(e( 2v) - tan2 y e-j( 2v)P )I2

which is maximized when the right most term is negatively large. This occurs

when

" v2+rt/2 )p= ;Xl ,' = ±- e-"~ R2 (3P xlmit, e2 - (23)

and the maximum power in the cross-polarized and co-polarized channels can

respectively be derived as

px m2/(4 0os4yc 2 - m2 cos 2 2y/(4 cos4y) (24a,b)anl,2 m2(csy) xm,

Note, thatPl and P, are also orthonormal to each other, i.e., pmlp',

and the phase difference between them is n. Comparing eqs. (21) and (24a), it is

observed that the power returns in the cross-polarized channel at the COPOL-Nulls

and the XPOL-Maxs are not identical, i.e. Pxnl2 P 2x which implies that the

power return in the cross-polarized channel at the COPOL-Nulls is not maximum.

Similarly from eq. (24b) the power return in the co-polarized channel at the

XPOL-Maxs is not equal to zero, i.e. PC * 0. However only if the characteri-

stic angle, y, becomes y - 450, the COPOL-Nulls and the XPOL-maxs do occur at

identical locations. In this case the COPOL-Nulls are true power nulls in the

co-polarized channel and the XPOL-Mlaxs are true power maxima in the
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cross-polarized channel.

III.5 Interrelation amona the Six Characteristic Polarization States

From the above discussion, we have seen that there are two polarization states

(P ) of eq. (16) for zero cross-oolarized return; two (nl ) of eq. (19)

for zero co-polarized return; one (p, ý of eq. (22b) for maximum co-polarized

return; and two (p, 2 ) of ea. (23) for maximum cross-polarized return. It is

found from eqs. (17a) and (22b) that the COPOL-Max (PI) is always equal to one

of the XPOL-Nulls (Pxnl ). Thus, there are only six polarization states which may

be denoted as "Characteristic Polarization States (CPS)". these results are

suTmmarized in Table 1.

Let us represent the orthonormal XPOL-Nulls (pxnl,2) of eq. (16) by the antipodal

points X1 and X2 on the Poincar6 sphere as shown in Fig. 2. According to the

Poincar6 sphere rules [4,8], if the polarization ratios of the polarization

states are given in the new basis (XIX 2 ), then the equal-valued magnitudes of

the polarization ratios lie on the circle around the diameter joining X1 and X2,

and their phases represent the rotation of the points around the diameter (XIX2 )

(4]. Following these rules, the COPOL-Nulls (pcnl,2) of eq. (19) which are given

in the XPOL-Null basis can be represented by the points C1 and C2 on the

COPOL-Null cone of the Poincar6 sphere as shown in Fig. 2. Since the phase

difference between the COPOL-Nulls of eq. (19) is n, the difference in rotations

of the points C1 , C2 about the diameter X X2 is also equal to a and therefore,

they are located on the same great circle. Further, since according to (19) the

magnitudes (tani') of the COPOL-Nulls are equal, the XPOL-Nulls (XV, X,) bisect

the angle C -O-C2 (where 0 is the origin of the sphere) made by the COPOL-Nulls

at the origin of the sphere. :.ow the question is to which of the XPOL-Nulls (XI,
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X2) are the COPOL-Nulls (CI, C2 closer? Since the saread of the COPOL-Nulls

with resoect to X. according to eq. (19) is 2w = 180-2y, where 00 z Y < 450, •ne

range of 2* will be 900 < 2,,p < 1800. This implies that the COPOL-Nulls will be

closer to X2 which is orthonormal to X1 according to (16). Note that the XPOL-

Null (X1 ) represents the maximum power return in the co-polarized channel. Now

let us represent the XPOL-Maxs of eq. (23) by the points S1 and S2 about the

point X1 on the Poincar6 sphere. Due to the orthonormality of the XPOL-Maxs,

they are represented by the antipodal points on the sphere. Since according to

(23) their amplitudes are equal and the phase difference is n, the XPOL-Maxs lie

on the same great circle, where the diameter S1 S2 is perpendicular to the diame-

ter X1 X2 according to (23). Thus, sunmarizing above relationships, the interest-

ing property results that for the monostatic, reciprocal (symmetric matrix) case,

all of the six characteristic polarization states lie on 'One Main Circle' and

they form a " Polarization Fork" with one handle and five prongs as shown 2 in

Fig. 2. However, we emphasize that for the general bistatic (asymmetric matrix)

case, it was shown in [4] that two main circles are required for relatinq the

resulting characteristic polarization states. They can also be determined by

using the Three-Stage-Procedure introduced in [5].

IV. GRAPHICAL REPRESUENATION OF A TARGET'S SCATTERING MATRIX BEHAVIOR AS A

FUNCTICN OF THE TRANSCEIVER POLARIZATIONS: THE POLARIZATION FORK, THE

CO-/CROSS-POLARIZED POWER SPECTRA, AND THE RELATIVE CO-/CROSS-POLARIZATION

PHASES

For a discrete mini-max polarimetric target description, as given in the previous

section, it is found expedient to provide three-dimensional continuous plots of

the received powers in the co-polarized (A) and the cross-polarized (B) channels,

22
i. e. PC S - r and PX= I (, T)i I accordina to eqis. (14a, b, IlSa, b), as

2 Note, cur polarization fork differs from that introduced by Huynen (2], who

defined the fork by one handle and three prongs by neglecting the two XPOL-Maxs.
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well as the relative co-/crcss-ooiarizatu-n phase differences V't,- =

A BBI and X($t) = I - 6A1 according to eas. (A.3) of Appendix. These

are functions of the general transceiver nolarization states (0,t) and identify

the characteristic polarizaticn states on these maps.

In order to graphically display these polarimetric scattering matrix properties,

the Poincard sphere was found to be appealing only for presenting the polariza-

tion fork (Fig. 2); for displaying power spectral and relative polarization phase

information it was found inadequate. Therefore, recourse was taken to linear

rectangular (0,t) maps [5,11]. 7t was found that three-dimensional perspective

planar plots are well-suited for plotting the power spectra, as was recently

proposed in (51 and also used in (11]. Multiple-color imagery are for displaying

the relative co-/cross-polarization phase difference onto the linear rectangular

(*,T) maps.

All of above described polarimetric display methods are illustrated in Fig. 3 for

one general symmetric scattering matrix case, selected from Kostinski and Boerner

[51 and described in Fig. 3a, where Fig. 3b presents the polarization fork,

Figs. 3c,d display the co-/cross-polarization power spectral plots IS AA(, t) ,

ISAB(O,T)l 2, and Figs. 3e,f the relative co-/cross-polarization phase plots

V(O,r), x(O,-r), respectively. From simultaneous inspection of all of these

displays, we observe that the polarizaticn fork together with the power spectral

and relative co-/cross-polarization phase plots well describes the scattering

matrix properties and that the introduction of the two additional XPOL-Iaxs

improves the interpretation of the target characteristic polarization states

description. Also, the relative co-polarization chase plots reveal that for more

complicated shapes, polarimetric phase calibration errors may become very



critical in establishina the pciarizatiCn fork properties.

V. APPLICATIONS TO RADAR TARGET CLASSIFIC.TION

We consider a few examnles of simple canonical radar targets to illustrate the

usefulness of the new formulation of the characteristic polarization states with

the graphical representation of the polarization fork, co-/cross-polarization

power spectra and the relative co-/cross-polarization phases. For all examples,

their scattering matrices and Huynen parameters are given in Table 2; the

polarization forks and power spectra are shown in Figs. 4-7; and all the relative

co-/cross-polarization phases are collectively shown in Fig. 8. Examples of more

complicated targets are treated in [12,131.

V.1 Metallic Flat Plate or Sphere

This example is illustrated in Fig. 4a,b. Here, only the co-polarization power

spectral plot is shown because the cross-polarization power spectral plot is the

identical configuration to the co-polarization power spectral plot if one is

viewed from the top and the other from the bottom side. The features of the flat

plate are expected to occur in the radar images for specular reflections, e.g.,

smooth surfaces, spherical targets, etc.

V.2 Dihedral Corner Reflection (Trouah)

This target (two planes intersecting at 900) Is illustrated in Fig. 4c,d. In this

example, the incident field suffers two reflections (i.e., double bounce). The

co-/cross-polarization power spectral plots are also identical in this case if

one is viewed from the top and the other from the bottom side. These kinds of

features of the target are expected in the radar imaaes of rcuah surfaces

containing corner reflectors.
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V.3 Linear Targets (Dioole)

Three cases of linear targets (dipoies): horizontal dipole, vertical dipole, and

dipole at 450 orientation are considered. Only a dipole at 450 orientation is

illustrated in Fig. 5. The features of the horizontal and vertical dipoles can be

obtained by rotating the great circle of the Poincar6 sphere in the azimuthal

direction. For horizontal dipole, the x1 should lie at the H-polarization state,

and for vertical dipole, x1 should lie at V-polarization state (12], These type

of features of the targets are expected to occur in the radar imaaes of a dipole

cloud or whenever scattering from electrically thin extended straight conducting

wire or from sharp edges is encountered such as telephone lines, railroads, etc.,

in polarimetric SAR imaging.

V.4 Huynen's Artificial Helical Targets

Huynen's metallic helical targets with right and left screws are considered. In

Fig. 6, only the helical target with right screw is illustrated. In this example,

if the polarization of the incident wave is right hand circular, then the return

signal will be right hand circular only. On the other hand, if the polarization

of the incident wave is left hand circular, then the return siganl will be zero.

This shows that the right screw helix behaves like a right hand circular dipole

in the circular polarization basis (see Table 2).

Similarly, it can be shown that the left hand screw helix behaves like a left

hand circular dipole in the circular polarization basis (12].

V.5 Quarter-Wave Reflectors

Two types of quarter-wave reflectors: one in which the, vertically polarized
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signal differs from the horizonE.aAly colarized signal by 900 phase and in

another by -90o chase are considered. in Fig. 7, only the quarter wave reflectsr

with 900 phase is illustrated. The detail of the other reflector with -900 phase

is discussed in [12]. These features of the targets are expected in the radar

images of the perfect conductors coated with dielectric material, which for a

certain critical coating depth behave like a quarter-wave reflector.

V.6 Comparative Remarks of the Examoles Considered Above

V.6.1 Target Characteristic Anole Y:

From the examples considered above, it can be interpreted that when the

characteristic angle, y, is zero, both the COPOL-Nulls become equal to the

XPOL-Null-2 (X2 ) (see the examples of the dipoles and the helices), i.e., they

become antipodal to the COPOL-Max. When the target characteristic angle becomes

y - 450, the COPOL-Nulls become equal to the XPOL-Maxs (see the examples of the

flat plate and the corner reflector). Therefore, the non-zero value of the

angle, y, in the range 0 < y <450 will separate all the characteristic

polarization states at different locations on the Poincar6 sphere, as was shown

for the general example considered in Section IV.

V.6.2 Target Skip Angle, v:

It is noticed that when the skip angle becomes 0* (flat plate), the target acts

as a single (odd) bounce reflector, on the other hand, when the skip angle

becomes v - 450 (corner reflector), the target acts as a double (even) bounce

reflector. If the skip angle becomes v = n/8, the target acts as a quarter-wave

reflector as shown in Section V.5.

In comparing the cases of the horizontalvertical dipoles and the left,/-right

screw helices, it is found that the values of m = 1, y = 00 and v = 'arbitrary'
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are identical in both cases. This is because the linear dipoles in the H-V basis

are the dual set of the helical targets in the circular basis.

V.6.3 Relative Co-/Cross-Polarization Phases:

From the relative co-/cross-polarization phase plots illustrated in Fig. 8, it is

observed that at the COPOL-Nulls and /or XPOL-Nulls the relative co-/cross-

polarization phases become undefined. They are clearly identifiable by those

points where all the color contours converge. However, these features are not

observed in the case of a flat plate. :n the example of the corner reflector and

quarter-wave reflectors, where the XPOL-Maxs are identical to the COPOL-Nulls,

the relative phases at the XPOL-Maxs behave in the same manner as they do at the

COPOL-Nulls, but in general the undefined relative phase behavior at the

XPOL-Maxs is not observed.

A possible explanation of the undefined phase behavior at the COPOL-/XPOL-Nulls

is found by considering that the co-polarized element (SAA) of the scattering

matrix becomes zero at the COPOL-Nulls, ,here the phase of the element, SAA' is

not defined. Similarly, at the XPOL-Nulls, the off-diagonal elements (SAB) of the

scattering matrix become zero, so it should make the relative cross-polarization

phase become undefined.

We illustrate the relative co-/cross-polarization phase behavior for a general

example of Fig. 8.10a,b (also Fig. 3e,f). At the COPOL-Nulls (C1 , C2 ), the

relative co-/cross-polarization phases are undefined, and at the XPOL-Nulls (X,

X2), the co-polarization phases of Fici. 8.10a have finite values. The

cross-polarization phases of Fig. 8.10b have undefined values. But both the'

phases are finite at the XPOL-Maxs (S1 , SZ).
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in all the examoies considered. -.;e have shown that the Pojncare sphere represen-

tation provides the informaticn anout the discrete locations of the characterist-

ic polarization states in the form of a polarization fork, .;hose parameters are

m, %), y as discussed in Section 111.5. The information about the power returns

at these locations cannot be easily obtained from this representation. On the

other hand, the power return in the co-/cross-polarized channels at these

characteristic states are obtained from the co-/cross-polarization power spectral

and relative co-/cross-polarization phase plots. The polarization fork properties

of the characteristic polarization states cannot be easily interpreted from these

plots. Thus, in order to obtain a complete picture of the polarimetric behavior

of a target as a function of the interrogating polarization state, both of the

representations introduced here are deemed necessary.

VI. CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF T"HE o-TRANSFORMATION FORMALISM

In this paper, a 2x2 general unitary transformation matrix with four parameters

has been reduced to two parameters by introducing a complex polarization ratio,

p. By doing so, the unitary matrix becomes restricted because the information

about the relative phase between the columns of the unitary matrix is lost. How-

ever, in radar polarimetry, if the two polarization vectors with different abso-

lute phases are identical 3 , then the restricted 2x2 unitary matrix is sufficient

to transform the polarization vector from one polarization basis to another, and

the scattering matrix [S] can therefore be transformed from one polarization

basis to another by using the same restricted unitary matrix. It is to be noted

that the congruence tranformation, eq.(12), which was used to diagonalize the

symmetric scattering matrix in the monostatic and reciprocal case, cannot be

applied to the bistatic case (for which the scattering matrix is asymmetrical in

Consider two polarization vectors ( -1 ) and ( = j (-j ). Both the vectors
represent the right-hand-circular polarization and can be represented by a
point (RHC) on the Poincare spnere. Therefore, the relative phase between the
two polarization vectors is unimoortant.
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;enera±i. .Uather, ::o;e •',' riszrnc: :znaruence ana simiiariv,) unicarv

transrormation matrices intrcducea in 1.5 should be considered as discussed in

[, 5].

VII. CONCLUSION

The restricted unitary transformation matrix formulated in terms of o is moadified

according to IEEE standards (3,4]. Using this unitary transformation matrix, zhe

six characteristic polarization states are determined by the transformation of

the scattering matrix from one polarization basis to another basis. These

characteristic polarization states lie on one great circle on the Poincar6 sphere

and produce the pattern of the "Polarization Fork", with one handle reoresentina

the maximu= co-polarized return, and the five prongs representing the powers in

the rest of the characteristic polarization states.

The new polarimetric plots on the co-/cross-polarization power spectra and

relative co-/cross-polarization phases are introduced, and it is emphasized by

demonstrating few simple target models that for a complete picture of the

polarimetric behavior of a target as a function of the transceiver polarization

state, all the three representations are important.

This theory can further be extended using a coherency matrix formulation for an

ensemble of scatterers (e.g. distributed target) for identifying the partially

coherent properties of the resulting clutter, and detecting a target in the

presence of such clutter, which is treated in (14].
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.-= _-DIX

Expressions used for Calculating the Relative Co-/Cross-Polarization Phase P12Zs

Whereas, in the calculation cf the power 2-pectrai clots, eas. ý14a-c) have been

used in calculating the relative co-/cross-polarization phase plots introduced in

Sections IV and V.7, eqs. (14a-c) are not used because these equations are

derived from the restricted unitary matrix, where the relative phase of the t'.:o

column vectors is discarded. Hience for the relative phase plots, we use the

expressions as derived below.

The transmitted field in terms of the polarization parameters $ and - can be

expressed [2] as

rcosO -sino lcos-
h(~,-) = I I(A.1)

,sins cosol [jsin]A

Then the polarization orthonormal to eq. (A.1) can be written as

"-sins -cos$1 cos-r

h 1(0,T) - h(l+n/2,--r) - (A.2)
coso -sino -jsinrr

Thus, when the signal with polarization states h(O,r) and h 1 (Or) are

transmitted respectively, the voltages in the co-polarization channel, A, and the

cross-polarization channel, B become

VAA = h T[S(HV)Vh,]h = T, h TA _ = h [S(HV)]h f

and the relative co-polarization phase, €(St) and the cross-polarization phase,

*(•,t) are defined by

= MA - 05BB1  X1 ('~T 0 "r) - 'bA Xl(c~T) =0 ItB- B (A.3)

where PAA = arg (VAA), 4BB = arg (VBB), A = arg (VAB), and taA = arg (VaA),

and only x(O,T) = X1 (0,T) was presented in Sections IV and V.7.
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TABLE 1: Characteristic Polarization States and Their Related Power Exoressicns1
in the Co-Polarized and Cross-Polarized Channels

Characteristic Received Power
Polarization Polarization Ratios

States Co-Polarized I Cross-Polarized

XPOL-Nulls 2 PX
(H-V Basis) p (-B = 0 m m= - "1xni m xnl

where * 2x
A - -e =S*S ÷SS P 2 = mtanly xn2

B =IsHHIZ - SV

2COPOL-Max Pm 0xni= P Mm m P m 0

(H-V Basis)

COPOL-Nulls cnl,2- +tan(90_7)e ( cnl,2 0 Pcnl,2 = m tanY

(XIOL-Null
Basis)

XPOL-Maxs p e Cj(2v+ /2) c - m2COS 22y x m_2

'Xznl2 xml, 2 4cos 4v xml,2 4cos"
( XPOL-Null

Basis)



TABLE 2: Unitary Transformations of the Scattering Matrix S(HV) in the H-V
Basis to the Circular Basis S(LR) by Using S(LR) - (U]T(SV Mull

Where according to (8) [U] - (Tc(HV4LR)]T = I and

Huynen parameters (m,v,y)

H-V Basis LHC-RHC Basis mv,y

Metallic Sphere [1 01 [0 11 r - i
or [ 0 0Q

Flat Plate (Case V.1) 0 j 1 0 i - 45*

[ 01 [1 01 I
Corner Reflector v - 450

(Case V.2) 0 -1 0 1 7 Y 450

Dipole (Case V.3) m- 1
[1 01 1~ 1] v-arbitrary

M Horizontal 1 - 00

r0  01 nI0 0 m

(ii) Vertical v - arbitrary0 1 1 -1 Y - 00

(iii) 450 oriented 1 - arbitrary
1 1 i -j 1 F- I0

Helix (Right Screw) 7 v - arbitrary
(Case V.4) 0-j -1 0 0] - 00

Helix (Left Screw) [ [ v - arbitrary

S1 0 1 -j 0/4[ 1 j 1 -
Quarter-Wave Reflector with - -i -/8
900 Phase, (Case V.5) 0 i V7 j 1 Y - 45I

r1 0 1 jr/4[ 1 -j 1 r- I
Quarter-Wave Reflector with vI - /--901 Phase 0 -j v•L-j 1 Y - 45'

[2 ii ~ 2~ 1 m -2.22j 2 j 19 - 00

General Target Y = 31.10
(Fig. 3) • -jJ j
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(a) (b)

RHC

(c)

Fig. 1: (a) Parametric Presentation of the Polarization Ellipse, (b)
Representation of the Polarization State in the Horizontal-Vertical
(H-V) Basis, Cc) Representation of a Polarization State on the Poincar6
Sphere with Definition of Angles (a,&) and (0,-r) of the Polarization
State Presentations of Figs. 'a,b According to Eqs. (-2a,b) and (3a,b)

(Spherical Azimuth Angle V - 20, Spherical Polar Angle e' Y t



CONE

Fig. 2: Representation of the Chiaracteristic Polarization States on the
Poincar6 Sphere (XPOL-Nulls: X COPOL-Nulls: C1 ;XPOL-Ma~xs: j,
Target Characteristic Angle: 'r)
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we focus on image contrast optimization

between two rough surface classes. Our approach is based

strictly on polarimetric filtering and, therefore, no digital

image processing techniques are employed. The approach is

tested on a complete polarimetric synthetic aperture radar image

of the San Francisco Bay area. The data was taken with the

NASA/JPL CV-990 L-band POL-SAR system, where eight real numbers

(complex elements of 2 X 2 polarization scattering matrix) are

associated with each image pixel. Optimal transmitted

polarizations (corresponding to maxima or minima of reflected

energy) are found for each image pixel and the results are

analyzed statistically via a set of joint 2D histograms. This

is done for both of the rough surface classes. The image

response to the "optimal" incident polarization is then

simulated digitally by adjusting the receiver polarization

according to the modes of the histograms. The corresponding

images are computed and displayed with significant image

contrast improvement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the problem of coherent image contrast

optimization between two rough surface classes. We focus on

such contrast which is due to the differences in polarimetric

scattering from one rough surface to another. The novelty of

this problem is due to the combination of coherent imaging and

polarimetric scattering. The former introduces speckle

reduction as a major issue while the latter provides the full

scattering matrix (i.e., complete polarization information) per

image pixel. The second and equally important task of this work

is to develop efficient statistical tools for polarimetric image

data analysis and speckle reduction techniques.

Speckle has long been recognized as the main problem of

coherent imaging (1) and many processing techniques have been

advanced to overcome it. The vast majority of these techniques,

however, are of a scalar nature simply because vector/matrix

imaging data are so sparse and have become available only very

recently. Such data, taken with the NASA/JPL CV-990

dual-polarization L-band (1.225 GHZ) SAR (Synthetic Aperture

Radar) system, have been made available to us. Here, we

investigate the potential of a strictly polarimetric image

filtering which takes full advantage of the matrix data provided
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on a pixel by pixel basis, and complements the existing scalar

contrast optimization and speckle reduction techniques. We wish

to stress from the outset that our goal is contrast optimization

(with the corresponding speckle reduction) without the help of

incoherent averaging over pixels or "looks", because of the

corresponding loss of spatial or temporal resolution. At first

glance, speckle reduction is impossible without incoherent

averaging but further consideration shows that it is so only for

scalar data. Indeed, taking "projections" onto the receiver

direction in the polarization space decreases amplitude

fluctuations and an image appears less speckled. The goal of

this paper is to find such a choice of the polarization

projection which makes a given rough surface class least

speckled and, by doing so, to improve the image contrast between

two given classes.

The paper is structured as follows: a brief description of

basic polarimetric definitions is provided in Section II, while

in Section III the image data are described and the precise

problem formulation is given. In Section IV, our three-stage

polarimetric optimization procedure is outlined and implemented

for each image pixel. In Section V, we make the transition from

the single pixel result to a combined description. A
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statistical analysis of the results is given, and the images

are displayed and discussed. The operation of the polarimetric

matched filter is summarized in Section VI. Section VII

contains concluding remarks.

II. ESSENTIAL POLARIM-TRIC DEFINITIONS

Following (2,, we define the origin of the coordinate system

at the receiving antenna terminals with the +2-axis directed

toward the target (pixel) as shown in Fig. 1. Note that in SAR

applications the receiver and transmitter are co-located but may

be different antennas so that the situation is slightly

bistatic. The reflected ER and the transmitted ET waves,

together with the antenna "height" h (polarization of the

receiving antenna when used as transmitter (2)), can all be

written as plane waves

(la] T (E21 + E2 )½(cosY + sinYT ej 4 T YJ
1 exp {j(wt - kz + aT))

[IbJ R (EA + ER (cosy Rx + sinyR eJR y]
X Y exp {j(wt + kz + cR))

[c] (h2 + W) YhX + sin~h eJth y]

• exp (j(wt - kz + ah))
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where in all equations y a tan-I(Ey/Ex), and * and a are the

relative and absolute phases, respectively (2). From here on,

we will operate with the expressions in square brackets, written

as complex normalized 2D vectors (also known as Jones vectors

(3) in optics and spinors in quantum mechanics (4)), e.g.,

[T cosy T ]ý [ l ]1T sinYT eT EV T

When usual assumptions about a linear passive mediumr are

employed, the input-output polarization ellipse characteristics

of a target (image pixel) are given by its scattering matrix

defined as

(2) ER = [S]ET

where (S] is a 2 x 2 complex matrix, and cr is set to zero by

the choice of the time origin (2). Finally, the voltage at the

receiving antenna terminals as a function of transmitter and

receiver polarizations is given by

(3] V = hTER = [S]JET

where superscript T denotes the transpose (as opposed to

hermitian conjugate - see (2, pp. 1471-1473), and (5) for
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details). For reference, we also include the transformation

properties of (S] and V from one polarization basis to another

using a similarity transformation for (S] to (S) as discussed

in (2, pp. 1471-1473),

' -1
[4a] (S) - [Ul (S[sJ]

[4b] V - V T[uT[UlR I R

where [U) is the unitary change-of-basis matrix and primes

indicate quantities in the new basis. With these definitions we

now proceed to describe the polarimetric SAR image data and to

formulate the problem more precisely.

III. IMAGE DATA DESCRIPTION AND PROBLEM FORIULATION

The 4096 x 1024 SAR image of the San Francisco Bay area

(6,7) is shown in Fig. 2a for horizontal transmitter and

receiver polarizations (HE). The brightness of each pixel is

assigned according to the total received energy in the

horizontal channel. The data was taken with a dual-polarized

antenna and a four-channel receiver system so that a complete

scattering matrix was measured for each image pixel. The radar

wavelength was 24.5 cm and the resolution (size of each pixel

size) was about 10m x 10m (see (6) for more details). The image
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texture can be roughly classified into three main categories:

man-made structures (ships, the bridge, urban area, etc.),

vegetated area (park), and the ocean region. All three classes

can be considered rough at 24.5 cm according to the Rayleigh

criterion (1). This surface roughness leads to a random

modulation of phase of the reflected wave which, in turn,

produces image speckle (1).

Any kind of averaging is likely to smoothen the image and

reduce speckle. As an example of averaging in polarization

space, the span of (S] image (sum of the magnitudes of all four

scattering matrix elements) is shown on Fig. 2b. The image is

essentially an incoherent superposition of the four separate

polarization images obtained per pixel and, therefore, a

noticable speckle reduction (relative to the HH image) is not

surprising (8). As was mentioned above, this paper focuses on

contrast optimization without incoherent averaging of any kind.

Since a complete scattering matrix is available for every

pixel of each of the three categories, one can simulate the

response of the area to any transmitted polarization ET by

calculating ER via [2]. Furthermore, the response of the image

can also be simulated for an arbitrary receiver polarization h

via [3]. Both equations must be implemented for each pixel of
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the entire image. The brightness is then assigned to each pixel

according to P u V V - (h ER) (h ER) (* stands for complex

conjugate). Such numerical simulations were recently carried

out by the JPL group (6,7), demonstrating the ability of

polarimetric adjustment to substantially improve image contrast.

Our goal here is to develop an algorithm for the search of

optimal image contrast via the combination of our recently

developed Three-Stage-Procedure (TSP) which is described in the

following section, and a subsequent statistical analysis of the

set of polarization eigenvectors computed with the TSP for each

pixel. Again, we emphasize that our algorithm must not include

any incoherent averaging and/or smoothing procedures because of

the ccrresponding loss of information, e.g., temporal (phase) or

spatial resolution. In this paper we focus on finding such

transmitter and receiver polarizations that allow significant

ocean clutter removal for better contrast with the urban area

and ship/man-made structure identification. The method and

implementation of the optimal polarization search for a single

pixel are briefly described in the next section, after which we

proceed to the statistical analysis of the results.
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IV. THE T71REE-STAGE PROCEDURE

The TSP addresses the following problem (see (2,5) for more

details): For a given pixel (i.e., known scattering matrix),

find such transmitting and receiving polarizations, for which

the received power is maximal (minimal). In mathematical terms
*S 2

this means: find ET and h such that P - V V - IhTsJETI is

optimal for a given (S), subject to the constraints lihil "

I I T l I-

The TSP accomplishes this in three separate stages (2):

Stage 1) The energy density in the reflected wave (before it

has reached the receiver) is optimized as a function of

transmitted polarizations via the following eigenvalue

problem

(5) ([G] - I]Er,opt - 0

where [G) s (S] +(S) is by construction a hermitian matrix

for any (S) (+ stands for hermitian conjugate), (I) is the

identity matrix, and ET,opt is the eigenvector corresponding

to the largest (smallest) eigenvalue Xmax (Xmin) giving the

largest (smallest) energy density. The eigenvalues are

always real (they correspond to the measired values of

energy density in the reflected wave) and the eigenvectors
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are orthogonal because (G] is hermitian (9).

Stage 2) At this stage, the polarization state of the

reflected wave is computed using the known ET,opt

ER,opt - FT,opt

Stage 3) Finally, the receiver polarization is adjusted to

ensure that all of 'b power contained in ER,opt (reflected

wave) is either a .orbed or rejected, depending on the

application. The former is accomplished with the choice

Pal h _E R

while the latter requires that

[b] V- hTER -.

In terms of imaging applications, one expects a given pixel

to look relatively "bright" when ET corresponds to the largest

eigenvalue (maximal energy density) and h is adjusted according

to [7a), while the adjustment (7b] ensures that the pixel looks

"dark", especially when supplemented with the choice of minimal

E T,opt' These observations, together with the statistical

considerations, constitute the basis of pixel-by-pixel

pola,-imetric image filtering.
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V. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF OPTIMAL POLARIZATIONS AND IMAGING

Even within a single rough surface class (e.g. ocean), there

is a considerable variability in polarization properties of

pixels in any given patch and we, therefore, must introduce a

statistical description at this stage. We assume that the two

terrain classes are sufficiently different in their polarimetric

responses so that their statistics do not "overlap"

siguificantly. Then, with proper statistical tools, a

"threshold" can be found such that the TSP can be used to

"darken" not just one pixel but a majority of pixels in a given

class.

In order to gain insight into the polarimetric response of

various terrain and ocean categories, we have performed Stage I

of the TSP for each pixel of two chosen segments of ocean and

urban areas. Let us consider the ocean vs. city contrast

enhancement as a specific application. In order to minimize the

ocean return or to maximize the city return, the minimum energy

eigenvector is computed for each pixel of the ocean patch and

the maximum energy eigenvector is computed for the city patch.

The eigenvectors corresponding to Xmin' )Tax are computed

according to (5] for each pixel and expressed in the form (2, p.

1400)
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[8a] Er°,opt 1(1 + pp*) [ Pi"Ey/EX

where p is the complex polarization ratio (3). After the

eigenvectors are computed, we express them in terms of the more

convenient ellipticity c and tilt t coordinates which describe,

respectively, the "fatness" and the inclination of the

polarization ellipse. They are defined (3, p. 35) as

(8bJ c = 1/2 arcsin(2Im(p)/(l-OP*)}

(8c] T - 1/2 arctan(2Re(p)/(l-pp*))

Thus, an optimal polarization state which makes a given pixel

darkest (brightest) is characterized by two numbers, c and T.

Naturally, one would like to choose the incident polarization in

such a way as to make most ocean pixels dark if our goal is to

contrast urban area against ocean or to enhance visibility of

ships at sea. To this end, we present in Figs. 3a-b joint 2D

histograms (c and T) for the two surface categories of interest:

statistics of minimal eigenvectors are presented for the ocean,

and maximal eigenvectors for the urban area. Each patch

contains 40,000 (200 X 200) pixels so that the statistics are

quite good. Both histogram modes are near the linear vertical
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(c = 01, r = 90*) polarization. Thus, if the transmitter is

adjusted to produce vertically polarized waves (relative to the

direction of propagation), the majority of the ocean pixels will

have relatively low scattered energy, while the majority of city

pixels will reflect strongly. Once the optimal transmitted

field is chosen and the scattered field is computed, one can use

a similar procedure for the receiver adjustment. In Figs. 4a-b,

we present the c--r histograms for the scattered fields of the

two regions. These histograms were constructed by letting the

incident wave be vertically polarized and by computing the

scattered field of each pixel via Eq. 6. Again, the two

histograms peak around the same vertical polarization state and

the ocean distribution is more pronounced. In fact, the ocean

incident and scattered field histograms are quite similar which

leads one to conclude that most of the scattering matrices of

the ocean region are "flat plate-like" identity matrices. This

behaviour is consistent with Bragg scattering assumed to be the

dominant physical mechanism of the ocean scattering (6). The

urban area histograms, on the other hand, differ because the

scattered field does not have a peak at horizontal polarization.

The fact that this peak vanishes seems to disagree with the

assumption of dihedral corner reflectors (6) as the basic
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scattering elements of the urban area. Indeed, in such a case,

the scattering matrix (having entries ±1 along the diagonal and

0 along the off-diagonal) would produce a mild peak at

horizontal polarizations which would not disappear.

If the receiver is adjusted to horizontal polarization, most

of the energy of ocean pixels will be rejected because the

receiver is perpendicular to the sharp histogram mode at

vertical polarization. The urban area will not be affected as

much because of the much larger spread. When the brightness is

assigned according to P - V V (V is computed from Eq. 3), the

image in Fig. 5a results. Compared with the original HH image,

this near HV image has better contrast: the average brightness

ratio between the urban and the ocean areas increases; but,

because of the fact that the two modes are not separated in the

polarization space, the urban area has lost some structure.

Note, however, that most of the ocean speckle has been "filtered

out" with the proper choice of polarization, yet, without

significant effect on the man-made structures.

The image of Fig. 5b was computed for the vertical

polarization of the receiver (near W image). The ocean area is

quite a bit more speckled than on Fig. 5a and the contrast with

the urban area is lower. On the other hand, there is a better
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contrast between park/vegetated area and the urban region.

Thus, the results of the JPL group (6) as well as our

experiments clearly show that a much improved contrast can be

achieved between man-made, vegetated and ocean areas with the

proper choice of polarization. Of course, when the rough

surface is such that the scattering is polarimetrically

isotropic (i.e., there is no spatial polarization dependence),

this technique cannot work (one such example is a random sea

surface). Fortunately, such cases are rather unlikely and all

of the data available to us indicate that real terrestrial rough

surfaces exibit a very strong polarization dependence. Even an

ocean surface is often modulated by well-defined internal wave

patterns which show up clearly in POL-SAR images.

A sequence of one-dimensional image brightness distributions

in Fig.6 illustrates the effect of various steps of the above

procedure on the ocean and city patches, separately. One

notices a gradual improvement in contrast between the two

categories as indicated by the decreasing overlap area and

better peak separation. This suggests that the h-adjustment is

responsible for most of the clutter removal, as can also be seen

on the actual images of Figs. 5a and 5b. Note that identical

uniform grey scale assignments have been used for all images so
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that the effects are entirely polarimetric.

VI. SLUMMARY OF THE POLARIMETRIC MATCHED FILTER STRATEGY

In this section, we sunmarize and quantify the approach

outlined in the previous paper in a series of well-defined

steps. Again, consider the suppression of ocean clutter for

optimal contrast with man-made structures such as ships, etc.

We perform the first two steps of the TSP, and display the

"typical" statistics of the ocean and urban area patches in a

form of joint bivariate histograms of transmitted ET arid

received ER fields as is shown in Figs. 3a,b and 4a,b. We then

identify the modes of the two distributions ET and ER and adjust

h so that the "majority" (i.e., histogram peak) of the

"unwanted" patch pixels "darken". For instance, if h is

adjusted in such a way that the peak in the ocean distribution

E R satisfies

[91 Vpeak = T ER,peak = 0,

it is ensured that the majority of the ocean pixels will appear

"black" on the actual image.

The following procedure (see Fig. 7), which is a statistical

extension of the TSP, constitutes the polarimetric matched
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filter for coherent imaging:

la) the energy density of each pixel is maximized

(minimized) as a function of the transmitted polarization.

The corresponding eigenvectors, ETV are found from Eq. 5 as

in Stage 1 of TSP;

ib) the joint bivariate histcg-ams of ET (c and T) are

constructed for all rough surfice classes of interest;

Ic) the transmitted field E- Ps adjusted to either the peak

of the minimal eigenvector pdf of the unwanted region (e.g.,

to reject ocean clutter) or to the peak of the maximal

eigenvector pdf of the region of interest (e.g., bridge,

urban area, etc.). The choice depends on the relative

sharpness of the modes;

2a) the scattered field ER is computed for each pixel for

the E T chosen in Step 1c, see Eq. 6 in Stage 2 of TSP;

2b) as in Step lb, the joint (c and -r) histograms of the

scattered field ER are constructed. The histogram mode is

identified.

3a) the receiver polarization h is adjusted via Eqns. 7a

or 7b to either match or mismatch the polarization of the

histogram mode found in Step 2b;
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3b) P - V V (received power) is computed for each pixel as

p - (hT) * (h1TER)__m = (hT[SIET) (hT[SIET), and the resulting

image is displayed.

VII. CONCLUDING REMIARKS

The potential of complete polarimetric methods for radar

imaging has already been convincingly demonstrated by the JPL

group (6,7). In this paper, we have attempted to quantify and

organize a search for optimal image contrast into a systematic

polarimetric filtering method. In addition, no incoherent

pixel/look or spatial averaging was allowed. We have

accomplished this by combining the TSP search for optimal

polarizations on a pixel-by-pixel basis with a subsequent

statistical analysis of polarization eigenvectors (versus

surface category), and the digital adjustment of the

polarimetric variables ET and h. We find the preliminary

results (Figs. 3-7) promising.

The effectiveness of our strategy depends sensitively on the

sharpness of the relevant histogram peaks because such a

sharpness reflects similarity of the polarimetric scattering

behaviour of all the pixels within a given class. Therefore,

other inage processing techniques, when used in conjunction with
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the polarimetric enhancement, should be directed towards the

increase in peak sharpness of the relevant field distributions

(e.g., N X N block averaging, discretization, and quantization,

etc.). Here, however, we concentrate strictly on polarimetric

enhancement methods. Furthermore, the polarimetric image

contrast improves with the separation of the histograms in the

polarization space (two "spikes" with no overlap would

correspond to a "black and white" image with an ideal contrast).

In this respect, the TSP was not successfull because the

scattered field histograms of ocean and the urban area (Figs. 4a

and 4b) are approximately at the same E and -r. Another approach

would be to choose the transmitting field in such a way as to

maximize the peak separation of the scattered field histograms.

This approach is currently under investigation in our laboratory

and preliminary results based on Monte-Carlo simulation of

structures in Rayleigh noise indicate better contrast (relative

to TSP) but less efficient speckle reduction.

We wish to state here that an immediate objective of the

research is to establish a "tool-kit" of matrix image processing

techniques, designed specifically for the handling of

polarimetric scattering matrix data on a pixel-by-pixel basis.

Consequently, we did not emphasize either the modeling or an
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interpretation of polarimetric scattering patterns beyond some

very basic physical arguments based on flat plates, corner

reflectors, Bragg scattering, etc.
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LIST OF FIGURES

Liq,j. Arrangment of Coordinate System for Polarimetric SAR.

Fiq_.2. 2_Synthesized Imges: (a) 111 Element of 2LSand(

Speckle in these coherent images is due to random phase modulation

associated with surface roughiess. The span image (b) has less

speckle than the Fau image (a) because span

(S] - sHHi 2 + IsI 2 + IsvH2 + Is 2 is an incoherent average

of four images. Sixteen uniformly spaced gray scale levels have

been used to cover the voltage values in the range (10- 10-

on a logarithmic scale.



Fig. 3. Hlistogram of Optimal Transmitted Polarizations: (a) Ocean
Region and (b) urbanI Reion.

Optimal eigenvectors were computed for each pixel of the 200 x 200

ocean and urban regions (see Step 1 of the PMF). These eigenvectors

were histogrammed in ellipticity c and tilt c coordinates (see eq.

(8]). Minimum energy eigenvectors were found for ocean pixels and

maximurn for urban pixels. The mode (peak of the histogram) location

indicate that at E T of C - 00 and T - 900 (vertically polarized),

a majority of ocean pixels will respond weakly. Fortunately, the

modes of (a) and (b) are the same and, therefore, the majority of

city pixels will respond strongly to the same polarization.

Fig. 4. Histogram of Scattered Polarizations: (a} Ocean Region
and (b) Urban Region.

The scattered field E R was computed for each pixel of the 200 x 200

ocean and urban regions; the transmitted polarization was chosen in

accord with Fig. 3. These scattered polarization were histogrammed

in ellipticity c and tilt t coordinates (see Step 2 of the PMF).

The ocean mode at c - 00 and x = 90 indicates that a majority of

ocean pixels are mismatched by adjustilng h to c - 00 and x - 00.

Because the two modes coincide, an appreciable portion of the urban

region will also be mismatched. However, the large spread of the

urban histogram still leads to significant constrast improvement.



Fi2. 5. Synthesized Images: (a) Ocean Polarization Mismatched and

(b) Ocean Polarization Matched.

In (a), the ocean was mismatched by adjusting ET to the peak of

Fig. 3a (c - 00 , T- 900) and by adjusting h orthogonal to the

peak of Fig. 4a (c - 00, -- 00). In (b), the ocean was matched

by adjusting ET as before, while adjusting h to the peak of Fig.

4a (c - 00 , T- 900). Note that the ocean vs. urban constrast

is much higher in (a) than in (b). Sixteen uniformly spaced gray

scale levels have been used to cover the voltage values in the range

[10-3.5, 1 0 -1.5J on a logarithmic scale.

Fq. 6. Effect of PMF on Imace Briahtness Distributions: (a) fH
Reference, (b) Optimal Reflected Energy (see Step 1 of
the PMF), (c) Ocean Matched, and (d) Ocean Mismatched
(see Step 3 of the PRF).

All voltage values are normalized by the transmitted energy and,

therefore, their logrithirnu are negative. The descrease in relative

overlap area between (a) and (d) indicates constrast enhancement.

Also, note that the decrease in variance of the ocean distribution

between (a) and (d) signifies speckle reduction.

Fig. 7. PMF Flow Chart with Auplication to Ocean vs. Urban
Constrast Enhancement.
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Fig. 7. PMF Flow Chart with Application to ocean vs. Urban Constrast Enhancement.
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AN ANALYSIS OF POLARIMETRIC (VV, HH, AND VH POLARIZED) SCATTERING
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tering matrix approach. Since measurements based
ABSTRACT on the scattering matrix approach provide an addi-

tional phase information as well as amplitude, it
The radar cross section (RCS) scattering matrix would, in theory, be possible to completely char-
data collected by NADC with the APS-116 X-band acterize the nature of a radar target, if it were
radar at Molokai, Hawaii are analyzed and in an ideal discrete stationary object. in this pa-
terpreted using a simple near-grazing backscat- per, we analyze the amplitude and phase character-
ter model. The phase and amplitude behavior of istics of VV, HH, and VH polarized backscatter
VV, HH, and VH polarized backscattered fields, measured by X-band radar.
the null polarizations and the Huynen target
parameters near-grazing are exmined and the In the next section, a brief si ary on how the
relationship between polarization properties of data was taken and analyzed is given. In Section
radar returns and physical parameters including 3, the statistical behavior of the amplitude and
sea state, wind stress is established. A dis phase of the sea clutter returns, the co- and
tinctively different behavior between VV and HH
backscattering amplitudes are recognized and a cross-polarized null locations 4 , and the Huynen
possible explanation is given. This study will target parameters are presented
provide a valuable key as to how the polarimet-
ric backscattered data (both amplitude and In Section 4, a simple theoretical model explain-
phase) can be best processed in the problem of ing the VV and HH backscattering amplitude behav-
target detection in the sea environments. ior is given.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA ANALYSIS
1. INTRODUCTION

The scattering matrix data analyzed in this paper
High-resolution radar backscattering from near- are measured for horizontal and vertical polariza-
grazing sea surfaces is an important subject mat- tions over the sea surface near the grazing angle
ter in target detection in sea clutter environ- and at X-band. The data provided are for 32 range
ments. Temporal as well as spectral behavior of bins with the separation of one mile.
polarimetric radar backscattering has been studied
experimentally and empirical studies on its polar- The objective of the data analysis has been to
ization, radar incidence angle, frequency, and generate and display data in a format which as-
sea-state parameters have been done 1' 2' 3. For in- sists in identification of radar clutter featuressea-stane, itram s h been l e ognized tt F-olari- and in the development of classification algo-stance, it has been long recognized that HH-polar- r t v s o h s r a o , w a e u e h a
ized backscattering from near-grazing sea exhibits rttms. For this reason, we have used the raw
soiky returns which sometimes last a few seconds, data to generate and plot the statistical behavior
Extensive experimental studies and data analyses of
to investigate this peculiar HH-polarized back- (I) SHH, SHy, SVH, SVV and Span
scattering behavior have been carried out, result- (S 's denote pq polarized elements of
ing in a general consensus that white cap forna- pq
tion associated with breaking waves are most like- scattering matrix),
ly responsible for this peculiarity of HH-polar- (ii) Null polarizations (co-pol and x-pol
ized backscatter. nulls) on the Poincare'sphere. It also

includes the analysis of the maximum
To better understand the relationship between sea- return (m) in the co-polarized channel,

andstate and radar backscattering, an approach deal- T n ning with both amplitude and phase information of (it) he Huynen target parameters.
VV, HH, and VH polarized backscatter may be neces- In the analysis, we require S S for perform-
sary. We will refer to this approach as a scat- HV VH

39
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Ing steps (ii) amd (III). In the given scattering maximum return Is shown to be 28dB.
matrix data SHV P SVH. This is probably because

of the lower sampling rate (switching seems to 1.4 Huynen Target Parameters
have been much too low) or the different calibrA- The Huynen target parameters 2Ao, B +8., B -B, C,
tion for the H and V polarized signals. In Figs. F

la/b. the S and S show the same average behav- F, 0, E and G are shown in Fig. 4. The physical
HV VH Interpretation of these parameters In their rela-

ior. Thus, in our analysis, we have cotisidered tionship to the target has been demonstrated by

the value of SHV nqual to that of SVH• many investigators ,14. According to Huynen,
The theory used in this analysis Is given by many A 0 -B and Bo + characterize the target's syume-

investigators 5 . 4 . 11 ,1 2, 10 . try, non-symmetry and irregularity, respectively.
In Fig. 4, A0 and B +B have higher values and B0.B

is zero. Therefore, the sea surface is symmetric
3. DISCUSSION OF THE GRAPHS and irregular, and the non-symmetry is zero. Ir-

regularity may represent the fluctuating sea-waves
In the following, the computer plots for the scat- of the water surface. The parameter C represents
tering matrix elients, polarization nulls and the the global shape of the target. For the case of
Huynen target parameters are examined, sphere target. C - 0, and for line target C - 2A

0
3.1 Amplitude/Phases of the Scattering Matrix From the C-plot, C 0 2A0 , which represents the

Elements flat surface. D is a measure of local shape for
convex surfaces. If the local radii of curvature

The ampi~tude and phase behavior of NHH, SHV, SVH of the specular point on the surface are equal, D
and S are demonstrated in Figs. la/b. It is - 0, otherwise 0 0 0. In this analysis, the aver-

found that the UN return is greater than the VV age value of D - 0. The fluctuating parts of the
return by 10dB. The SHH return is showi to be plot represent the irregular curves on the sea

surface forwed by wind conditions. The parameter
25dB. A simple theoretical model explaining the E is analogous to parameter 0, except that E is
VV and HH return is given in Sect. 4. The cross- most sensitive when the target has circular cross-
polarized returss SHy and S V are the same. The polarization nulls, whereas D is more sensitive

amplitude of S or SVM is 15d8. From the data when the target has linear cross-polarization
nulls. In Fig. 4, E - O. F represents the target

analysis for a mmber of bins, it isfound that helicity and G represents the coupling parameter
the amplitude of the VV return is comparable to of the symmetric and non-symmetric parts of the
the HV return. target. In our case, F - G a 0. Since the sea

surface contains no non-simmetric property, the
3.2 Relative Co-Polarization Phases coupling between the symmetric and non-symmetric
The co-polarization phase difference (0HH - $VV) is zero (G - 0).

is shown in Fig. 2. The average co-polarization
phase difference for the sea surface is found to 4. SIMPLE BACKSCATTERING MODEL FOR NEAR GRAZING SEA
be zero. This phase difference, in general. is
used in imagery of terrain and vegetation, where The polarimetric backscattering from near-grazing
the co-polarizatioa phase difference has signifi- sea has been experimentally studied by many inves-
cant value because of the higher degree of surface tigators, resulting in a consensus that amplitudes
roughness (e.g. corn field). In the case of sea of HH-backscatter exhibit a spiky behavior com-
surface, it has a rather smooth surface and thus pared to VV-backscatter. These anomalously spiky
the co-polarization phase difference Is very small HH-polarized backscattering amplitudes have been
or zero. 1,3

under theoretical study by many investigators

3.3 Null Polarizations and it is generally agreed that the whitecaps rid-
ing on top of breaking sea waves are responsible

The null polarizations, i.e., two co-pol nulls and for the HH-polarization pecularity. As pointed
two cross-pol nulls are calculated and plotted on out in the previous section, the sea batKscatter
the (6 - #)-plame of the Poincar# sphere (see Fig. data being analyzed in this study shows that the
3). It is found that co-pol 1 has a wider spread span (or magnitude) of HH-polarized backscatter
than that of co-pol 2, x-pol 1 and x-pol 2. The turns out to be about INdB higher than VV-back-
average values for co-pol 1, co-pol 2, x-pol 1 and scatter near-grazing incidence.
x-pol 2 are found to be (0 - 100,. # - 180), (8 -
90o, * - 1800), (0 - 850, # - 00) and (0 U 95". # In order to explain the higher (or spiky) HH-po-
- 1800), respectively. The analysis of the nulls larized backscatter behavior, we need to examine
for other bins indicate that the null polarization the physical geometry of breaking waves which are
distribution is changed, however, the average consequence of nonlinear wave motions. It is
value is the same. known that the wave front of breaking waves tends

to steepen until it becomes vertical and further-
Based on the null polarization theory, the maximum 6
power in the co-polarized channel is calculated more negative . For the purpose of modeling, we

and plotted in Fig. 3. The average value of the assume that the breaking wave is a perfectly con-
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FIGURE 5: BREAKING SEA WAVE MODELED AS A PERFECTLY CONDUCTING WEDGE
(WEDGE ANGLE = 360* - y, GRAZING ANGLE 01, 0 = ol + 90)
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ABSTRACT Advanced Posearch Workshop on "Inverse Methods in
Electromagnetic Imaging', organized, executed and

This introductory overview provides a succinct summary edited by ". Scoerner (121 cover such topics as
of various mnrographs on electromagnetic inverse prob- fundaental inversion theories 112tih, nuamerical
lens including a concise definition and description of instabilities (12&111. utilization of polarization
the problffm and an extensive list of pertinent refer- inforeation C1211111, *ef feats of environmental noise
ences. Specific results are not sumsmarized hers but and clutter (12:IVI, and holographic and taecgraphic
will be presented during various other lectu~res on imaging and their associated phase retrieval probloo
selected electromagnetic vector inverse methods useful C12:V1. in addition, the working discussion group
in high resolution rsdar-t~arget/clutter-imaging which reports (123VI] provide an excellent asaesainnt of 0
are being outlined in this paper. current state-of-the-art with identification of the

still unresolved questions. we refer to the NATO-AM
INTFDJrIwCNx: POWL~ATION Or THE GENItAL IWJEME DWI (l21 because the seventy-five review papers con

PEBLDEtain an almost oomploto list of references including
those of other related AT~kO-AF61/ASX proceedings on t)

Inverse methods or inverse mdling engulf an enormous subject matter (12:0.21.
range of problems in many spectral regions of EM wave
interrogation in wbich remote sensing/probing obeerva- MATH~EMATICAL. TREATMENTS
t ions provide measurement data about components of the
scattered EX4 fields (frequency, amplitude, polariza- An illuminating expositioki on mathematical and thoo-
tion, phase, doppler) from which information about the retical "aspcts of the inverse scattering proble w&,
geometrical and physical properties of the object recently given by Sabatier C(13], tow is also the org.
(size, shape, material decomposition, motion, etc.), niter of the annual *Pkcontre Problemo Inverses (FU
whiich cause the scattering, is sought. Most often the 264)' at the Univeruits de* Sciences at Techniques d'
observed data are incomplete in various wiiyo so that Languedoc, Montpellier, Francs, of which the annusll,
the inverse problem becomes ill-posed, i.e., does not issued proceedings provide a very god account of th.
possess convergent solutions. Indeed, acme of the continual current progress made on the mathematics o-
moat encouraging advancements made in recent years profile inversion and its engineering sciences
have been on the development of mathematical methos applications 114).
for inverse modeling which have lead Lo the formation
of the rew applied mathemtatical, engineering sciences Special emphasis is to be given to the mathematics o
discipline of *Goneral 1-rofile Inversion" or simply generalized inverses (151 and the generalization of
"*Inverse Methos". As relates to electromagnetic the Moro-Penrose Inverse (161. of basic imkirtance
remote sensing, it seeme thatr~sthasnatical aspects at to the electraAagnetic inverse problem. for shape-re-
the present time are ahead of the technology in the construction is the Mirkowski-Iiurvitz-iilbert proble
sense that we have not yet realized optimal equipment of inverse differential geametry 117] in which a
and parameter design for illuminating inaccessible transforms priceure is introduced to map the topolog
(remote) objects whose detailed structure we wish to cal image of a closed convex surface onto the unit
detect/dlscrinilnate against backtground clutter, lead- sphere of directions (181 in terms of principal curv.
ing to imaging, identification andor ultimately clas- tures. In many two- and/or three-diinanionsl1 wave
sification. Thus it in central to the development of transmiesion and reflection deneity profile as well
inversion techniques for remote sensing, ge-lectro.- shape recoretruction methods, the theory of rcn
magnetic sounding, or electroangnatic./miclear magnetic struction from projection* becoms of fundamental
resonance probing of various types of surfaces with importance, which was introduced by Lorentz (191 andI
voluminous over/under-burden, at rest or in motion, formujlated by Radon (20]1, who established all the
that transmitting and reciving devices, together with basic relationship@ existing between the traineforms
analog/digital signal/image data processing techniques image, projection and Fourier spaces. Whereas, the
be optimized in oordination with the associted theory in well treated in John (21],r the rapidly inr-
"ground-truth metrology* in order to take full creasing number of applications to projection ta mr,
advantage of the advances accomplished in mathematical phy in medicine (221 and its extension to diffroctic,
analysis, modeling, eimulation andI understanding tomography (23] in ultrasonic and microwave imaging
provided by "Irinere Methods'. (24] , geophysical wave migration(2$1 and radar targe

imaging (261 including Syunthetic Aperture Radar (27]
________"VIE and Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (231 osut be

A first extensive survey covering many fields in which emhszd

inverse methods may be applied is campiled in a NASA in one way or anotiler most inverse problems used in
ca, randum~ by Colin (11 which has proven to be a major remote sensing and electramagnetic imasging deal with
source for many more studies: more succinct introdue- the inversion of the wave equation (1.,29] which, for
tions to Inver** problems have been given in Sabatier the case of radio waves was discussed in detail, for
(21, Newton (3), Keller 141, and Parker (5]. A thor- example, in S.*dden (30], Clemov (31],. and mostron

cugh literature review of mfany aspects of inverse ly in Ishimaru (321 and Devaney (10] , where In many
methods in electranagnatiog has been presented by solutions use to made of the Abel Inverse transform
scorner 16,7) and more recently the inverse source, (331 of the classical Wentzel-Kramer-rillaohin (WK)
scattering and imaing problem were treated in Baltes approximation (291 in problem of a slowly varying
(8,91 anod Devaney (10), respectively. especially, the one-dieswnional. profile. Considerable extensions of
Special Issue on -Inverse Methods in Zlectrcmagnetics* these inversion methods were obtained for the inhomo
of tha IEEE Transactions on Antennas & Propagation, geneous wave equation In quantums mechanics known as
AP-29(2), March 1981 (eds: W-M. Bcerner. A.K. Jordan, the Gal'farxS-Lavitan-4archenko (34,1] procedure whic
I .W. Kay) (1111 and the Proceedings of a recent NATO- has been the topic of considerable interest since



eloaed-focm expressions for the Scattering potential (921, Egan 19lk), Gebrels (941 . and achren and Huftma,
can be found t40-421. It Should be noted that exten- (95). we~ also should mention here that Padon's pro.-
sions of the Gellfand-Lavitan-Marchenko pocedure have jection transform theory (20-22) has also be=-- a
bevcome of considerable interses in the Solution of very useful tool in radio astronomy (90) as was firs'
nun-linear problemsf 1431, particularly solitary wave shown by Bract~uwll (961). Similarly various interfer
,it&:,1ruuCS 144) arAJ at phase transitions ond metric and holographic image reonatucjtion methods
knsta DIlIitI es 14S 1I (10-12) are relevant, foi: example, the X-ray astrona

ical imaging techniques developed by Oda (971. Anotl
G~nt)MYS1CAL INVERSE PF408LF74 or wide field of applications of electromagnetic

inverse methods includes ionoepheric/megneto-spheric
Arotyier startling extension of the regularization probing (90-1001 as well as probing of the Earth's
mLthoi may De ieen in the optimuma strategy (maximuxm crust and mantle 11011,* which also deservea a lepers'
entropy) mexthod applicable to the inversion of limited treatment.
d.ýtj sets which was introduced by Backus anid Gilbert
147,481 and since has found many applications also in TF CrT*i MC INVERSE PXBLEM
other disciplines (501, and it was also found well
suited to treat a class of nonlinear inverse problem. Atle, having provided an oveeview of inverse problem
of the solitary wave type (43). Today, geophysical in r" ated areas, we shall now scrutinize those moth-
inverse methodis ace widely used in exploration eels- xd I techniques which look promising to be appliev

mu~ogy (51-561 . where in essence the time Of arrival t,, *,neralized to the three-dimensional elect rnanel
rof seismic pulies at various locations, generated by ic vector case, i.e., the case in which polarization

sources at different locations, i.e., the 'wave migra- effects Imust be considered and which may be defined
tion (531 method*, is used to formulate the problem follows3
in terms of nonlinear functionals. Considerable ad- Whereas, on the one hand, in the direct problems
vances have been made in Spectral estimation (571, of electromagnetic diffraction and scattering
seismuic signal processing I58), and especially in total a priori information on the size, shape,
geootamgraphy (591. We refer to the recent Special and material contituents of scatterer, the
Issue on Geotaomoraphy, edited by the late R. Jeffrey incident field vector and its orientation with
Lytle (S91, whiose extensive contributions to electro- respect to the fixed scatterer coordinate systems
augnetic imaging are here acknowlediged with priise and is given, and the scattered field is to be
admirat ion (see also IEEE APS Newsletter, Feb. 1986, calculated everywhere over the total frequency
vol. 28(l), p. 26), where various extensionis of trans- doasin and for all aspects. On the other hand,
mission project ion tomography are discussed. of great in the inverse problems we need to recover the
future importance is the rapid advancement of vertical size, shape and constitutive characteristics of
seismic profiling(601 which represents an extension of an a priori unknow scAttering target with the
scalar inverse methods and permitse inverse solutions knowledge of the incident end the resulting
for reflection and refraction se ismology in elastic scattored field data (6,7,111, usually provided
media where, in addition to the longitudinal compres- ovr limited dmi~sans of "aspct angle, frequency
sional wave P, the S-wave comiponents are taken into and polarization.
amccunt resulting in a truely tonsorial inverse
problem' 161). Exact solutions of the direct problem of 04 scatter-

ing satisfying maxwell's equations are possible only
MEDICAL INVERSE PFUSLEM for a limited number of canon.,cal, perfectly conduct-

ing shapes (1021; and for more complex conducting
Inverse methods have always played, and more explicit- and/or nonconducting shapes approximate menthods need
ly are playing an increasing role in medical imaging to be used (1031 which are based on approximate
162,651, where conventional X-ray radiography has boundary conditions, e.g. the Kirchhoff high frequen.
almost become obsolete and in being replaced by X-ray cy or the Leontovich Scalar impedance approximations
ccznputer-assisted-tamogrsphy (WA SCAN 166,221) and (1041. The exact solution to the electromagnetic in-
more recently by electramagnotic/nucloar magnetic spin verse problem would require the inversion of
resonance imaging (67-691, also known as Zougmatog- maxwell's equations or of the vector diffraction
raphy, which is well reviewed by Schwierz (70). In integral (10S], which do not exist and other methods
addition, we need to refer to recent advances made in must be sought. Several limited attemp~ts at derivirv
ultrasonic (71,23,241 as well as microwave (23,611 exact electromagnetic inverse scatteing theories
medical imaging, and it is here safe to say (72,731 have been masde and we refer here to an approach of
that medical diagnosis of biological system by non- generalizing th~e Gel fand-Lavitan method of quantusm
ionizing acoustic as well as electromagnetic waves is mechanics (34-421 to the electrumagnetic case (40-
on a steady increase (71,72,741, and applicable imag- 421, or the introduction of electraragnetic inverse
ing procedures in particular require solutions to the boundary conditions (1041 which depend neither on tlh.
inverse problem~ of wave propagation in strongly in- a priori knowledge of the shape or the material
homogqeneous media (75,611. constituents of the scattering body, but allow to

specify those characteristic parsmeters uniquely fro
AERt'02tIIC RV4=T SENSING the near field data which need to be recovered from

far-field measuromants. However, either method
Electromagnetic and &au'xstic inverse methods have long requires highly precise and complete Sets of measure-
been an integral part of aerononic remot sensing ment data in frequency (broadband), amplitude, Phase
11,11,12,32,76-941 uwing both passive and active wave and polarization.
sounding, where usually the Born and Rytov approxima-
tions 110,121 for slowly varying index profiles are APPLICATION Or ~ELETRPQ4ETC INVEJRE MEFiM6 TO
relevant. Whiereas in the microwave region coherent HIGH R6SUWTIt4 rAt_ IFUZIWG
meth~xis developed in radar are sore likely to be used
112. 'HA0,84,851, in the infrared end optical regions it has especially been the rapid advancemeant of elec-
incoherent properties; need to be taken into account as tramagnetic m-to--sub-*iSicron wavelength reMsot sens-
well 11,6-12, 31,32,76-89ý . Specifically, we refer to ing, probing, sensing and imfaging demands which has
Baltes (8.91, Taisney (871, Depak (761, Zuev 181, Zuev forced the rapid growth of electromagnetic inverse
ands Hinkley (831. Jeske (84), and a recent NATO-ASI scattering, diffraction and of new analyses of the
on the subject matter of Optical metrology (691 , in radar cross Section (102,1031, and especially of the
which most recent treatments on inverse methods in polarimstric (RCS) scattering matrix (106-1081, anmd
laser aeote sensing are presented. Imiage formation we refer here especially to several mo~nographs and
from cc~nerence functions is also a basic inverse prob- books dealing with sonar, radar and lidar (79,80,84,-
lem astrorosy (901 an we refer especially to 109-1111. Specifically, we need to stress the impor.
Lille"xrd (911, Bernstein (881, Wilds ands Barrett tance of the cuinplote utilization of polarization



information [112,1131 in synthetic aperture radar (151 N.M. Lavrentiev, Soume Improperly Posed problIemu
mitluiJg which will be the subject of another succinct of Mathematical Physics. New York: Springer,
stae-of-the-art siummary on 'Fundlamentals of Radar 1967 (See tlso:t N.M. Lavrsntiov, V.G. Roptianav,
Polaruuvtry" (1121. Namely, it is very important to and S.P. Shi tsaty, Ill-.posed Problesm of
understand that both vector inverse scattering theo- MAthefttical Physics & Analysis (in Ptssian),
ries as well as polariiatric (scattering matrix) Nauicat Moecow, Oct. 1960).
radar theory. metwrology and the related high preci-
sion ground-truth metrology mu1st be developed suutd- 1161 N.?. Nashod, Geneiralized inverses and
tarwoxxsly and thuis has been the past, current, and is Applications, Now Yorks Academic, 1976, also
the future main research objective of the author. Proc. of Adv. Suuinro Univ. Wisconsin, Madison

WI., Oct. 0-10, 1973.
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ABSTRA17 ized light. In the following, we shall first discuss
the discovery of the properties of polarized light ir

This introductory paper provides a succinct overview nature Kdnnen ill, of insects, fish and man's facili-
of the historical developments in radar polaruimtry ty to observe polarization, and then of the discover
highlighting unprtant contributione and including las of the phleno=non of polar electroanetic enrrg
concise definitions and descriptions of the scatter- spanning the entire electrmaignetic spectrum and in
ing matrix operations, and the polarinstric target particular the m-to-suo s-vwavelength regions.
(desired signal/image) verus clutter (undesired
signal/image) optismzation problems. A historical Historical Discovery of Polarization
events table together with a list of pertinent refer-
ences is provided together with a critical review on The discovery of the phenomrno of polar electraraq-
the validity of various polarization dependent ap- netic energy dates back to at least 1669, when the
proaches to radar target phenaranolngy. Specific re- first k•ron work on the subject was published by
suits are not reported here, but will be the suoject Ernis Bartolinus. It contained his observations
of ot•r lectures on selected topics on fundamentals that objects viewed through a crystal doubled and
of radar polaruitry and its applications to high that an incident light ray split into ordinary and
resolution polarisetric radar rjging. extraordinary rays Kannen (1).

wrN`Tx CNi Bartolius wa followed by Cristian Huygens, who
contributed most significantly to the field of optict

Radar polarimetry has becoame an indispensible tool in by proposing the wave nature of light and by his
todern electromagnetic senso tochnclogqy both in the discovery of polarized light (1677). E. Louis Malus
civil and the military sectors and also in remote pzoved Newton's mgentione that polarization is an
sensing and radar meteorzology. Frm the outset, we intrinsic property of light and not something added
wish to emphasize that by incorporating coherent by a crystal (1808). IMe next significant cotribu-
polarumtric phas information into radar signal and tion to this field was added by Augustine Prewtil
image presing on can anticipate a breakthrough (1788-1827), who proposed that light could be consid-
which is at least cmiparaole to that'broaght about by ered as a transverse wave. His reflection formulas
the advent of holography and ct pjtiter assisted deduced fron experismntat•on are still in use today
tamograpry and its applications to Synthetic Aperture and have been rederived using rigorous electromagnet-
Radar (SAR) and Inversa Synthetic Aperture Radar ic theory by Paul Deude in the late nineteenth cen-
(ISAR). Although consideranle R&D efforts have tury (1889). The last of the early pioneers was Sir
already been expanded during the past three decades, David Brewster, who by extending the work of Mallus,
there still exxst many 'grey areas in both theory discovered the relationship between the polarizing
and tecnniques of radar polarunetry which is best angle and the relative refractive powr of dielectric
illustrated by the following recent true event: materials (1816). The transition to the foriulation

of a rigorous eiictramagnetic theory was paved by
". Circularly polarized waves have either a Michael Faraday with his postulations of the physical

right-handed polarization or a left-handed laws of electormaqnetism in 1832 which was soon
polarization, which Is defined by convontion. followed by his discovery in 1845 of the rotation of
The TELSrAR satellite sent out circularly the polarization plane in magnetic fields. In 1852
polarized microwaves. when it first passed George Gabriel Stokes laid the foundations of maths-
over r-he Atlantic, tle British station at matical , theories to describe polarized, unpolarized
Goonfilly and the French station at Pleurmur and partially polarized streams of light by introduc-
Bodou bath tried to receive its signals. The ing his four parameters now known as Stokes parame-
Frrncn succoeded, because their definition of tars.
sense of polarization agreed with the American
definition. The British station was set up to In 1873 James Clerk Maxwell su¢ccded in providing a
receive the wrong polarization becausoe their rigorous formulation of Faraday's postulates which
definition of sense of polarization was led to the formulations of the diffraction theories
contrary to our definition... by Helmt'holtz (1881) and Kirchhoff (1883) and a strict

matiamatical treacment was then provided by Arnold
from J.R. Pierce, "Almost Everything About Waves", Samrf•eld (1896) and earlier by William 0. Strutt
MIT Press, CawOridge. MA, pp. 130-131, 1974. (Lord Rayleigh) (1881). A significant contribution

to the understanding of polarized -light was made in
In an effort to clear up sOO of these still ruain- 1892 by Henri Poincare, wno shamed that all possible
Irq misconceptions, it is useful to first present a states of polarization could be represented by points
historical develooment of the theory of polarization, on the Riemnan (1872) spnsre, the latitude and lani-
Un. fundanmntals of radar polarLmocry, and then of tude of eacn point defining the eccentricity and
th2e intrinsic facility of polarization visualization inclination of the polarization orientation angle of
*y insects, fish and mammals. Based on sucn a criti- the polarization ellipse. Based on these discover-
cal historical assesurnt, the appropriate formalism ies, soon to follow, in 1886, was Heinrich Hertz's
for handling nasic polarunetric radar concepts may damonstration of the application of the elactromag-
tfen be intr•duced providing clarifications and netic theory as it applies to lower frequencies such

ti)stificAt ions as radio waves which marks the advent of modern ap-
plications of electromagnetic waves leading to radio

HITC__.___ ___£WpMr,• wave comunication, ociect detection and raening. A
good paper was first written by Marconi (1922). The

The history of polaruietric radar can be traced from work of most of these scientists is availaDle in a
the first recorood analytical descriptions of polar-



translated formi In the literature coilected nv No real prooress was maLle In a4ivaociryl t.,e furndjan-
William Swindell r21 and also portrayed in turn and tals ot racar polarumttry until ute eariv sionties
I)lf 131, Skolnik (41 anu Boerner (5). -men a renewed effort was made at UIC-ELCS,/CL in

Chicago, IL to assess, mout critically, ire previcis
historical Dovelorzent of Radar Polarirwtr- worKs of Kennauqn and Huynen and to generalize tWe

target cnavacteristic operator concept to Mhe genera"The use of radio-to-microwaves frequencies for air- nistatic case giving special consideration to zolari
craft detection and tje dosin of the first radars zation scattering matrix measurements in any ortnpoo
was accomolished concurrently in Lurope am Anerica nal elliptic oasis (9 to 171.
by the 1930's and further advanced durlg Weornd War

;I (199-1941)1 51. Visual Observations of Polarized Liaht by Insects,

F'ish andl Mamimas
Very urnrtant early basics on the properties of
partially polarized waves were discovered by Norbert Insects (bees, ants, hornets, wasps, water fleas,
Wiener (1927-1929) on hamonic analysis in quantum fruit flies), cray fish, eels, sare fish and also
mecnanics showing that the conerency matrix is a some mammals are able to distinguish between po-
linear -ufination of the Pauli spin matrices with larized light and unpolarized light as easily as we
the Stakes parametears which had direct influence oa can distinguish colors Konn [I). When maeing use
the later wori of R. Clark Jones (1941-1944) under of this ability to orientate themielves using polar-
the 7uidance of Professor Hans Mueller at MIT. imetric paranster manipulations, these animals some-
Earlier on in 1926-29 Wolfgang Pauli introduced the tines perceive the orientation and ellipticity of
concept of the spinor in quantum mechanics which has light at very low (10%) degrees of polarization, and
proven to also become an ideally successful tool in use these inputs for controlling dynamic flight no-
the prooer description of polar=etric problems. tion even under the severest storm conditions. Man
then extensive polarimetric wave propagation analyses on the other hand, is almoez -polarization-olirnd"
were carried out at MIT leading to the so-called and, generally, has to use a polarizing filter to
Jones calculus (Azzam and Bas-ura, 1977) (61, which determine the polarization of light. Nonetheless,
now has also become of great value to forward scat- when light has an extrat ly high degree of polariza-
tering radar analyses, for example, in polarnmtric tion (e.g. ?60%[, most humans can still perceive
radar meteoCology. polarization with the naked eye when properly trains

to observe the so-called Haidinger's brush which was
Mhe first extensive study on radar polarization was discovered by Haidinger as early as 1844. It turns
initiated by George Sinclair in 1946 at the Ohio out that in a plane smutting polarized light, we may
State University, Antenna (later called Electro- sea a tiny yellowish figure appear, which we do not
Science) raboratory. He showed that a radar target perceive in unpolarized light. The orientation of
could act as a polarization transformer and he this so-called Haidinger brush depends on the direc-
expressed the properties of a coherent radar target tion of vibration of light and co-rotates if this
by the 2x2 coherent scattering matrix (S). These plane is rotating. If one wishes to visualize the
studies were further pursued by Victor Ruy (1949- outward appearance of the brush, the best way is to
1951) and particularly by Edward M'orton Kennaugh comare it with Brewester's brush which ane can o0-
(1948-1954, 1952). Other basic studies were con4uc- serve by looking through certain minerals (pleochrvi
ted by Booker (1950), Descha" (1951), Kales (1951), minerals: glaucophave, cordierite, etc.) and we refe
[ohnert (1951) and Gent (1954) and here we refer to the excellent recent book by Kfnnan (1982, 1985)
particula ly to the series of papers in Proc. IRE, on the subject matter.
may 1951, in which the paper by raschama (1951) is
still of particular use today. Based on thes In 1949 Karl von Prisch discovered that many insects
studies, Kennauqn (1952) introduced a new approach to and, in particular, b•ees posese the ability to ori-
radar theory and developed the 'Optimal Target Polar- ant themselves using the distribution of polarizatio
ization Concept for the monostatic relative phase of the daylight to find their way, as well as to lan
case wnicn already becom of partiLcular interest in on moving platforms (leaves, twigs, sters. blades or
mmeteorolo•ical radar studies (circular polarization grass, etc.) under the most adverse weatner condi-
rain clutter rejection or cancellation). oere were tions wnen direct access to sunlight is obscured.
a numnDer of other isolated studies initiated, for
examole, the GIT-Project A235 (July 1955) for the Here, we should also recall that the Vikings, using
purpose of using polarization to distinguish between the 'findlings stone' produced from some pleochroic
targets and clutter, which was well reviewed and mineral, were able to navigate in the abence of
suurarized by Root (71. Ihe decade of the fifties direct sunlight using the same natural effect, and
closed without any real recognition for the need of thus, may have been some of the very first to utiliz,
decoy discrLmination, and theory anJ techniques of poiarimetric effects in practice as early as the
polarL.etric radar still remained highly underdevel- eighth century.
oped. However, an extensive amount of measurements
on the relative phase scattering matrix were made in We have introduced this section on the visual obser-
the late fifties by J. Richard Huynien (May 1960) at vation of polarized light because from extended
the LDCKheed Aircraft Corporation wno exploited physiologic oonavioral studies of the pertinent
Kennaugn's optunal target polarization concept and species of fish, insects and mammals we may be able
developed during the sixties his approach to radar to discern new improved design approaches for future
target phencmenology which is reported in his disser- polarinetric radar systems.
tation (1970). Except for the pioneering polarimet-
rnc radar developments by Andre J. Poolman, no other Chronolocical Table of the History of the Discovery
relevant studies on radar polarumetry were carried or Polarization Leaaino to Radar Polaruietry
out in the West, whereas we note that in the Russian
literature (Kanareytin et al, 1965, 1968r VaraliancnuK We consider it useful for the interested reader to
and KoOa", 1971- Zhivotovski, 1973, 1978; eogoradaky i-eproduce and expand on the historical taoles intro-
et al, 1980) the potential applicability of radar duced by Gehrels (1974) and more recently updated by
polarLmetry to target/clutter analysis was recognized Kannen (11 with deletions and addition to meet his-
long ago. w. also note here that Copeland (1960), torically important events leading to the developmen
under the guidance of Kennaugn, developed a first of radat polarimetry with which we will complete thl
practical scrmno for classification and possible paper.
identification of radar targets which also was later-

on utilized by Huynen (1960-1970), based purely on
radar polarLrnetric concepts for symmetrical, recipro-
cal targets (81.



IIISTM Of = DOXDOVW OF P.SARIZATION 1872 Riamann introduced rte transtorrAtion ot
mappirx the aboeress surface onto the

Abxout 1000 The Vikings discovered the dichroic prop- polar map.
erties of crystals hue corceirit.. 'th
theso crystals they ooserve' the polariza- 1873 Maxwell succeeded In providing a rigorous
tiun O the Oblue GKy and were thus ao.e to formulation of the electrucmanetic field
navigate in the aosence of the sun. equations derived from Faraday's

postulates.
1669 Erasmus aartolirus from Denuarm discovered

the douole refraction of calcite cry'stals. 1874 Wright discovered the polarization of
zodiacal light.

1690 Huygens discovered the polarization of the
doulbly-retracted rays of calcite, wi hout, 1878 Helirboltz introduced the vector Oecomposai
however. being able to explain the tion into lanullar and rotational vector
pnenamoon. fields.

1808 Malus found the polarization of reflected 1882-3 Kirchhoff introduced the physical optics
light by using a calcite crystal as a
filter. This filter apparently loses its furmulation of diffraction.

double refraction when the entering light 1884 Kiassling recorded that the glory is
is polarized and the crystal is held in polarized.
the correct position. Afterwards talus
formulated his law, which gives the 1889 Cornu found that artificial haloes in
relationsnip between the position of a sodium nitrate crystals atee highly ;ola-
polarizing filter and the cuantity of
transmitted light, when the entering light the crystals.

is totally (linearly) polarized.

1809 Arago rediscovered the polarization of the 1890 Lord Rayleigh explained the reason for th,

blue SKy. In 1811 he disoovered t blue color of the sky.

optical activity of quartz, and in 1812 he
constructed a filter out of a pile of

glass sheets. in 1819 he found the polar- sphere using the Reimann transformation

ization of coit tails and in 1825 the and Stokes perameter.

(weak) overall polarization of 22 degree 1896 Scsurfeld intruced a rigoous theory o
haloes. In 1824 he found the polarization difraction.

of the glow emitted by hot, i,•candescent

metals. He was also the first to record 1905 uo described the elationship beten
the polarization of degree of polarization of light

reflected f ru roug~h surfaces and the
1811 Slot discovered the polarizatAon of the arlbedo of the surface.

rainbow. In 1815 he established the

opticalactivity of fluids such as turpen- 1911 Mic.elson discovered that certain beetles
tine, and in 1818 he studied the optical have a gloss whic is circularly polarizee

activity of gaseous turpentine in a gas

column of 15 m length. Unfortunately, 1912 Saumrfeld introduces the Greens functic
this apparatus exploded before he could formulation intodicto the ory.

finish his measurements. In 1815 Blot
also discovered the strong dich~roism oftourmali eed 1926 Stern and Gerlach discover the electron

spin.
1812 Brewster discovered the law, which was

named after him, that indicates the rela- 1926 Landau introduces the density matrix into
tionsnip between the index of refraction quantum mecnanics which Is mathaiatically
and the angle of incidence at wnicn light identical to the conerency matrix of po-
is totally converted oy reflection into larization Lntroduced by E. Wolf in 1959.
linearly polarized light. In 1818 he
discovered Brewster's brush in pleocnroic 1926-9 Pauli introduces the spinor formalism intr
crystals. quantum mechanics.

1816 Fresnel gave a theoretical explanation of 1928 Lard constructed his first polarizing fil-
the existence of polarization. ter. Further develcptents of this filter

made it possible to study effects of
1828 Nicol invented his prism, which can be polarization with a simple and efficient

considered to be the first easily usable sheet filter. Such filters are also used
polarizing filter. in sunglasses', etc. to reduce t.ie intensi-

ty of glare. Compared with the Nicol and
1832 Faraday postulated the fundamental laws of other crystal filters used up to that

electromagnetism. point the development of this'kind of
sheet filter meant great progress.

1844 Haidincer found that the hunan eye has the
ability to distincuish between unpolarized 1929 Wiener introduces the generalized harnoni.
and polarized light, oecuase in Mhe latter analysis.
case a yellowish figure appears on the
retina (the Haidinger's brush). 1932 Dirac introduced the (4 4) matrices narud

after him which were mathematically iden-
1845 Faraday discovered the rotation of the tical with Mueller polarization operators

polarization plane in magnetic fields.
1933 Max Born published the first version of

1852 Stokes introduced the cowiition and res- OPrIK.
olution of streans of polarized, unpolar-
ized and oartially polarized light in 1939 LA Grand and Kalle recorted that scatters
terms of four parameters xrnon as those of light unoerwater is polarized.
Stokes.



i 40 frcr oijna t,.3tat sernu.rxrar,' ta;-owws ý966 :F.jry in~troduces -i:s firzr. tl-r-crv ny, scat-
snift 41o oto iOCpKS at iteM tne,~io .3 ýerrnq &noa ceeiai-izar~icis o alectrromn-'Lnear tilter wnicn ts then rotated. 'ut.c waves Crol a rcsqri surtaco.

1941 Jones intro•uces a new calculus for tne 1966 Kanarevwin,/Pavlov/Pot8KhLn publish the
truatment Of ootical systek,. based on Hans polarization of radar signals (Russian).
Mueller's polarimatric stucias.

1967 rIEt Proc., Special Issue on Patial
1947 Van do Hulst gave the first feasible Coherency, Jan. 1967.

explanation of the clory and exolainea its
polarization directions. 1967 Hagtors describes a study of the

depnlarization of lunar radar echoes.
1948 S)criM and Milazzo describe antennas for

circular polarization. 1967 Bolinder provides a geometrical analysis
or partially polarized waves.

1949 Yeh provides a first correct definition of
polarization antenna power relations. 1968 Shupyatskiy and Moi-74ov apply polariza-

tion •thnods to radar studies of clouds
1949-50 Sinclair introsices the polarization and precipitation.

scattering (R.S) matrix into radar.
1968 Beclamnn publishes The depolarization ot

1949 Kerriauch provides a first inLezrretation electromagnetic waves'.
on circular polarization rain carcellation.

1968 Kanareyki n/Potekhin/Shiskin puolish
1949 Max von Frisch discovered that bees are "Maritime Polaruimtry'.

more cananle than man of distinguishing
polarized from unnolarized licht and use 1968-71 McCormick and Hendry initiate their
this ability to orientate tremnselves. studios on polarization racar ••asurement

of precipitation scattering.
1951 (8ooe r/Rumsey /feschamps/Ka les/8ohne rt )

introduce tecnuiques for handling ellipti- 1962 Crispin and Siegel pu•ilsh *Methaf of
cally polarized waves with special refer- qadar Croes-Section Analysis*, containing
ence to antennas, Proc. IRE, Vol. 35 (May A.L. Maffet, "Scattering Matrices%.
1951).

1970 Huynen defends his doctoral dissertation
1952 Kennaugh formulates his radar target on a *Phenomenological Theory of Radar

characteristic operator theory based on Tarets$.
his opt unal polarization null concept.

1970 Thiel defends his dissertation on the
1953 Dwschamps introduces a hyperbolic pro- presentation and transformation theory of

tractor for microwave ir•e•dance measure- quasi-monochronatic scattering in radio
ments and other (polarization) purposes. astronomy.

1954 Gent provides a polarimetric thecry for 1971 Hendr-i and McCormic• analyze polarization
radar target reflection. scatter properties of precipitation.

1955 Shurcliff discovered that 1te hnaan eye is 1971 Poelman provides performance evaluations
also capaole of distiniguisrLng circularly of two polarization radar systemas
polarized from unpolarizec light. possessino linear (H,V) or circular (L,R)

polarization antenna facility.

1956 Graves introduced a radar -olarization

power scattering matrix. 1973 Gehrels edited the first general scurce
boo on pnlarinetry.

1958 Duncan discovered the polarization of the
aurora. 1974 Gorshkov publishes "Ellipsanetry" (In

Russian).
1959 Born and Wblf publish first edition of

Principles of Optics based on Born's Optxk 1975 long publishes radar reflections from Ian
(1933). and sea.

1959 E. WoIf Introduces a rigorous derivation 1975 Ocpuchi provides an in-depth analysis on
of the conerency matrix in the description "Rain Depolarization at c'vms
of polarized fields. Wavelenqrus'.

1960 Copeland classifies (syimnetrical) radar 1975 Poelman reports on using orthoonally
targets by polarization properties. polarized returns to detect taroet ecroes

in Gaussian noise.
1960 Crisbin et al describe the neasurements

ano "se of the radar scattering matrix. 1975 Aboul-Atta and Boerner introuce a set of
vectorial impedance boundary conditions

1963 Besc•.nn and Spizzichino publisn "71,te for the natural dependence of harmonic
,:a'.aer~no of electroroaqnetic waves frin polarLmetric fields.
roý.!n surraces".

1976 Seliga and Bringi suggest the potential
1965 L..wenscnuss descrioes radar scattering use of radar differential rerlectivity

matrix aoplications. with measurements (Z'R) at ort•ogonal

1965 Bickel analyses some invariant properties polarizations for portraying precipitatio
of the polarization scattering matrix. parameters.

1965 IEEE Special Issue on "Padar 1976 Ar•llnq and Eaves introduce the concept
ReflectivLty", Aug. 1965. and design of toe intrapulse polarization

agile radar known as IPPAR.



1977 uetCalf 35%esses oniarizat3un divers,.ty '6[ R.M.A. Azzam, and N.M. Basmara. CII:Sm~try an
radar anm Iddat teco oiooy in PolarizeQ Liz,'.i. Amtert"11, Nor"f Hoi.ArwU
.eitworoiCgicai resesrcn. Press, ii68.

1978 'shimaru publishes 'Wave Prcpaqation a,4 [7) L,;. Root. C.ai n/Ed~tcr. Proceedings, 21nd

Satturing in Radm.mda* Wrksmop on kPoiaruietric Radar Tecrnio~ciry, Vo
i, 1983, May 3-5. CAC:AC. ::T-Ra, 10 W. 3Sth

1978 Boerner reports on onlarization St., Chicago, IL 60616.
utilization in electroWnetric waqgin. .I .J.R. Huynen. Phencienolooical Theory of Radar

Targets, Ph.D. Dissertation, Technical
1978 Silverman reports on .naff dispersion and University Delft. NT, 1370.

polarization. 91 A.S. QoS1tinsK and W-M. Boerner, On Foundation:

1979 Schnwider and Willianm provide an analvsis of Radar Polaruretry, :EF, Trans. on Ant. &
on circular polarization in radar. Prop., Vol. AP-34(12), pp. 1395-1404 (with

C:•ennnts by H. Mieras. pp. 1470-1471 and
1979 IEEE Standard No. 14C9-1979, 'Test Autnors Reply, pp. 1471-1473), Dec. 1986.

Procedures for Antennas'. [101 A.P, Aprawal and W-M. Boorner, Ra-develotpent
of Kennatuqn's Characteristic Polarization

1979 Ioaividis and Hammr analyze the optwun Theory Using the Polarization Transformation
antenna polarization for target Ratio (rno) Fcrmals for the CLherent Case,
discrimination in clutter. Sublmitted to IEEE Trans Ceoscience & Remote

Sensing, 24 oct. 1986.
1979 Kozlov studies the radar contrast of two A.B. KCst1Mki am W-M. Brner, On the

Qo3ects. Reception oi Partially Polarized Waves,

1981 Meiscnnor and Schroth propose the design Sutruitted to JOSA, Dec. 1986.
of an advanced polarization radar system (121 A.P. Agrawal and W-". 8eerner. Description of
for meteorological Studies at DFVLR. Monostatic Polarumetric Rads. Model for Fluctu-

ating Distributed1 Scatterers with Applications1982 Kdniwn publishes "Polarized Light in to Rain Backscatter, Subaxitted to Radio Scieno
Naturv" (in Dutch: English translation - on 24 Nov. 1986.
1985). (131 W-M. Boerner at al., Interpretation of Polari-

1985 Boernor edits the Proc. of a NAfl)-AA4 on metric Co-Polarization Phase Tema in Radar
inverse methods in electromagnetic ima gImages Obtained with the JPL Airborne L-Band

Swith special a ~is an radar polariza- SAR Systems. IEEE Trans. on CGeoscience & Reaotetion. Sensing, Vol. GE-25(l), pp. 7-82, Jan. 1987.
1985 Collins publishes 'Antsnnas and Radio Wave [141 S.g. OCaudhuri and W-4. Boernr, A Polarimtri.

Propa bithon'. model for the Recovery of the High-Fr•quency
Scattering Centers fros Bistatic/M'oostatic

1985 Giuli aelyses polarization diversity in Scattering Matrix Data, IEEE Trans. on Ant. A
raear. Prop.. Vol. AP-35(l), pp. 87-93, Jan. 1987.

1986 Kostinski and Boeebg•r critically assess [15) B-Y. Foo, S.K. C•audhuri and W-M. Boerner,
tAe fundimentals of radar polaruretry. Polarization Extension of Kennaugh-Cosgriff's

Form-ula to the Bistatic Case and Its Applica-
ft),,CU~S I~tS tions to Electranaonecic Direct and Inverse

Scattering, S&flitted to IEEE: Trans. on Ant. 4
It is uroissiole to provide here a satisfactory review Prop., Oct. 1986.

on tecnmnological advances made in polarimetric radar [161 B-Y. Foo. Application of Kennaugn's RAw Re-
electronics and we reter to recent state-ot-tp.e-art sponse to Electromagnetic Vector Inverse Scat-
summaries of Oluli 1181, Bzrner (191 and Boerner and torino in Moostatic and BiltatiC Cases, Ph.D.
KostinsKi (201. A more elaborate and complete review Thesis, UIC-EVCI/CL. Chicago, IL, Dec. 1986.
including succinct mathematical. physical and siqnal
processing asoects of radar polarumetry will be pro- (171 A.P. Agrawal, A PolarLnwtric Rain Backscatter
vided in the Proceedings of a fortflc•ning .NA-Aw6- Model Developed for Coherent Polarization
DNRP 1987 (14). diversity Radar Applications, Ph.D. Thesis,

uIC-EZM/CL, Chicago, IL, Dec. 1986.

(1.81 0. Giuli, Polarization Diversity in Radar,11) G.P. Konnen, Polarized Licht in Nalure, Proc. IEEE, Vol. 74(2), pp. 245-269, Feb. 1986
Camborice University Press, Carridace, L7(, 1985
(translat;on of: ibid, Geoolariseerd lignt in [191 W-M. Boerner (invited), Recent Advnaces In Po-

de natuur, 8.V. W.J. Thiomw & Cie-Zutphen, NL, larization Radar & Radion~tric Teology - An
1980). Introduction of Basic Concepts and an overview

of Ohe Historical Developments, IEEE AerosDaLe121 W. Swindell, Polarized Lignt, Halsted Press, & Electr. Systems Soc. Journal, April 1987.
i975. [201 W-M. acerner and A.B.,KoStinski, Basic Princl-

f21 M. Aorn and E. ikblf, Pr:nciples of Optics, pies of Radar Polarlmetr/ and Its Applications
PNrga•nin Press, Oxford, .K, 1964. to Target ReoognitiorvClassification Ph-biu,

in J.K. Skwirrynaici. led.), Proc. NA~T]'-ASI.(41 M.J. Skolnik, Radar Hanrbcx, MCGraw-Hill. Electrcosngnetic Modelling and measurements for
1970. Analysis and Synthesis Problems, 1987 Aug.

(SI "-M. Scoener et al. (eds.), Inverse methods in 10-21, Tuscany, Italy, Martinus Ni)hoff PubI.,
Electromagnetic Imaging, Proc. NATO-Adv. Res. Klumer Acad., Drdrecht 1987/88.
.Asp., Bad Windsheun. FtR, 1983. Sept. 18-24, (211 W-M. Borrner et al. (eds.), Direct and Inverse
NATO-ASr Series C: Mathenatical & Physical Methods in Radar PolarLnmtrv, Proc. NATO-ARi+-
Sciences, Vol. 14], Parts 162. pp. 1-1347, D. DIFPA, 1987, May 18-24. Bad Winasheui. MR, D.
Reidel PulI. Co., LOrdrecnt, NL., Jan. 1985. Raidel Pul. Co., Dortirecnt, NL, 1988.
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AD%*M= RAM POLARINRY, RADA CROSS SECTION
MATRIX P~SB0~, AND RAWARABSfIOH1NGMA!ERILS

OUTLINE OF AGARD - SHORT COURSE LECTURE SERIES
By Dr. Wolfgang-M. Boerner, Professor, UIC-EECS/CL

WH SHOUL A1•
Pe-ople from indistry, research organizations, universities, and
governmental/-military authorities wilo are involved in the development,
manufacture, control, or utilization, and application of advanced dual
polarization radar/-scatterometer/radiometry systems in surveillance, impact
avoidance, seeker, search, fire control modes of operation.

S!EWISITES
Attendes shouid have some background knowledge in applied mathematics,
electromagnetic theory, electromagnetic wave propagation, diffraction &
scattering, and be familiar with basic radar imaging concepts at a level of at
least the M.Sc. (Physics, Electromagnetic Wave Engineering, Radar) degree.

SDEaR OBWNCTMlE
•adar polarimetry is becoming of increasingly higher importance in high frequency
(m-to-sub-mr-wave) high resolution radar target imaging, clutter analysis, and
target in clutter detection. Similarly, such fields as radar meteorology, remote
sensing, sea/coastal environment surveillance heavily rely upon a thorough
understanding of the polarization state transformation properties of isolated and
distributed scatterers.

This course presents the principles of modern techniques for high resolution
polarimetric radar target in clutter detection/ classification/ imaging and
identification of low RCS targets produced from multi-layered, isotropic and
anisotropic radar absorbing materials.

Lecturer
Dr. Wolfgang-M. Boerner University of Illinois at Chicago
Professor & Director EECS/Communications Laboratoi:y 'n/c 154)
1-(312)-996-5480/5140 840 W. Taylor Street, SEL - 4210

Chicago, IL USA-60680-4348

Language Engl I sh

ON7IACT Dr. Jean-Paul Marcellia,
Chief, Radar Signatures/Measurements
Radar Division
CONERA, 29, Avenue de la Div. LECLERC,
F-92320 CHATXLLO/,/%AGNEUX, France
(011) 33.1.46.57.11.60

Lecture Material
Each attendant will be provided with detailid course material accompanying the
lectures to be distributed well .,n advance by Dr. J.-..P. Marcellin.

1986, Decber 16: W.--M. Boerner/,W U Researcli Lecture Series Outline Page 1 of 3



Lecture Series Outlines

Monday, May 04, 1987 Registration: 8:00 to 9:00 AM
INTRODUCTICN
Overview - Radar Polarimetry: An Integrated
Field of Electromagnetic Inverse Scattering

Morning - The electromagnetic inverse problem and
(9:00 to 12:00) its relationship to other inverse problems in

sonar, seismology,
non-material testing, radiology and astronomy.

- The vector inverse problem and the radar target
imaging approach

Fundamentals of Electromagnetic Wave
Propagation/Di ffraction/Scattering

Afternoon -- The electromagnetic wave and the
(13:00 to 17:00) polarization spinor/vector

- Basics of radar target scattering: The RCS in the
low/resonance/physical optics/-geometrical optics
region

- The monostatic and bistatic electrmagnetic inverse
problems in radar target itraging

Tuesday, May 05, 1987 Fundamentals of Radar Polarinetry:
Part I - The Coherent Case

Morning - Poalrization state descrpition
(8:00 to 12:00) - The coherent target s;attering matrices

- The three-stage polarimetric target
identification problem

- The target operator/!',attering matrix nind its
properties

- The received voltage optimizatic:n problem
- The polarization fork ard its proper intfqtr'retaticn
- Other target characteristic operators

Fundamentals of PWar Polarimetry:
Part II -- The Incoherent Case

Afternoon -- Partially polar.?ed wav'es
(13:00 to 17:00) - The coherency matrix, the Stokes vector

- The ••okes reflection and Muei!.-tr matrices
- The average Muel.er matr.A and the Radar scattering

matrix
- Cl~tter descripti:ve theories

1986, Deceur 16: W.--N. J1300rere/ACAD Research Lecture Series utl iae Page 2 of 3



Lecture Series Outlines, cont'd.

Wednesday, May 06, 1987 Fundamentals of Radar Polarimetry:
Part III - The Inverse Problem/Signal Processing

Morning - Coherent polarimetric target imaging
(8:00 to 12:00) - The target vs. clutter signal optimization problem

- The down/cross/volumetric range polarimetric high
resolution radar imaging approach

Fundamentals of Radar Polarimetry:
Part IV - Polarization Radar Metrology

Af te.Enoon - Basic RCS matrix measurement procedures
'13:00 to 17:00) - Basic Poalrization Radar calibration tests

Manostatic scattering matrix measurements
-, Multistatic scattering matrix measurements

Groundtruuths Acquisition

Thursday, May 07, 1987 &picatimc of High-ftsolution Radar
Polarimetxy

Morning - Scattering matrix algorithm design
(8:00 to 12:00) - SuLNeillance radar

- Imaging radar
- Fire control radar
- Other radar applications
". Polarimetric scatterometry and radiometry

Afternlcon Panel Discuasion and Conclusion
(13:00 to 16:00)

Adjournment: 16:00 PM)

1986, Decminr 16: W.-M. Boerner/AARD Research Lecture Series Outline Page 3 of 3



Carl-Cranz- Lehrgangszentrum
Gesellschafl e.V, Oberpfaffenhofen

Society for Engineering and Scientilic Education

Lecture S2.19 New Course

Advanced Radar Polarimetry and Its Applications

27.9. - 29.9.1988 in Oberpfaffenhofen

Who should attend

People from industry, research organizations, universities, and governmental/military
authorities who are involved in development, manufacture, control or utilization, and
application of advanced dual polarization radar/scatterometer/radiometry systems in sur-
veillance, impact avoidance, seeker, search, fire control radar modes of operation

Seminar Objectives

Radar polarimetry is becoming of increasingly higher importance in high frequency (ni-
to-sub-mm-wave) high resolution radar target imaging, clutter analysis, and target in
clutter detection. Similarly, such fields as radar meteorology, remote sensing, sea/coastal
environment surveillance heavily rely upon a thorough understanding of the polarization
state transformation properties of isolated and distributed scatterers.

This course presents the principles of modern techniques for high resolution polarimetric
radar target in clutter detection/classification/imaging and identification.

Lecturers

Dr. Wolfgang-M. Boerner Communications Laboratory, Department of
Dr. Alexander B. Kostinski Electrical Engineering & Computer Science,

University of Illinois at Chicago, USA

Dr. Richard Huynen P.Q. Research
Los Altos Hills, CA, USA

Language

English



2 Advanced Radar Polarimetry CCG

Seminar Outline

Tuesday, Sept. 27

Boerner Overview - Radar Polarlmetry: An Integrated Field of Electro-
magnetic Inverse Scattering

- The electromagnetic inverse problem and its rela-
tionship to other inverse problems in sonar, seismolo-
gy, non-material testing, radiology and astronomy

- The vector inverse problem and the radar target ima-
ging approach

Kostlnski Fundamentals of Electromagnetic Wave Propagation/
Hu ynen DiffractionlScattering

- The electromagnetic wave and the polarization
spinor/vector
Basics of radar target scattering: The RCS in the
low/resonance/physical optics/geometrical optics re-
gion

- The monostatic and bistatic electromagnetic inverse
problems in radar target imaging

Wednesday, Sept. 28

Kostinski Fundamentals of Radar Polarimetry:
Huynen Part I - The Coherent Case

- Polarization state description
- The coherent target scattering matrices
- r'he three-stage polarimetric target identification pro-

blem
- The target operator/scattering matrix and its proper-

ties
- The received voltage optimization problem
- The polarization fork and Its proper interpretation
- Other target characteristic operators

Kostinski Fundamentals of Radar Polarimetry:
Huynen Part II - The Incoherent Case

- Partially polarized waves
-- The coherency matrix, the Stokes vector
- The Stokes reflection and Mueller matrices
- The average Mueller matrix and the radar scattering

matrix
- Clutter descriptive theories



CCG Advanced Radar Polarime-y 3

Thursday, Sept. 29

Boerner Fundamentals of Radar Polarimetry:
Kostinski Part III - The Inverse Problem

- Coherent polarimetric target imaging
- The target vs. clutter signal optimization problem
- The down/cross/volumetric range polarimetric high

resolution radar imaging approach

Huynen Target Parameter Evaluation, (a) new sampling methods, (b)
surface torsion and phyllotaxis, (c) target decomposition

Boerner The Polarimetric Matched Filter Concepts in POL-SAR Imaging

Adjournment

Material

Each attendant will be provided with detailed course material accompanying the lectures.

Background Requisites

Attendees should have some background knowledge in applied electromagnetic theory,
electromagnetic wave propagation, diffraction & scattering, and be familiar with basic
radar imaging concepts.

Organization

Location

0-8031 Wessltng-Oberpfaffenhofen (ca. 25 km west of Munich), Flugpiatz, Phone (08153) 28-444

Course Schedule: Tuesday 08.45 - 17.00 h
Wednesday - Thursday 09.00 - 17.00 h

Fee

DM 1.080 -- Members of CCG DM 970.-
Members of German universities may get a reduction on request.

Please note, that in case o4 a cancellation of a confirmed registration, a processing fee will be
charged as follows: DM 50.- until 7 days before the course, 25 % of the course fee If later.

Reglstratlon and Room Reservations

Please write to CarI-Cranz-Gesellschaft e.V., Flugplatz, D-8031 Wessling-Oberpfaffenhofen, or call
phone Nr. (08153) 28-413, Telex: 526419 dvlop d. A shuttle service is offored for participants without
a car.

Organiratlon

Oberst a.D. Kurt Hofmann, Carl-Cranz-Gesellschaft e.V., Oberpfaffenhofen, Phcne (08153) 28-444

Scientific Coordlnatrlo

Dr. Arno Schroth, DFVLR, Institut fOr Hochfrequenztechnlk, Phone (08153) 28-325
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TEDWICAL PRORAM OTLINE

NATO-AM-DIMRP '88
on

DIRECT & INVERSE MEMEOS IN RADAR P0T RIMEIRY

Kur und Kongress-hotel Reside..
Bad Windsheim, FRG, September 18-24, 1988

(1988 June 30)
Official Language: ENGLISH

SUNDAY, 18 SETEWER 1988

10:00 to 12:00 - WOKSHOP DIRECTS' MEETING (Room A)
Director: WOLFGANG-M. BOERNER, UIC, Chicago, USA

Co-Directors: HANS BRAND, Univ. Erlangen.-Nirnberg, FR Germany
LEONARD A. CRAM, THORN-EMI, Wells, Somerset, England
DINO GIULI, Univ. of Florence, Italy
DAG T. GJESSING, NTNF, Kjeller, Norway
WILLIAM A. HOLM, GIT-RAIL, Atlanta, USA
WOLFGANG KEYDEL, DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, FR Germany
ERNST LiNEBURG, DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, FRG
YASUMITSU MIYAZAKI, USTI, Toyohashi, Japan
FREDERIC MOLINET, Soc. Moth., Plessis-Robinson, France
MARTIN VOGEL, DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, FR Germany
WERNER WIESBECK, TUK, Karlsruhe, FR Germany

1200 to 13:00 - ILUN BREAK

13:00 - DEPARTURE OF wORKSHOP BUs "Amf-DIMRP-KUK, BAD WINDSHEIM," from Frankfurt
Airport Bus Station (opposite Main Arrival Hall B - lower level): see Travel
Instructions, Travel Questionnaire, and Terminal Guide. Map

14:00 - DEPARTURE OF oraKSIOP Bus "Aw-DIUPm-KaK, BAD WINDSHEIM," from Nuremberg
Central Station (main station exit towards city: Bahnhofsplatz): see Travel
Instructions and Travel Questionnaire

14:30 to 18:30 - RGISThAPTION AND RECEPTION (Foyer of Congress- Center and Rm. A)
DR-ING. GERT SCHALLER, UEN, Erlangen, FRG
FRAU MARGARETE GEIGER, UEN, Erlangen, FRG
DR-ING. SIEGFRIED OSTERRIEDER, GHS, Ravensburg, FRG
MR. NABIL SOLIMAN, UIC, Chicago, IL.i4USA
MR. BRIAN D. JAMES, UIC, Chicago, IL./USA
DR-ING. HELMUT SUSS, DiVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, FRG
DR-ING. KARL TRAGL, DFVLR, Wessling/OPH, FRG

17:30 to 19:00 - BUFFET
Hosts: HERR ROLE K. ERLENBACH, KuK Hotel, Manager

FRAU JUTIA BROCKHOFF, KuK Hotel, Vice-Manageress

NOTE: PROGRAM CHANCES ARE CONTEINED IN FINAL TECHNICAL PRAM OUTLINES: 1988 Sept. 15

NATO-ARW-DIMRP-88/NAM'88 DISK TPO. - 1 1988 Sept. 18-24



20:00 to 21:45 - OPENING SESSION (0)
Chairman: PROF. DR. DAG T. GJESSING

Norges Teknisk-Naturvitenskapelige Forskningsrad, Kjeller
and University of Troms6, Troms6, Norway

20:00 - OPING, REARKS
DR. MARTIN VOGEL, DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, FRG

20:10 - INTROWCTION OF DIRECTORS AND GUESTS OF HONOR
MR. LEONARD A. CRAM, THORN-EMi, Wells, UK

20:20 - WELCOME ADDRESS BY HOST INSTITUTE
DR. WLFGANG KEYDEL, DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, FRG

20:30 - TECHNICAL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

0-i : Historical Development of Radar Polarimetry - Unresolved Problems
Incentives for this Workshop

PROF. WOLFGANG-M. BOERNER, UIC-EECS, Chicago, IL./USA
20:40 - O IG LECTURE

0-2": POLARIZATION IN NATURE
DR. GUNTER P. KONNEN
K.N.N.I. deBilt, Utrecht, NL

21:30 - SPUSES' 7U=R AND CULTURAL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
DR-ING. GERD SCHALLER, UEN, Erlangen, FRG
DR-ING. HELMUT SOSS, DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, FRG

21:45 - GREETINGS AND WISHES F A SUCCESSFUL, WPKS3W
MR. ROLF K. ERLENEACH, KUK Hotel Manager
FRAU JUTrA BROCKHOFF, KUK Hotel Vice-Manager

22:00 - DAY'S END: "Hotel at Rest"
(See information on KUK Hotel Residenz Workshop Arrangements Noise)

all numered presentations will appear as papers in the Workshop Proceedings

MNOW", 19 SEPTEMBER 1988

6:00 - ?K)RWI CALL

6:45 to 7:45 - BRENKAST

SESSION I

8:00 to 10:00 - BASIC POLARIZATION TH!RY
Chairman: DR. FREDERIC MOLINET

Socifti Mothesim, Le Plessis-Robinson, France

8:00 - I-1: Definitions of Polarization in Radar
PROF. HAROLD MCY1T
Univ. of Alabama, University, A1/USA

8:30 - 1-2: The Jones Vector and the Stokes Vector: Coherent Versus Partially
Coherent Wave Treatments

PROF. RASHEED M.A. AZZAM

NATO-ARW-DIMRP-88/NATO'88 DISK T11O. - 2 1988 Sept. 18-24



18:45 to 21:45 - VISIT OF DONW•'i BAD WINDSEEIM AND RCIcPTION AT CIT! HALL

18:45 - DEARTUE WII GD ME H BOTEL

20:00 - ARIVAL AT CITY L
20:15 - REMON BY FIRST IMYVOR AT THE HISTORICAL CITY MM MISI

21:00 - RZMW TO ' 0R VISIT 70 LOCL PWS

22:00 - MaY'S ZD: 'EMIL AT FAT,* (NOSE)I)

WMAY, 20 SWIU 1988

6:00 - NCIDG CALL

6:45 to 7:45 - AST

SESSION I

8:00 to 10:00 - CR PAMC POMEWG
Chairman: MR. JRY EAVES

GIT-MAIL, Atlanta, GAU5

8:00 - IV-l: Polarization Scattering Matrix Measureinnts Using Near/Far Field
Ranges

DR. J3MTHMN D. YOUNG
DR. ERIC WRL2I
Ohio State U., Electro-Science Lab., Columbus, OH/USA

8:30 - IV-2: Polarization Purity in Microwave Scattering Matrix Measurements
PROF. ANDREW BLANCHARD
PROF. ADRIAN K. FUNG
University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, TX/US

8:50 - IV-3: Polarization Scattering Matrix Measurements on Outdoor Ranges
DR. SUM D&
DR-ING. RIDEM HAMEL
DPVLR-NF1-W, Oberpfaffenhofen, FR Germany

9:10 - IV-4: Polarimetric Measurements of *-to-r Wave Propagation Path Effects
DIPL-IG. MW PETER ARS
DR-nG. ZMBWRT HANLE
Ffi/YMN, Wachtbarg4-erthhoven, R Germany

9:30 - IV-5: Polarimteic Target and Clutter Scattering Matrix Measuremnts at
ms-to-sub-=N.wtvlengths

Do. JE RRDY
DR. COLLIN SZLLDCE

Wadar Electronics Div., THOW-WI,
Wells, Somerset, England, UK

10:00 to 10:30 - £VF i

SESSION V

10:30 to 12:30 - CMBAL MICN OF PoCAUR.NTRIC PAM AND V .OL--SAR SYST

NATO-AW--DIMRP-88/NATO'88 DISK TPO. - 5 1988 Sept. 18-24



University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA/USA

9:00 - 1-3: Fundamental Equations of Radar Polarimetry
DR. ALEXANDER B. KOSTINSKI
WOLFGANG-M. BOERNER
UIC-EECS/CL, Chicago, IL/USA

9:30 1-4: An Alternative Approach to Radar Polarimetry
DR. ZBIGNIEW H. CZYZ
Przemystowy Instytut Telekomunikacji, Warszawa, Poland

10:00 to 10:30 - COFFEE BREAK

SESSION II

10:30 to 12:30 - FOUND M(XNS OF RADAR POLARINETRY
Chairman: PROF. ADOLF LOHMANN

UEN, Erlangen, FR Germany

10:30 - II-1: Polarimetric Target Decomposition Theory
DR. J. RICHARD H[JYNEN
P.Q. Research, Los Altos Hills, CA/USA

11:00 - 11-2: Optimal Reception of Partially Polarized Waves
DR. ALEXANDER B. KOSTINSKI
MR. BRIAN D. JAMES
PROF. WOLFGANG-M. BOFeRNER
UIC-EECS/CL, Chicago, IL/USA

11:30 - 11-3: Uniqueness of Decomposition Theories in Radar Target Analysis
DR. SHANE R. CLOUDE
Univ. of Dundee, Dundee, Scotland, UK

12:00 - 11-4: Polarization Radar Signal Description: Modeling
and Processing of Polarimetric Pulse Radar Data

DR-ING. GERD WANIELIK
AFG-Telefunken A], Ulm/Donau, FR Germany

12:30 to 13:45 - LUNCH BREAK

SESSICSON III

13:45 to 15:25 - PCXARIDqETRC RADAR C(CEEPTS
Chairman: PROF. WERNER WIESBECK

Technical University Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe, FRG

13:45 - 111-1: B&sic Polarinmtric Signatures of Targets and Clutter
DR. WILLIAM A. HOLM
Georgia Inst. of Technology, RAIL Atlanta, G(Av1USA

14:15 I1I-2: Inverse GTD via Polarimetric Linear Prediction
PROF. HEINZ '1HALOUPKA
University "Oipp•, tal p, 'A Itppe•al, FR Germany

14:35 - 111-3: Speculir Tarqet #,,rnrutY.y and Scattefinq Matrices
PROF. BING--YUEr, FOCU

rIA•7__-ARW-DIMRP-88iNA'I)'388 DISK TPO. -. 1988 Sept. 18-24



DePaul University, Chicago, IL./tJSA
PROF. SUJEET K. CHAUDHURI
Univ. of Waterloo, Waterloo, ONT/Canada
PROF. WOLFGANG-M. BOERNER
UIC-EECS/CL, Chicago, IL/USA

14:55 - 111-4: The Theory and Measurement of Surface Torsion
DR. RICHARD J. HUYNEN
P.Q. Research, Los Altos Hills, CA/USA

15:15 to 15:45 - TEA BREAK

MEETING WDG-l

15:45 to 17:45 - WORKING DISCUSSION GROUP(S) MEETING
Chairman: MR. LEONARD A. CRAM

THORN-EMI, Wells, Somerset, England, UK

15:45 - ORGANIZATION OF WKING DISCUSSION GROUPS
PROF. WOLFGANG-M. BOERNER
UIC-EECS/CL, Chicago, IL/USA

15:55 - INTENT, PURPOSE, AIM OF WORKING DISCUSSION GROUP MEETINGS
DR. DAG T. GJESSING
Norges Teknisk-Naturvitenskapelige Forskningsrad, Kjeller

16:05 - GUIDELINES F(OR FPPARATION OF WORKING DISCUSSION GROUP REPORTS
DR. ERNST LONEBURG
DR. MARTIN VOGEL
DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, FR Germany

16:15 - SEPARATION INTO SIX SPECIFIC WORKIING DISCUSSION GROUPS AND DISTRIBUTION OF
QUESTIONNAIRES AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (see details in "Information on
Working Group Discussion...")

W-l: Assessment of Literature on Polarimetric Theory& Alications

Coordinators: G. Wanielik and V.N. BringT

W-2: Polarinetric Target and Clutter Analyses: (Direct Scatterink)
Coordinators: J. Hjelmstad and Y.M.M. Antar

W 3: Polarization Diffraction ToC raphy: Sensinq of Concealed Ctjects
Coo~dintor: H.BT~ anH .ellsten

W-4: Unification of Nomenclature, Conventions & Standards in POL-RAD/S.RISAR

Coordinators: A. Blanchard and D. Stock

W-5: Processing, Formatting & Calibration of POL1-EAD/SAR/ISAR Measurements
d----rinators: J. van Zyl-ainid3G.A. MueIT............

V4-: Acceleration of Int'l/NATO Interaction: Desiqn of I.r-NID9 POI-RAD/SARI
Measurement C -q_1--7 Th•-f raTve .
Coordinators: J.G. Smu-it--and I.L. Eaves

17:45- ADJ-

17:50 to 18:40 -- SUPPER

NA1(-ARW-DIMRP-88/NAT0)'88 DISK TPO, - 4 1988 Sept. 18-24



18:45 to 21:45 - VISIT OF DOGffTMN BAD WINDSHEIM AMD RECETION AT CITY HALL

18:45 - DPARTURE WITH GUIDE FM KM HOTEL

20:00 - ARRIVAL AT CITY HAL

20:15 - RECEPTION BY FIRST HAYC AT THE HISTORICAL CITY HALL C(LMER

21:00 - RETURN TO OR VISIT T LOCAL PU

22:00 - D"r'S DI): "1U AT REST,w (NOISEI)

T1UMM, 20 SEI'DME 1988

6:00 - MKIMM CALL

6:45 to 7:45 - BREAKFAST

SESSION IV

8:00 to 10:00 - IOLARIIMIRIC RAM H• WGY
Chairman: MR. JERRY EAVES

GIT-RAIL, Atlanta, GA/USA

8:00 - IV-1: Polarization Scattering Matrix Measurements Using Near/Far Field
Ranges

DR. JONATHAN D. YOUNG
DR. ERIC WALTCN
Ohio State U., Electro-Science Lab., Columbus, OHAJSA

8:30 - IV-2: Polarization Purity in Microwave Scattering Matrix Measurements
PROF. ANDRIW BLANCHARD
PROF. ADRIAN K. FUNG
University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, TX/UJSA

8:50 - rV-3: Polarization Scattering Matrix Measurements on Outdoor Ranges
DR. BER R6VE
DR-ING. REINHARD HAMMEL
DFVLR-NE-HF, Oberpfaffenhofen, FR Germany

9:10 - IV-4: Polarimitric Measuremnts of r-to-- Wave Propagation Path Effects
DIPL-IM. EGON PETER ARS
DR-rNM. EFR49UT HANLE
FHF/?AN , Wachtberg-Werthhoven, FR Germany

9:30 - IV-5: Polarimwtric Targot and Clutter Scattering Matrix Measurements at
um-to- sub-a-Wavelengths

DR. JERRY JEFFS
DR. COLLIN SILLENCE
Radar Electronics Div., THORN-EmI,
Wells, Somerset, England, UK

10:00 to 10:30 - COFFEE BK

SESSI]N V

10:30 to 12:30 - CAIBJBakAION OF FXMLAWMFhIC RADAR AND OLX-SAR SYS71M

NATX-A1J-DImRP-86/NA'IO'88 DISK 'ITO. 5 1988 Sept. 18-2Ž4



Chairman: DR. HANS-PETER SCHMID
General-Dynamics, Pomona, CA/`USA

10:30 - V-1: Assessment of Calibration Procedures for Polarimetric Radar Systems
MR. LLOYD W. ROOT
US Army Missile Conmmand, Redstone Arsenal, AL/USA

11:00 - V-2: Understanding Reciprocity in Radar Polarimetry
DR. MATTH•' FEINSTEIN
The John Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory,
Laurel, MD/USA

11:20 - V-3: Calibration of Scattering Matrix Radar Measurements
DR. ADRIAN BRIT'ON
DR. GRAHAM CRISP
DR. ALEC DEAMIMAN
Polarimetric Radac Section, Electronics Division
RSRE, Great Malvern, England, UK

11:40 - V-4: Calibration of Broadband Polarimetric Radar Imaging Systems
DR. HENDRIK VAN BRUNT
MR. DONALD R WEHNER
Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, CA/USA

12:00 - V-5: Pre/Inflight/Post-Calibration of Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture
Radar (POL-SAR) Systems: Polarimetric Calibration and Remote Sensing
Applications Using an X-C-L Band POL-SAR System

DR. ROBERT A. SHUCHMAN
DR. DAN R. SHEE
Environmental Research Laboratory, ERIM, Ann Arbor, MI/USA

12:30 to 13:45 - LUN BREA

SESSICO VI

13:45 to 15:15 - POEf RIC SIGNL PCSSING
Chairman: PROF. ALFONSO FARINA

Selenia, S.P.A., Rome, Italy

13:45 - VI-I: Polarimetric Signal Processing Techniques
PROF. DIlNO GIULI
DR-ING. MONICh GFERADELLI
University of Florence, Florence, Italy

14:15 - VI-2: Multispectral Polarimetric Radar Signal Processing: Performance
Evaluation of Polarimetric Signal Algorithms

DR. KENNETH C. STIEFVATER
Rome Air Development Center, Griffis AFB, NY/USA

14:35 - VI-3: Polarimetric Signal Processing in Radar Target Versus Clutter
Separation

DR. DONALD E. STOCK
Radar Systems Div., AEG/P.G, Ulm, FR Germany

14:55 - V-I-4: Polarimetric Signal Processing in 6k-Pulse Polarimetric Scatterometry
DR-ING. JENS HJELMSTAD
DR. DAG T. GJESSING
TNF--PrM, Kjeller, Norway

NATO-A;54-DIMP.P-88/NATO'88 DISK T'PO. - 6 1988 Sept. 18-24



15:15 to 15:45 - TEA BREAK

MEETING WDG-2

15:45 to 17:45 - WORKING DISCUSSION GROUP ACTIVITIES (W-1 TO W-6)
(Discussion within Individual Groups)

17:45 - ADJO

17:50 to 18:40 - SUPPER

18:45 to 21:00 - VISIT T1 rOWTO W BAD WINDSHEIM AND OR•AN RECITAL AT ST. KILIAN

19:00 - DEPARTURE WITH GUIDE FROM KUK HOTEL

19:50 - ARRIVAL AT BAROQUE RENISSANCE HiURCH, ST. KILIAN

20:00 - GUIDED TOUR THROUG HISTORICAL CHURCH (GUIDE: MRS. LOEZ)

20:20 - OR•AN RECITAL (WORKS BY J.S. BACH, C. FRANK, D. BUXDHUDE and J. PAI2ELBEL)
ORGANIST: KANTOR UHLJMNN.

21:20 - RETURN TO HOTEL OR VISIT OF LOCAL PUBS

22:00 - DAY'S END, "HOTEL AT REST," (NOISE!)

WEDNESDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER 1988

6:00 - MORNING CALL

6:45 to 7:45 - BREAKFAST

SESSION VII

8:00 to 10:00 - VECT (POLARIZATION) DIFFRACTIcON TUOM¶ RAPHY
Chairman: PROF. DR. MANFRED PFEILER

Siemens AG, MTB, Erlangen, FR Germany

8:00 - VII-1: Vector (Polarization) Diffraction Tomography
PROF. DR. ANTHONY J. DEVANEY
Northeastern University, Boston, MA/USA

8:30 - VII-2: Toward a Unified Theory of Vector Diffraction Tomography
PROF. KARL J. LANGENBERG
University of Kassel, Kassel, FR Gcrmany

9:00 - VII-3: Assessment of Resolution and Image Quality in Microwave Diffraction
Tomography

DR. DOMINIQUE LESSELIER
PROF. WALID TABBAPA
PROF. J. CHARLES BOLOMEY
SUPERLEC, Gif-sur-Yvette, France

9:30 -- VII-4: The Depolarizing Term in Electromagnetic Vector Diffraction
Tomography

MR. NABIL SOLIMAN, MR. BRIAN D. JAMES
DR. ALEXANDER B. KOSTINSKI, PROF. WOLFGANG-M. BOERNEP
UIC-EECSiCL, CHICAGO, IL./USA

NA'Im>-ARW-DIMRP--88/NAT'088 DISK ITO. - 7 1988 Sept. 18-24



10:00 to 10:30 COEFFEE BREAK

SESSION VIII

10:30 to 12:30 -- POLARIMETRIC TMO-GRAPHIC METHODS FOR THE IMAGING OF' CONCEALED
OBJECTS

Chairman: PROF. HANS BRAND
University of Erlangen-Nirnberg, Erlangen, FR Germany

10:30 - VIII-1: Comparison of Accoustic and Microwave Tomographic Measurements of
Concealed Objects

MR. MARKUS VESTER
Siemens AG, Zentral-labor, Erlangen, FRG
PROF. HELMUT ERMERT
Ruhr-UniversitAt, Bochum, FRG

11:00 - VIII-2: Microwave Diffraction Tomography in Underground Target Imagery
PROF. HANS BLOK
Technical University Delft, Delft, NL

11:30 - V-III-3: Polarimetric Random Signal Processing in Underground Radar Imaging
PROF. TSUTOMU SUZUKI
Denki Tsushin Daigaku, Chofu-Shi
Tokyo, Japan

12:00 - VITI-4: Application of the generalized pencil of functions method to
polarimetric transient data scattered from buried objects

DR. TAPAN K. SARKAR
Syracuse University, Syracuse N.Y.

12:30 to 13:00 - LL14M BREAK (Short Sandwich Pick-Up Type Luncheon)

SCI--CJL--IJUR I

13:00 to 21:30 - SCIENTIFIC/tMLURAL TOMR: HEIDIEIl/Brenz-ECBRKOCHEN-lU--
D

Co-Chairmen: DR. RUDOLF GROSSKOPF, Director
CARL ZEISS AG, Electronics R&D Center, Oberkochen, FRG

PROF. DR.-IN3. GERHARD BOJCKE, Director
AEG Radio & Radar Systems Div., ULM, FRG

13:00 - DEPARTURE FR1 KuK-RESIDENZ HOTEL by Tour Bus

14:30 to 16:30 - VISITS OF CARL ZEISS UR AEG R&D LABORATIES

(i) VISIT OF CARL ZEISS AG
Electronics Research & Development Center
Oberkochen/Kochel, FRG

(ii) VISIT OF AEG Radio & Radar Systems Division
Ulm/Donau, FEG

16:30 - DEPARTURE FROM ULM TO DINKELSBUE3L

NATO-A.W-DIMRP-88/NATO'88 DISK 'FRO. - 8 1988 Sept. 18-24



17:00 - DEPARTURE FIOM OBERKOCEN 'IM DINKELSBUEHL

17:45 to 18:45 - Guided Tour of Dinkelsbiihl, Visits of the "Bayerische
Landesgartenschau 1988", and/or of the Gothic Cathedral

19:00 to 20:30 - SUPPER at "Die SCHRANNE", Weinmarkt 7, Dinkelstihl, FRG

20:45 - DEPARTURE FRQM DINKELSBUEHL TO BAD WINDSHEIM BY TCR BUS

21:30 - Arrival at KuK-Hotel

22:00 - DAY'SEND: HOTEL AT REST (NOISE!)

THURSDAY, 22 SEPTEP ER_1988

6:00 MORNIN CALL

6:45 to 7:45 - BREAKFAST

SESSION IX

8:00 to 0:00 - POLARlIE'TRIC VECTOR SIGNAL PROCESSIIN
Chairman: MR. LLOYD W. ROOT

MICOM, Redstone Arsenal, AL./USA

8:00 - IX-1: Advances in Polarimetric Radar Device Technology/Signal
Processing for Radar Remote Sensing

DR. ANDRE J. POELMAN
SHAPE-TC, The Hague, NL

8:30 - IX-2: The Design of Dual Polarimetric Integrated Microstrip Antenna
Systems with Adaptive Polarization State Switching

PROF. KIYOHIHO ITOH
Hokkaido Daigaku
Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan

9:00 - IX-3: Advances in Polarimetric Radiometry
DR.-ING. GERD SCHALLER
PROF. HANS BRAND
University of Erlangen-Nirnberg, Erlangen, FRG

9:30 - IX-4: Multi-Spactral, Multi-static Polarimetric Signal Processing
PROF. ALFONSO FARINA
Selenia, Rome, Italy

9:30 to 10:30 - (flFFEE BREAK

SESSION X

10:30 to 12:30 - P(3LARIMETIC MJLTI-STATIC & MULTI-SPECTRAL IMAGING
Chairman: MR. DONALD R. WEHNER

Radar Div., NOSC, San Diego, CA.,/USA

10:30 -- X-I: Basic Polarimetric Measurements in Monostatic and
Bistatic Radar Imaging

PROF. WERNER WIESBECK
Technical Univ. Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe, FRG

NWTO-AR.-DIMRP-88/NATO'88 DISK TPO. - 9 1988 Sept. 18-24



11:00 - X-2: Polarimetric Scatterometry
PROF. DAG T. GJESSING
DR.-ING. JENS HJELMSTAD
NTNF-PFM, Kjeller, Norway

11:30 - X-3: Computer-Aided Design of Multistatic/Multispectral Target RCS
Scattering Matrices of Complicated Shapes

PROF. SHUNG-WU LEE
UIUC-ECE/EL, Urbana, IL/USA
PROF. HAO LING
UTA-ECE, Austin, TX/USA

11:50 - X-4: Polarimetric (Scattering Matrix) Bi-Static Target Imaging:
Polarimetric Model for Multipath Imaging

PROF. SUJEET K. CHAUDHURI
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ONT/Canada
PROF. WOLFGANG-M. BOERNER
UIC-EECS/CL, Chicago, IL./USA

12:10 - X-5: Plasma Resonance Effects in Radar Backscattering from Meteor Trails as
Studied by the Scattering Matrix Method

DR. SAMUEL P. WEI
Boeing, Kent Space Center, Kent, WA/USA

12:30 to 13:45 - LUNM BREAK

SESSION XI

13:45 to 15:15 - POLARIZETRIC SAR/ISAR IMGINM
Chairman: MR. HANS DOLEZALEK

Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA./USA

13:45 - XI-l: Classification of Scattering Behavior
Using POL-RAD/SAR Data

DR. JAKOB VAN ZYL
CAL-TEC/JPL, Pasadena, CA

14:15 - XI-2: Polarization Filtering of POL-SAR DATA
DR. PASCALE DUBOIS
CAL-TEC/JPL, Pasadena, CA/USA

14:35 -- XI-3: The Polarimetric Matched Image Filter and
its Application to POL-SAR Imaging

MR. BRIAN D. JAMES
DR. ALEXANDER B. KOSTINSKI
PROF. W0LFGANG-M. BOERNER
UIC-EECS/CL, Chicago, IL./USA

14:55 - XI-4: Theoretical Models for Polarimetric Microwave
Remote Sensing of Earth Terrain

DR. MAURICE BORGEAUD
DR. ROBERT T. SHIN
PROF. JIN-AU KONG
MIT-EECS/EL, Boston, MA.

15:15 to 15:45 - TEA BREAK
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MEETING WDG-3

15:45 to 17:45 - WORKING DISCUSSION GROUP ACTIVITIES: PREPARATION OF
FINAL REO~RS (W-1 to W-6)

Chairmen: PROF. SUJEET K.CHAUDHURI
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ONT/Canada

15:45 - Preparation of Final Reports of Individual Groups W-1 to W-6
PROF. DAG T. CJESSING
University of Troms6, Troms6, Norway

16:30 - Ten-Minute Summaries by Each Group's Reporters

W-1 : PROF. KIYOHIKO ITOH and DR. SAMUEL P. WEI

W-2 DR. DAVID E. STEIN and DR. RREINHART HA1WMEL

W-3 : DR. MARKUS VESTER and DR. MAURICE BORGEPIJD

W-4 : DR ALEXANDER B. KOSTINSKI and DR. BERND RODE
*

W-5 : DR. LEO LIGTHART and PROF. TSqTInMU SUZUKI

W-6 : DR. WALTER K. FLOOD and DR. ROBERT SERAFIN

* Final Group Reports will be published in the Workshop Pryoceedings

17:30 - Adjournment

17:45 to 21:30 - VISIT OF THE FRANiMKNNI!• OPMJ-ASR MSFDZM (Registration for
Participat~on-- F~t1•Requests ••t-[b--orvrarded by Tuiesday,
1988 Sept. 20 noon to AW-Sekreteriat, Room A)

17:45 - DbTARTuRE BY BuS FRom Kim zorim

18:00 to 20:00 - Viewing of OPEN-AIR MUSFUM with Ouide

20:00 to 21:15 - "KARPFENESSEN im Museums-Restzaurant":
Exntertainment by Windsheinxem Singer

21:30 - DEPARTURE OF WORKSHOP BUSES

22:00 - DAY'SEND: " ATTEL AT REST" (NOISE!)

FRIDAY, 23 SEKWUM 1988

6:00 MR4tnM CALL

6:45 to 7:45 - BRFAFAST

SESSION XII

8:00 to 10:00 -- SUMISTICAL MLI S IN POL•RIPITRC RW rr- SEN3'FI
Chairman: DR. IRWJIN D. OLIN

Naval Research LaborF.,tory, Washington DC

8:00 - XII-1: Polarimetric Doppler Processingj in Rdad 7tete
Sensing of Dynamically Movinq Scatterei :Ens'rtb-
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DR. DUSAN ZRN7...
DR. PICRIiARM . DJ. IAK
N,'QAA-TRL-NSSL, NO1VAN., OK/U. A

8:30 - XII-2: Statist:.cs ot Stokes Parcimeter&. in Radar Polarimetry
PROF. RICHtARD BA.RP.KAT
Applied Scienc;es Div., Hairva.d University
Cambtidge, MA./USA

9:00 -XIT-. Selee.tion of Suitable Probability Density oisttihution
Fwuz.tions in Radar Polarimetry: The Weilbull Dis.ribution

PROF. MATSUO SEY!TNE
Tokyo Kogyo Daigaku, Magatsuta
YokohAna-ShJ., Japma:

9:20 - X1I-4: On .dapt:LVe Radar Polarimetry- Concepts of Implementation
PROF. LEONID B. FP.!ýISER
No:throp University, Los Angeles, CA./,USA

9:40 XII--5 Angle Tracking of Partially Polarized Signals: Diversity
Meth(ds based on Level Crossing TCheory

DR. DEVNqEL D. (7ARP;X&T1R
IR• Space & Defense D:iv,
ER Se,,judo, CA/US.?A

i000 to 10:30 - (CXOFFEE BiEAR

SESISI(N Xi1I

10:30 to 12:30 - V(XAR1WMLC RAWAR MtIrEOXW
Chairman: DR. WALTER 7LOOD

ALdky Research Office
Research Triangle Park, N.C./USA

10:30 - XIII-1: A Cý.ltical Pssessment of the Historical Development of
Polarimetric Radar Meteorology;
Where do we come troam, where do we go?

PROF. THOMAS A. SELICA
Pennsylvania State Univ., College Park, PA,/USA

11:00 XIII-2: Dual Polarization Meteorological Radar Developments
at Higher Po7ier Levels

DR. -•GENE A. MUELLER
MR. GERALD D. NESPOR
UIUC/ISWS-CHI LL Radar
Champaign, Urbana, IL./USA

-:20- XTII-3: Polarimetric Radar Application to Meteorology and
Scattering Matrix Measurements

PROF. YAHIA M.M. ANTAR
Royal Military College
Kingston, ONT, Canada

-1:40 - XIII-4: The Delft Polarimetric Meteorologic Radar System
DR. LEO P. LIGTHART
Center for Remote Sensing
Delft University of Technology
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12:10 - XIII--5: Polarization Antenna Patterns from NCAR's CP-2
Meteorological Radar

DR. JEFFEREY KEELER
NCAR, Boulder, CO./USA

12:30 to 13:45 - LUNCH BREK

SESSION XIV

13:45 to 15:15 - POLARIP[ETRIC SINATURKES IN RADAR -ET)OROGY,
OCEANOGRAPHY, AGRICULiTWE & FORESTRY

Chairman: PROF. DR.-ING. ALFONS KESSLER
Technische Hochschule Darmstadt, FRG

13:45 - XIV-l: Polarimetric Radar Measurements in Convective Storms
PROF. VISWA-NATHAN N. BRINGI
Colorado State Univ., Collins, CO./USA

14:15 - XIV-2: Towards an Understanding of the Effects of Propagation
through Rain on Data from Polarization Diversity Radars

PROF. ANTHONY R. HOLT
UniversiLy of Essex, Colchester, England, UK

14:35 - XIV-3: Snowfall and Rainfall Obsvervations Using the DND Dual
Polarization Radar

DR. FUMIO YOSHINO
Doboku Kenkyo Jo, Tsukuba, Japan

14:55- XIV-4: Sensitivity cf Two Polarimetric Backscatter Models for
Sea-ice

DR. DALE P. WINEBRENNER
Applied Physics Lab., University of Washington
PROF. LEUNG TSANG
PROF. AKIRO ISHIMARU
Dept. of Electrical Engr.
University of Washington
Seattle, WA./USA

15:15 - XIV-S5 Polarimetric Signatures of Vegetated and Forrested Terrain
DR. HAPRUTO HIROSAWPA
Institute of Space & Astronautical Sciences
ISAS, Sagamihara--Shi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan

15:45 to 16:15 - TEA BREAK

¶EETING WDG-4

16:15 to 17:15 - FINAL WiRKING DISCUSSION C4CMP MEETING (Lecture center)
Chairman: DR. ROBERT J. SERAFIN

NCAR, Boulder, CO./USA

Submission of Final Reports by Group Reporters

Preparation of Final Overall Statement
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SESSION XV

17:15 to 18:15 - FINAL SESSION
Chairman: DR. FREDERIC MOLINET

Soc. Moth, Plessis-Robinson, France

17:15 - Concluding Remarks
PROF. PIERRE C. SABATIER
USTL, Montpellier, France

17:30 - Instructions on Submission of Final Report Forms
DR. ERNST LUNEBURG

17:45 - Summary of Working Discussion Group Reports
DR. MARTIN VOGEL

18:00 - Procedures for the Publication of the workshop Proceedings

PROF. WOLFGANG-M. BOERNER

18:15 - Adjournment

18:00 to 19:00 -- SETT'LING OF HOTEL BILLS
(Please, make use of any spare time during Friday
noon/afternocn for settling your hotel bills and for
preparation of Saturday's Scientific Tour Departure)

W13IUP BANQUET (XVI)

19:00 to 21:00
Hosts: HEMR ROLF K. ERLEBACH, KUK HOTEL, MANAGER

FRAU JUTTA BROCHHOFF, KuK Hotel, Vice-Manageress

19:00 to 20:00 - DINNER

20:00 - Introduction of Guests of Honor
DR. WOLFGANG KEYDEL, DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, FRG

20:15 - Thanks to the Hosts and the; Sponsors
MR. LEONARD A. CRAM, THORN-EMI, Somerset, UK

20:30 - XVI-l: The DuJ. Polarization Doppler C-Band Radar Meteorological
Instrumentation Facility at DFVLR-(3terpfaffenhofen

DR.-ING. AIMN SCHROTM

DR.-ING. KARL TRAGEL
DFVLR, ROVITE SENSING DIV./)PH.

21:20 - nrI-2: Detailed Instructions on the Scientific/Cultural Tour of
Saturday via Rothenbuig and Ulm to Oberpfaffenhofen

DR.-ING. HELMUT SUSS, DFVLR, Oberpfaffenhofen, FRG
DR.-ING. SIEGFRIED OSTE'RRIEDER, GHS, Ravensburg, FRG
PROF. WERNER WIEBECK, IIJK, Karlsruhe, FRG

21:40 - Adjournment

22:00 - DAY'S END" HOTEL AT REST" (WOISE!)
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SRThUMAY, 1..24 -P1'.?1B 1988

6 , 00 MOMrING CALL

6 : 45 to 7:45 -07.KFAST

7:45 to 8:15 -* Settling of Bills Mid Clearing of Hotel ROomS

SCI-ICUL-TDOM 1

1:1.5 to 8:30- C1XTURAL/SI1TTIFIC TOUR: ROMEMB1RG-U`U-AUG1SBUR&-

OBEFtPFAFFENHF--l|I CH
Tour Co-Chairmen: DR. WOLFGANG KEYDEL

PROF. WERNER WIEBECK
PROF. WOLFGANG-M. BOERNER

8:30 - DEPARTURE (Note, Luggage of tour participants will be taken along
with the tour buses, as advised during registration)

9:00 - ARRIVAL in ROTHENURG (Visits will include guided sightseeing tour,
brief shopping, viewing of St. Jakob Cathedral and City Hall)

10:30 - Dýparture from Rothenburg (Ride along new Autobahn to Ulm)

11:45 -- Arrival at Olin (Viewing of City Center and ULMER DOM',

12:30 - Departure from Ulm and distribution of lunch bags

14:00 - Arrival at DFVLR-O)berpfaffenhofen

14:00 to 17:30 -- VIEWING OF DFVLR C-BAD DML POLARIZATICN DOPPLER
RALR FACILITY

14:15 -- Welcome of visitor.s and introduction to the mission of DEVLR at
Qberpfaffenk fen

O)F. DR. HEINZ HABERLE, Director, DFVLR-OPH
14:30 - The DFVLR-NE-HF Microwave Remote Sensing Center

DR. WOLFGANG KYDEL, Director, DFVLR-NE-HF

14:45 - The DFVLR Institute of the Physics for the Atmosphere, Polarimetric
Radar meteorology Research Program

DR. MANMRED REINHARr, Directur, DFVLR-IPA

15:00 - Guided tour through the DFVLR Dual Polarization Radar
Meteorological Instrumentation Facility

DR. ANO SCHIiTH, Chief, DFVLR-POL-RAD Research

16:15 - COFFEE BREAK: Final Come together at DFVLR Cafeteria
Host: DR. WOLFGANG KE', 'EL

17:00 - Farewell Speech
PROF. WOLFGANG-M. BOERNER

17:30 - Departure of bus to ?knich Central Station

18:30 - Farewell at Miinchen Hauptbahnhof
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